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ABSTPACT

In current practice the pemneability of fractured media

can be modelled adequately for two extreme Cases celdom realized

in nature: ones 1) when individual planas conductors, such as

joints in rock, are so independent and infrequent that each may

be arAlyzed asbseparate channel, or, 2) when gg8rgates of frac-

tures, as in fault braccia, so resemble sedimentary pores that

the mediu= is assumed to be a continuum. The object of this

study is to anodel a wide variety of fractured media, especially

jointed rock, whose geometry Is betrveen the above extremes.

These media have planar conductors varyins in frequency, dis-

persed in oritntation, and distributed in aperture, Parallel-

plate openiuisr are used to simulate real. fractures. Vith this

idealization, if there is flow along intersecting conductors,

the dicharge of each it proportional to the cube of its aper-

ture and to the projection of a field gradient generally, parallel

to n conductor. * For a given gradiont, one may add discharge

components of intersecting plane conductors or Intergranular con-

ductive bodies between them. The discharge of one planar con-

ductor or any set can be represented by a second-rank tensor. A

tensor therefore describes the perneability of a continuous mod-

Lum SivS the same discharge as fractured medium under the same

hydraulic gradients in laminar, incompressible flow situations.

Special cases of one, two, and three Joint sets are modelled

b y appin kbate Carlo sampling methods that palr Fisher dis-

tributions of orientations and skewed distributions of apertures.

Now statistics of the orientation of principal axes and of prin-

Cipat permabititLes are developed. The model shows the causes

of anisotropy and It. variations.

A field method for measuring anlsotrople permeabtlity ie



proposed, It La derived from a general solution to the discharge

from cylindrical cavLties arbitrarily oriented in saturated, in-

finite ani8stropLc media, utilizing pressure-discharge measure-

ments in drill holes coinciding with principal axes predetermined

by analysis of joint orientation data.

the statistics of pressure-test data from seven dansites on

crystalline rock indicate that the number o£ effective conductors

intercepted at depth by a drill-hole La distributed as a Poisson

varlate, =uch smaller than the number that would be expected

from surface exposures of Joints. The mean and variance of tie

number of conductors crossing a given lenpth of drill hole can

be esti.nated from the frequency of zero discharges encountered.

The computer model successfully duplicates the shape of field

dischar3e frequency curves once the sample-size is made to vary

asa Po*isson. Aperture distributions cannot be determined from

permeability data but evidence suggests log normal or exponen-

tiat distributions to be most likely.

Zn spite of indeterminate apertures, fracture porosity can

be determined from anisotropic permeability within a range of

about 10 percent of the true value, once the maon frequenry of

conductors of each joint set has been determined.

t f Lou and potential distributions in civil and petro-

leum engineering Ok groundwater hydrology can be solved ultimate-

ly if fractured rock is evaluated as an anisotropic permeable

medium 'vth heterogeneities reflected in statistically-distributed

mesu. -s
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. SCOP£9 OBJECTIVES AND HETHODS OF STUDY

Tlis investigation of basic aspects of fluid flow in frace

tured media was prompted by the writer's inability to comprehend

how geological structures influence seepage and uplift of dams

on rock, or drainage to tunnels. In each case, the lack of

quantitative tools to assess the influence of joint orientations,

apertures, and spacings led to the conclusion that conventional

ground water hydrology could not advance our knowledge of the

permeability of fractured nedia until a model was devised to

combine statistically, the independent variables governing

directional permeability.

The salient precursors to this work were papers by Versrluys

(1915) and Childs (19S7). Versluys proved that any number of

Capillary tubes'of arbitrary orientation can be replaced by

three mutually orthogonal tubes giving the same vectorial dis-

charge. In this thesis, the writer has replaced the tubes with

parallel plates- and streamlined the mathematics uith tensorial

notation. Chllds investigated the directional permeability of

uniform, parallel sets of fissures in soil. The present model

fulfills the ned for orientatLonal generality, and provides

flexlbility to include other parameters.

Fbny unsolved aspects of this brad, almost untouched sub-

ject of fractured mdia lhave been treated here only heuristic-

alLy, in the hope of stimulating studies sequel to this thesis.

the object of this study is to develop an understanding of

the role of some of the geometrical variables controlling fluid

flow in fractured media. The variables include dispersion of

conduit orientations and apertures, the spacing of aggregates

of conduits, and sampl, sia. Since directional permeability
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is an attribute of fractured media, the thieory of flow in anise.

tropic continua is reviewed. When there is established a basit

for deterlining the properties of a continuum having statistica+'t

equivalence to a fractured discontinuum, then established methods

of solving boundary problems can be applied to jointed rock, and

the errors evaluated.

A method of measuring anisotropLsm is required before bound-

*ry problems can be solved. The problem of steady discharge from

an arbitrarlty-oriented cylindrical cavity in an infinite, aniso-

tropic saturated medium Is solved, and applied to pressure-testLng

of Jointed rock to determine the three principal permeabilities.

The reason that anisotropy exists.in fractured media and an

approach to its prediction are investigated with a mathematical

model, evaluated by computer programs. The uiodel describes

directional permeabiity as a second-rank tensor, or by its

equivalent principal axes and permeabilities. Individual con-

ductors are like the openings between smooth parallel plates,

uniformily separated throtghout their infinite extent, but orient-

ed in arbitrary sets dispersed at random about mean directions.

Apertures are distributed according to various density functions.

A parameter to describe spacing or fracture density is devised.

Since water flow problems are the main interest, incompressible

1oiseuille flow is assumed. Some aspects of random Inhomogeneitry

are considered but not the effects of systematic inhomogeneity.

Some variables not studied include those of anisotropy or dLs-

continuity of iadividual conductors, compressibility, nonlinear

friction, or multi*phase flow.

Ground-vater, engineering, and mining literature Is review

for pertinent information describing the occurence of water in

joints, faults, cleavase and schistosity, and to describe their



&eomitryt

frmeabLlity distributions in real jointed rock media are
> vestigated by re-analyuti of presawe-test data obtained

ljrgely by others in exploratory drill&holes at seven dcmites
on crvstOlline rocks of California. The results indicated need
for an additional variable in the modal; namely, a distribution
of Joint densities, and showed the dominating effect of smll
==bers of conductore.

On the basis of known average JoLnt densities and known
geometry, acceptable approximations to secondary porosity may be
computed from measured principal permeablities. It is show; to
be impossLble to establish from permeability data the distribu-
ton of apertures or a precise masure of porosity.

Applieabilit of theoretical and model study results to
several practical problems in engineering is discussed.

. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~

P
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0%apter 1

GENERAL DISCUSSION 0 AVIISOTROPIC PERMEABLE MEDIA

Since this investigation of seepase through fractured media

will load ultimately to moans of solving practical boundary

problems, a survey ot pertinent literature on anisotropLe con-

tLnu.a -vt11 provide perspective to the succeeding chapters.

In the following treatment, potential La defined as the work

done.on a unit mass of fluid in moving it to its position and

pressure from some reference condition. Childs (19S7, pp. 39.

44? discusses definitions. Darcy's law defines for isotropic

media the proportionality between a discharge vector and a

parallel potential gradient vector,

f., 8_ (1.1)

the vectors represented in equation (1-1) are directional qu-n-

tities having no dLrectional distribution. As first order ten-

sors, such vectors are invarient to rotation in the medium. In

other words. when there exists the condition known as Lcotropy,

the proportionality coefficient, k, is a scaler, having the same

value for all dftectlonv.

Ebre general equations have been derived for anisotropic

media, wherein the velocity and gradient vectors are non-parallel.

Lf a medium has directLonal properties, thecoeffiLcent relating

discharge 'to gradient varies '4th orientation. A vector operator

defining such directional properties for all orientations of a

medium is a second rank tensor. Ecamples of sow properties that

may be anLsotropLe are: thermal, electrical or fluid conductivity,

dielectric constants, elastic or thermat-expansion coefficients.
*
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mhe general form of Darcyt a law for fluid pezmeabilitY

r*, as Kj, (Ferzandon, 1948, p. 24) (1.2)

degenerates to the .familiar isotropic form when

14, 1 'Kfi 'a O^ A
wher e 18Lj Is the identity, unit, or Isotropic tensor.

The notion of anistropy ti old. Duhatml (1832) studied

anisotropic thermal conductivity by measuring the elliptic shape

of the melting front around a small heat source Imbedded in crys-

tals coated with paraffin. Mtnjal (1964) bas recently applied

the method to rocks.

Ve"sUs (1915) was first to explain anisocropic permeabil-

ity by modelling the conductors as arbitrari-oariented bundles

of tubes. He proved that any four arbitrary sets may be replaced

by three mutually orrthqpl sets of conductivity I;, Is O 3

such that the continuity equation leads toothe ganeralization:

Ar t~a + k, 3O9^ + t. @8 = ° (1-3)
0

Verstuys showed that four sets may be reduced to thne (by solv-

ing 6 simultaneous equations) so any nmber., taken four at a

time, may be reduced to three. 7he coefficienta Re are the

principal permeabilities of the system, associated with the throe

mtually orthogoial principal axes.

Ferrandon (1948) derived the tensor form (tEuation 1-2) from

the bundle of tubes model. The following treatmont diffets little

krom errandonts and the sumaries given by Scheideggez (1954)

end Childs (1957).

The contribution to the flow qD, through a mit *ae norma

to nt, due to tubes oriented along ft. is proportional to the
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ptetrIal Sradient &ton8 the. tubes (Fi8ure 11).

ril

/~~
~~~~~~~~ ''2

Fure -I,. Definitions for Ferrandon's bundles
of tubes model of anLsofropLc media.

the cross-sectionaL nrea of tubes per unit area cutting across
solid eand fluid phases of a porous medium is equal to the solid
angl, di at unit distance from sonte arbitrary point times a
proportionality coefficient, r pertaining to that set of tubes.
In the follo-4na discussion, subscripts 1 and indicate 3 vector
components, subscripts n and ei sl'nify designated scalars. Re-
peated indexes uisnlfy summation.

Men the gradient is arbitrary, the component alona the
tubes is

The a-direction discharge of one bundle of tubes is

whro isa coandctivity coefficient and / is the viscosity
of the fluid. the component of this flow in the nL-direction is
proportional t the cosine of the angle nim1, thus

t ~ tZ < 7 * i WZ
The discharge of an aggregate of dispersed tubes is obtained by
.imuatior&, each tube with its peculiar direction cosines sL,
Ka coefficients k and depending on the tube diameters and
frequency.- We may define a new coefficient,

*~ ~~A IL Cv-4 .w 6 Z -j O }-
I
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a second order symmetric tensor that operates on the gradient

vector to give the discharge per unit of area normal to the we-

locitye

L a,
-a a Jr (1-2)

or the discharge through an area normal to nit

,,.~ (7,1 .-4)

The di3charga coefficient of each tube or tube-set is a syrn

metric tensor in an arbitrary coordinate system, and if all co-
0

efficients are cfereed to the some system, the sum of syimetric

tensors is another symmetric tensor.

Directiong M baiiy

An imediate consequence of the finding that permeability

is a second rank tensor is that velocity is parallel to the

gradient only along three mutually orthogonal axes, the principal

axes or egenvectrs of the tensor, while elsewhere, velocity is

nonparallel to the gradlent. The eigenvalues of the tensor ar

the principal permabilitles, k 1 lt k 2 2 , k 3 3 *

'lo alternative definitions of directional permeability

hav been offered by Scheidegger (1954). In one case, seepage

ls confined to a direction n, by cutting from the medium a thin,

pencil-shaped, encased specieUn, ach more elongate than the

drillsCOres employed by Johnson and Hughes (1948) and Johnson

and Breston1 (1951) to establish anisotropy of sandstones. With

such boundaries, the gradient is uwnk'im, for equipotentials are

generally oblique to the core axis and to the principal planes

of permeability.



The gradient al6ng the axis is

K> aX; ,I
but in'this Qase it is the gradient that is dependent upon the

velocity.

where k"' La the inverse tensot (4,; J ),

0*.

the proportionaiUty constant between the dlsCrge and the grad-

Lent in the flow direction is Scheideggerts first definition of

directional pemability:

K>^ {/^ /0X,; (1.5)

A second definition of directional permeability is derived

for the flow tbhough a specimen that is very wide compared to its

thickness. like a pancake, with constant potentials at the broad

surfaces. the gradient is fixed, while the velocity is generally

oblique to the equipotentials and inclined to the principal axes

of perueablity.

DesignitLng n the direction normal to the equipotential

surfaces, and qn the discharge (per unit area) through it, it is

clear that the scalar discharge is

where q. is the vector discharge (per uit area) through the in-

K> terior of the specimen. ScheiLdeger (p. 77) applies equation

(L.2) for 4, which gives
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40. /"4; t /

w/X w--A. / (3-6)

_ vna, X~. ;

Scheidogger concluded that the two definitions, 5) and 6) are

identical, because

imlin thj th = k X j4: ; .fl Sx, = /
s0~~~~~~~ '

implyia that thie extra path Length across the flat specimen ia

compensated by decreased resistance.

Marcus and Eanson (1961, 1962) investigated the two-

dimensional aspects of anisotropy, concluding that the two deft-

nltlons of :Scheidegger lead to different values of directlanal

permeability.

When the direction of flow is known (at an angle ), the

directional permeability at a general angle p is

KzCI'S ICO5S- /f1W ''eSS G5o ++S~ */ 86gA (1t-7)
Cos S cos .6. gO fStXin

where the angles are defined by figure 1 Z.

40
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K>t

Pigiw 1-2. General flow conditions in anisotropic
porous media (after Marcus and Evanson,
1961)

When * S directional permeability Kl is measured in the

flow direction, as in the case of Scheidegger's pencil-shaped

boundaries. The equation

is a centered ellipse with radius II7S * and semi-axes FE
and fV.

When the direction of the gradient is known (at an angle aC

from the x-auis), the directional permeability at a general angle

g is

km coSg Cos cc s .csi

C @ .C Cos 4 o)s S in (19

When , directional permeability K is masured in the

direction of the gradient, as 'wth Scholdoeggers pancake boundaries,

. Rs * s*.x Iosvc + ffj s~eK , (tO)
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tht equation of a centered ellipse with the radius I/ /
and seimaxes 1/ rX, and. 1/ Rf

)Mrcus and Evanson show that Pa Z 1 . For the same

gradient along the.axis of test specimens, there will be a greater

discharge per unit area with the pancake boundaries than with the

pencil-shapod boundaries. Flow takes the path of least relss.

tance in the former case, some other in the latter. The differ-

ene between directional permeablities defined by the flow and

gradient directions O::ceds 10 percent if IX / x< 0.5, *and

if the flair or gradient Ls inclined greater than 15 degrees froa

a principal axis. Errors increase towards infinity for greater

anisotropy.

Nbasurementt eors were reported for various angles and

anasbtropeas studied by electrical resistivity models having

boundaries of various width-to-length rat1o3 intermediate between

the extrewe3 posed by SchoLdogger. Such studies are appropriate

because conventional permeability tests aro performed on nearly

equant samples. Flow within the sample interior is n-parallel.,

to the boundaries. It was concluded that thO easurements of

Johnson, et. al. (1948, 19S1) were correct for the wrong reason:

boundzry conditions were ignored, but since the greatest aniso-

tropy was Yra 0.7, th errors were negIlgble.

Marcus and Evanson'as two-dimensional expressions, and

Scheidegger's tensor expressions should be consistant, since the

tvo-dimensional equations correspond to fl1w along the principal

plane a a a constant. A published explanation of the dLscrep-

ancy has not been found, nor ia the reason readly apparent. The

problem is most pertinent to analysis of laboratory test data, as

influenced by rectangular sample boundaries. Resolution of the

nosnslstancy will not be Pursued further here because for field



ptblemso directional peraeability 'y be considered syno* UJus

with anisotropLe permability. Where the phrese is used Sn this

text it mplies only that there exist in the madium three priA-

epal permablities corresponding to three orthogonal principal

axes.

h292ACAL MC4 SLM D£~1nL
AU problems of slo, steady, Isncomprssible fluid flow In

previous media depend on the applicability of the Laplace equa-

tion

a8^ + 0 slU)

where hydraulic potential

k1 is the absolute permeability of the umAW, as wed by Mbskat

(1937),

A La the viscosity of water,

*/ Is its dewsty,

, s the acceleration of grvityp and

Ls the pressure at a point at

elvation, all in consistent aits,.

k and h are Luped variables defned by, the bracketed coefficients.

Solutions to the differential equation (I-11) form an orthogonal

network of curves

9a constant, with Lines a a constant that are solutions to

cat a5=o. -U

Stream potential 't Ls related to #i by the CaudiyBRewn

equationst
A~ a o
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The two ypea of potentials were devised to express for evry

posit1on Cx, y) the proportion * of hydraulic potential lost In

flowing to that point ac well as the proportion of the f lux

lying to one sido of the ctream lne passing through that point.

The four veriables are combined in the complex plane (C x + Ly)s
(w * f + l The two orthoogonal fadilles of linos constitute a

flow neto a tool of great utility for visualizing and measuring

the di3tribution and gradients of hydraulic potential, the quan-

tities and directions of f lo'. 2lethods are available for ob-

tainina flw nets by analytical means Cklscat, 1937; ollins,

1961; Longs 1961), by graphical techniques (ichardson, 1910;

rorsheior, 3930; Sawloe, t931; Dachler, 1938; Casaggende,

1937; Waolker, 1958), by analogue studies (Lee, 1943; Hanson,

1952; Opzal, 1955; Wdd, 1'54, 3959) and by relaxation (Qiien,

1952; tlazen, Dougherty and Price, 1960; Dusinberre, 1961;

Schenek, 1963), to mention a few.

Co-putations of discharge depend on the validity of Darcy's

law to establish the proportionality with the gradients obtained

by solving the Lailace equation. Darcyls law is applicable to

water flo.? In uost soils, but also M3as air flow at low grad-

ients C(Uscat. 1937, p. 128, Carman, 1956). The simplest use of

a flow net is to get total di3charge.

Q ..e A~ftlrle oX-f flow- channels
aumber of equal potential drops

where k is hydraulic conductivity, (L' 1 ) ! and

&# La the total head drop CL) between boundaries and

Q is the vole per unit slice width per unit tize CL3L Ttl)o

For anitotropic Media, the Laplace equation must be re-

derived (ftraheimer, 1930, tasland, 1957). Substituting
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lb

X @ * ^ w wz }a # Z z, ;# avd 'V 48 )

lnto the Continuity equation for steady flow

L05 4. L4 z.

gives

* * (1.+ 4 A;' t ; tL*3)

This reduces to the Laplace equation upon substitution of

- X(4o01 X 0 #t~oti t '{4 tt L

(ko is an arbitrary conetant), giving

4 - .#4 = 0 (13)ax" L(a z#)
K> the Laplace equation for isotropic flot in transformed aniso-

tropic media. It is necessary only to transform the $eometry of

problem boundaries by applying equationsL 14J whereupon the new

figure can be treated by auy of the available isotropic methods.

The coordinate expansions or contractions ust be made along the

principal axes. Upon completing the flow not solution, the net, as

vell as the boundaries, may be retransformed to the original sys-

te., thereby mpping the potentials throughout In general,, the

lnes are nonorthogonal solutions to (1-3).

The isotropic permeabiLty used for computing discharge

through transformd media is:

This version is Masland's (1957) modification of findings by

Samsioe (1931; Vreedenbuii& (1936); and Muscat (1937).

Application of the foregoing thoozy to fractured media was not
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the intentlion of the authors Cited, with tho exception of QChlds

(1957). If DSM13s-law coefficients -o be foud that give the

sis macroscopic discharges as do aggregates of fractures, then

th nIroM methods of problem-solving in conn use for inter.

granular media may be applied also to fractured roe%.

Whs thesis therefore, attemapts to determine how the Sao-

metrical parameters govern the oriantatlon and agxgitudes of prin-

cipal permabilities in fractured media. Plr a given field probe

ism, principal axes may be estimated by the orientations of the

planar conductors (Chapteer 5), but the gmitude of principal

pezmabilitles must be measured.

.



Chapter 2 17

STEADY FLOW FROM CYLINDRICAL CAVITIMS IN SATURATED,
INFINITE ANISOTROPIC WDLA

Development of a method of pressure-testing jointed rock to

determine its anisotropic permeability is the object of this chap-

ter. Continuum fluid mechanics are used here to establish prop-

*rtles of media that are distinctly discontinuous. Current

practices of analyhing tests.neglect anisotropy, and heterogeneity.

Solutions to boundary-value problems, to establish flow or pres-

sure distribution in jointed rock, have thus far been attempted

by methods designed for isotropic, Lntergranular, conducting med-

La. kotable examples include Stuart's (1955) draw-down tests for

predicting shaft drainage, Thayer's (1962) analysLs of Oroville

pump-test data and Yokota's (1963) study of potential in the

Kurobe IV dam-site. No rational basis of justifying the assumed

isotropy has been advanced, though close correspondence between

measured and theoretical potential or discharge values is some-

* times found.

Mbre commonly we observe anomalous uplift pressures beneath

masonry dams (Richardson's 1948 report, p. 16, on Hoover dam, for

-instance), wildly erratic pressure-test discharges (TZons 1962

teport of Oroville tests), or sporadic tunnel infiltration (Wahl-

strom and Hbrnbackls 1962 report on the Harold D. Roberts tunnel,

Colorado). These are expressions of the heterogeneity charac-

toristic of jointed rock. As opposed to the systematic depth-

varying inhomoSepoity demonstrated by Turk (1963), and applied to

water-well design by Davis and Turk (1964), hoterogeneous per-

meability encountered in Jointed cock is believed due to the pro-
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ces. of sampling a fes? *logen.s out of a large population having

great dispersion of conductivity. It is better to attempt sta-

tistical interpretation of Jointed-rock permeability values than

it is to accept the pessiziAsm of Torzashi (1962), who said:

Water levels In observation wells located In jointed rock
can vary over short distances by important amoumts and the
effect that filling the reservoir will have on the pore
water pressures in the gouge seama cannot even be estirited
in advance...the pattern of seepage ia likely to be errat-
ic...one cannot tell, which ones (joints) awe continuous
over a large area.3

Fw field studies have demonstrated anisotropy for jointed

rock, du. to lack of methods to measure it. Interactions be-

tween vells indicated a preferred direction (in plan only) of

permeability of the Spraberry oilfield (Elkins and Skow, 1960).

Sweep efficiency hso been proposed as a means of determining

anisotropy (Landrum and Crawford, 1960). Contours on a pie0zo

metric surface for water conducted in fractures of the crystal-

line basement at the Nevada Test Site indicate high permeability

in the direction of streamline convergence (Davis, 1963).

Improved resolution should prove anisotropy a general at-

tribute of fractured rocks, by reason of the orientations of plan-

ar conductors. Diamond-drill explorations can be designed to

facilitate measurement of principal parneabilities that can then

be treated statistically to establish medians, means, and disper-

sions of the three heterogeneous measures. lor these purposes,

drill-holes should be oriented to nearly coincide with principal

permeability axes, predetermined from study of joint orientations

by methods given in Chapter 5.

To describe the orientation of three mtually orthogonal

4xes requires three independent parameters, and to describe the

corresponding permeablitless three additional. Sine* as many

measures as unknowns are required for a unique solution, observ-



able orientation data is relied upoa for axia predictions whl

three orthogonal drill-holes ace employ" to measure the principal

pe.r bilities. Three orthogonal pressure-test holes can define

the principal permabiltities because the diacherge from eac long

cylindrical cavity dependr largely upon the permabilities in

directions normal to the axis of the cavity, and but veakly upon

the permeability parallel to the axis.

Theory developed by Ilasland (1957, pp. 2L8-284) for piezo-

meter tests in anisotropic soil a amplified and generalized here

for arbitrary packer test-hole orientations in anisotcopic mediae

the three components of macroscopic velocity coinciding with

the principal axes of ananisotropic meditm my be expressed by

wbere the repeated index signifies s tion and the 44 are the

terms of the hydraulic conductivity tensor, cm/sec.,

# is the head, co., and

IQ are the coordinates.

When substituted into the Continuity equatLon, for steady state

or uncomprehensible flov,

ther results

Mmasland introduces an arbitrary Constanti. 4,into the equations

transforming the original Cartesian coordinates to a system Ident-

Pified by primes:

t '(414A)cte (after Samsioe* 193.). (21t)
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this substitution results in the place equation,

2 0

When boundary conditions are expanded or contracted by

equation= (2-1) then potential theory for isotropic media applies.

,the hydraulic conductivity of this equivalent but fictitious

transformed medlum,

4w (*4t,, 4-a AC ' C / i0 ) ' (2-2)

was derived by Vreedenburg (1936) and modified to the above form

by filacland. Kirkham (1945) give3 a general equation for flov

from c3vitier belou the water table:

-Q O Sy (2-3)

where Q is the flow rate, say in gallons per day,

k Is the hydraulic conductivity, feet per dAy,

y in the net hydraulic head, feet, and

S Is a coefficient of length un)ts dependent upon the geo-
0

metry of the cavity, and the boundaries. Figue 2-1 (b) iden-

tifies the boundaries and variables.

Masland gives derivations and electric analogue results

leading to S-values for various shapes. Dkchler (1936) called

thia Caefficient the "fNrmifktorO; lIVorsla (1951), the *shape

factor"; and ZUger (1953) calls 312 the OeffectIve hemispheri-

cal radius' , S is a constant for piezomaters having unchanging

boundaries, and a variable for auger-holes because the bouMdaries ,

ehange with the water-level. In piezonster testing of agricul-

ttwal soils, the hole In cased to a certain level, leaving open

a cylindrical cavity of leanth v belov. In cock p.mping tests,

vater Is conducted through drill rods to a section of hole iso-
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leted by packers * 'huss the custowary use of Safactors derivd

for eased holes whose walls above and below the p~plns cavity

aro streamlifes (e.., Thayer, 1962, p. 6) is at best an apptoxi-
mation of the actual conditions. Thi plezomoeer test eould be

or faithfully duplicated if, at lesat, tests were confined to

the bottom of the hole, ono packer only applied at various stages

of completion of hole-drilli. Better still, the unneeded up-

per part of the hole might be grouted closed above a drillable

obstructor. Heavy drilling mud might suffice to fill the bole

above the cavity and around the drill rods.

lb rigorous solution is known or expected for packer tests

as they are currently practiced, bocause the hole above the cav-

Str Lo either an equal-pressure surface if air-flled, equipoten-

tial. if water-filled, or part one and part the other. Vater

Umels within the bole are not custoonrily rmeasured during tests.

In Figure (2-1 a), schemastically illustrating these tests, po-

tentials 1 and 3 differ from the cavity potential 2, according to

the length and conductivity of fracture paths short-circuiting

the packers through the roc. The perforwnce, of testt sometimes

discloses loelkng packers.

Fipre 2-1 (b) portrays the assumed geomtry that is used to

analyze packer tests* It corresponds to pLeometer tests described

In the literature . The vals of the hole are no-flov boundaries

except at the cavity. It Is further assuwed that the quantities

of water injected ar so small that the water-table remins a-

changed.

te packer test curcently gives empirical masures of dis-

charge, believed useful as criteria for &routing needs and grout

take estimation (Eatobre* 1957, p. 153; Grant. 1964; de 11l.o,

960O p. 703), but the test gives a low-Confidence "sure of
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permaebility. This ia due, in partto the assumptions discussed

abov* and in part, to the great varlability of permeability

.> gfound iL cost rock bodies. GIprovement of methods and confidence

-L one object of this vork.

The dimensionless variables describing the cavity geometry

and determinlng the shape factor are expressed by:

.o

6/0 r. f (Ct/D . W/D - SAP ). (2.4)

frevert and Kirkham (1948) have established by electrical as-

Logues that there is very little effect of lowered water table

until d is Less than one diameter# D, from the top of the cave

Lty. The depth to an impermeable barrier, a, iL seldom k1own in

exploration, but can usually be assuwed large in comparison to D.

S/D Ls an insensitive to s/D as it is to d/D (Childs, 1952. p.

533). Thus, piezometer or packer tests are best analyzed as

though in an infinite medium, pMovded that they are located be-

low the water table. Zn such cases,

S/D a f (//D). *)-S)

In particular, if the cavity is long (w/D 78)

aia Wt/D (Glover, re orted b7 (2-6)
IQ(20/O) Z7AgOr. 1,)..

Since the derivations of Dsecter, Samse and Glover assu

a Line source, they fail to satisfy the condition of uniform po-

tential over the surface of a cylinder. Hsasland has provided,

as alternative, the shape factors for llUpSoids.

Evans and Kirkham (L950) pointed out the aalogy of the

shape factor to the electrostatic capacity about an ellipsoid in

an infinite meius:

Zazzger (1953) reports the derivation by Corowell, but attributes
the eqation to R. E. Glover.



Snrthe (1939) shows that

21C £ ;4 a) GA 2 ( 0)]I'

where 9 is a variable of Integration and <, 1 , and ? are

the semi-axes of an ellipsoid. For the ellipsoid inscribed in

the cavity of a packer cavity, r= r and Id > e, giving:

5M 8 )1r (A O_

which becoe3

So= 4 1r[w/0) - 1" { :,/)^1 t
W/o ~~~~(2-7)

upon substitution of

Shape factors computed by equation(27) differ by less than 3 per-

cent from those computed by equationw(2-6)Lf wID > 3.0. AS Mas-

land has noted (p. 273), neither of these equations are correct

for a circular cylinder, though they are asymptotic to these val-

ues for large cavity lengths.

thon a pLezoiieter coincLdes t.ith the extraordinary axis of a

two-dLmentional anisotropLe medLum (Masland, pp. 275-280), then

4 ' 4 a.* 4 s .43

Tho transfoaMation equations are

sst,4, X;- . s,

m bein3 ( 1/4j . Circular sections remain circular in the

fictitious transformed editum, and the isotropic hydraulic con-

ductivity is

Thus, the discharge is:

Q(A 4 4,)" 5 (248)



rhee y La the net head and

Sa is the ai6sotropic shape factor,

K> 5* ./o' f ( (w/D) ,

found by .equations (2.6)or (2ev1

lhasland reports equations for shapes other than the long

cylindrical cavities considered here. It is noteworthy that the

principal conductivities of a two-dimensional anisotropic 6oil

can be found if the principal directions are kmown to coincLde

vith the axeo of two differently-shaped pLezometers. The combina-

tLon of a LonS cylLndrcaL cavity for one, and an open-ended disk

source (no cavity) for the other, Ls efficient for soil (tHastand,

p. 279) but ls inadequate for rock because too few joint conduct-

ors (too small a sample) would o mcate with the end of a drill

bole. Childic two-voll system does not readily lend itself to

cock testing because large potential differences cannot be lntro-

,duce b7 gravity.

Masland also developed a man of analyzing three-dimensional

anisotrop. His work served as a guide to the follor4ns but is not

repeated here because we do not aassm the axis of the piezometer

to coincide with a (vertical) principal axis of conductivity,

A rotation of the coordinate system is first necessary when

the pe ter has an arbitrary orientat with respect to the

principal axes of conductivity. Assume a drlltahol, with orLen-

tatLon 3i, the direction cosines of its axis.with respect to a

rightehanded geographic system (south a xL east a x2 up X 3 ),

and tht principal axes of conductivity Uij. similarly referenced.

Figure 22 is a diagram of the unit vectori of three coor-

dinate systems, two of Chem labelled with their direction cosines

rotative to the gographic axes xi. in reprseting these* the

superscript 0 signifies one of many possible coordinate systems
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* ANISOTROPIC MEDIA.
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having an axis alrng the cylinder; it s L x and is in

the *z-vamaOw h xi system c@ifcidOs with the principal cona

ductility axes, UW themeLves bolft direction eosines in the

xi system. The origin L centered oan the upper packer.

The equation of a uight-circular cylinder vith axis along

the 3x coordinate axis Ls:

7;a a a(2sg)
\_1/'
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*nd the test section is tIifed to 27

The equation for the cylinder must be rotated from the x, system

to the x system. Each position vector in related one system to

the other, by a transformstion

xi' 4ti, x (2-10)

vhose actrix is defined as

Cos(/ -s)

Co$a, I')

Ce.Si,2)

4 g
CeS(. 2 a) C&s. 's37

IC*${ (I, t- 2;) cOs(2 7

Inspection of Fire 2.2 vill verify that the elements of

transfor.itlon are: =2, e

NO. a48*B]-.wvJg.. 11,6oil

the

2-1l)4

lt.
6.',E

SL Al L8B gg 16 tB

v, Bi. * O 6FJ (U"sB 0U8,L 0U 9J [U* 6. S 8I 41)U33 ]

The matrix sultipficatlon of equatlon(2.tO) gives the original com.

ponants of a position vector in terms of the prlmed coordinates.

quiation24b)for the cylinder in the coordinate system parallel

to prLneLpaL axes of the anisotropc medim becomes

ct., r:. 4,4t: z a, X )a&D:*E'i;) ar (2-12)

TO replace the medium by an Sginary isotropic one, we must

transform li rly to a third coordliate system aecording to:

s (4<t,/41')4 X;
- -av f
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who" again, ko is an arbitrary constant. The kLLB ar ptlncipa 8

hydrZul@c conductivity coofficients, proportional to the principal

perawabiltles 1, and on* of the factors listed in Table 2-1.

Table 2.1

COMWENTO FACTOPr., PMnMABILITY TO
HYDRAULIC COrMUCTIVIT

To obtain conductivity in: ?bdtip absolute cgs units
(c ) by:

A~xi UNM, FACMR

Dore 2 1.0132 x 18

sal/day/ft2

Mesners r., water , 60°F 1.844 x 109

gal/day/ft2
Field Units 1Cf vatar . 1.344 x 109 x

ft/year
^water a 60°P 0.9033 x 1011

'ater @ 20.2°C 0.9772 z 10'

tors/day 8
water @ 20.2°C 0.861 x tO

I/mLn/M hole/AtMO3 t0
Leon rttits ' over 10 mi. 0.6 x 10 (R. E. Goodman.

l

catior
%aI eczmi-
1)

One possible definition of the arbitrary constant Is

,. (-,4 C5O)5 (2-14)

vhidh cakes

b find how the length of the cavity is changed by the trans-

formation, Identify the center of the distal end by the vector

7j. originally at

I



then rotated tO

xJ X ' ~~~~3l A ,rRa }a; s I1
end transformed to isotropy by substitution equations 2-15 andr w*

J;" bl* I

The cavity len.th in the fictitious system is found from

viich cives:

.e ) ( uJ z[it)tt anw (2-16)

Direction cosines of the axis of the cylinder are:

The general equation for the cylindrieal cavity in the isotropic
system to obtained by substituting equation 2-15 into 2-12,
ehnglng it to an oblique elliptic cylinder:

N~ L4.' i</1ts t fs/t'5fi;a (2-17)
[(4/4*8<Y t (4<az/t)YVaX~z3~/{ 

L4tL t; rZA CrossfsectLon noral to its axis is also en ellipse, defining
the aw cavity shape by its semiaxes. To find them, we first
solve the oblique section, equation 217,g for its semi-aXes,
then project them to the plane normal to the cylinder axis. The
expanded form of 217 isL:

tJXff4) Z(/ 9k7 -~r 0t t P+- .r .^(2.l8)
*4pS{ptS~xfiIJag4t:.)L ,*(s/g( .*a~au)1 z

v .
|f4J/4"u0>4s____________ 

2 = 1
.. . -L - -



ve coefficients of xjxj. as arranged here, define a syietri 0

mstrix after first dividing off diagonal (lij) elements by 2.

Dpagonsizatio£n traidsforis the qua-tion of the oblique elliptic'

section to * coordinate system parallel to the axis of that ellipse.

nl X3;

\

_ .Mj

/

/t

Flgur 2-3. The originally circular directrix of a
cylinder is an oblique ellips after
transformation. The true directrix is
found by projection along the Xlis Y,.

The diagonal matrixt A 0 o

O B Os0

O O C.
Vill contain only tewo non-zero terms, A and B. 3 and C, or A and

C, which are coefficients of the ellipse.

The semt-axes are, then, two of the following

L, a{/A )/A, L 3sw(// e) 4 ' t(/)
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The eigenTectors must next be determined, to define the orLn-

gations of the above semi-axas of the oblique elliptic section in

tes of the transformed (isotropic) coordinate system. Call

those ars lig. mi,, and DL' correspondin8 to the As, B and C eLgen-

Talues. Figure 2-3 illustrates the simple projection of these

*igenvalues to the plane normal to the cylinder axis.

a * Lla El-(Y.i .J
a# Lo El -(Y6,

whichever tr..'o are pertinent.

The greatest possible ellipticity would arise if the circu-

lar section in the original anisotropic medLum coincided vith the

plane of k and k 33 . T5he

Oe/A .(r4/(,) i
We have described the elliptic cylinder in the fictitious

isotropic medium by the length e and semi-axes, say s and E,

corresponding to the length v and the radlus D/2 of a right cLr-

cular cylLnder' test section in an anisotropLc mediu. The ends

of the cylinder are non-orthogonal after transformation. This

will influence' the shape factor when w < D9 but my be neglected

for pumpLng tests *here w is invariably many times D.

The shape factor has been reduced to:

So ft4,A* 4i,, , dY4, 9('.".P) 1:44 J.j 4i4'O1. (2-19)

Masland has studied the relation between ellipticity and the

shape factor (1957, p. 244). Rather than evaluate the integral

for electrostatic capacity for c rA si r, he eployed electric ana-

logues. He fotmd little influence, provided that v/D > S and

1/3 < C'/A3. Thus

5 . f (4v)

I

i.'

I.



&lon. sa is determinable by equatL n(2-6)with less than 4 per-
Cent error.

The limitation that kl/k 3 3 be lese than 9 Is serious only
when a sinales near-parallel joint cot is present or dominant,
because the orientation studies have Indicated no cases of such
strong anisotropy when more than one set of joints, in adequate
samplea, 13 prosont in the medium. Mhe elrcularecylinder form
factor appronimation La acceptable for two or three-set systems,
unless, for in~tance, one set consi3t8 Of large parallel faults,
and the other conductors are tight joints. In some cases of
stuong J'nisotropy, problems may be solved by reducing to two di-
mensions on the plane of sY=.otry.

DM should be the dlemoter of a circle havin8 the same area as
the elliptic section in the fictitious isotropic medium (}Masland,

* p. 284).

o = 2 (aeO 8(2.20)

The Glover-Cornwell equation for the shape factor of tonx
cavities in an infinite wdium is suitable for packer tests In
rock, provided that w is computed by equation(2-16t and D by
equation (2-201 The conductivity must be determined by equation
C2-2) and (2-14L Then equation (2-3) for the discharge is

.Q' LC&. A,3,1" d5 A (2-21)

7A computation of discharge for one hypothetLcal packer test
will exemplify the method. Suppose that the diagonalLsed permea-
bility tensor is

27.9 0 0

tj 7.1 0 X Oc Cgs es

.- .-
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and the matrix of diretion cosines of the principal axes is

A032 -tTo .081 1

4Q U
. S4 4 .18 -. 730

0

suppose a 200-foot tK (D in equation 3-6 u 0.25 ft.) drill hole

is inclined 45 degrees east (BL 0.0 .707l,- .7.07l) vith one

packer set 50 feet from the bottom (w a 50). The static water

table ls 40 feet below ground and the temperature 60F. Gage

pressure ia 75 psi (S u 40 + 75 (2.31) * 231 ft.).

Lbdraulic conduotiyities are obtained by applying a factor

from Table 2-L.

A Ka i C/.84 X tou) g Igo4g,/ii> 4y &

PS-to u*e compute the transformation matrix (equation ?-21).

that will rotate the drill bole BL to coardinatei parallel to the

principal conductivities.

|;' ,,z u _-.C2. 6 Ss .47 .V

. 81 Is, ass .. Cor .789 -. /
The transformed test legth has components

and similarly

Y; * -L'A P.X/,88 assi-o
Direction cosines are

Yk K3ffi. lp fit IF*/r

The test length in the isotropic medium is give by equatLon(2-10.
ra o. 5. ff.

t(f(d{)4(S3/J~o.s47&-V)*7 (sbeo) = co.s" ft.

I
II

0
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Th miatrix of the aoos-sectional *llipse is found by equation

-01 I .2 Co3 ,7Sv -OS8

44.0 S . J 9 0 .039

Os's .039 .391

Upon dLagoaalLiztion (seo tongs 1961, p. 23), to slide-rule pro-

cision,
A 0 o 0.o o.0 o.0

o e O 0 ~. 9A.4 0.0

o o0 C 0.0 a.0 .J..

The oblique elliptie section has the equation,

92.4 4A 21.1 ,a _

uit;: 3senl-Oos:

12 a 104. L3 = .218 foeat

To project those semi-exerS to the plane norwal to the axis of the

cyLinder, Yj, the coeffieLent otrdx eigenvectors must be deter-

mined. Those are the directions of L 1, 12, and 13. For each

eigenvaluo, 3 and C, the" are four sicultanowui equationz to

saitisfy:

(2C 33-A/C4.o) J .a) i4 -. 0S8 . 0

f75 4e .(JRo-44fg ,.039 ie 0

l.ose o39 * .039 4139,.A/A4) ' °

The solutons are directIon cosanes, the pertinent ones in this

ease boln8

BS ,;, ,4 7 .3(4 , ,920

C: *,.9 93
Me cylinder axis , makes angles with the seinaxes of the oblique

ellipse %evins Cosines
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8

Y 4'. V!, 4))r~ 9} i
1he projection of the semiaaxLs, Lig. onto the plane normal to
y,, gives the semi-axes of the directrix of the transformed cylLn-

4:r . /04'(/-../O() 's {0/0 b

and %u .478. Were the test oriented to attain the maximum
ehlipticity, then it voutd have been

,44r s ( 4 / ,)S = V05s

since 1/3 <A4. 43. a circular cylinder will-give a good approxi.
sation to the shape factor, if the circle diameter ls taken to be:

;DP - 2 (Ar)Y = .298.
ov we apply Olover's formula (2-6) for the shape factor of a

long cylinder:

K> Sa 's 024Jt1{f{sgsJ=lC

84 '.{',, <, (tp/I.)izt,,)a -(i 4f!<1 X t,0 E gZi/z/f# 3
She the dischrge,

t Q ~~~~t lo zi fo
Sa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

410 5 aLo^t/Jaw

| t~~f a piesometer or pacer test hole is oriented ptaralel to
D n of the princdpaL conductivith xes, tse special case discussed

by Ikaslsad (p. 283) leads to equation 2-2l.
\~ ~~ i -~Shape factor depends upon which axis Is followed byr theti; bhole and. cannt be determined at tbe outset since the conductivi

* tis ar unknown. Iasland's method for deter ningn the unknown
I
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is adequat when th. plane normal to the axis of the hole ts one

of isotropy, the hole following the unique axis. A wre general

Sthod is presented below, for the cese-of three different prtncipel-"

conductiwitioes of known direction.

To replace the real atnisatrOpiC sste with a fictitious iso-

tropic ones a linear trsnformation only is require, since the

hotl already coincides with an axis, By equations similr- to

(2.131 we transform

(2-22)

where the constant k. a (k 1 1k22 ) 1 / 2 . The circular croas-section

become an ellipse with axial ratios

depending upon which axis coincides with th. hole, 1, 2, or 3,

respectively. Beforegeneralizing, let us attend to an i-axis

hole. Label this the zaxis, with x and y normal to the hole and

4, C' ' Then the semi-axes of the elliptic section in the

transformed mdium are
au(I{< /<.A ) 4 O/z 4u9 1 ={ - <;g~s A2 O

TVe circular section having the sa area as the ei1pse has di-

amter-

DV 2z(4) 0 (2-23)

The caity length v' In the fictitious Isotropic sodiu Is

4g j6C 4Z~t- = {{ttj4*fW,. S (2-24)

The shape factor defined by Glaver's equation for a lons cyliu-

dnical cavity gives a good appeoximation to thst of an elliptical

cylnder cavity if 1/3 < /b < 3. I
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Sa/D~~~JS {2wD)

/a(2e22

S. /p = ~~~~~~(2-25)

C~~~

The discharge of such a pe ter or packer test in an afvi"s-

tropic mediu under head y is

* Q g(4 4; 4/4,)zS~ J t~iJX {6<>(2-26)

Interpreting field data, one can only assue isotropy and compute

an apparent conductivity, It, by

Q ka S y.

whero the shtpe factor Lo given by equation(2-64 Thus

Q A vfw Xa f fz2 / (2-27)

Equating 2-26 to 2-27,

Ar O) e.07 I Li (2-28)
<^ /e ( 2W/O)

4dm.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~4

The error term tends to zero for such large v/D as apply to

mst packer tests in rock. Thus, an apparent conductivity, coo-

puted on the assumption of isotropy., approximates the geometric

mean of the principal conductivities in directions norml to the



hole, Reeve and Kirkham (1951) have already observed that the 38

apparent conductivity depends largely upon the conductivity nor-

sal to the piezometer.

Table 2-2 gives values of the error e for 10 1 v/D c S00,

* X kx/4y < 10, and 0.1 S kz/ky 4 10. Inspection shows that for

all w/D, k. underestimates ( Iy) 1/ 2 9 i.e. e >o, if the hole is

drilled along a minimsm conductivity axis, and overeatimtes it

if drilled along a maximw conductivity axis. If we limit con-

sideratlon to media having k.x/ky 4 9, then the ellipticl cavities

can be adequately analyzed as equivalent circular cylinders, and

we will be within the range of Table 2-2.

We can return to the notation of the x1 coordinate system,

and label kal, ka2t and ka3 the apparent hydraulic conductivities

determined by three orthogonal piezometers or packer tests, each

drillesd parallel to a principal axis, 1, 2,. or 3. As a first ape

proximation:

Solved simultaneously,

* 4'(,42,,/4, 4ILt <IJ/'a, 4s 44 A/?4g

With these estimates, it Is easy to find in Table 2-2 the errors

made in assuming kaw k82 or ka3 to equal the geometric means of

conductivities normal to each test hole. Corrected values of k.

yield improved principal conductivities by equations (2-29). Two

or three consecutive corrections will converge on the true values.

A truly general in-situ piezometer test Is yet to be devised.

The-present methods, as well as those of Fretert and Xirkham (1948)

Luthin and Kirkham (1949), Reeve and Xirkham (1951), Childs (1952)

and }aIsland (1957) require independent knowledge or assumptions

of the principal directions of hydraulic conductivity. The asumed

uniqueness of the horizontal plane is usually justifiable for



F .gricultural oLls or certain stratified, unconsolidated depoites

(Child, t1952, p 5271 Ialand, 1957, p. 228), but even Child's

wowvell system requires trial field arrangements to find maxi-

M= and mininum conductivity directions in the horizontal plane.

In the general case of anisotropy, there are six independent

unknownsI three to define the orientation of axes, and three to

define principal conductivities, A single determinative test for

these variables would, in all likelihood, be too complex for prac-

tical use. It is thought better to continue use of other cri-

teria for recognition of principal axes before applying tests for

the three conductivltLes. If discharge is a1l that ie measured

tn a flow test, three tests are necessary to solve for the three

unknflownlC*

Such a test ls the three-hole arrangement described above,

also the tuo-vell and short piezometer combination of Childs

(1952). In practice, a test with three holes uniquely oriented

will often prove inconvenient because of teortin limitations.

ftrthereare, exploratory.holes drilled primarily for purposes

other than pup-testing, oriented for convenience or econozrm be-

tween principal axes, would not be useful for analyses of this

sort. Usually, some latitude of choice exists, because diamond-

drill explorations are somehat arbitrarY in design, especially

in preliminry stages. lbr purposes of permeability testing,

they could be better oriented than is cstomary, concurrently dis-

closing other geolotgical unnas. When seepage or potential dis-

tribution is the prime problem, the entire layout should be orient-

ed according to predetermined conductivity directions.

_4The geometry of the system of Joint sts, faults, shears,

foliation and bedding determined from surface exposures provides

the only initial indication of the orientation of principa diree-



laonse A stereonet plot of joint normals offers tho beat tool 4

for vicuali Lng the 3ymotry of systea, and for measuring eaverage

dirctions. The orientation studies illustrated in Plates 1

through 15 of QCapter 5 can be put to direct application in an

important qualitative way. Mbdels of cases where there are one,

two, or three joint sets of equal or different properties, u:ill

find their spproxito counterparts in prototype situations.

Principal axes follov Intersections of planes of orthogonal 7s5-

teans. A plane of isotropy lis normal to sets of a conjugate -

system, or the approximate anale of a principal a:xi between two

unequal caetc ay be indicated by their relative spacina, orien-

tatLon dispordon, surface texture or continulty. Progressive

aalysis of tosts during the drilling progrom should normally

give improved definition of anes to Improve hoto orientations.

As an eample of anisotropc testing procedure, consider a

foundation rock whose surface expression of jointing reveals a

pattern such as Is displayed In the stereonet plot of normals,

Figure 2-4. Throe orthogonal but uniqual 8ete are apparent. A

plot of /-llneations (Ullings, 1942, p. 336) measured on all

surfacoz would yield a similar pattern. RX diamond-drill holes

are then oriented 45 degrees northwest and southeast, and horl-

zbntally. nE SW, so that each coincides most faithfully with

the central tendency of a joint set. Pumping testa with packers

are then performed as drilling progresses. ftr oah test, dLs-

*chargo, static water level and gage pressure are measured, pack-

ers set at Intervals of about 25 feet. 7ydraulic conductivity Is

computed for each test, asm=Lng isotropic conditions,;and the

results for each orientation are averaged. Let these be:

where subn t I ; 2.refer t h l ,5 3. t i 4 2 o hAolestend

wher subscript I refers to bolstrending W, 2 for holes rend-
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r SS, and 3, horizontal. According to equations(2-2.

14" -- 4. ; , (a , 4,/4, 5 a S , f *; 4,33(4/ / 'r-
Clarlyr the direction dipping 45 degrees IV i8moat conductive,

8B might be guessed from the large numbbr of joints parallel to

thm direction, and the horizostal, VE-S'I. direction ls least con-

ductiveO cinco fewest joints trend or intersect along this line.

now, ve can enter Table 2-2 with w/D - 25 / 0.25 a 100 arid

the above estimates,

0]/ (k^25S / 1.0 2.5; tk2 k3)1 4.3 / 1.O 4.3

* (tN)2= 4.3 / 1.0 = 4.3; (k/lcN)2 2.5 / 1.0 X 2.5

(Xk/Ic) 3 ~ 4.3 / 2.5 = 1.7; (k/c) 3 = 1.0 1 2.5 - 0.4

he errors that apply to the equation

*k CL + 6) s(~~/

are obtained by interpolation:

et =-095; .2.016 e3 .109

mhus corrected, haSrnic means of conductivitie3 normal to each

hole a1igimtnt are:

Itail a ka (I + a,) a 1.6 (I - *093) = 1.40 x 104

ka2U ka2 (l + e2)u 2.1 (1 - .016) a 2.0 x 104

kas3* a ka3 (I + e3) = 3.3 (I + .109) a 3.6 x 104

and by equations(2-29)

kl ' 5.2 z 104; tk22 a 2:6 x 104; k33 0.82 104

Again obtaining anisotgaphles, orcrer, corrected geootrIc mans,

and principal conductivities, ue find:

lcl a 5.5 s 10; k22= 2.6 x 104; k 33 - 0.77n x04.

Another re-estimate gives

it 1 '.6x10 4 ; k 22 a 2.6 x 10;4 k 33 a 0.75 t 10,

vtich La adeqate for unst purposes, being close to the asymptotes
0

4I
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Chapter 3

PaM,% GEOLOGIC STRUCTUESM A1D TI OCCURRDEM
OF WAITE 1 FRCTUTXD ROCIR

Itrodut.

Chapter I reviewed theory for homogeneous, continuous aniso-

tropic permeable media, and Chapter 2 presented a method of meas-

uring cnirotropic permeability in any medium. Such idealized

media are distinctly different from fractured rock wiith its oc-

cauionel conductive openings. Before ve develop in Chapter 4 an

analytical method of relating such discontiua to equivalent con-

tinuous media, it i desirable to scrutinize the literature for

definition of all types of planar features of rock, to review

their geometrical character and interrelationships, and particu-

larly, to seek indications of their hydraulic conductivity.

Much work remains before we can define comprehensively the

hydraulic characteristics of all types of planar structural ele-

ments of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks. In the

analysis of data employed in Chapter 6,. namely, water-pressure

tests from dansites on crystalline (metamorphic and granitic)

rocks, it has been found impossible to discriminate between co-

existing features, for instance foliation, faulting and jointing

in the some rock body. Such features might be lumped under the

heading of "rock defectsn, or simply called fractures, since

their origins are not clearly understood. (Terzaghi, 1946).

Pull description of each fracture type avaLts refined methods of

isolating and measuring properties of coexisting structural fea-

tures.

Yet the observations in this chapter, treating all eypes and

aggregates of conductors, reveal certaln fundamental differences

between types. When several &re present, the Large-scale proper-
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ties of the mediuma reflect only the major openings, Ebr instance,r qh& Joints having apertures of hundreds of microns cut fol. hav-

iDS openings of tens of microns, the permeability Is due to the

jointinS. since, under a given potential gradient, the discharge

of each depends on the cube of its aperture (Chapter 4). There is

nio evidence for fluid flow in intact cleavage, foliation or, as

will be shown in chapter 6, in most of the Joints that are con-

fLned by overburden loads. Faults and shear zones may be greater

or lesser conductors than joints, depending on the lithology of

the vall-rock or other factors. Lacking flow data to establish

criteria that characterize faults as aqqifers or aquicludes rela-

Itie to their coumtry rock, we can only infer fault characteris-

tics from such observations as mineralization. Whil, for on-

gineering purposes a strong conductivity contrast between differ-

ont types justifies the neglect of all but the major openings in a

rock body* the mechanical, chemical and electrical properties may

depend upon the continuity of fluids filling all classes of open-

ing.

Since thlre is interest in all types of planar fluid con-

ductors in rotl, wlhether or not they exist as the only, or domin-

ant type in a' given body, a classification and sunwary of the

literature on planar features is appropriate. Such texts as

Billings (1942) and de Sitter (1956) describe some aspects of all

types.

Cleavgne

* turrgges. are fine planes of dislocation, I to LO

per millimeterg oriented essentially parallel to ithe axial planes

of folds in metamorphic rock. Best Ileveloped in argillites, frac-

ture cl"evge is either absent, leS close-spaced, or less con-

tinuous in arenateous beds of the same sequence, or occasionally



46pgesent only at the axls of folds When cleavage of this orien-
tation is found to cut through beds of any lithology, it Is called
slaty elaVOSO. In both classes, veak recrystallisation devlops

snooth atice-covered surfaces. When coarser crystals form and the
bedding becomes indistinct, it La called cleo . de Sitter
reports (p. 98) cleavages that extend great distances in line-
stonOS, sandstones and shalesg but spaced several millimeters
apart, Slaty cleavage is best developed in meta-shales, less per-
fectly In meta-sandstones, but if pyroclastics, conglomerates,
chert, rnsrl, lavas, talc or oven serpentine are present, they too
may show slaty cleavage. Sometimes there are two Beta of fracture

cleavage planea intersecting at a small angle and parallel to fold
axes. The above type. are believed formed always normal to the.
major compressive stress, and accompaniedby minute lateral die-
piacementa, expressed as shear folds in the original strata.

ihistociy is cleavage with clearly recrystallized micas and

quasta, both along fracture planes and throughout the rock. The
original bedding is usually obscured. Breakage planes extend
across all rock types, individual surfaces following and alter-
nating betueen innumerable Intererystalline boundaries. mhe ori-

gin of schistouity Is mechanical (Goguel, 1945), like cleavage

but mre intense, and Cugmented by growth of flat mineral trains.
Gneissic structure in granite rocks may be of similar compres-

sional origin. 1alaa is a descriptive naae tbst avoids the
distinction btweea shbee cleavage and schistositye. bst clav-
ago and schistosity is near-vertical In orientation, though
horizontal schistosity exists that my be genetically telated to
so-called concentric slip along bedding-planes (do Sitter, p.
104). Concentric shear surfaces, with mica, gouge or slickena

sides, are consequences of the bending of successive laminae to
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2 Clevage does not cond4Ct water in quantities of engineering

*inLficance, but whether or under what circmstances does cleavage

contain continuous fluid-tlled openings capable of transmitting

changes in hydraulic potential remains an important uncnown.

pressure tests in metamorphic rock at Oroville damsite on the

Feather River, and HcSwain damsite on the Herced River, Cali-

fornia, have each demonstrated (Chapter 6) a sufficient proportion

of zero-wateratake records that the ubiquitious cleavage crossed

bg the drill holes cannot be significantly conductive when in

fresh, hard rock under overburden load. On exposure, however, a

few surfaces opens accoodating strain, such as accompanies de-

compression around a tunnel. On prolonged weathering, clays

2 transported into or developed in the cleavages expand seasonally

to extend and widen the openings, or to initiate other fractures

nearby. lnnunerabli folia open in the zone of gravitational

movement, especially when there in creep. The surficiel system

of fractures, at least in crystalline rock, differs greatly from

the system in burled, intact rock. Some foliation breaks in

fresh rock at a tunnel heading are dlstinctly vater-et though

not draining. This water probably does not exist there prior to

stress relief, but rather, ti imbibed by capiltarity In certain

openings connected to other fractures having sufficient storage

capacity or transmissibility.

! Billings (1942, p. ILI) defines a Joint as a divisional plane

or surface that divides rocks, and along which there has been no

visible movement parallel to the plane or surfaces do Sitter

(1959, p. 122) suggests that all transitions exist, from thear
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jta uith no lateral mveont, through joints utth small Movo-

Mont, to s3all and then large faults, It sews likaly that sone,

nAMOly, the tenfilan D.1aa1 fit the no-Moveilent catogotry v'hfle

others ave moved so minutely that refereneo marks on oppocite

aides ?*#.1 undirturbed.

Genetic elasuificfltionQ of Jolnt3 have been advdneed but

none satisfCetorily explain all comploxitiea found in nature. It

is usually aizumed thut joints and faults are cloasly relaitd 17

a toon oartin In formation by orogenle stresses. Joints come-

times do, and other times don't, have orientations the scree as

faults in th~e ssme bodo. .nothe unresolVed a3peCt 1i the rewrk-

ably uniform spacing often observed in Joints. This has sugaested

tidal 3trs1n (bLes. 1964) or earthquakes ;s propagating or trig-

Sering mecianisms for faiture of a stressed cruat.

Clsilfications %_re also possible on the bass of the orief-

tation of a joint with reapect to othor joints, and wltl roepect

to fold =es or fault pltnes. It is widely recognied that shear

joints e;come in conjuwato pair3, the planes of a pair

intersectings -lon a lUne paraLlel to the intermediate of three

principal stresae:, and the bizector of the sialleat anale be-

ween tOtt pair parallel to the major stress. Th* anals formed by

a pair varles from 15 to 90 degrees, qualitatively agreeing with

I1ohrls failure theoz7g and depending, a&ong other things, on rock

type. Pincus (1951, p. 116) found no 8Uch variation betve~n

gneias and sedimnt3. S1ileg (1950, p. 617) thinks anisotropy of

fabric explains the co.n absence of one set of a conjugate pair

(C. :yer, personal cosanication, 1956). Figure 3-1, taken from

de Sitter tp. 124), interprets a 90 dqeo change8 in the orient-fJ

tion of conjugate shear joints as a result of antlellnal tension

and synclinal comrepssion acro3s the axes, while the stress
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Schematic seeteon
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parallel to the foLd axes ruMirn&d relstiVly unchanged from one

pOrLtiaon to another.

)1alton (1929) aud Men=u (1951) oech found that the directions

of joint norm ls bsr a mre consistent relationship to bedding

than to' gsoarphie Oxes. Tei directions of joints are not re-

laced to foliation (Pincus, 1951. p. 113). King (1948, p. 114)

described an orthoaonal joint system In sedimonts of the Guada-

Lupe mourtc in: One set strikes pasllel to the nornal faults

but rotates to naintain dips normal to the bedding. The set nor-

mal to the :trike remains eszenti-ll vertical, normal to the

beddins. Kina found the frequency of joints to be areatest near

the fault:.

In claplyt-folded reakons, very persistent Seosraphic direc-

tLon3 are sozotinez =aintained. 1'iuce 3.2, froc Parkor's (1942)

study of joints In :be York and Pennylvanla, shows the strike of

poiced sheer joints (Set I) shifting swloy from NW to MINE as one

traces fold aas eastuard across the op. The joint directions

chan3e consistently iith a reorientation of fold axes, but inde-

pendent of local. fold oriontations.

de Sitter (1956) cites cases from the literature demnstrat-

ing pralletinity of joints to fault system (45Rk, 1937) as in

Figuro 3-3, and others vhere they are clearly unrelated (Wantee,

1946). It is somsetimes Important to differentJate sets of con-

ductors according to relative age, for Jointing in some cases pro-

eoeds and parallels faulting in the same stress field, while sub-

sequent Jointing or faulting may be Inonsistent with the earlier.

Joints may be classified in nderson's (1951) scheme of fault

types: nortasl, thrust and wrench, according to the.aorientation of

principal stresses. nleoriented stress fields between faults, as

indicated by highor-order fault system described by Hbody and
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r g,1L (1956) are cause for the obsemod multiplieity and disper- 53

uion of joint sets, together with differences in rock strength

and changes of stress over geologic time.

Soacalled tension joints are oriented either normal to the

dnor principal stress, or normal to the direction that has acted

as major principal stress in forming shear jointse. Tension joints

are either vertical or horizontal, seldom inclined. Siesgl (1950,

p, 613) expressed the opinion that horizontal tension joints were

impossible because the overburden would always insure vertical

compression. If sheeting is not a tension phenomenon. it ls

ehucsed by colum bending moments under compression tangential to

the ground curface. In Figure 3-1 are tension joints disposed

normal to the minor stress, parallel to the atkticlinal axis end

normal to the synclinal axis.

.bdasonts work (19618) on jointing in gently folded sedL-

ments of the Colorado Plateau is so thorough that it warrants

suiarfzation na a definition of the occurrence of joints in

sedimentary rocks. Prominent bedding-plane discontinuities be-

tween tabular rock bodies distinguish sediments from crystalline

rocks. Shear joints are apparently, absent in sediments. glods

son's analysis of sedimentary joint structures must be translated

to other environments only with care.

His concept of a "structurat rock unit" is important in visa

ualizing boundaries of homogeneous joint systems: it is a *body

of rock behaving nearly uniformly throughout its extent under like

stress". It may be a formation or units of greater or lesser vol-

W". *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"

lhw and established terminology applied by Hodgson Is vholly

descriptive. It will therefore require no aodification when the

genesis of jointing Is ultimately established. A joint is a



afractue that traverses a rock end is not accompanied by any S.1

discernable displacement of one face of the feature relative to

the other (p. 12).

Systematic joints occur in sets, parallel or subparallel in

plan but not necessarily showing similar relations in section.

Systematic Joints cross joints of other sets. They have straight

or gentlY sagmoidal traces, a few inches to 400 feet in length.

The traces become irregular at the ends, curving towards a neigh-

boring Joints which it may join at right angles. These termini

arc non-systematic (unoriented), often bifurcating. The surface

area of a systematic joint may be & fev square inches, up to bun-

dreds of square feete Surfaces appear to be nearly equidimension-

aI in thick rock units, may be wholly contained in the unit, or

*longated if, the unit is thin, but many Individual thin beds may

be cut by a single joint. Some systematic joints cross boundaries

between very different rock unites, such as massive sandstone and

thin-bedded -shale, but the joint spacing changes at the boundary:

wider In coapser, thicker bodies, closer in fine-grained, thin

bodies.- Parallelism depends on constancy of lithology, most per-

fectly developed in massive sandstones and some limestones. The

orientations of planes are more dispersed in siltatones or flaggy

shales, increasingly so in lenticular, coarse-grained, poorly-

bedded units. A systematic joint set occupies a demonstrably

limited geographic area of a few square miles, often overlapping

areas occupied by other sets. Angles of intersection between sets

are fairly constant when viewed in plan, but dip orientations my

vary up to 25 degrees from the normal to bedding, so that one set

cannot be differentiated from another set if viewed in section.

The writer believes that joints should be identified aecording t

sets after plotting their poles in stereoaraphic projection, not



in plan or sectional iew. Hodgson reports no mutual intertere8

on"eor dctloection at intereectioni of two emette joints.

Ibnosystematic joints abut normal to systematic joints, but

have variable angles of intersection with other non-cystattle

joints. they are crved in plan, and either curved or straight in

section, depending on the thickness of. the rock unit they cut.

Though they attain great dimensions in unites, they are seldom ob-

served in outcrop, for they weather and open by weathering less

readily than systematic Joints. Crossajoints are a planar variety

of non-systematLe joints, also terminating at bedding or system-

atic joint surfaces. It might be inferred from Hodgson's descrip.

tion of non-cystematic joLnts, that they have imperfect hydraulie

contlnuity since they arb tighter. Yet they are ore rough- and

irregular than systematic joints, so may provide important con-

tinuity in single-set systems. A significant continuity notion

ls the bJolnt ones. Sea in plan, parallel systematic joints

often occupy a narrow belt wherein individual joints are slightly

offrset from one another (en echelon). The frequency of inter-

ruptions along a tone ts nearly a constant for a structural unit,

increasing with.the thickness of tho unit. The lndividual joints

terminate irregularly, sometimas hooked into and normal to each

other. Joint zones are separated by a predominant spacing ehar.

Acteriette of the set.

Joint sets have great aerial persistence and regularity in

plan and spacinft Up to six sets occur at any one place. Where

Ro4gson studied them, systematic joints extend vertically through

Isloozoic.and Mesozoic formations The sets are. elated to

fold axes except by rotation about os* axes.

- Q 2ThL ge y o vUs
. z~2h geometry of sevra co-eting sets canote e xplained



by conventional tectonic sheer or tensional origin. odgson do- 5 3

te.ted no alickensided shear surfaces. He cites evidence that

joints form very early in the depositional history of a sedi.

Mont: Jointing may exist in younl unconsolidated soils, such as

Lake Bonneville claybeds, Wet" Hlocene claybeds in Maryland, or

lignite beds among soft pands. His hypothesLi Ls that Joints are

upward extensions of pre..xisting fractures, formed as soon as

the rock is sufficiently brittle to fail by tidal fatigue.

plafker (1964) gives further *videnc of the extension of Joints

maintaining basement orientations, propagated upwards through

unconsolidated alluvium to control rectangular drainage and lake

shores in eastern Bolivia.

The role of pore pressure as a contributing cause of joint.

in$ has been neglected. The existence of high pore pressures

approaching tho total overburden load at depth has been estab-

lished from oilwell experience (Rubbert and Ruby, 1959). While9

pore pressures are insufficient cause for jointing, isotropic

excess fluid pressure (TeraghI, 1925) results in low effective

or Intergranular rock pressures. Pace pressures are applied

throughout long periods of time, even in mystalline rocks of

,very low primary permeability. Other stress source, tectonic,

tidal or thermal, can therefore more readily trigger either shear

or tensile failure. Total stress must be compressional in all di.

rectLons, but need only fall below the pore pressure by an amount

equal to the tensile str*ngth for fallure to occur. Th* marl

aquicludes shown In figure 3-1 would promote high fluid pressures

uqder heavy overburden, making the limestones sensitive to flec-

kural reorientation df prineLpal stresses. The so-called tension

joints oriented normal to the axis of greatest stress are called

relese, or extention joints. In figure 3-2, the 141 joints are



of this type, thought to originate upon elastic release of com-87

presslonif. One -Cannot invoke isotropic remanent pore pressures

as their cause, because as the major stress declines, tension

would arise in the direction of also-declining minor strtss.

The origin of steep-dipping "extension" joints remains enigmatic.

Tension cracking was modeled mathematically by lschenbruch

(1961, p. 4286), who concluded that the ormhn physical proper-

ties of rock should preclude tension joints below depths of

about 900 feet. Yet, there is field evidence, cited in this

chapter, to indicate openings to thousands of feet, or more if

the brines described by Smith (1958) and White, Anderson and

Grubbs (1963) are indeed partly magmatic in origin. Fare pres-

sure la possibly the mechanism accounting for propagation and

preservation of such openings to great depths.

When failure takes place, there would be an immediate drop

in pore presure along a fracture, thus an increase (not a re-

lease) of effective compression across a tension joint. Joint

faces do not separate upon rupture, as they would if tension ex-

Lsteo in the solid phase. With correspondingly low fracture

conductivity, fluid pressure-drops would be slowly transmitted

along a fractures. Adjacent rock masses would have unaltered neu-

tral and effective stresses for some time, during which succeed-

Ing fractures form. Hodgson (1961) noted that the spacing of

systematic Joints is uniform within a structural unit and varies

directly with coarceess of sediment grain-size. Spacing may logic-

ally be related to rock permeability, manifested by grain-size, for

when intergranular permeability exceeds fracture conductivity in

transmitting a failure pressure-dropg the distance to adjacent

joints may be governed by the transient.... Failure is unlikely in

the region of relieved pore pressure, extending laterally at a



rate proportional to permeability and inversely to porosity. 58

The suggested role of pore pressure in Joint formation has

yet to be fully explored, but its inclusion as a component of

tectonic and gravitational forces may suggeat a theory of joint-

Ing consistent with such field evidence as Hodgson (1961) has

collected,

Haale Ltures gL .jns turfaces

Surface texture can be used in some cases to distinguish ten-

sion from shaer lalni.. When both types are present one can often,

but pot Invariably, show that the tension joints are rough and ir.

regular pull-aparts, while shear joints have relatively smooth,

sometimes fluted and polished, tight contacts. Chlorite, sericite

or epidote coatings are sometimes found on shear Joints (Moye,

1959, p. 26; 1ons, 1960). The textural contrast may depend upon

confinement at rupture, since many joints of shear orientation are

rough and wholly lacking in evidence of lateral mevement (King,

1948). D. Q. bye (personal commmnication, 1963, 1959, p. 26)

has noted a hydraulic distinction between the two types, tension

joints being thef more conductive. Grpnu1ar debris is produced on

both fracture aypes in labor tory rock tests, but the debris is

coarser in tension braks than shear breaks. The writer has ob-

served that on rough surface& of tension joints opened In the

laboratory, thee ae dislocated but attached grains as well as

free particles. us the faces never reseat vithin less than one

thousandth of an inch, as asured by micrometers attached before

separation. Grins, (1936, p. 555) envisions laboratory frac-

tures as an integration of minute shear and tensile fractures,

thus having variable aperture. Brace (1963, pp. 2-38, 39) re-

ports that oblique shar failure of confined specimns develops

first a milkiness along an oblique zone, then little *n echelon
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I

Fiure 3-4.-i An orthogonal system of continuous fractures
uAssiv sandstone: Smoth continuous

(horizontal) bedding planes, rough, plumoes
tension joints (Maing vowrerls right) and
sooth shear joints (von fng*en, 1961, by
pezMLisson, The Corell tliy*. PreSS).



,rain boundary cracks that coalesce to form the rupture surface. 60

pin. pulverized grains can be brushed from the surfaces The

sfs0 of such detritis, or of dislocated grains attached between

ghe en echelon cracks, probably determines the minimum partures.

Greater apertures may result from wedge action on the surface

irregularities. Figure 3-4, taken in the western area of Parker's

map, shows the perfection and extensiveness of planar Joints

found In some rocks and the textural contrast between smooth

shear and rough, feathered tension joints.

Plumose surface structures consist of low-relief joint mark-

ings similar to the pattern made by two feathers in line, with

their butt ends joined. Woodworth (1897) called it feather frac.

ture, Parker (1942) called the features "plus". Radiating fea-

tures are described also, by Woodworth (p. 166), Raggate (4954)

and Hodgson (1961A, 1961B, p. 20). The plum structures might be

described as sharp, irregular ridges of amplitude and wave length-

on the order of a few grain diameters arranged in conjugate fam-

ilies of hyperbolas having a common directrix parallel to, and

superimposed on'the long axis of elliptical, concoidal ridges of

greater amplitude, longet wave length and smoother wave form.

(See Hiodgson, 1961B, ngure 25). The directrlx or long central

axis of the structure is usually parallel, but sometimes normal,

to the boundaries (bedding) of a structural unit* Opposite frac-

ture faces are tight-fitting until disturbed, and show n evidence

of transcurrent dovement. Similar tension and fatigue failure

surfaces have been observed In metals. The extremities of the

elliptic pattern are coarser textured, terminating inmen echelon,

oblique "terminal offset faces" (Hodgson, 1961B, p. 21). The

scale of the texture is proportional to the size of the joint

surface, and thus to the thickness of the structural unit. The



pattern Is usualty, but not always, centered in the uit, for 61

Joints nornal to the bedding. Hodgaon does not substantiate the

Ld.. that the center of the structure is the point where failure

began. The writer feels that the en echelon offtots at the

periphery are consistent with Brace's (1963) observations on

failure, and that the plusmes grow inward from the discontinuities.

Miscellan &eou M r tYeS < 4j nt

Joints wIth thrust fault orientations intersect bedding along

lines parallel to fold axes but at acute angles to the bedding

planes, since the major compressive stress tends to follow the

dip of the beds. tbderate-dippLng conjugate joint sets in gran-

lte rocks may also be of this sort, arising when the overburden

pressure is the minor stress. Mother or not. they are actually

shear joints is questionable, for they are usually planar, rough

and lacking lineation. de Sitter has plotted all the possible

joint directLons rilative to a fold axis. His stereonet is re-

produced here as Figune 3-5.

Short joints, normal to competent beds of a hard-soft aLter-

nating sequence, are called a2 t loirots. and are believed

due to the bedding plane shear developed on the limbs of folds.

Normal faults and tension joints are *Lse found at the necks of

bou^dnaged competent beds.

Cncentric stress systems developed around isolated intru-

sions are superimposed on horizontal regional stress system.

The doming process (Wisser, 1960) results in radial and tangen-

tial teslte stresses expressed in apical grabens' S 8h

and r 'or dikes (Billngsg 1943; Andetson and Jef-

ft s, 1936) over plutons or salt domue (Hanna, 1934). The de-

tails of such structures are important guLdes to ores (ftMhouse,

1942) because experience has shown that mineral veLns often form
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@0 4tensio-n jointb

,strss
diftetion

Figure 34.6 Sterographle projectlon of the tnormas toJolAt-plane orientations genetically re-lated to tectonic stresses (after de Sitter,1956s, by perission MiGrav-HLll Book Co.).

I



normal to tensile directions. An analysis of domicaL stucture6s

for theirtunique arr ngement of conducting fractures would help

mineral exploration, since ores are fluid-born*, Work on this

problem may be stinuleted soon by the need to engineer the pro-

dud'tion of steam and brine from similar structures.

Columnar gDLtggion 12intI of regular pattern are cornon in

basaltic lava flows, and more crudely formed in breccia flows and

welded tuffs (Gilbert, 1938). The medel of permeable Jointed

media (Chapter 6) is not designed for such discontinuous con-

ductors.

fhib.tina is an important joint class, dominating the occur-

rence of water In some areas. These are extensive, flat to gently

curved or undulating seams or partings found in massive rocks,

especially granitt (Jahns, 1943), but also in quartzite, lime-

stone, and probably in some metamorphic rocks. Sheeting is moat

conspicuously developed near 'the ground surface, conforming gen-

erally to hills and valleys alike (Gilbert, 1904). Frequency

decreases with depth, for sheeting is seldom found below 300

feet. The lateral extent is generally hundreds of feet, where

they abutt older steep joints or faults, or where they feather

out as neighboring fractures converge. The fractures cut indis-

criminately across all primary structures, diks, contacts, coun-

try rock, tc. The sheets of unjointed rock between seams are

under compression parallel to their extent, as evidenced by

*popping" (Te haghi, 1946), or by sudden splitting or lWterl

movement Into quarry excavations. Watson (1910, p. 24) has ob-

served polished and striated joint surfaces in granite, possibly

due to translation upon surfIcial release of stress. WJhateier

the deep-seated cause of stress, the shoot-structures are believed

t'he result of relief from confinement by erosion of overburden, as



su8gested by GLlbort (1V04), Wtthes (1930), and Jahns (1943). 64

Bending of theeta under column loading accounts for sheet joint

openings of several inches (Hatthes, 1930, p. 114). Some very

deop horizontal crack3 are permeable, for mineralization has been

ceen on them (Farmin, 1937t p. 626). Highly, conductive, flat un-

dulatory joints in slate, metavolcanic and a serpentine complex

at the Merced River damsite, are probably of the same origin as

the more obviouz sheet structures in massive rocks. In the South-

en Staten ere Cxten&ive horicontal joints (Watson, 1910, p. 24)

through granitic and nota_,rphic rock, to which LeGrand, (1949)

attribute: _t of the fracture permeability of the region.

TericShi. (1946), has listed a3 guLdes some joint character-

istics ac:ociatod with different rock typos. The more brittle

rocks tend to have closer joint spacing than ductile rocks. For

example, rhyolite shows more frequent, Lrre8ular jointing than

basalt. 3ssitv rocks tend to have less continuous joints than

tubular rocks. Sediments u~zually havo three sets: the beddinp,,

and tWo others norgml to the bedding. Joints in limestone and

sandstone are cor x nly several feet.apart, shle much closer,

do.vn to fractions of an inch. Rebound in shale produces slicken-

siding on ,inute, conchoLdal fractures. lb water could be found

below 500 feet in jointed Triassic shales of .ew Jersey (eWr Jer-

sey, date unkown).

SpaeCna of fractures has attracted little attention of field

geologists. Uing (1948) found that spacin is closest for rocks

of groatest deformation, but the more brittle rocks have closer

specing umder like cirueautences. Pincus (1951, p. 92) found no

correlation with degree of deformation in pre-CambrLan and Paleo- 9
zolc rocks of rsw Jersey. IHodgson's observations (1961B) are

described above. Changes of spacing *vith depth have been sur-
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mised by Tolman (1937), King (1948), MIILer (1933), and Pincus

(1951). The consensus it that weathering opens pre-existing weak.

nesses. King, (1948, p. 114) noted vertical Joints extending as
0 . .

much as 1100 feet, in the vertical sense, down cliff faces.

Appleby (1942) found that the pattern of fractures on dynamited

faces corresponds clocely to natural patterns. Te writer's be-

lief, bbsed on analysis of pump-test data in chapter 6, is that

porosity increases towards any free face, both by increase of

fracture apertures and frequencies. The rock around the drill-

hole is more akin to the undisturbed state than that exposed in

mines, tunnels, or quarries.

D QL (JJ1a4. co£d£It t ef J. o faults

Joints are the cost important cles of conducting fractures.

This is because one type or another, or several typos at once, are

present in prectieally all consolidated rock types. Faults are so

infrequent vithin the boundaries of most problem areas that they

can seldom be treated statistically. Cleavage is confined to

metamorphLes.

Tolman (1937, pp. 29l to 313) differentiates deep-seated

fractures (faults and some ahear Joints) from superficial ones

opened by veathering. .e believed that thre water table limits the

zone of veathering. In Turk': (1963) ztudy of uell yieLd varic-

tion with depth, a weathered -one was assmmed to act as an lnfLl-

tration and storage bed just as Tolsn suggested, but the continu-

ously varying irell-discharge measures did not support the notion of

a dewrkatioh. Rather, a continuous variation of permeablity with

depth was shown, lewis and Borsy (1964) conducted well-pumping

tests in jointed phyllite, Plots of the draw down - log time

relationship proved never to be linecr in the way indicated by

theory and experience in unconsolidated aquifers. A contLMious



decrelse in permeability with depth iL suggested by the continum

ous curvature of their plots. The statistics of pmp tests re-

ported in Chapter 6 has proved that the preponderance of joints

visibl, at the surface are insignificant as conductors at depth.

mThe few conductors existing below the water table, Tolman

considered largely unconnected. It is the writer's belief, from

8oz;e experience in dam-site exploration, that isolated water

bodies are more likely in the weathered zone where clay deposits

plug some parts of wide openinas, and leave other parts open.

Drill holes at rc-Wain damsite, ?Jerced River, California, pene-

trated many weathered joints, often filled with an inch or so of

red clay. lmtantaneous bit advance, sudden loss of drilling

water, hiah pmp test diccharge and crystal-covered joint sur-

faces on recovered core ehda indicated large open Joints, connect-

ed to the rest of the system. In other Joints, apparently un-

filled, no water flow developed, suggosting localized clay fil-

lings.

There are a fel cases described in the literature (Twnsaend,

1962; Thayer, 1962; 'bye, 1959; and Stewart, 1955), for example,

where drawdown ac a line sink produced recognizable cones of de-

pression, or other indications of continuity. These cases support

the assumption made in designing a mathematical model (Chapter 6)

having wholly continuous intersecting plano conductors. A worthy

topic of further research would b to ascertain at what length-to-

spacing ratio do discontinuities become important to the overall

permeability of such a model.

The report of E. J. Daniel (1954) on the Persian Gulf oil

fields contains some of the best avallable subsurface data on

fractured limestone. The An Zalsh field produces wholly from

fractures without solution enlargements, so continuous and inter-
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connected that a few suitebly placed wells could drain the entire

reservoir. Oil moves at much ca 2 miLoa distant from a well, and

bottomn-hole precoure recovery La rapid upon shutin. There Ls hy-

draulic connection bot%:een the First Pay and Second Pay, though

separated by 2000 feet of non-productive fine sediments (p. 778).

Open fractures without solution enlargements must extend over 3000

feet in depth. Joints and bedding-planes are infrequent but vital

conduits, mocnt of ttie production being in calcite-veined, highly

frectured (6-12 per foot) bodies of rock. It is not known how

much fracture permeability ls duo to fractures that uere never re-

crystallized, verzus fracture= reopened by recurrent tectonism.

The unre brittle, cherty limestones are more intensely fractured.

Similar veLn-frequency, water permeability relationships are re-

corded in ;ming districts (see below). The permability in the

Mn ZaLah structure Ls not restricted to tension joint openings,

for there 1have been observed oil films on haLr-thln breaks, sty-

lolites, sLickensided fractures, and fqces of calcite crystals.

So;: undisturbed (?) Joints cutting cores have openings of 0.1 to

0.2 mm., carrying oil films.

The cirkuk field produces fron super-capillary openings so

continuous that the entire field acts as a single pressure sink.

The vaxiuv wva;ter-edge rise is 25 miles away. Pnzmeability is so

high that a single *'elL can produce 30,000 bbM. per day with only

3 to 4 psi drardomn. Caverns (up to 14 feet), residual dolomite

sand and solution-opened planes provide storage (up to 30 percent

porosity), but Joints and a few faults provide the interconnec-

tions. Even the tlght, silckensLded faults have oil film.

Joints are spaced 1-1/2 to 3 feet, essentially orthogonal, with

"intact" (C) openings of 0.1 to 0.2 ma. Surface textures accord

with grain sizo: rough in coarse rocks, smooth if porcelainous
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Large joint openings at great depth cre not peculiar to

limes tones but may be encountered in igneou3 and motamorphLe

rocks also. T. Gross (personal conaication, 1964) drilled hori-

zontal holes for water In the pre-Cambrian crystalline complex

vest of Colorado Springs, attaining 50 gal. per minute discharge

and almost instantaneous pressure recovory on shutin. Production

may be frotm one or moro large openings (1 mm. or so) of great xc-

tent (thousands of feet).

One of the richest miQes of structural date pertinent to the

occurrence of ;ater in consolidated rocks is MIowhouse's (1942)

treatise on guides to ore. Interrelationc of faults, folds,

joints and cock type have been investigated more thoroughly for

vein deposits than would ever be economically justified for water

occurrence. Tho preservation of struetural detail by mineraliza-

tion in openinsg onco fluid-filled, is more advantageous for

present purposez than would ever be a like investigation of fluid-

filled openings that ere sensitive to disturbance. Preoresslve

opening of mineral veins upon successive refilling invclidatesany

quantitative seasures that might be made on them. "Book" qw.rt

veins Indicate progessive enlargement. Yet the contention that

ores take great spans of time to form from dilute solutions is TO-

futed by the recent discovery of hot brine at Ryland, California,

containing up to 300,000 ppm total dissolved solids, Including

rema.rkable r*tal concentrations (White, Anderson and Grubb, 1963).

An 8-Lnch vell discharge pipo at the surface closed to 3 Inches

by encrustation in 3 months of free flo';. Thus, veins coild form

quickly, as reeckoned by geologic time, and their thickness could

resemble the fluid-filled apertures. Caution dictates the assznp-

tion that openings are formed progressively, no matter how rapids
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for Newhouse, (1942), Wicser (1960), and other authorities have

dewns trated that veins form concurreat with orogenic wvement.

Structural Guides eo ore are valuable guides to meteoric water

occurrence wehther or not mineralization has takon place. IMne

waters tend to follow paths of prior mineralization, as observed

bX the writcr at Cerro de Nsco, Peru. (D. T. Snow, private re-

port, 1958) The best water well prospects in the California

btother lode rocks, metamorphies of vrO low permeability, are the

quartz veins that have been refractured by post-mlneralization de-

formations.

If vein deposits are qualitative indicators of water-conduit

geometry, it cust be concluded that a model composed of uniformly-

spaced, parallel-plate conductors only approximates the irregular,

pinching and weltlinq, discontinuous features seen in mines.

fractured media must hav extrome, inhomogeneity if the conductors

are as capricious an vein deposits.

Mineral veins indicate open conduits at some time past. Not

springs,s*v.tl or without accompanying zones of hydrotherml altera-

tion, are the surface expressions of similar modern permeable

structures. Since co:iunication to heat and mineral sources is

accidental, it is inferred that meteoric water occurs in inntuer-

able regions of high permeability just lik, the ore districts, Ore

guides from fth use (1942) therefore constitute pertinent guides

to grounfater, summarized here for fractures and faults:

YVins form along fractures whet. norm1 compression is tow

co-pared to other orfentations or poAitionc. Those showing no

relative movemant parallel to the plane of the break are conven-

tionally called tension fractures. These may form part of a pat-

tern, sowe of which are fractures and some faults. Isolated ten-

sion fracture fillings prove that the shear breaks must also be



permeable to a lesser degree, otherwise the tension veins could 70

not fill. Tension fractures may cross from one side of a fault

to the other, extending into one or the other of the walls.

"Feather* fractures are inclined to a fault plane, intersecting

*along a line normal to the slip and making an acute angle point-

ing in the direction of relative motion (Billings, 1942, p. 124).

Wisser (1939, p. 301, 318) says that tension fractures are lo-

cated along portions of a fault where the greatest, rather than

the least compression acts normal to the walls of the fault.

Varying contact pressures result from the ill fit upon dislocation.

of Irregular fault surfaces,high friction there resulting In high

tensile stresses in a direction oblique to the fault. Figure 3-6

illustrates the location of feather fractures at fault deflections.

Gouge is more apt to form than breccia on faults subject to high

normal stress. Thus feathers are often associated with gouge In

fault zones.

SCHISr
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Figure 3-6. Deviations on shear faults cause feather fractures
at loaded contacts Hog Menmtain Mine, Alabama
(after Hisser, 1934).

If a dip-blip fault changes dip with dip, feather fzactures

strike parallel to the fault. If a dipslip fault changes strike

with dip, feather fractures strike parallel to the dip. They are

more prevalent in the hanging wall, perhaps due to unsupported
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' There are guidec for locating changes in the orientation of

faults, and therefore, permeable all-rock, but these criteria

* are reserved for the pNrasraphs on fluid conductivity in fsults.

The importance of faults in predicting regions of hL8h perma-

bilLty has Lon$ been recognLied becauso joint troq'iency often in-

creases towpards faults (Terzahi, 146; KEng, 1948).

The perallel-plote model for fractured media vas not in.

tended for feult aystoasq solution-enlarged joint systecr. in

limestone, or for primary openings in 1laV3, but attempts to so

apply it w-y be better than nothing. The scope of thiu sMIuMrV

does not include all environments, but of the three just r.iention-

ei, faults %411 be discussed further beccuae of their clooe re-

lationchiip: to joints.

Hvdro1o&eiL1: y iv £.fliJ,1S2t Lg~e gLC fiLamttin

ftglts ".-re often open to c Srater or less dearoe...1n

ze ny Lnetance$ where ci fault zone is doveloped w:ith muny sub-

parallel a'nd so5,etiraes branching Mnd anastomo.Lng fiisures, es-

peciall in harder end uore brittle rocks, Lazre quantities of

water may be transmitted..." (Loudorback, 1950, p. 129). "?e

may look to Zle--house (1942) for the more detailed criteris for

detecting where and what fauLts 4itl be aquifers or aquicludes.

Cpletely minero11ied faulte are aquicludes but even these are

subject to reopenin, upon recttivation of tectonism.

1bre ofton thswn not, foults are tabuLar zones of crushed

rock rcther than distinct single breaks. If uniform in charec-

ter throughout their extent, they could be replaed by single

opeaning that uould conduct the sane flui dischargo at the S3me

sub-criticel gradient. Devictions from uniformity aro believed

more serious in the case of faults than of joints, for the



ranutzrity or gouge-content of faults is notably Variable, the7 2 j
main conducting fractures forming an anastoosing pattern vithin

a zone of variable thickness and gouge content. Faults ato best

characterized a3 iuihomogeneous-anisotropLc planar conductors,

but in the absence of specific or general research on the proper-

ties of faultS, It can only be assuewd that they are hozmgenoo a

and isotropic.

lbrtions of.faulta locally deviate in orientation towards

the plane of minimtn corapre3sion, so certain portions tend to

open upon fault displacemnent. In the case of deflected joints,

they ~y opon wider due to fluid pressure actina against les3er

rock prcssuro. The cause of deviations is usually a contrast in

rock deformuibility. In geological parlance, one rock Is more

neoxpetent" tt3n, another if its strength -o rigidity is greater,

failing wor. brittle than ductile. Just as laboratory compres-

sion teste :eotZ failure at angles more acute to the applied

deviator :tress as the Yohr's failura envelope steepens, so too

do faults refract towards the norirl upon passing from incou'pe-

tent to competent rock. Subsequent relativo moveents alon" the

ill-fittIA& surfaces rpsult in load concentration on some areac,

and void3 elsehere. Figures 1 to 14 of lewhouad (1943) i11u3-

trate genersl and specific cases. If tho geomtry of the fault

auface end the net slip are known from ecploration, the open

portions wy be predicted. Table 3-1 lists the circumstances

possible. Definitions of the terms my be found in the AGS glos-

sary (Ibue1ll, 1960) or Billings (1942).
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Table 3.1. 73

ftult Per.-sebiity due to Relative ~bvaoft t of. Zmrrgular Surfaces
(abstracted from t Zohouse, 1943)

a. ChaqSe of em~Le of dip
alone the line of dip.-

to1. 0zL faulto

2. R~everse tcuttc

Where f-ault steepens a competent
form~tions if f tat contacts; Ln-
com~petent formations if steep
contacts.

11here the fault f Lattens; incom-i
potent forui~tione if f lat con-t
tacts;,, competent fortiations if
.steep contacts.

a

I
bo CQuni~e of an,,le of Oip

alon.s the Line of strike.

1. "br.-= feuLta

2. Sovorae fcu t0II

LUbore fault steepens; competent
fonmtionz it flat contacts; in-
competent foxrmAtions if steop
Oontaetf.

Svhsef fault flattencl; incomipetent
foriwitions if flat cointactv; oa
potent for v.tionft- if cteep con-
taets.

C. CL~- of ttrike ;- lona
tt-.e Lino Of dip.

I

I

I

1.. ubr-zc I fztult 4

2.- Tteverze, faults,

de a.)~ of strike ctlorL-3
t!he Line of striko.

e. lonbLw-tionz of 4.,O beg
c;S end a,

here changos fe-Vorcble to open-
iLngs, Yn-rious possibilitiet due
to deflection3 tom;zrds norm2aL to
contacts with more competent
rack.s, openingv on parts oriented
more norm~al to slip direction.

.*I tendency to produce openings,

Pbst caown cases,

11o SULUR ZU2 QM11Q
ae Cwnse of dip zlonej tie

line of dip.
lb -tendency to produce operdinge.

I
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Table 3-L

b. QMange of dip along the
line of itriko.

¢. Cha~ne of strkeo alonG
the line of dip.

d. Mcn~neof strike alonS
strike.

(Continued) 74

Mg=z '-wiu LM~
'.hore a portion of a fault is out
of the goneral plane of bearin8
surface: flatter dippin8 hanging
wall anving over steep dipping
footvall, or steeper dipping
hanaing wall moving over flat
foo t'ea 11.

l.here a portion of a fault is de-
flected out of the Seneral plane
of bearing surface: bearino pres-
sure on portions most norc-al to
slip direction, openinge on por-
tions parallel or awvy from slip
diroction.

S2me as C.: fault croesing steep
contact, oponin-s in competent or
incompetent foarrations dopcndig
on anglo of incidence, and if*
right or left-lateral slip.

Suzrface .-Are of hilh and lo.: bearinM pressure can bo dis-

cririnrited on tioe basis of subtle daxnes in fault attitude noar
P in-7 el sUiptes C4Se 50 U .

contact?, ^nd knoulodge of slip diroction. A Eidenco from ;w.no

favors openin;: on fault_ of w.m1l di placerent, for if tChmv is

great, crwa of miftit confi.Uwation are overpasaod or -ouge-

filled. LocdiM patt&rns also loealize subsidiary faults, frac-

tures and brocclation in t!Who --A rock aet positions of high

stress, thuS, wa31 rock perstoability i. apt to be hlgh adjacent

to fault zogenta habv loti perwbLlity. Excoptionr a"e found.

in po3itiOnZ .- hre bridging ls conducive to f.all frcturi in

tension. !'all rock fracturws asociated visth dip slip f3ult3 tend

to be parc l11 to the strike if the fault Cdanges dip alato the

dip, and conver3ely, frcecture3 tend to be parallel to the dip if

the fault changes strike down the dip. w iill bo soon, (Chapter

5) if fracture orientations aro knon, principal axes of permoswe

bility wy be predicted.

i



, I

Flvre 5-7
Fault deflection. Seven Thirty Mine, Silver: Plume Dis-

trict, Colorado. (a) Quartz monzonite porphyry; (b) granite.
(Spurt. U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 63. Fig. 48)

K)



Gouge La faults renders them relatively imprmableh. e 76

preserse of *aLiu:s rocka favors dwelopment of gouge, go for.

cations having platy minerals, smalL gr1n size, low strength or

high state of alteration tend to have relatively low fractue

peraiablty. (ouae La prevalent in faults developed undor hig

noral compression, such as flat, normal faults, steep reverse

faults, or in faults of great displacent.

2sre is a debatable relationship betueen frecture permea-

bility, (or rather, ore occurrence) and position with respect to

folds. The biased &-ta of ore occurrence suggest that anti-

cines are more brokon and open than synclines. There La quite

definitely areater fractunIn near the crest of folds than near

the fl-nka. !fult deflections are mro prevalent noa. told axes.

the rock type is an indicator of cocparative fracture per-

!mabillty. ckd perawpility mazuros, one may be g8ided by

te* occurreneo of vein orea (Table 3-2) in contrasting rock type._

fbyorlobo xnd "nfavorable" rocks are equated, respectively, to

reI rivoly !tlsh and low ptroeability in the tabulation.(Rfeuhouse,

1943 rr 4163). Vr the oat3 port the favorable rocks are the

cometent enes, thus the table is a13 a guide to fault doflee-

tions.

nON5.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

P



Table 3-2 77

The totfluonce of rock type in loeatizLnGj vain deposits, an
.Ladiector of compcrative fractu~ro permoability.

icivorabLe
D1IICe ock7 ev --

Uhzfaivorable
~lackc

~Iiftisnficanlt fea-
tures reuwgrked by
corntributors

_me-

O at .W:n C
Caitherine
Diztrictcl
Arizor.

GeorgL? .'*o1.d
Deosjo its

&nde~ite

'brd brittle

fr (e, icyte

So ft rock.

lrittlencss or
abiLity to shatter
was important fac-
tor.

Ore shoots ar in
hard brittL* rocks;
the suroundin3
rocks aro soft and
flow roadily with-
out fracturing.

Lordon I.t.
Are:.$
rado.,

sillz, brittle
IL'~ctanoc ~-
4rurt-_iLe

,Salea Shales deformed
plastically; oth-
or rocks vere
brittle..

"sLlver V Lat,
Ontario

't~bc sa or
o hr bcitl

i .e: yo V':.

-r~tttle Lti-
cct;d bzndL
in Mn-2E~n

The brittle iLLi-
cated bands ir the
limestone vera
bracciatod during
flovare of tho
Limctor.e. ""Ora
ore shoots related
to those bands.

I

'Sizeoe !UnD,
Quaboc

'chictoce
Lava fLava

Granodioritoo cMM
brittle end heonc
=re fractured.

.Sueboc

Cad~ltte
&bt. -n.A.h L:
Q~ueboc

Eona loa.r tos

:0:p-,tont
rocks.

e06ine
grained
tuff a

Soft

Conglorerate wre
competent and un-
der stress yielded
by fracturinS moro
than did th tuff.

Ore bodiescr in
persistent flauroc
in the corvpetont
streta adjoiniX
the main shear zone.
The coft schisto
tire too incoMp-
tent to wiuntaLn

t�



Table 3-2 (Oontlnuod)

arable Mnfavorablo
en Aa ek:: -

78

ravc
Sisnificant fea.
tures reiisrked bY
caneributars --a^n

_

large or persistent
openinjs for vein
formtion. Zaw-
evor at the lapa
Cadillac mine pLmo-
like or* bodies
containinm littlo
quartz but much
diose±tod _ulm
phide occur in a
wide zono of
Octzist.

Iorcupiz'c,
Ontario

Brittanics
Britich
CIO ltumb~Lt

"opoer. en
rocfts , umassiva
andesits or
dacito. con-
3Ilomarate
thielt Wbc3
Jfriyvac1k &
porp,~yr bod-

Coiapetent
voiec'nics

In co-Ipe tone
rockcc. Tufft,
a la tes, 9 o*O)'

l.tivsc, chilor-
Ito carbonate

.1: .ty tufts

Veins in co=,patent
rocks. (A) Sinslo
vein fractures
usually pinch out
,Ihlon theyg pc-?.
with divergenco of
strike into an ad-
joining Lncomettn"
horizon. (CI) ;ho
wultiOleo fracture
zones nay bo in a
cotapotont W,5r
between relAtLvolY
Lnconpotent .c-
bse, or in & corn-
potent mr-bor :d-
joinisd3 dn ir.cO-
potant .arbor.

TVa co.apetent Vol-
canic rocks .7orG
broccLated and frae-
tured SIvln&
channel-way' for
solutions. The in-
competent slaty
tujff in thea foot
vull %roe a good
lubricant and fu-
cilated breccia tion
in the coi3potent
volcanics,

Mother
lode,
California2

0

C40-tftoent or
rig3id rocke
(areeas tone,
rayvracko)

in harnsins
wall, vith

'7 U to Ore tends to ba
localized tmdor a
hanging wall of
the more coQontont
or riaid vocks
where tho foot wall
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OTable 3-2 (ontinued) 79

revorabl..- Unfavorable
R Mr F

Significant fea-
turts r rked by
contrib~utors---Piaea
_wn___

.
sLate foot
iaLL

of the vein is of
plastic and ocsily
fractured state.

Little Zong
Lac Gold

Ontario

Thunder MeyI
Ontario

Aticose or
feldepathic
quartzite

(I) t leak
beds

GaYWAeke

Competent beds

I

The graywackes
above and below
the arkosa were
endered schistoae

by shearins and of-
fored fewer and Less
contimuous openings,

fracturing ay take
place in vwek beds,
Moro competent bods
being unfractured.

Genera ^&.?o
Cocoa-

(2) Compe-
tent beds

*.'ak beds LMder more ettecn
conditions shear
Wnes develop in
competent beds and
zone$ of schistos-
Ity in weak beds,
TMunder Bay gold
veins in this group.

Breelmaridaq
Colorado

ounruzito Shales tbre open fitsures
in the relatively
Competent quartz-
ites and coase-
quentl ore deposits
ar* in theze rocks.

. .

I

Front V'nngo,
CoLarada

Quertzite
ftpikty

lbPO X7

ApUte

Dibabee

Granite ?ith
laer of tho
less coMpe-
tent Meta-
mrphic rocks
Cranite
Aputo

Porphyry
Shale

Sehi t
Porphry%7
Coarse
rainod

Boulder Creek
granite
Boulder Creek
granite
IArGe Mgs6es
of granite froe
from schkt
cenoliths

Competence of quartz,
its unch greater than
that of schists and
shalee * r

';.

s-I
Schict
Schist

I 9



7bblo 3-2 (Conti.nued) 8so

Vavorablo
Pia n ne _

Unfavorable
RltekT_

Significant foam
uturoj rema1rked by

- - - - - -- - --

tMexico

Albite
izranLte

Schist and
metarrorphosod
sedimontary
rocks

Not Sprinne .

Caroi~.

As.zsivo rocksi
qwr.¶tte

The weak schist
and sedimentary
rocks could not
mintain openings.

Barito in fracture
and brecca zones
alonA faults in
MsOsve rOCk3.
The other rocks
were made PchLCt-

80e.

Sheorp Crecol',
BritL.-I-t
Co 1i.-bi -

'Zu3rtntte and
4-J'Prd -araiL-
l%::cwOus
quairtzltov-

Ll;- otono,
cchis t

The 5ml11r frac-
turee disappear on
approachinm, the
lLn3tone or schist.
Strass vas taken up
in these rocks by
deformtion (f low-
a.q) r"thor than by
fracturlwu*

Arkzanr.a ,:
cOuicltz ilvoxr

sUf f nd
,~roccia'

t.' -and: tone Shale

veins pinch out in
shalo whic!: over-
lies the tuff and
breccit..

Shalos floatod while
the sandstonoe ware
fractuzed and
broccLated.

Grainzi- t'Iin,
quebel;

,or.- Lo.=ra to Syo nitoUopyry Quartz voin in both
rocka. Cold net.
lSible vore vein
ls the more com.pe-
tent, porphr due
to lack of post
quartz fracturing
before gold intro-
duction.

CopperW 2bO,- AMdositic
tain, ZrItLi.A volecnic
Coltz.bi, 2??oacicV

'!laC aive
andositO or
fir-'m3rain:3d
au,3ite
andosito

ftcturinn and
SC'ICto3it7 In the
volcanic braccia
c0080 st the con-
tact uith tho nas-
sive andeasito or
diorlte.



Tablo 3-2 (Continued) el

Sisnificnt fea-
turoz, rem'rked by
contributrnr

S

Favorable
Place Rm ck t

Unfavorable
ROkI C

- _

Evongo Area *tSehis
S. W1. Africa
Pegw~htites

QuartL to and
limestone

U p arite
(Rhyolitic
rock)

&ratua~ .11no,
Japan

Beatson
tine,.
Alaska

S0h-alIe
2if f

Pegm titos numerous
in schluts but ero
rare in tei abun-
dant quartzites and
cryctalline LLma-
stones.

copper veins in
faultc thin out in
liparite.

fleot rocks o:certeod
little control. ALL
rocks contain ore
but ridcer shippin3
oro confined to
chlorito schist.

2rsaya cke,
alata, flint
rock, chlor-
ite schist

Boise ain,
Idaho

hdra dio rite Dikes of
rhyo litc
porphy

Ore in well defined
and continuous fUs-
sure lodes in
granodiorite. 'r
rhyollto porphMyry
the lode breaks up
into minor s5eam
and atringers cor-
morcilly 'orthlec;.

Dies of
hyolLto

porphy

Granodiorite Ore in oblique :aet*
of tension fracturai
related to horiron-
tal shearing stres-
ses in rhyolite
porphyry. T.e fis-
suec are t4i.t
whare tVey pss in-
to granitlc rock_
aeno: Ily no coi-
wreLa oare

DarkervillIc,
Bkrttis!.
Columnbia

Intorbodded
quartdite
end arLIl-
lite 600
ft. thick

7icci~le cal-
caeoous
qu4rtzit
1,000 ft.

sive araiI-
lite .00 ft.
thick

Sho ore bearlng
mwabor heteroaen-
cous and frsanibot

and ne::t to a unit
that flotted, failed
bv.,thousands of
short fracturss.
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favorable
pmcftra

Utifevorable
Significant fee-
tures rawrted by

Pl.ace - - - - - - ___ -_ - __ - __ 6%1W%-m.0I JUMMAMEREL.....

CobsaIt ,
Ontario

Coba It
Series, cefne
slowra to,
graywacke,
arkoce

Quartzite,
Keewatin_
-mostly
basaltic lava
flows, Behist.,
a little gray-
wacke, slat. &
cheerty Lr
foawtion

In places Tetnia
pinh or valuea
stop on going
froe the Cobalt
Series Into the
eetinl but Sood

veins occur in
10eatin. arts
ites unfavorable.

Woods8l FI~n t
Austrailia

Diorite
dike

Slates

6

O.KC. bMM-
t&Lmi
Rosslands
British
Columbia

Altered
andesitie &
basic vol.
canIes

Stock of
serpontine

Produtive veins
confined to die
they split and
dispe"e in slate.

Fissues in v.1-
canie rocks eith-
er die out com

I tely on enter-
the serpetine

or contimae as
shenr zones of
tr.shed rock and
gouge*

ab

Libby
quadrangle,
Nhntan

Gunna lne
Kfflitobd

Sulpbhide nroe
placeowto
ini Western
Quebec

Sedignonta t,

sands tonep
arnitts,
Shelale

UftsIkored
e1lipsoidal
andenits

Permable
Liaws, tluffs,
flai braccfiao

metadlorite
dikes

Coarse
grained
andesite

ImPetisble
rocks
diorito,
andesite,

enliteo
Porphmr

The faults and
veins are shorter
matadjorlte dikes
than In the more
brittle sediment.
&ty rocks.

Shear zones passing
frois ellipsoidal,
fin, grained andes-
Ites to mssive
corse grained
andesites generally
die out LA the lat-
ter rock.

faults 'are losely
assoeated With
most of the depos-
its.

1
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SignLfLeant tea-
twes rewrked by

contrib = tor-,
Favrable Unfavorable

Do% MeOfA rA
- - fteva - - __ -_-_

ChnarciLlo, ure lIMe-
stone

Ttff and Lm-
pure limeostone

Veins narrow and
with little sIlver
in tuff and impure
lmestone but vld.

*en in pure lime-
stone and appre-
ciable quantities
of base mtals and
silver minerals
appear.

Re=neO tt,
Alacka

Upper ZI.:s.
Valley' ""Ehf4E
Do&-*titr

Lower 300 ft.
of dolQcitLc
ltmetone beds

abovo bcsal'
Line tone

Cr in dolo-
2itoz and
t:meatoncs
ralited to
but not in
sShAT LI&Ors

Favorable due to
*physical and chem-
ical properties.
Fissurei are the
dominant localLiers
within the favor-
able Oolocite beds.

Ibre fracturing of
the dolomites and
lmestones noar the
shaly layers.

Tombtones
Arizon:

36=10tent
xocits

incompetent
rocks

'The PNleozoic lim
stone and the
'nowculitee or
rilicified shale,
with cornglomerte
and quartesite at
the base of the
Disbe group to-
gether with the
Blue limestone arc
competent roeks
that froctured
roadily to facili-
tate the miSration
of ore bearing
rolutiods. The
in opetent sand-
stones, shales and
timestones of the
upper part of the
Bisbee group tended
to close openings.

I

.I
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Ftorable
0^04ke

Unfavorable
Uiaftelfs

Significant foa-
tur*3 renmrked by

01 A N-A
.- WMW�G.T_ - - - - - - _ _ - - '11111"IM .......... "W""a

Tni-Stato
Zinc and
Lead Dis-
trict

31abee,
Arizor:

1I'IcomipGtent I
rela tively7
thin-bedded
strata, conlm

erous ztylolite
partLn3s.

Thick-bedded 1
limestonoc 4

Doir~ptenlt beds
z33ually masrs~ive

Mhal'y lime-

-Artin)

In Mhny cases the
7i3ibl9 shearing I-
confined to the in:
competent beds, It3
trace in the compa-
tent beds above and
below boins noerly
imparmptible.

The sha7y M1ddle
VhrtIn Was probably
an important factor
in inten3ifytng the
frocturin3 in the
OvOerlyin and undcz'
lyiln important ore
hordzons .

I

Central or
Santa ?aita

triCt, ri.:
Mexdco

;:ar4 ovar IL.-*
u-tone A. Lid-
die Blue
limsstono

PanOVr limestone is
prae, the "Addle
Blue has minor shaly
impuIty. These
llztonM 3re sep-
Orated by a bod of
shale.

Combinction
ItIne,

PC"ir l1t-O
dtono beds

Sholos Shaly
ikiec tone &
-Si13s

Cortwalls
1"ennsy lv-trIt

Z.,

!e ~ro
JIhaly beds
of llm-
stone

rbn-chaly bods
of limoctone

Chen~ical control.

j

Gold Hill,
Utah

h 3ingle
n1ra lizod

Lmostono bed
beureon other
beds that are
only sliahtly
alterad

B3elavod to be ro-
lated to beddina
plano faults.

Nickel plete
1AM99e 1Hedleys
British

* Colum~bia

Beds of certain
compo31tiOns, Lpur
lsimtones, es-
peciallm 117, orted a
furthor controL.



The intersections or Juntions of faults are often mentlorke

in the Iteratur, as the locus of ore deposition, but there ar.

other cCses where intersections are barren while ore ia found

*Lsewhere on the faults. Still, a tendency to greater breceiation

end more openings due to defloction of one of the intersecting

faults apparently faors those places an regions of hgh fraft

ture pemoabillty.

Impermeable barriers are also studied in mining districts,

These include shaLes, gouges and unfractred ntrusi dk,

sills and plutons. Vein dopocits thuselves are aquicludes if

no further fault mvement hau occurred. During periods of toe-

tonic qulescym when no ow fractures are formed, channelling

may, take place because hydrathrmoal alteration ot the country

rock probably closes small fracturess while large conduits are

progrfssivoly enlargedd.

> om ouch sources as drill loge and tunnel or mine records

come why reports of large natural openings underground, but

their identity as Joints or faults is seldom reported. Yurther-

core, the head is seldom known, such less the transient dectine

in head, so quatntitative measurs of fracture conductivity can-

not be =de from study of the literature. anly a few cases are

mentionod her to indicate some ecxno conditions.

ToL2mt (1937, p. 312) reports: flos from mineralized fis-

sures et the Ojuela W., Dorangoo Nxico. A steady pumped dic-

charge oi 7500 galons per minute from a drainage tunnel crossing

sOVeral fioures produced only 3 inches cof drandown in 20 conths.

Yet the fistures are so remotely Lnter-connected, probably via

the overlying alluviwu, that the mine has been stoped out eleven

hundred feet below the water table simply by following only one

fissure at a time, pumping from the workings to an unused fissure.



-

Te water table a so little offectod that only 10 percent L 8
*stiated to return. GiLnouc and Barbier (1955, p. 126) report

* vertical tension grottos at Caotillan darn, frtnco 20 motrs
hi8h and up to 4 moters La aperet, oponed along the axial
plane of a llmstono anticline. The surfaces are slickonsded,
not dis3o1vd, nor ls there evident any stratlgraphlic throti.
P. H. Jonoz (lecture, UhLiorsLty of California, 1962) photo-
graphed a 3 inch planar opening in anoLss. The writer has
drilled terbztored flat Joints in slate having openings of about
ono inch. At Spitallzaz dam on glaciated granite (iGanoux and
Berbier, 1955, p. 291), one grout hole took 11 percent of the
grout injected into 81 holes. Similar sheotina fractures plag-
ued the con:truction of Dbsnth pool da=, California (2. 1poil-
inq addres to Asc"Lation of Dn. Gowl., 1963), whore open-
ina: up to 15 incho vere encountcerod (TerzaghL, 1962). Ground
movemnt on s lopes is often the causo of larme openings such as
tho sL':-inc joints found in shle -As much as 100 feot behind
the abutmantc of tit. Ibrric Mm (E¢urell and obneoyker, 1950,
p. 23). L'cually, only the extram flowo or Cooeninas arv re-
ported, distortin e:cpoetations. Unpublished data accumlated
bsy the California Dept. of Vater Recourco3 (R. C. Richter, per-
sonal co==Lcations 1963) la one ewception. They havo collectod
many Co-ao historio of tunnols cuttLng faulta of hl.Ih and lov
water production. Other sources of inforntion includo many
engineering -'orcks: Stint (1950); Loderback (1950); Glnou
and Barbier (1955); CaUf. Dept. of Water Resources (1959), With
references to 99 tunnels; and (1962), a biblioaraphy7 on methods
of detevminina transmiosibility and storang capacity, Krynine
and Judd (1957);, Terzaghi (1946); Sanborn (1950); Talobre (1957);
Zsggett.(lV52); Uichavdcon end tryo (1941); and rMes and U.atnon

I
iI
I

i
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(1947). Prtiziet ground water studies includo Byan (L919)V

ELLis-(1906); nzer U(923), (1927); Jobhnon (1947); Rove

(1943); Smith (1958); plus rnw rab10e leads ins boat of V. S.

Geological Survey Water Supply papers. There Cr* scattered re-

ports in the mining tieraturet ewhousela references (1946),

Stuart (1955), HecKLt tly (1948, p. 520). An accuwmlation of.

publLihed and unpublished reports of water-bearing faults or fis-

Nwes reawnz en interesting project only, until there is devel-

oped a uniformly sound method of translating the observations

into meacuros of tranomisibility.

Since the thickness of an opening, sheared tone, fault seam,

breccia zone, etc., is soldom known, conductivity units like

transmiseLbility, Xb, independent of thickness, should be used,

that reLatez the discharge per unit letb to the gradient. The

discharge per unit cross-sectional area of a fractue, as used by

)*skate (1937t p. 409) and Aqq Bass and WhAting (1960, p. 85)

does not help as8e8s the overall permeatility of a volume cut by

planar conduits, since what ottors is the total discharge of

individuals end the gross cross-section transaoeted.

Th conclusion reached on even eursory inspection of the

literattwe is that openings in excess of a millimeter arc coon
features of crystalline and some sedimentary rocks* 7hese occur

not only in the weathered region, but contrary to philosophical

(Crosbyg 1881) and theoretical t 8eatnts (Lachenbruch, 1961) of

the maxinm depth of fracturing, large openings are also at

depth3 to several thousand feet. Flows in such large channels

my exceed the limits of lanar flow near concentrated sinks or

soiw8ess such as in tunnel drainage applications or close to pro-

ducing wells.

for basemnt rock circulation wider UN natural gradients,

I



(a fe ft. pe*r me) lnm'6r flow is still a good ausunptton,

evn with large openings.

The is clearly n explenation for anisoeropic permeability ~

to be found in the litoratur describing fractured rock, thus it

is desirable to show how anisotropy ia dependent upon the oriene

tations, spocing and spertures of fractures. The mthematics

of a model that combbis the effects of those three independent

variables is found in the next cbapter, Flow the additional, tm-

evaluated variables, such as discontinuty, variable apertures

and anisotropy of individual plane conductors effect the ideal-

ity of the Model, must be left lArgely for future research.



Chapter 4 so

THEORY o0 A RLZLMLATE HODEL FOR

AOGRDG&TMSOF I0 TSECTUQ PLUM ONDUCT'.3S

It is conceivable that all the geocetrical aspects of real

feturod rock media may be doscribad quantitatively, but to In.

elude all variables in some analysiC of the dependent permw bila

ity of .w1 podia la an objective izrprobable of success.

Shis chapter treats the problem of prdicting anisotropy

from Seo*otry of conduits in a radima, or conversely, of astL-

ueting conduit geometr from mowsured Anisotrop. Conduitz are

assumed to havo swoth parallel plene walls of indefinite e:-

tent, v4th arbitrary orientations. and variable spacin. Tfho

aperture between conduit walls is also arbitrar7. Ie is atsumed

that orientations and apertures arco disteibutod variables. Pe-

fore we proceed to the task of findin the combinod influenco of

.these Ldoatlied properties vith their distributed values, the

condictivity of a single paraLlol-t'lcte opening ==t be kno%,

then perallel cetc, ortentatLon-dLspersed sets v;ith the eams ap-

ext and finally sets rith di:erased orientations and apor-

tures. Appenic 13 confags eaccrpre4'rm th I;fcrafure On
rvulh fracgre 6.

2h* F7uviet-Stokes equations (Lamb, 1932, p. 577, lbaket,

1937, p. 126) for slov nonuturbulont flow of an incompresoible,

Newtonian fluid saturating a medium my be abbreviated uLth ind-

cll notation (Jeffreys and Jeffreys, 1956):

)rad ( ) U +

Vbhere L s the presse, . (4.)

w. is the .ravitctionsl potential

I
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naure 4-1. Fluid flowi slowly between parallel plate.
SectLon normal to boundaries and parel l. to
streamlLnea.

* zoL kinemabtic viscosity ead (A1 Coat.)

a la the velocity vetor.

BY substituting the hydraulic potential, as defined in Chapter 1,

for the pzesuro and gravitational potential

vs reduce equation (4.1) to the three equations:

a)1 oV V (4.2)

Expanding

cai'teelan

to mtrlx form, with subscripts referring to the

axes of F£ure 4e1, we obtain
^riL, . tv,; am ",

aI Za jjZ
a:%# i: b

I

1.
6

r
I

� I



In the case of lawllar flow wth rdLnates a8 shn in PUW
4.2,

and

because of incompreacibte contlnuity. The xL plane Ls a plane of
;yustry, across which there can be no shear, so

I a} tz~~ww = °>

The .etril thus reduces to

00 0

w : 21 | 0

4~~X~ 0 0 o
K.) !bRdraultc potentLal is seen to be constant along lines nor.-Al to

the flot.* vtile the gradient in the f low direction Ls proportional
to thie rte of chane of shear, or the velocity gradient, as one
moves nosrwt to the boimdary.

XXIL . (4-3)

Since 4P is independent of aL nd x 3 , the left and rLght-hand
terms depend on different variables, and each oust equal a non-
tero Conctant, eL

. ~. - -K

and

Coa

Two successive integrations of this last, vith boundary conditions

0
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^*when X

and o when z,6

give

zr _ K tiaXw (4*4)
shovLnS tkat volociet dictribution my be represented by a pare-

bolie cylinder wbhose aenorators are perallel to the boundaries

and rkal to the flau. A third integration between boundarie

gLves the discharge per unit conduit width,

8 3 C 3

and the averago velocity,

S . (4-5)

is Mo-thLrd: the central velocity.

Subotitutin the potential gradient for - X and droppina

the nwL u=oceazaya sublcript3, t.' obtAin

iS ; _ 2 !b (4-6)

per unlt 'idth along =I.

These clfic.i eqttions for parallol-plcte flArr are ziven. in

various fa= ib tny tanta Cxele-.:hia, 139S; ~b, 19329 p.

583; Long, Ldl, pp. 135-137; Born, 1963, p. 246). It in do-

cirzble to put the hydraulic potential gradient Into dimension-

loss fors of am (fluid coltsn) per cm by rodefinian the potential

on a unit weoiht basis.

Then -L .
3 I-

.s;.L 3 (47and~~~



per unit wtidth of a single, plane,
smooth conduit

It vili be proved here that there can be no Mutual inter-
Lerenc* of flows at the Lntersection of rto or more planar con-
duits, pro-ided that they are not dislocated, interruptod, or
otherwise cianaed at t'& intersection. Z-evn if there iL ad-
dttLonel friction at an Lttersection, it seems a good -assption
'that the local energy losses cannot be more th.an a fLo percent
of the losses botieen intersectiona. If there Ls no interfer-
ence between conductors then CAM discharge coepononta of each
wy be added. Secondly, it vLL be choint tiat the drivlnz forco
acting on the fluid in Joints of vaious orLerntJ-tL)nz may be repo
resented byj z eraldent fiold vector not naocessarily LyLng within
the canduitz but generally croozing the colid, whther or not
there bo continuous pore-fluid connection ithLin tho solid.

Pl-we 4-2a cho:'c a uniform Liotropic conduit plane tith
normal na crozaing an impervious %olLd :wdiun. There La assumed
to be cn arbitrary gradient vector I acting in the plane, and on
another planO, nb shou in Figur3 4.2b, a 8radient vector Ib
generally not parallel to a 'There is a un.lque vector I havins
la nd lb es proJections, * olserse along an Lntersection of the
two planes, such ae in Fgure 4-2c, there umould bt a different
gradient on each Joint. the pdsmatic volume elements are
drawn x4th their.shortest axes parallel to I. The cides of the
elements are not boundaries.

On sael Conduit, we can draw evenly-spaced equipotentlel
Unes nor;:S^L to the gradient vectors, l4 end lb*It the elements
are smrLL couah, the oquipotentLals wiL1 be paralLel v-nd the
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A K
gradienta constant. Corresponding equipotentia linea on tho

wo condits, cbworn intoroectin Wrisaure 4-2c, may be iLgined

co~nectod by urfaces crocsin tho oolid phwse of the uvdim.

Theso %41. approsch pLanar Ohpe es the dlnnions of an ele-

ment decresco and muist be nozzal to the vector 1. The broad

faces of the alemints drasn in Figuro 4-2, and all interndiate

planes parallel to theu*, my be conidered equipotentiale. I 1s

the £1aLd aroadiont. If tho solid bet,.!oan joints * ero perv1ous

granuL1r rock, the same gradient would cause Lntargranular f lte.

In Uis tUo-dLtensionL modol of fi.:zured aoll, Childo (1957, p.

50) boc sL-lorly treeted grsdiontc in projections.

TIs alement dravu in lni uro 42c ls but one of an infinite

nurler of identical onoe cItuztod on the infinLtely exteo"Wve in-

tersoction of the e:-o 'plano:. If thore is an increaze or decrease

of the ,.,r:dLonts -at or adjzcont to the Lintorzaction, by ro:son of

come muturL offect, then the orzae cpaynsion or contraction of

equipote.%tL:.L surface& =at apply thro^hotut the ertent of thoe

intersection. This is imponsiblo, for then sucee±sive oquipoton-

tiacls 'auld become inersin,;ly non-planar %nd dissitmilcr.

Mr can there be a vcariltion of gradionts .1thin any ono

eleoent. 7he flae linez on any individucl conductor ullt, in

general, bo inclined to the lino of intersection, an so.vn in

Fiure 4-2ce. 74to flou enters and Loaves the interection via the

chaded curfaces, flot lines rem-aInin. orthogoncl to oquipotan-

tELs if they are isotropLc. Suppose, for example, that the

gradient vere Lncroasod on the portion of.& conductor lying up-

strecm of the intersection. ai:ce potential ust ;bo oqul at

coincident points, so too cust the Gradient increase on the up-

stream portion of the other conductor, Gradients must than de-

crease on the dounstroam-portions if the total drop'across the

F

C



*lmnt is to remain unchanged. But this is Impossible because

more fluid would enter the intersection then would leave it.
It is concluded that gradients remain unaltered, either in

magnitude or direction, at intersections with other conductors,

provid*d that the intersections are not obstructed or enlarged.

Similar reasoning would show that no perturbations of gradients

arise where three conduits intersect. It the conduits are aniso-

tropic, flows will not generally parallel the gradients, but in
the se manner, we are assured by necessity of flow and poten.
tsl continuity that there is no perturbation.

An i=&gnacy field gradient of arbitrary orientation my be
Imposed across any mass transected by arbitrarily-oriepted., Uni-

form continuous conductors Real gradients on the conductors

my be computed as projections of the field gradient. The flov

on each may then be computed according to its geomtry, and
since no mtual interference takes places the total flow through

the mdil is the vector sum of the contributions of individual

conductors. -

The foregoing does not say that the flow in a joint is in-
dependent of all others when boundary conditions are specified,

for the addition of a joint will alter the directional pemeabil-

ity of the :2tm, and therefore the local field gradient and the
flov. Rathers i. says that if one is given a certain field
gradient, on ach joint there will act a projected gradient in-
dependent of gradients on its neighbors. Tb establish ptopertLes
of a jointed rock mediuz, especially the property of directional

permability, one must start with either force or flow to be the
independent variable, then find the rolation between them to

establish the unhion. Since In most applications the boundary

potentials are known, force has been chosen independent In this
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gk, adv wlocity depeadent, related through the th*.-dLmnsion.

&I anisotropc Dercy's law:

iv K (4.3)

wbere iL the gradient vector, vj the velocity vector, and

xii s the I.ias coefficient, the directional perabiUty

tensor. Vetrson3 of this formula have been published by Vreed-

*nburg (1936), Sieide.ger (1954), Long (1960) and Childs (1957,

p. S4).

ZZ1=1LZ.L21-tA f I. £aUX L SadnrU.L iLtU &Md&
Figure 43 illustrates an arbitrarly-oriented plans con-

ductor n a Cartecian coordinate system x 1 , " 2I 2 X 3 . the orien-

tation of the conductor is defined by its norrl, with direction

cosineZ nit or by Wo unit vectors in the plane, SL a L the

latter beU6n the directions of greatest and least conductivity.

An arbitrry byauUc gradient, represented by L, is imzposed

on the -edt. Fiw along the conductor Ls proportional to tho

projection of I ontp the plane, either Jj, the nrer-L projection,

or the o orthogonal COponents (ZiiL)gj and (lLY'J, as

howov. Se magnitudes of these orthogonal components are given

bythe dot-.roducts, in parentheses, and directions by the unit

axial vectoras si and l The indLicLi notation of Jeffreys

and Jeff&Ws (1956) La used her*, wherein the repeated subscript

Indicates mmtion. For clarity we resort occasionally to mat

riz display (IyU*, 1960,. pp. 13-3? and Borg, 1963).

Duebars boeponents are

J L; C;and perunftwidth.

2he mswizmzu and udninn dlscharse coefficients of the openLng are

a' t and k respectively. These y. differ from the value 2b3/3
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derived sW.*t by reason of directionalroughness properties of

he surfaces. The resultant discharge Ls

t q; s G; ~~~+ Li (
(4.9)

The.bracketed term Li a syimetric tensor of second runk, rolat-

lng the discharge to the gradient. It defines the discharge per

unit lensth, by components$ for a unit gradient in any direction.

the tensor may be abbreviated

where

Represented in matrix form (Borg, 1963, p. 56), thia is:

.l.. .$.I J3S . Q 4 £f

< / 1* a~~~)II' 9..1 v3,$ St e.,~.

A simpler equation can be deduced for discharge of an isotropic

conductor. If X k kiln equation (4-9), then,

Q.. g . LSi a * (rI. ;)2,J (4-10)

Since the coefficient Ic i defined for all directions of an iso-

tropLc condut, aM pair of orthogonal projections, or their re-

sultants J .l viil determine the diseharge. If the vectors act-

ing in the plane containing n j. t end J, are considered it

becomes evident that Jj Ls the vector difference (Inset, Figure

4-3): S-;

Y * - -



t00
i Lj is. the rronektf delta, vanishing when LP'J and =Lty vhen

Loj. Velocity components are proportional to the gradient com-

ponento acting in the conductor plane,

3= if*e Jj
according to the equation given on page . his expands to

A
JV,

bX 9
z -9 'J

P.0_W ) -At

~ ^v (I -AW'g
3Jis4

I
Z.

TJ

(4-11)

Or. _ i is _,"w; A5,^

where mLi *n~n

The coefficient comon to all terms of this Mtrix equation rMay

be considered to be the hydraulic conductivity for a unit width

of opening, but not for the Jointed medium until It is modified

by applying it to an area across which the conduit discharges.

It is not useful to pursue the line of reasoning (Muskat* 1937,

p. 246; Acyx, Bass and Whiting, 1960, p. 84) that the perma-

bility of a fracture La the discharge divided by the aporture,

for such a procedure neglects the Influence of spacing between

conductors.
N1t1 'T¢oi+*A Med;i

Uo ~pe=ability of a non-conducting solid cut by smooth

parallel openings is readilf calculated. he discharge of each

Ls
- (2 z) ,

The x 2 component Ls similarly expressed, while jt3 vanishes.

Figure 4-4 defines the dimensions.

The total dischrge of N equal joints is

Q^,~ ='3b' -- ,- 40~~~ P al



provided that the aperture 2 b * of each conductor, and the 101

spacing between conductor planes are constntse throughout the

mdius. It aperture differs, joint to Joints. but remains con-

stant in all directions along each Joint,

Q - T ;a2 Jo 3 (4*12)

The fLwy tlwough an equivalent continuous melium is given by

Darcy' s Lawf
.J

= ~ w i (4.13)

Equating (4-12) and (4-13) gives

3 w

This coefficient is called the intrinsic pereability, to be

consistent with the recor endations of the Cenlittee on Termina-

I ~1 2b j/

Pigure 4-4. A solid volume of dimensions U cut by
parallel plane conduits.



logy of the Soil 3cience Society of America (Richards, 1952) 02

When this variable is *pplied to a physical problem, intrinsic

permeability units (a2) may be converted to practical nilts by

multiplying by one or another of the factors tabulated in Chap-

ter 2.

Intrinsic permeability, expressed byr in equation (4-8)

will be used in a mathevtical model for flow in jointed medial

but with full coglizance that thero ti assamed no influence of

the fluid properties other than that due to viscosity. Childs

(1957, p. 49) has pointed out the invalidity of this assumption

for soils containing colloidal or organic matter, since the soil

structure Ls strongly influenced by clay-water chemistry. Clay

coatings and partial fillings are comnon in weathered near-

surface joints. These are observed in fine as well as lareo-

aperture openings In crystalline rocks, or in any fractures

argillaceous rocks. Therefore, the same objections to the U30

of Intrinsic permeability apply to jointed media as to soils.

Since interactions between the fluid and solid phasea are not

the subject of investigation by the mathematical model developed

here, IntrinsLe.permeability will be retained to describe a prop-

erty of model media, keeping in mind that in application to prac-

tical problems, corrections may be necessary, It may be advisabl%,

for example, to perform pumping tests on dam abutments using

reservoir Vlater if it differs chemically from the aground water or

local supply. There has been no known research done to assess

the unsteady chemical processes that ma7 accompany conventional

pump-in tests.

The simple parallel-conductor model of Figure 4-4 has other

properties that we can characterize. Porosity is
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and

then

l O sCo £S . . (4.14)

Under these special circumstances of two-dimensionally isotropic

Jointed media a determination of permeability and the average

spacing A yields a measure of the average apertue cubed, or

vice-versa. If apertures were identical, porosity vould be

e w CS K)R C22dN<4 (4mLS)

It is shown later that permeability can be used on an Indicator

of porosity but 'ot precisely, for there is no method of deter-

mining E 1£l/ . Specific surface for this simpl;eddel is

. ~~S a j W ZS

but the avraea spacing A * so

Iasnd '

Accordinlyg

K 1fio- (4-16)

DL829181d JoDinttd MMdi

the more Se"eral case of Jolnts dispersed in orientation and

position, requires a different approach. Unlike paralLet Joints,

vhich are characterized by a unique repetition untm the average

spacing, there is ?o obvious unit describing the frequency of

dispersed joints. It is shown beloa bho specific surface in a



frequency measure that serves the same purpose as does spee, 04i

for perallel systems.

One possible method of mwasurin, joint orientations and

positions ir the field would entail bore-hole photography (Had-

dock, 1931) throuxhout A lon,%th of hole D. Each joint may be

assigned to a sat with the aid of a stereonet plot of normals.

Preferably, a aet would be included within a cone of 1200 or

lesso and tho axis of the bore-hole inclined rp more than 30

from the central tendoncy of the averaew normal of any set.

Otherwise inadequate sarnplins may result. Sampling procedures

and discussion of orientation parameters are in Chapter S.

A s3Mple.hole oriented within the above limits may be image

Ined surrounded by- a cylindrical volue of unit base area and

much lr.rer heisht D. 7hen essentially r11 jo3st planes inter-

sected V14' slice eczoss the VOlu:M, cutting all generators of

the cylindar. The specific surfrce of the set of joints is

vhere Q is the cosine of the angle between the axis of the hole

and the normal to each of the m planes. The coefficient 2 is

used If both surfaces of jolnts are counted, as is convention-

ally done for porous media. S has units of 1/t, and serves the

ame role deccribin& density of jointo as does & for parallel

joints.

0onversely, a joint set characterized by Its specific aurm

face and the orientations of all its membrs is associated with

OZA ~~~~~~~~~~~(4-17)

a length dopendina only upon the dispersion and size of sample.

If a jointed rock mass Is drilled to a depth D, and all joints

crossed are included In the samplo, then loSically the repatit-
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Lon unit to of dimensions similar to the volume occuped by th
sample. The bet that can be said about the unsampled rock be.

yond the hole is that it has the same distribution of Joints as
the part traversed.

Figure 4-5 shows a. sampled conductin8 joint and an identi-
cal, parallel Joint (both shaded). The second is located at a
distance, D, as measured along the line of the central tendency
(D is not the spacing). If a unLform% potential gCrdient field
ia given, the direction of fluid flow can be computed. Let each
Joint lle on the bisector of a cubic element whoce feces are:
parallel to the Joint, parallel to v and norrai to v, respective-
lY. The dinenotns of the cube element W depend upon D and the
absolute value of the cosine of the nitle between the central
tendeucy and the noral:

Wu D|[-CT|

The edes of the cubic elenent form a second coordinate systen,
designated below by primed variables. Components of dischcrge

from a JeLnt are:

where a La the am aLlable for f Losr ehrough each face. SPIPnce

, . ea ZSW , Icas V .1, 's VS

0~~
- ~ ~I f s2tD1^ct

The some vlume element can be evaluated as a cnt4Lnuum b r
c7 98 law, using the west general forz of the coefficient6 the
conductivity tenzor in the primed syrtemt

1 .

I '

I
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figure 4.5. A joint conductor vith normal ni and its
lage distant D, the gampling length along
a fixed sampl lione COT. Each conduotow
makes the enclosing cubs a parmable
Awnulmo.
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t1 is the potential gradient in the primed system. The rightf

-' hand .sides of the above two equations may be equated, then trans-

formed to the unprimed system, comn to all Joint conduits. A

La a ttneformtion uotrix..

: . KY K.g K so,< l

L II a
a ZDIaf.C.TI KaCkE

V", l~h sKt K'1 i

A V:a.z SI.L KL 1ZZK; A7 A 1

Lb ~

Koo K

This matrix eqwtion leads to an expression of directional per-

meability ore general than that derived by OCilds (1957). It



gives principal permeabilieio and axos for any arbitrary 6y7.

too of dispersed planar condults havin8 lpertures unLform over

their areas. We can now substitute the velocLty vector derived

previously, namely,

V 3 (4-li)

)81

so that

0 "'

- " L -. 5

-"a5

1,

4.

la,

- DIAG 4j

4, V

4(W *S(b4Z4j

1,
Is

1,
4,W. -Rs AIDS, 43, 4(A 4! z

, MCearly, the conductivity tensbr for each joint is sy7mtric:

4"V

4&8

"9,

4a'. tS3

4 J4,a. isp

22b63

3DlAqCTj
-lose)
I^^
-."i

S JO~6
( u-A. laa.) - 1 j

a

(4-19)

The facial area of the ropetition cube for a given joint,

as illustrated in fl3ure 4-., iill differ from that of other

joints thavin different orientations, the dimensions being pros

portlonal to the cosine of the angle defined. This poses no

problem, since discharge has been translated into permeability,

* propesy independent of the area of a cross-sectLon through a

conetnuu. Thus the tensor permeability contributions of all

Joints may be added to find the total. Each one Is weiahted by

8/J4.C-Tj * the absolute Value of the inverse cosine of their in-

clLnations from the average orientation. The unlmportance of

intersection of Joints has already been established, and justifi-

cation made for superposing flows. The location of any specific



109amber of a joint set La ignored for present purpoeec. the pro-

suption being that iLnhomogeneities within the sample are dupli-

cated in successive samples and averaged out over the region

within problem boundaries distant several D.

We wy arrive at equation (4-19) without asumisng homogen-

eity. If, in Miure 4-5, each conductor is unique in orLenta-

tion, no second Gimilar cubic element may be draun. & cube of

the sazo dfiaonzion,

may be drcom containing the conductor parallel to a face at a

position other than the bisector. This describes the crocs-

aectionr 1roa, 2 to which the conductor contributes.

Mrs than one set of joints may exist in our model, lie can-

not consider all joint: to croas the came cylindrical voLwo about

a singloe azpling Line M.thers separate lines D 1I D I etc*,

each wLthin 30 degrees of the oxpectd central tendency, should

be driLled to obtain adequate samples of all sets. A differont

length 2e:=pin line for each set ensures proportionately dif-

ferent niu*crr of joint set embers, comupensated in equation

(4-19) by the coefficient l0. Pormeability contributions of

individual joints of several sets, related to sampling lines of

different .loerth and orientation, can therefore be added to ob-

tam the pretbiliy of the medIu.* lt is convenient to use

the central tendency of each set as a sampling Line, and to fur-

ther simplify the problem by using L the same for each 'et. The

amber of Joints in eachacombined for computation of direction-

al permeabilfty, must then be proportioned according to the as-

signed specific surface and orientation dispersion coefficient

(Fisher's ;g, coo Chapter 5).

i * .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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0,' 4 P3 2 £; 22 ,
if D2 D2=D'39 ( = _. (4-20)

The bracketed coofficient, average Inverse cosine of the

anales botteon normato tnd central tendency, Is readily computed

for anr given Joint set:

c ~wej (# 1/Cos0)

where m is tho total flicz or number of joints in the J th set,

given by Fishorls dispersion of eZrors on a sphors (1953).

I

4.12a ,Ir .C- K1,00K 1no) C4-.21)

In an eleient d (coo e ) about the central tendency, there are

Jf u -2R e d(C45 e)

.1.i lcs 0

or - CC 05 e 9 0. VS) (4-22)

ptanea :In space a* tuo-herded. 11lthin the &*Sion 2t< D. we

choose to repre3ent any vctor by Its negative, directed into the

region oc e < If a, significant portion of a Fisher distribu-

tion lhes outside the hwisphor. havLM the central tonency as

vertex, an cbnonml, flwc concentration would lUe near Ga )7/2.

Most naturIl joint oats usre resoably concentrated CIsherts

Xf > 10, one Platos 2 and 3 of Chepter 5), and If joints' lie

outside of ea= 0/29 they would be Identified with another set.

The probability of a vector lying In the region a>y/2 Is only

.00067 for di.persions ofe X.3S.0. If u* limit the definition
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0

of a Joint sot to awabers lying within a 120 .degree cone

(eGt/3)* we find a ttximu probability of .006 that a vector

Soneted by Fisharts equation wltl lie outside those lirits if

* a 5.0 or greater.

She improper intearat given above can therefore be ovaluated

over a prectical range I > cos e ? 1/2 for all valueS of S.O:

M s - -. 11 CO$ G 4 +,OS K4o~ * k.cos
1 (2!) 3 (3!)

the results of a short computer program to evaluate the integral

are grathed in riure 4-6.

Oace D or the umber of eleonts appropriate to a given

Joint set Ic established the tensor poracbility contribution of

eacf can be deterined by oquation (4-19). Similar tenders for

each of the other joints may be added term by teor, scice ve

"have alredy azcertainod that no mutual Laterforenco tattes ;:tace.

The accuilated tensora of aLl. joint cots are then added to de-

fine the perzeability tensor for the Jointed rock wdluiw

k4j w £4 . . (4-22A)

Then cap boundary problem aiy be treated co a homogenoouz

anisotropic tmeditumt rth flo'r components given bt

ICUsf$ (4-23)

In so cses vhere bondary transformstLons are inconvenient,

for instance if two or mre adjoining regLons have difforent

pereabilUty tewsors, the fully expanded form may be required

for each region, and the problem solved In its orilinal coordln"

ate sstem
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v ; I Q. , . K K 11 (4.24)

0°: A 0 K,, Kai 1(411,

AUL nine te six of which are different, are required for

reference to an arbitrary coordinate aystom.

Comuter relc::tion prograu:, such ac developed by tlarren,

Washerty end Price (1960) to solve transient boundary problems

in isotropic Dedia, could be revised to satisfy continuity of

J|2 Imp tbrough a cublIal or radiatl vaLe eeent when each dic-

chuae omciponent is a fnction of all three gradient co nents,

K.- i.e.

l Q ~~~~~r A KO., 2 Ta ,- Ks is oe

tbre co~anly problsn are solved isotropically after

transfoarnd coordinates. Tb obtain the transformtion factorz

and the affective conductivity of the fictitious medium (di4W

cussd in Chapter 1), principal axes and permeabilities are re-

quie. Tb obtain these, it remaLns only to diagoslize the

s8ry tensor of equation (4-24), findina the principal .-ea as

e|genvectors, and principal peraaabilities as eigeovlues.

Equation (4-24) then becomes

* 3 ~~~~~~~~~~(4.25)

0 oKt5 5D0

the prine.- ui~nifying reference to a coordinate system paralleL
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to the principal axes of tho tenaor. Equation (4.25) la equival-

ent to the familiar equstions

Q4, 'A4II, -4

o>x A ICs 2c

given by l.acldot (1927, p. 226), Childd (1957, p. 63), and others.

It has been noted already that intorgranular flow may be

superposed. upon model fracture flow, so that the permeability of

jointed, gronular-porous vedia wy be determined. If the solid

of the umedium has permability ZX, this vcluo miy be added to

each of the principal pemeabilitles determined for the joLnt

system. If the solid is itself anisotropiC, described by

Vi .. .,jT

then one may transform its tensor to the coordlrnr.te aystem used

to orient the Joints, add each term to the tencor for the joint

system referred to the s coordinates, then diagonalize the

tensor am.

* It can b* deanstrated that the tensor form reduces to the

equation etven for parallel joint sets. When all Joints have

the same orientation nt

Kit~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S

k,, KI(#. IC . (e-, -- s _

If further, nl i also a coordinate axis, say the 3-&a:is*

416 Vft SsO deed s
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3 k (4426)

|ks, is O a ,Ic,, kL~n0 0 0

or

as prelously derived (p. 103).

It is possible to work in reverse, to obtain from perga-

bility cnd geometry masureunts, an approximte Vclue for por-

ouity that Is better than the first estimate shown on page

because it includes the influence of orientation of the conduits.

Field testc have been deloped to establish for a site the

principal pereaabilities (Chapter 2) when princLpa1 axes have

been determined from the geometry of the joint system (Chapter 5).

These axec should be taken am a now coordinate system. Joint

orientations obtained with reference to geographical coordln-

ates (or other). should be transformed to the neW axe3. If aper-

t as were atco eknwn, the mealured directional perabity

could be Compared to the values eomputed by the present model,

thereby justifying use of the model as a subatitute for tests.

Determintion of por*'msl. distribution from flaw data ob-

tained from intergranular porous media requiresassmptions of

POre geo02tr to interpret such tests as the capillazy-PGseure,

water-saturation cue. 3mdles of tubes and netwozrk (patt,

1956, pp. 152-013) have been 4asued. -The macroscopic nature of

fracturd media permits bette definition of the geometry of its

conductors, but there raiins awbiuity becus3 we cOt cur -
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rently detertne either the pairing of apeturos and oranta I

tion, nor the distribution of apertures alone Umust be con-

tent, at thio time, to assume all apertures alike in m=agntude.

In a later cbApter the errors of porosity eastimtion, made on

the assumption of average apertures throughout, are a8s0850d by

calculation of porosity from disporeed model media conaining

normal, lo!3-mrml and exponential aperture distributions.

Iot the permabilLty tensor for a Jointed rock madium be

known, ao '8ll as the orientation dispersion for, say, three set3

of Joinr.', but assume no dispersions of apertures. The :=ary

tensor 1: conposed of oub-tensors arising from each cot (super-

acrit.: I, 2, and 3):

A I , a a a I I u1
R. 0 0 4, 4p £g 4 4,4

of 02z, ,& (4.27)

lie canm4t zolv for the eighteen unmkno~3 on tho riht (ewch

atrit:: L.- sywtric), sinco ve can %rite but An different

simultaneouo equations from the above. The mstricez ruzst first

be simplified.

A sot of joints cyitrieally dizperzod (cay by richer's

equition) about a centrcl tendency can be replaced by a pcrallel

set of plan-r conduits plus a tubular cot parsllel to tho central

tendency of Joint normela. The ratio of permeability of the tube

set to tho pl.ne set depends on the cnisotropy characteristic of

the disper Lon. It wsill be shown in Chapter 5 that the ahea-

tropy of a dispersed Cet depends more stronaly upon the oGienta-

tion disparLon thbn on the' dispersion of aperturea in the cot.

. . 7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Vurther, it will be shown that the tesor for a tingle dIspered

set has negative urlaxial sy=etry, that tho extraordinary per.

mabLitys k min iL always Laos than the ordinary peroablity,

k max (to borrow terwinoloay from patrobrephy), the ordinary

be.ln radially sy etrLc about the central tendency of the cet.

In other words, the geocetricaL interpretation of tho porzabilL

Lty tensor for siunle dispersed sets is an oblate spheroid.

thus kr. and kmin can be expressed as proportions of the

perzaabilty, kp, of a parallel set of joints having the same

specific surface and aperture dispercion

4 3 s C, Ca , . sc&4

A single joint or a set of parallel Joints is mathewtically

equivalent to an isotropic continuum plus a tube Vith negative

conductivity-lying along the normal to the plane. This fet Ls

employed ir. the first m;tri on the right of the following equaw

tion, wher6 the isotropic and norm-l (m) components are

resolved,

<^~ ~ ~ ~~~oi 4, 0 1^.)~@ "" O .SI4 Caa..4 4 jj - , C , -,c , 3 b £ 5 *,*&

The =Lque tubo set3 arising from t:ho tvo roplacewnt .tcps Ara

parallel, C:rs additive as sorn below,

co 0 C ails gWI

3Job' jpl 0 C, o.(CCQ"a A'Al I

4S., '(SL' 00 Co,05



In this equatlons nij a %ni, %here ni is the c.ntral tendency

of one of the sets. Since ther. is *n equation of this sort for

each joint sets and their sis t iven by equstion (4-27). ve

may let

Now we are ready to sun compnents:
(4.28)

Yu ;3 ' l C e's - CI) dU,3] 4 4ct (c, -c,) 7i, 4'.* c c, ) J 0'

These are t*re of the six possible equations in the three Un-

wn l , &, ; A unique solution for as auy as six sets is

possiblo.

It should be clear after seeing ti Chapter 3 how anisotropy

varies with orientation dispersion, how the coefficients eI and

@2 can be determined. By computing nwerous dispersions of both

orientation and aperture, forming each time the ratios of kX

and k-, respectiVely, to the permeability of a selmlar pare-l

lel sot, lkp, there vwe obtained the relationships graphed In

Maure 4-7.

If It ts assumed that all conductors are identical in aper-

tuxe, 2b, then that aperture can be computed fvos kps the per-

iability of the parallel set. Porosity can be computed from

the first, sln8le'ivlued estimte, but such estimted pozosity,

or any other derived porositys vill differ from the tn values

according to the actual distribution of apertures. The pupose

of Chapter 7 is to find the iognitude of these errors, by con-

.parson of the identical-pert value and certain distributed-
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aperture values. Fr alt distribution of aperture,

4-,#3 £ ,

'whil, for a unique constant aperture 6,

3D

thus

U , 0V D (4.29)

An aperture estimate can be made for each set whose represoenta

tive permecbIIty kpk has boon determinod. It is a function of

the nuiber of dispersed conductors travorsed by a samplinj line

of length D following the central tendency CD ia the same for

each set of the syst6), and kp. Secondary joint porosity in

rock con be better estimated by equation (4.30) than by equation

(4Q15).

o ;4c (34C'(2 /0) (4-30)

vhere

tho constant dependent on the orientation dispersion of a set,

graphed in Figure 44. The estimated totcl porosity Is the

sum of the porosities of the sets.

Dud;end poac space (Fatt, 1961) is not included in equa-

tion(4-30)since permeability does not reflect stagnant voids.

Displaceable porosity is desired for such purposes an grouting,

but omission of dead-end volume my be detrimental for electric-

al conductivity studies or for flow of comprossible fluids.

bned dspersi 9 orientation f andao

By. letting both orientations and apertures vary in their

values, ue have Introduced a complicating difficulty, for it Is

usually impossible to determine analytically the distribution of 4
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a variabl, dependent upon two or more distributed varabl*e.

There ar wanr engineering problem of thiebort that con only

be solved by iterative techniques, and mot handily on computers.

Fatt (1952) reported a statistical analysis of multiple inde-

pendent variables in electric lo0 determination of formation

saturation. Later he determined saturatLon-capillary pressure

relatLonc!hir(1956) for distrLbutionsof pore radius in random

network locations Discrete pore-size distributions facilitated

stepwLse computation of saturations corresponding to the extent

of itvasLon of a phase boundary upon increase of pressure. Dif-

ferent pairinss of pore sizes and pore locations gave negligible

dLipercion of results. Bad the procedure yielded significantly

different results each time, a statistical analysis of the dUs-

tributed rezults would have been necessary. Warren and Price

(1961) reported sampling of various permeability distributions

to carcacteriae individual volume elements occupying random po-

sitions in a heterogeneous permeable medium. From a finite num-

ber of cosputer runs, the most likely overall permeability and

moments of the distribution of permeabilitieo were obtained.

Other applications have been described by Meyer (1956).

Uike the £pplications cited, the present model of Jointed

media e.loys a general technique called H~nte-Carlo sampling

(u. S. Mlat. D=. Standards$ 1951). The proper method of obtain-

ing dependent distributed properties is to compute successive

solutions in batches* eacK run in a batch having random input

data sampled from larg discrete or continuous populations pf

independent variables. Uhen batches are large in number of runs,

the centret Limit thorea (Mood and Graybiltl 1963, pD. 149 and

403) justifies the application of normal error statistics for

analyZing the resulting distributions of answers. The theorem
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states that if the sample sie n (numb~r of rus,, in a batch) is

incrvased without limit, the distribution of sampling mans

(aversae of a batch) approaches normal with mean eqwl to the

population moan (average of an infinitely large batch of runs),

and with variance (of batch averages) equal to 1/n time the

population variance. If, instead, a batch Consists of only one

rn (samples of size nsl), the batch ansver La the one-rum ans-

wer and ?bnte.Carlo sOmpling will generate a population that

need not be norml, not need the man or variance equal the

population parameters sought. For this reason, batchas of 49

rms have been employed in this study, so that a batch may be

nearly exactly reproduced. In Figaue 4-8 are graphic results of

directional permsbility deterinations (described mre fully

later). In this figure, two separate botches are superimposed,

each of .hich is a full computation of principal perbeablities

from the =me populations of orientations, apertures, and spac-

ings, but *ith data re-arranged to assure generation of differ-

ent random numbers. The batch median of each curve falls well

within the computed 95 percent confidence range of the corres-

ponding re-rm curve. This eliminates the need for imltiple

batches, since we can calculate the precision of wasures of a

singto batch, reducing Computer ruming time to reasonable val-

ues.

In the frequency plots of QCapter 5, (bottom row of Plates

1-15), acch rum value has beon represented by a point on each

curve. Theoe rums are samples of size n l (as opposed to the

average of mre rims than one). The curves rpresent the de-

aired frequency distribution of a population of perraebilities.

More or less rums than 49 will not greatly alter the distribution,

but will effect the reliability.
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Noevr, the eentral limit theorem opertes an a lowr la,

hae also, for each run is a process of averaging the contribu-

tions -conduetors aoke to the sample permeability, If m vers

infinitely lareg,.all permeabilities computed from a population

of orientations, etc; would be the samb. If m is small, only a

few random conductors are included and the permeabilities are

scattered. One object Is to study parameters of this scatter

as a function of m, thus evaluating requirements of sample size

for replacement of discontinuous media by equivalent continua.

The speed at which the dietribution of means approaches normlcy

as m increases depends on the shape of the distribution of the

population sa'rpled. It approaches mere rapidly near the mean

than near the tailv. Figure 4-9 is reproduced from Mood and

Qzaybill (1963, p. 152) to illustrate the changes of the dis-

tribution of means as sample size increases. If a normal curve

is not deonstrated, normal error theory cannot be used to eval-

uate parameters of *the population. The perr'.ability curves de-

veloped by the model are esftLates of the population of permea-

bilities, but the parent form of the population is umknown,

approachlng normal only in the limit of large samples. The re-

liability of the parameters of -a curve of unknown shape can only

be found by applying non-parametric methods (Mbod and Graybill,

pp. 403-422), so called because with these methods the functional

form of tse parent distribution (described by the mean and vra-

ance) does not oc'wr in the analysis. The basis of these methods

is a property of ordered statistics: n values, ranked in ascend-

Lag order of magnitudedivide the distribution into V/ (nil)

areas, which, on.the averago, are equal. Thus, the 25th small-

*at solution, out of 49, estlmetes the median permeability.

Confidence inte" ls On the median can be calculated from the

I

J
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binomial distribution, inco the probability of an obsetv tion

fa lling above or boelcw the median is 1/2 In each case. Th nore

mal approximation to the binbmial Le good for samples as large

as 49. The Harvard binoial tables (Aitken, 1935) locate the 95

percent confidence intexval about the median of 49 measures with-

In 7 observations to either side, as does the normal approxlma-

tion, 1.96 J/2* If successive batches of 49 rums are executed,

sod the 9S percent interval laid off about each median, 95 per-

cent of these Internals would include the median of the popula-

tlon of batches.

If batches of rums are made with smaller and samller numbers

of conductors, their distributions are something Closely resemb-

ling the distribution of apertures cubed. Almst any distribum

tion cubed is highly skemd to the right, thus, any distribution

of means of small samples is also skewed. If the sampl, size

differs, from batch to batch, every batch of 49 runs is an esti-

mate of a separate population. Intuitively, the permeability of

a 10-foot cube of Jointed rock should 'del the same as a sta-

tLstically homogeeeous 100-foot cube containing lt, yet it Is

proven to be not so. Changes in median values of directional

permability with changed of sample size or volume are important

aspects of this study, for they indicate the trend of values that

should be applied to boundary problems of different dlmnsions.

1he reader Interested In the mechanics of the emputer pro-

gram built to implement this model will find a brief descrip.'

tion accompanying the programs in Appendix A. The first version

of the computer model lsted there (several versions, not shOVn&

preceded this one) was meant solely to inVestigate anisotropy

variations upon changes of the orientation ai spacing para-

moters. That is the subject of Chapter 5. Additional subrou-

I_|
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tines vyre added to mks the second version listed, a toot for

Ifwstisatepg adistributions, preasure-tost discaarges

and porosity, the subjects of Chapter 6 an4 Chapter 7.

Uwee has been shown a need fora odl study that viii

guide the field worker to appropriate identification of princi-

pal axes of any given geometrical systan of joints, faults or

other planar coductors. The three-hot* pressure-test arrange-

mnt proposed in Chapter 2 waa predicated on fore-knovledge of

the principal axes, without which principal permeabLIuties can-

not be masureds Whilte the 14 madel joint systems reported in

Chapter 5 cy not fit ay real ayctem exactly, the variety of

special cases covernd should serve as guides to defines by cam-

parisong the approxisate orientations of axes for nearly all

cases.

The odel results are significant evidence that fcnctuwed

ndil are genereLly anisotropic, even more so if real conductors

atr ILdividwstly aninotropice.

* -~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.
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TIM UNLtJLC 0o JOINT QRWMMaZQ

0 DIRSCT1O;L PMLX=\BIITY

One of the mor useful results to come from the parallel-

plate mdol is km:ledSe of tho influence on flow behavior of

the spactn8 and orientation of conductor planes trancecting an

Lmperviou3 solid.

1ho fortula for the pormeabilit tensor elements

Ka . 2 3 (soj.) t4-19)

for a ainale uniformz plaar conduit of aperture 2b and orlents-

tion L can bo applied to as many conduits as one vishos to In-.

elude in a radol of irttersecting olopente. A selected set of

aperntues, paired with orientations, may be nvisioned as a

sample from :*oe jointed rock wdiiu. The directional permeabil-

lty of tio cdol, or an approximation to tho diroctional per-

meability of .: recl jointod madium, can be obtained by diagon-

alizizn, tho! tansor found of the sulm of all 9 olment3 contributed

by each ptn=r conductor.

in t;o abatract, it Is L=Matorial w:hether the conductors

are faultzg Jointa, foliation, sand sea-s, or saw cuts. Let us

call then joints, since joints are the mest likoly conductor3 en-

counterod. In Chapter 3 lt *as pointed out that to assi.3 a

conductor to be uiiform :nd isotropic throughout an Infinito ec-

tent ia to dopert considerably, from reality. Still, the model

set up in Chapter 4, leadina to equation (4-19) and the super-i

position of flows, here finds utility in defining the principal

pemeability axon of &. mediums in relation to the geomatry of

its joints. houah the astulptions need refinement, improve-
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ments made by Ntuw workers viltt probably not change the qualm

itative findizis of this part of the study.

Idels of planar conductors, each of which is uniform,

isotropic an continuous, my be characterlzed: (I) by peramo

eters Specifyini orientations, (2) by parameters specifying the

frequency of occurrence in.a volue, and (3) by parameters dea-

cribinS the Variation of the apertures of conductors. The de-

sired insight into the properties of real jointed media can be

obtained through study of these three classes of geometric wr-

iables alone, before further oomplicating parameters are intrao

duced La the future to describe continuity, nonuniformity or

aeisotropy of individual conductivity.

If for every conductor, epacially defined in position and

orientation, there is atsisngd a particular aperture, then there

yould be for the aggSeate of conductors one unique permoobility

tensor. 9Th addition of other conductors to the syitem would

alter the tensor in manitude and direction. An arbitrary

CradLent Le implied in computing the directional permability of

the wedel, and the field gradient is assumed uniform over the.

dinenstonz of the model (D in equation 4-19).

Only ono distribution of apertt>es will be used in the

follouina diccussion, but the effect of a varAtion in the dis.

tributLon of apetiws on porosity will be considered In Chapter

7. it is cined that the 4porture distributions are continuous

for all rock tps; within the range of apertures represented,

an given vulue my be found by increasinz the sample size suf-
._s

ficiently.

Miouih it «y be possible o mesure associate an aper-

ture '4th each joint orientation observed In the field, the

prcctical difficulties of attaining undisturbed conditions sug-*



seats that it will never be done on a routine basis. IhS, O

aprtiwe distributions will probably be appeoximted by indixeot

Mens anlogous to those used to estlMto intergranular por -size

distributions t(Pwell, 1949; Burdine, ateal, 1950; Ritter and

Drake, 1945).

2rigatalbn
An orderly natural grouping of rack joint orientations has

been downstrated by b ble field geologists (see references

In Qapter 3). One subparallel group is called a set, and the

several :ota at a site, a 8a8t62. Individuals of a set are dis-

persed ar d a central or 'aversae" orientation. Orientation

distribution s. best envisioned by first tran3Lating all planes

of a set to intersect at a point i spaces, then erect a vector

norsal to each plane. Let the points where these vectors pierce

a unwit shere represent the orientation distribution. The resuleb

ant of unit vectors represe3nting a set of planes Is the central

tendency. Joint normla are dispersed about the central tendency,

83 illustratod by ateeonot plots.of real systems In Plate 16,

and for ynetetic systems in Figes 1 of Plates 1 to 15. The

theory, techniques and appliCatIon Of stereographic reprecenta-

tion of vactorz In space have boe presented by SSnder (1948),

Donn (19538) and Goodwn (1963). Real system coonly show La-

perfect radial 3y~etry about a central tendency, whereas the

coaipteragonsrted synthetic system are syimetri@.

The genereted synthetic vectorial data are used as sets of

planar conductors that may exst or be approxLmted in nature.

Generated data has the advantage over Natural dispersions for

paramter studies, because a vector fraquncy distribution can

be reproduce4 quickly and consistently by association 4dth a

dispercion coefficient. Real joint orientations can be used in
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the o Mnnor as synthetic ones, by randoadzLng the eomentes in

digital form, but the answers derived frof them cannot be related

to wel-defined dispersion coofficiontc.

A matho.wtWl formulation of vector dispersions devised by

Fisher (1953), has boon used to gonerato vynthotie Joint cots.

Other forzmulations, 'ith or without significance tests, have been

pubUshed bg ArnoLd (1941), Greenuood and Durand (1955a and L955b),

Watson (L95.5c nd L956b), and atntson and Williams s(1956), but

these are not used here.

The froqu;=c at aey point of a FLsher distribution is pro-

portionri t* e* where Xf L called Fisher's coefficient,

and e is the contrel angle between that point and the central

tendenc7. y vz ir7W Xi from 0 to infinity, the dispersion may,

be chaned from uniform ovor tho entire sphere, to Voncentrated

at the contrct tendency. Synthetic Joint set3 with axial 'ymot-

y can ts.ortfore bc Senorated as desired, oither dispersed or

aligned U. orientation, ty vEcrying 'I and specityin8 the orien-

tetion of tec centrr-1 tender.cy. A ring of width dO at G fron

the cen trcL tendency includes an aree of the unit sphere that is

dA * Z. t dr? ) A

so the nunbor of vectors t!rough th ring is proportiont.l to

Tbue total throu.h .tho sphere is proportional to

F f *2 )7 4 Ce0)

I
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F s - 2/.P- r e 6 ~4 5

_ ,,, sm

The frequency is therefore

', elf CosO (5-2)

The flux tlxouah a cone of half-ar3o e about the central ten-

dency is pro0ortional to

-2 et<S @{i~ 6) _2T(e1 e¢ 0*@ )

Fisherlm equs'ionc wero designed at an error law, for if the

vectors are rardosa, the probability that one lion within an angle

9 is the rtio of emrocaLons (5-3) to (S1):

P( et4-c * (S-4)

Alt the cynthetic Joint nornl dispersions sho'n in plates

I to 1S ¶'ere ;roduced by teking probabilities batweon 0 and I

fro'i a rvr.dom raifor number 8*nenrutor, equated rs in equatLon

(5.4) nd z.ool'ed for 0 * .pvx . contdins oputor -?roaroms

VECUE? and 7'"XOI that use Cthir slgsbt3.

-Ptal joint disposion cmn alno be described by a central

tendency orientation, end the dispersion coefficient best fitting

the set. Tto controid of a set of pointa an a stereonet can be

easily obtained aJlaebraIcally if the set 14 not split botveen

tMmo ho0i.1';c;:. A a2neral ethod is containd In susroutio

JUA (. ndL .x), 9ii-oraby cll olasts of a set are transformed

to orient:tionr diperszd in their oriinml rlatLva jpositions,

but arouiid :-n qztos tod central tendency, shiftod to te zenLth
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of the plot. The computed orientation are Indicat.E La

Furos t through i of Plate 16. Fisher dispersion co-

effLiients can 4e estiaated by comparins a plot directly to the

sequence of nynthetic plots in Plates 2 and 3. If the set Is

im8ular or assyitric, an approximate *f can be obtained by

celculoting the vector ctrength (Arnold, 1941; Pincus, 1953)

and *nterlIA- a raph (Fiter 5.0) relating K1 to the strength.

Vector strnwth Ls defined as the average component of vetord

taken in the direction of the central tendency:

I d
(sre) - X C scoe). (5.5)

Ju *

me relationstip of vector strength to iwas obtaind as fol-

lwt The total number of elonts in a Fisher datribation is

and in an eleoent d(caso) there are

dfm Is -2are A'°$0 dw0

mnbers. So

'tr - fdf cOs O

e iL e ~ ~ e ~er)

.IntegrtiOn b POrts gtivoc

,. .e! '
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thi impliftee to 8185

Arl

K>. (si*TR)- =e #, C (3-6)

the function graphed in rlguro s5O.

Oml ion QL jacinan el oMa aL d LiaLd j

yeyfmeabilitieg frL !wr 3s Ig2at W;Sv

Laekns indic'tions that there is any relationship beweet

joint aperture and its orientation relative to the whole set, it

is asmnc^d that the elemsents of an ap~rture distribution are

Oholly lndoendont of the elementc of the orientation distribu-

tion. Viz nzcessitate: statittical evcluation of a few se=nle

eombiwtLonz out of the infinito possible coobiLonc of tvo in-

dependent continuous distributions.

- zio comp-uter program dosninod to implemont equntions (4-19)

K> and (4422.6) Ls in Appondiz, A, toLother tilth a description. Ex-

saples of SraphicaL output scrving to abbrev4ato the voluinous

results of coziputetions are in alat6 I. to 1S. Once the teck of

progsrcrmdn: is co.plte, these machLne-zodo plote save enough

interpzntfltion tUi to pezilt inclusion of an additioncl dLmon-

sion in ;creter studies*. bre nuiorous conflgurations of spae-

ing, orLtwaztion end zperture distribution have been studied than

were po::dbl2 by wocti procecsing of computor output. The plots

reproducd ftere but a portion of the total number etecuted, in-

cludo 2(5 coperate dotesrinntions of directional pernmobiliyt.

Each coaductor, nixbcorina 20 to 2000 for each solution, rowndres

a solution of oqwotian (4-19), agsreaetin8 ebout 14,000. rach

K_> sanple of 49 coLutiont, loatdina to - complete print-out of 0e-

rices and-derivod paracteers, as illustratod in AppendL'c A, plus

a pair of plots, requiroo about 2 minucos of ItJ2 7090 computer



toe. Dvelopcent of the pogram requred about 10 coputer36

hour4 In PMgesive coeptlation and debugging over a span oft

Years

Plates 1 throuh 15 illustrate most of the special cases of

joint system geometries that Might be mt or appioached in nature

The cystans modeled include up to three asts. Plate I shows the

effect of =cipla size for a single set with a given dispersion.

Plates 2 and 3 5hbay in sequence the effect of decreasing orien-

tation dispersion, from Pisher's xf - 6 to 60. Plate 4 treats

two equr.l, orthogonal sets, followed in order by other plates

illustratL i teo orthoonwl sets of different dispersion, two

orteho. hL -ts of different spacing, two non-orthogonal (45

deoers bterson central tendencies) sets of equal dispersion,

two non-orth.3onal, different sets, three orthogonal sets of

equal dispcrsion, three orthogonal sets, one of which has dif-

ferent :spcine3 than the other two, three orthogonal sets, one of

whichl h-s different dispersion, throe orthogonal sets, each with

different dispersion, three orthogonal sets, each with different

spacLin, t:.-o orthogonal sets and one non-orthogonal with equal

diapersionza cad la3t, Plate 15, three non-orthogonal sets with

equsl dizporsLone

n to all computer solutions illustrated hare is a fixed-

parameter distribution of apertures. It was chosen somewhat ar-

bitrarily on the knowledge onlyp that permeabllitiea measured in

mnAy plaoes in a jointed medltum Sive skewed distributions 9ith

frequencies =uch highst in the low ranges than in the hiSM Laer

work shweod this ditribution to be imperfect, a. finite frequency

at zero 2pertures being Impossible. ThIss not a vital error.

Te 4ns3"'rs ara not seriously affected by the distribution of the

small elements becausepermeability contributions depend on the



W920MOMI 13Cube of aperture. FiSuxe I of Plef2 I and ?iguw. 2 of atL othter

K plates describe the assumed aperture distribution, plotted as a

density distribution for I micron classes of half apertureeg and

as a cuwlative percent curve. The computed arithmetic, seomet.

ric, and harmonic moans are chown; also the median.

Figure I of all but Plate 2 is an upper hemispbere stereo-

sraphlc projection of the notasto joints foringS the poPila-

tion sampled. Computer programs VEOOEN and STMEO (Appendix A)

We" used to put a large nwnber of these oriontations into digif

tal fora, the direction cosines of individual elaments of a

Fisher ditribution of normt erora on a sphere (1953) and to

plot them as points on a stereogram. Samples of these poputa-

tIon_, usmlly smaller in nmber than represented on the stereo-

nots woer usod to compute directional permeabilities. The cap-

tion of ecch plot identifies the spatial orientation of the can-

treL tenoncy of the vector distribution, obvious stoo by the

center of grevity of the points. This efficient representation

of vectora is not only a Steat labor and spacfts-saving device,

but also facilitates mental gmsp of complicated assrates of

| nwberr. Etch plot of 500 vectors required about I :inte on

the lB& 7090, aftor appropriate p moaing and debgging, as op-

posed to 10 hours hand-plotting for 500 points. Such a study as

-this would have been impracticL a few years ago, since the enor-

mou volu of data handled could not be processed by one mn in

years. The quenceof plots, I es3, 6 and 9 of Pate 2, and

Figres to 49 7 and 10 of Plste 3, offers a visua oomp0riuon

K> , tool for estimting the dispersion coefficient of siuilarly dig-

played orientation data obtained In the field. Any one of the

Figures t of Plates 4 through LS may be used as reference approx-

imtions of patterns of field ata inolving one, two or three



sets. Principal permability axes my be oriented approximatedy3

with the aid of these idealized solutions The need for this va.

dwagestrated in Chapter 3, whero a 3-hole pumping test was de-

signed on the assumption that ayea could be predicted from joint

dat.,

--- I

'The second ow4 of flaures on each plate displays in stereo-

graphic projection the principal aX03 corresponding to the liven

orientation, dispersion, and spacin parameters, In each figure

tere appear orthogonal triplets of diaaondm, circles and cros-

ses, corresponding to maxims, intermediate and inimum permea-

bility axes. There are 49 such triplots, each a separate solu-

tion computed from an independent random sampling of the given

population(s) of joint orientations and aportures. In this way

the rane of possible solutions can be portrayed, for each

samplinJ contains differently oriented conduits, paired with

differont opetures. With to many solutions plotted togeethor,

unique triplets cannot be identified easily, but it is the i-hole

rase ond concentration of solutions that is of interest. Tho

scatter of axial orientations indicated by the model refloat the

variations in principal axes that would exist from one place to

another i a jointed medium having geometrical distributions

like the ao'del. Each sampling of conductors loads to the di-

rectionol permeability of a medium havin, those specifiL can-

duits retoa ted over and over throughout the infinite space.

Mere Is Lntrod ed a random eror because in prototype rocka,

adjacent volums have different conduits, but the directional

pero ability error deceaoses as a ian value is approached upon

increase of sample size or volume. Since part of ow interest

is in the dispersion of the pereability statistics, ou purpos-

es vould be defeated by considering only mean values and large

- 'k



samples. One of the |psees of this pazwater study is to age

c*tain the stiof sample required to set good representation

of a wftump and to estimate the error invold if suall sam-

ples are used.

To this end, principal perweabiliti.. are plotted in the

bottom row of figures. Again, ve use diamonds, circles and

crosses to maintain corrspondence of peceabilities and axes.

The data generated by the computer program is seen to consist of

three principal axes and three priheipal pormeabilities for each

solution, the forwr plotted in stereonet form, the latter in

distribution cumes. oCuulative frequency 1i plotted on a prob-

ability acale, to bring out departures from normalcy. Since the

perieability data for each axis must be ranked before plotting,

cot: spondence of axes and magnitudes is lost, but a statistical

K> * description of variable quantities is obtained. Only one of the

principal permeabilities could be plotted cumlatively If mutual

Identity between direction and pereability were maintained. If

two principal conductivities are nearly the same each time, then

their axia orientatios are sensitive to changesn the sam-,

ples. Since wz two equal orthogonl vectors defin. a plane of

isotroW, ve expect and find in this ease that successive solu-

tions scatter orientations throulhout a great circle of the

stereonot. Mm equatorial plae of Figures 4, 6 and 8 of Plate

I is an exa mle. Ue renith, notmal to the plane of isotropy, is
the only unique principal axis. Curves of principal cow ctivi-

ties on the isotropic plane, for e le, es and 9 of

P late t, sow sueht separations, indicating that individual

solutions are slightly ansotropic. White slght anisotropy ex-

Lats on the plane for each sample, the intermingling of diamnds

and circleB on the girdle indicates statistical isotropy over -
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Uarge woltut- Subrutine EM13 (M i,- 0939) eph.as.z ..

suCh bi. hs program too the 4getmectors and *idee

Oa aloays labeling the mjor axie, I the intermediate, 2; an

minor, 3. Mwa labela determ the use of diamonda circles,

or rosses plotted in the figures. Thus, In cases of narilso-

tropy on a plan., the cur of major permeabilities for eample,

obm by da aadsg, is actually a series of values for vario

axes on the pane, not for a unique axis. the separatlon of the

cvesa vanihes for larger samples.

Another consequence of cmalative plotting of three pemea-

blitles Ls loss of identity of particular solution triplets, A

line p=Uel to the abesa does notintercept three principal

permeabititie3 of a single solution. So to preserv, the ins

divid,--l relationships, there has been plotted a&bo the _xi==

anisotrop er,. These data are recorded by dots ia the lm-er

raw of fiwees representing the ratio of mlnlm= permebillty

to maxin pezncwbilit. As this Ocoperty vares with the eom

nitudes cwTutoda, a cmlattve distribution ts generated.

|tferent tampte sizes or volus have bee us-d to evalm

u|te chn *a in diopersion of principal axes and permoibilitios.

The lover to tos of figures should be read in pairs, a stere-

not plot of eznes and a euTlativ frequ plot of pemabill-

ties deseribing all solutions for samples of a size stated In

the to the fe n plots. he size of "Los in.

casses ftom Left to right, sharpening the definition of ans-

Vr. Fo eft to right on each plate, (except 2and 3),

the Le also shown a decrease of dispersion as saIl size inw

creases. These results are unaizea in FIgure 2 of Plate 2

and Four* 3 of Plates 1 and 4 tbrugh 15. The hem solid line

cooects computed values of the median permeability for various



Semple dimnsions or conduit nubers, and by light or dhI42

lines, the 95 percent confidence ranges about the medians.

Plate I introduces the computation technique with the sim-

plest geometry , a eingle, aty trical dispersion of planar con-

duits, (Fisure 1). Apertures are dispersed according to the

absolut5 valuo of a normal distribution with mean, .025 cm,, and

standard doviation, .035 a (Figure 2). By thanain8 the sign of

improper ne3ative apertures, a skowed distribution is formed

with higher arithmetic soon and median, and lower geometric man

than pertain3 to the nonatransposed normal distribution. The

first problem solved (illustrated by solutions In Figures 4 and

5) was to find the distribution of possible orientations of.

principetl aeoz of thia jointed modiuz when only 25 conductors

are preS3nt in a 270-cm cube, and to find the principal porea-

bi^ltlo3 Iht correspond to these axes. The wbnte Carlo samp.

ling mech-nLsa :involves the psixing of a random orientation from

the popeultion of Flaura 1, and a random aperture from FLgure 2.

Its conductivo contribution is stored as 9 term of a sy. tric

permeabllity tensoireforred to the a-oe of riaure i. The camp.-

lUna proceed: ulth the pairing and coeputift of terms, each time

adding t:am to the tensor. After 23 samplings, the generl toen-

sor Is ci,*leta encept for a acale correction to account for

joint specicLas The tensor is then diagonalized to yield three

scalar ,rincipel pecaeabilities and three vectors as principal

axes. Thace are stored for the metnt, uihile 25 more conductors

are campld, giving a new tensor solution of permeabilities and

axes, somwhat different then before since different Joints are

included in the*second sample of 25 than were included in the

first 25. in this cnner, 49 independent solutions of 25 con-

ductors each are generated and stored,. Subroutine STEREO then
S . . .
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computes, as instructions to the Cal-coip plotter, the x-yeco

ordinates of the poles of vectors(th. principal axes)in stereo-

graphic projection. One axis at a time is marked by appropriate

symbols. In one of the stereograms, Figure 4, a concentration of

xls lies at the center, orienting the minimum prLncipal permea-

bility and dioplaying its dispersion.. It is approximately simi-

tat to the plot of poles of conductor planes (Figure 1), since

only small flw oonents take the direction of the average

joint noal. The axes of inter dLate and major permeabilities

are plotted in tuwn, as circles and diamonds, forming a girdle

along the equator, dispersed 100 to 15° to either side. One or-

ientation on such a plane of statistical isotropy is as likely as

another,. tough an individual solution possesses slight anise-

tropy. the same statement may apply to natural jointed media.

1bte that aberrant orientations are possible, as illustrated by

the intermediate axis (circle) oriented M783f, 300 from the ver-

tcalet Oe large opening at an extreme orientation within the

population will dominate the directional pezmaability juet as an

open or brecciated fault vlll domimte the flov in jointed rock.

For tho set of 49 solutions, there is produced also a fre-

quency plot of principal permoabilities, Figure S. The curve of

smatlest magnitude corresponds to the direction normal to the set

of conduit planes. The skwness of this curve Ls so slight that

one my consider the interval marked beween the 16th and 84th

percentiles to apprzquLte two standard deviations from the man

permeabLlity. In genera l, hoever, the form of a permeability

distribution io unn, therefore only non-parametric methods of

interpretation ar justified. The median value of a ranked sta-

tistic (the 25th out of 49 in this case) is a useful measure be"

cause half the time, values will be greater, and half the time,
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maler than this vlue. In offect, uhat has ben don. to to

generate 49 solutions to assess th. entire ranSe of possible so-
lutions under the given iiput parameters. Only a finte wmib~r

of solutions are possible, eves with a rodern cmputer. So a

method of assessing the reliability Ls required. Confidence inD

teryals about the median have been computed on the basis of the

normal appcoxlmtion to the binomial distribution, justified for

samples of size 49 (Mbod and QraybLll, 1963,p. *408), and includ.

Ing 7 observations on tither side of the median at the 95 por-

cent level. Under the caption to the corresponding stereonet

plot (Figure 4), there has been prnintd the median principal per-

meabilities and the confidence ranges for all axes.

The median and its range are useful for predicting an in-

diviust value, say the permeability prediction for a sirgle test

hole in a large formtion. On tho other band, the arithmetic

mean, not ahown in these figures, would be desirable for astLma-

tion of the mst representative average permeability that will be

encountered by individual drill boles in many parts of the for-

mation. Means are often Lnadequate for special ptwposea, for in-

staner whore extres govern desin. ibe ecample, dau foundation

treatmnt : usually undertken simply out of fear that local

erosion and promessive deterioration may occur at places wh*re

extreme permeabilities occeu, even though the water loss is

economically acceptable. If we had data of such qu ty as in

these syntbetic media, the extremes could be estimated from the

distribution caoes, because the percentage points of ranked

statistics are themselves estimates of the probabiliy of obtaina

lns a. given value*. fiure 3 of Plateo I inlcates a 2 percent

chance of exceeding a principal permeability of 14.6 x tow egs

wnts for a sample of 23 conductors with the given peramtrs.
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Confidence Latwvals may be tmmted on this estimate by applying

the biemial distribution.

Dispersion of principal permablitles in also portryed in

Figure 5S 4hile the minor per bility has a small absolute

range, it has a larger percentage range than the major permeabil-

ity. The surprisingly large disperuions (3 < K max < 14) ob-

served are a consequence of the dependence of flow upon the cube

of aperture, a mechanicm ctarifying qualitatively at this time,

the large 6bservod variations in measured permeabllity in Jointed

rocks.

The dispersion docreases for larger samples, as the Central

IUmit Theorem predicts (Obod and Oraybill, p. 149). Figures 6
and 7, then 8 and 9 are repetitions of the procedure using 100

and S00 conduits, respectivelys Increases of iple size are ae-

companied by changes in slop. of the frequency curves. lbte also

the change in plotting scale used, a fature built into the com-

puter program to take best advantage of the dimensions of the

graph. the principal "xes are also better defined for larger

samplec concentrAted within boput 10 degrees of arc and S degrees

of arc for the 100 and 500-elmant samplesrespectively. The

median vlue undergoes a progressive shift as sample size in-

creses, as shown in the summary permeability plot, Pigure 3. T

sis why, iagine the distribution of one of the principal permeaf

bilLtLesg if the samples were of size 1.0. It would reflect

closely the assumed distribution of apertures cubed, being evn

more skwed than the aperture population, Figure 2. The median

would lio far left of the man. w as samples of 2, 3 or more

are treated similarly, the skwness falls off rapidly (Figure 5),

and for Urge sampleu, (Figure 9) asymptotically approaches norm-

al, no wuatter what the aperture distributions whereupon the median
i
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and man are idnticel. Therefore, all plmeablities will be

smaller for s11l samples than for.larse saxples. Inspection of

all such *wry plots indicates that the permeability oft modl

Jointed mediut is fairly velt defined if S0 eomductors are ino

eluded in the sampl*, and very vo1t defined for 100.

plate 2 and its continuation, Plate 3, illustrates the of.

feet of decreasing dispersion of a single set of dispersed Joints

Across the top raw of figures arb the joint populations for

Fisher's f 6 to 60, and below each, the representation of

principal prmzeabltle for samples of size 92 to 106, varying

accodlag to equation (4.20) to maintain a mple dimension of

1033 c for a mass of Inverse specific surface 10 cm. As disa

persian decreasos, there ls a progressive reduction of diaper"

* lan of principal ta and permeabilIties, diminution of the

Minor perrability, btter approach to 1ra distribution con-,

vexnce f the, two highest permeabilitles a* a marked increase

of anisotropy. F1ure 2 summarizes the converence of pormes.

blUties, uhieh change little in mgnitude after Ef a 30. Urs

regularities indicated for the perieabilities on the isotropic

plane are due to the'sample size, for when 50 conductors are Iw

eluded In each, the trends are smoothed (solutions are not shown

for 500). Wigu 2A Is a sumy plot of maxtiu anisotropies..

Dispersion coefficients less than Kf a 6 give principal Permes

bilities rapidly approaching isotropy, whereas &abef a 20,

the sninotropies are quite larg. Sbe plotted cause covers the

usual natur I joint dispersions ancotntered be she"ted granite

xpose show' In Figmre 3-1 indicates that a single-set medel

has a real couterpart in mwei; whther' or not apets hav

been volt represented remains unknom.

TMe aimplest system of dispersed joints consists of tw

-I

\1



147equi1 orthogonal sets, represented In Plate 4.* rigu. S.2 show.

* rock exposure that is *osentially a twoset orthogonal system.

fie choice of cantral tendencies dipping 4S degrees N and SE

Is arbitrary. Me steroonet plots of principal axes indicate

that the centrel tendencies of the two Bets Ui on the plan. of

isotropy, oven for small camples. The unique mjor axis can-

tain tha central plane of each oet, ln other words, lies paral-

101 to the predominant direction of intersections. Th problem

of IdentifyLin two axes on a plano of isotropy, discusesd above,

is ezemplifiod in PiU= 3, the s ,rys as th ther" is atl

ays a sZlt eatsotropy on that plane, whereas the scatter su&.

geats that the two lesser permeabilities convez e to each other.

A mediuneut by two orthogonal sets f no dispersion (prallel),

met bo isotropic onthe plane normal to both, with peimeability

eXactly tvica that value in the direction of the intersection.

Plate 4 appmracha that condition.

As soon as the two seta differ, as they do in Figure I of

Plate S three unique atos appear, one t.is9peraslle to each

central tendency, the major axis again coinciding Wit the di-

rection of joint Lutersection. The first i5roscion is of a'

plane of Isotropy for small samples, but on closer 2 nspection,

it is seen that the circles and crosses are nt evenly intormin-

gled. At sapl* size 200. the axes cre distant. A mat differ-

ence in principal pervoebilfties always results In stronS dispere

slon of cxaIl directions along their con planI., t that

the finor axis folloos the central normal to the least dispersed

sot, for flou eomponents are least in that dtrection.

A cliilar result can be obtained by wying the spacing of

two orthogonal sets, as show on Plato 6. The NIsoet, Figue t,

is only halU as frmient as the SE set., Mm Inteetion direc,



atio s i still the major axis. The lesson to learn fr ts 18

plate is that of the tvo lesser axes, the stovlger lies in the

plane of the mot frequent otr

When wo equal sets are not orthogonal as in ngur I of

plate 7, the principal axes coincide with the axes of try

of the system major axis on the intorsoctiong interadiate Ui-

sectinS the acute angle and the minor bisecting the obtuse angle

between conduit planes (vice-vorsa the conduit nolmaIs).

If one of the two non-orthogonal sets is less dispersed

than the other, as in nure.1 of Plate 8, ve get the sam re-

salts as in Flate 7, except that the minor principal axis shifts

closer to tho more dispersed planes, or less dispersod ono1l.

The mst naturl rock anit contains three sets.
.3-,

FigureJKSIttuatrates a romrkably perfoct, poroistent, ortho-

goiial cystemo Thzee equal soet dlspoaed orthkogonally In a

pseudo-cubic pattern5 , as shmirn in Figure I of Plate 9, result In

i~sotropic permeabtlity for all sample sizes, 'The axes ars seat-

tared over all orientations, and perseabilities convene. slowily

with sa~ple size towardsz a single value, The significant aspect

here, A3 in other isotoic conditions, is t'tie randozmess of axf-

1*I oriantation, aye though each solution is slightly anisatro-

PLC.

If rv ortbogonal sets are equal, their normala lie on a

plane of izotropy even though a third orthogonal set exists, If

that third set ia weaker then the other tto, for instance with

greater disp3raion, or greater spacing as in Plate 10,0 then the

CentraI tendency of the weaker set is the major axis. it the elm

traordinary set is stronger, by reason of closer spacing or less

dispersionl, as In Plate 9,, then that axis Is the minno peraaa

bility direction, in all such orthogonal cases wook 4nio.tropy



1 49
*xistst SO the axes ar highly Variable, Conerging slowly owith

increSi" "mple else towards umq axes.

It all three orthogonal sets are different, by reason of

different dispersions, as in Plate 12. or by different spacigs,,

as in Plate II* the principal axes are still parallel to th

Centralt ewdLoe s of the sets, with ssjor axes parallel to the

normlJs of the weakeat conductors, and minor axis parallel to

the votzals of the strongest. rmparison of Plates 12 and 1

shows that spacing is mre important than orientation dispersion,

for the axee converge to their uique orientations for Smaller

sample sizes if it is-spacing rather than orientation dispersion

that varies.

When the thid set is not otthagonal to the other to oro

thogontl, oqtal sets# as in Plate 14, then the major axis Ues

closest to thb greatest amber of intersections. Inspection of

Figure 1 reveals an axis in the, WI quadrnt containing the con-

tral planeof the veAloal set and bisecting the central planes

of the horizontal and 45 degree SE set, so this is the major

axis. The inor.axis is that having least intersections, in

this Oare bisecting the angle between the two closest normals,

Tuee non-orthogonal but equal sets are disposed at the

same angle froma ach other in Figure 1 of nate 1S, appearing as

though they belonged to a single, dispersed set. The resulting

dfrectional permeability has the syetry of a single set, dae

veioplng a plane of Isotropy and a umque minor axis ay

ally cantered between the three nords.e

rkj± MI -~a f, leld dL ;

A general cse could easily be modeled, but to no adiantage.

Any fiold data not fitting these special cases Id serve as a

general emomple, rFgure L of Plate 26 (Page ) is a stereonot
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of joint wrmIa replotted from Orovill. ematte exaloration

data ( cno, 1960) by Subroutine REPLUT, with its paraneters,

noely the central tendency of "ch set and the vector strength,

computed byp Subroutine JDhV1. Thoe axes differ by several do-

grees from the visual estimatps used byth* designers of the

Orovillo power cavesn. The axes are mrked and the equivalent

dispersion coefficients labeled. Figure S-0 was used to trans-

late vector ntrensth to Fisher's coefficient. The angle between

central tendencies are, in degrees:

s-e I it So 2 a 72

Set I K Set 3 = 80

set 2 < Set 3 a 71

in this non-orthogonal system, thero is some symmetgy, since set

2 La a xrst equidistant from sets I and 3, but it will be shown

that the tyietry does not help locate the principal axes. The

relationchipa eve sketched in Muro 2 of Plate 26. Judging by

the dirper.lons, (friuro 1) set 1 La the strongest and set 3 the

weakest, but none of the sots are romrkably different. The

model studies, in particular Plate l2, indicated a rather weak

dependence of rxes upon relative dispersion of the sets. A re-

port on tho jointing at the Oroville site (Irons, 1961) tabulates

ob3arved properties of the three sets- from tunnol ORpOuws:

a ,



Table 5.1 16107

Feature Joint Set I Joint Set 2 Joint Sot 3
-~~~~~~~~

Spacing, jRpat~~nge 0.02 - S. O0 O.Sa S.0 0.05 a 4.0
Average 1.S ft. 1.2 ft. 1.0 ft.

anegularity Planar Irregular
&/Orm
curved

curved, leas
aounotnly reg-
ular

ate of Suoth, less 1 Rough
Surfaec oo nlyI

rough

Width I
Range 1/2 | 1 3/4
Averago ' 1/32 in. 1/32 in. 1/32 in,

Tghtnoos Tight Tight a feu j Tight afW.
sightly open slightly open

Stainine & Quarz, Quartz, epi- Quartz, calm
f illine, eclcite, dote eal. cite, less

aoao iron cite, rare- o n iron
oxide ly chlorite, oxide, rare

pyriteo iron epidote,
oxide chloride,

_pyrte

nlotes locally well
developed schistocity

W1ell devoloWe

I
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So" qualitative contluisong con be drvmv tram these obser5

vations. The effect of spacng uwkes set 3 strongest and I weak

est. 7ho factor of spacing Is mre infloantial in controlling

ro)ativ0 strength of the sets than La the dIspersion, factors

vhich aro partly compensatin8 In this caso. All other factors

equl, mors p.Inar conductors are less rets tant to flow than

are irrogular ones, but the planar joints are diagmaed as shear

fLIUVO3 With ofother, tighter-fitting surfaces. In this case,

one might conclude from the table that the tight, sanoth set I

LS a poor conductor coppared to sets 2 and 3. Paucity of Iron-

stainina t'.*ld be Indicative of little percolation, but all sets

al~w no= alike In thil aspect. An observot cannot obtain a

good mosure of apertue at the ecposure. A shoar direction

complimntasy to let 1 is.noteevident, while the roughness,

tightneU:, epparent aperture and irregularity of sets 2 and 3

put them in the tension joint cate0gay, probably several times

as conductive cs 3et 1. Set 3, besides, is better deeloped,

meanina more ontimuo. A reasonable estimate of the permeabil-

Ity vieth rospect to these sets my be

Set I Set 2 t Set 3 a 2 S 6

Since it is not sets I and 3 that are alike, the orienta-,

tion symty doe3 not help. Since a mior axis les closest to

the norwl of a atrong conductlv set, a fair estimation of the

orientation of the minor wds when several sets are combined is

the rozultant of n 8zw!le, weighted according to their estimated

conductIVI6ie3. Thus the resultant

2(T) *5 C) .6 (3)

has detion cosines -. 676, .541, .503,

the minol paerability axis shevn in flgure 2 of Plate 26. the

other P.tes are on the plane norml to the minor axis, The major
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axis is er to th inteorsection of the 2 end 3-planose elUhtly(I tovtde the 1lap*ne as estimntod in the fMro. This defl:pe

SJ ~the lteqbite orthogornat as welle

Thooe aoxes determLnd solely fo the seamty of @ ontf

and urith q'anUitative guidance from the mtue of the fractwe,

applies *nly to the Jointed deoopromaed rock nar the exposod

surfac.a So;:s&t different conditions ay, exist lin the tin4s-

tuwba4 roek. If only surface obseratLons are availables they

muct be twed an Vudea to the undisturbod, defper mzeditm. If

pressuro-tostSiS Is beLna dosirnod, as rc.'!Ihended in Chpter 2,

surface orientations give the beat availeblo indications of pn-

Cipal F , Bdns usually confirm!a (in the writor's experience)

tho extraltion of surface jaint 8oo2otr to depth, but study

of the cor:,bor-hola ph tosrphs ani drllawater conqumptLan

maust bo -iintzinod for continuad re-wvlustion of the surface-

data ectibte.

Sqrct3 vftlms rapidly w4th depth in -sr crytnht ne rocks.

Tho cost of conductina a cophisticated pressure-test progsra is

Little .ra than the cont of convontional methodc. . It soees

adviable, in cases fters seepage or potential distributioni Ls

Cdtici, to Vu3ment pressure tests trith data obtainad by toots

Ulko the bo-!ole camaera to determine Joint orientntions, spac-

mG. and 2actues of .Irze apertures.

Thre Is avcUable (C:lif. Dept. of later Resources, 1963).

for the Ovitle alto the rare sort of data seetssaz7 to estab-

lish the rolative conductive importance of joint sets at depth.

.-aiue 3 of Plate 26 presents in storeograhie projection the

reported oricetatLons of 84 major planar featureo, 77 faults*

-1-25 feet tride and 7 schistose zones up to 7 feet wido. A

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4412 
4-
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ignifLicant clustering of orientations occuws in the diretion

of st 2 of ?ia 19 Pate 26. I
Insofar as 90 percent of the pumping test discharges (Thay.

ow, 1962), could be attributed to flow in shears instead of

Joints, it is apparent that Fig. 3 more nearly indicates the

anisotropy of the foundatlon as a wholo than des FU. 2 which

Ls approriate for near-surfac (0.89. the periphery of tunnels)

problems.

The --aor conductors of 1l. 3 fall nearly within a sym-

metrical Anle-set dispersion of Xf 1. Plates 2 and 3 were

used to ostimite this dispersion. The axis of minizm permeabil-.

Lty Is inclined 23 degrees uestward. having about 1/7th the peru

meability as enists on an Laotropic plane that strikes nearly

N-S and dips oteeply.E.

* -Oe of tho foundations of groud-water hydrology is the ase

swpdon that lnterranutir porous medla nay be treated as con-

tinua within recognizable geologic boundaries.

The cvcgo velocity through a uniLt area ts the vector sun

of the disechraea of a laSo nuaber of pore openingo throauh the

unit aroa (Diy, P. Ro, Locturen, University of California, JNv.

17, 1961). 2hough indiliduel pore disahArges awe p"sunably

variable In nagnitude and direction, the mean of a large sample

is the mean of the entire population, with small dispersion about

the mean for cuesasive samples (coo Qiapter 6).

Smilar reasoning applies to fractured media (skato, 1949,

p. 267):

61han such fracturos are of Limited extent and uniformly
distributed throuh the pay, they will give a resultant
effect equivalent to that of a homoge s poTUS med.
1um. FkK ver, when they are of extended length and
lmited in numbor, they wy be considered separately as

1inea' dianne I. ,
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Sands and jointod rock do not quality in detail as continua:

noither retain the same properties upon Infinite subdivision.

)bet boiund8ies of nteranular ftloi problan include such

Large nbeft of conductors, however, that the asszpetion of con-

tinuity to acceptable. But since Large mnbers of fractures 6an-

.not be assued to lie within problem boundaries, an adequate u

betr of conduit3 (or adequate boundaty dimensios) should be

specified to give the desired precision of answers.

Whether or not a diocontinlus jointed rock can be treated

as a contirma depeoei on arbitrary confidence Levels om ne y

set. The ork of this chapter, in part, is to indicate the sam-

ple tire required for acceptable procision in permability pre-

diction. Almot all flot problems hO in a region between the

.2~tr~es indicated by bsakat, a region where properties are evi-

dent only after statistic maunipulation. The n~det proposed

here is a toot for simulating Mturo's statistics of fractured

media.

Bov to doterolne from test vclues the best permeability to

apply to a larie-se boundary problem in jointed rock- i oan m-

portant cnd somtet queotionable problem. Petroleum engineers

have studied it, with the object of extrapolating laboratork per-

meability data obtained from drill cores, to volumes havis the

dimonsions of a resetotri. Warren cn Price (1961) sumrizod

the literature and presented computer modet results based on the

assumption that Small rolmos of rock possess unifor permabil ty

and that the ihole mos La composed of mizW such wtoma having

permsbiLtli63 distributed as the laboratory test values. Wes

Led them (p. 160) to the conclusion tfint regardless of the di.e

tribution, the overall perbabitity is well entimted by the aee-

' metric n of individual meu as. Jointed or fractured rock
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does not fit this assumption of unifo discrete blocks of did

fetit permobilitys Individual planar cnductors extend Large

distances. So= die out Vith distance, oTOvlapping others that

eo~nee at-an intermediate position. The izpottnt variables

continuity of conductors, therefore, rgently requLres field and

zbdel invostiation. Reedod is a prdcedure for estimating overall

permeability from sample perabilitLes, ono that lies between

the Method3 of Warren and Price, and that of the writer.

It Is felt that most jointed rock is ore closely duplicated

by the continuous-channel mdel than by the dicreta-eloment mod-

et. The Influence of aiscontinuitios depends upon tho scales in-

volved, It could perhaps be demonstrated thatAjointa extend meny

times thsir spsacig, the discontinuities in the array will alter

the permeability very-ittle. When extant approaches spacing,

perability nzy drop rapidly. nniler (1933) and Hodgson (1961)

have atte:pted to obtain field data on spacing. Pield examlna-

tion 1^ hampered by the need to study conduita In oxposuroa,

where they are seen in only one dfrension, much disturbed from

their intect subsurface state.

One objective fulfilled by the model is elucidation of the

dependence of permeability an Sample size, or for given spacing,

on Vol=e of Imedia between boundaries. Inspection of Figs. 3 of

plates 1 to t5 show that with some geometrical fracture cystsms,

all thro vincipal permabilitless, minor, interwdiate, and

majors, inerwo with Increasing sample size. Mbre often one or

two Lacroaae while the other falls. Since it to the geometric

mean of tha theee that serves as the isotropic permeability in

dischare computations, it is logical to investigate the effect

of sample zize upon this effective perweablity:

i
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K Kg , K. ,,

Figures 5-4 and S-5 srlze these relationships betwen the

geometric nru.t(Laotropic) pormeablity and sample size, from

all computer batches, Plates I to LS. AIl vadol asstem dicpLay

increacinj permoability with size, usually becoming atsymptotLc

to an Infinite sampl6-size vaLue at about 200 conductors, though

a few appear to increase without limit. UkseartaLnties within the

range of the 95 percent confidence limits may explain some of the

exceptions to asymptotic closure. The difference between in-

finite medium permeability and small sample (20 to 30 conductors)

permeability vriLes from one system to. another, and doubtless

dependc also on the parent distribution of apertures. Permsa

bility changes, from aall to large samples, are 5 to 25 percent

of the infinite-saaple Values. It is concluded that whatever

aperture distributions are found in nature, the infrequency of

Large apertures (nee Chapter 6) will result in highly ckev:ed

aperture-cubed distributions. Oonsequently, there Lo a trend of

lnereasinc bulk permeobility with tncreasing problem dimensions.

If heterogeneity is as postulated by Warren and Price (1961),

with the bulk composed of individual uniforn, volume elements,

larger saupps would give smaller permeability. Each of the 49

rurm depicted in ecch frequency curve could be considered as the

permeability of a volume element. Tie geometric man of such a

distribution, skwed to the rLght, La always less than the median

or mean.r. (See rig. 2 of Plate 1)

Tho usefulsess of the median permeability for predicting

flow in c aitreo Lnstallation, suh as a dritllhole in an oxten-

sive mediurat has been discussed. The median is readily obtained

by cmmulativ plotting of permetbility Msures (see Chapter 6).
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Other paraeiters must be determined free tb* shape of th. per7

meablity distribution ctweo, namely the mns and dispersion. I
All sll-acmple distributions shovn in Plates 1 to 15 disclose

considerable dispersion and skewness. The skewness devoloped

encouaSged further rmdel study because it resembles the skatmeas

of foundetion pressure-test dlcharges noted by Turk (1963).

Dliperaton cand skewness decrease for larger sample sizes in the

model, co well as in tho protot (Chapter 6). Other aperture

distrIbutionc than the co shat arbitrary one employed here

vould Indicate different rates of change of disporsion and oka-

nesst but sine little is yet kwn about actuael distributions

of apart'rzo, furthbr atudy of such rates Is uwvamted.

* =Jwt no the 50th partntile point Is used to estimste the

population xdian, so too may any other point of a non-parametric

distribution be used as an estimate of a percentile point of a

population. Then any interrul selected may be need as a measure

of the population dispersion. oe 4a noens distribution, the

16th and 84th percentile points enclose an interml oqlt to twieo

the stcndard deviation, centered about the man. it Is cogweni-

*nt to use thia interval even for skewedg non-normal distribu-

tions. Mhe 16th and 84th percentile points are scord by hori-

zontal lnas on the fe n plots of Plates, to 13. Fire

5.6 displays these dispersions expressed as a per tage of the

edian, 2veraus the inber of conductor elements'.

The population of permesbilitles obtained by sampLing 30 or

less at a ti has wery large dispersion. 68 pecent of the MRs-

ures lyl:n within a region about the median that was= a 60 to

140 percent of the median. The disperzion decreases rapidly to

the range 30 to 60 percent at size 100, 20 to 40 peret at size

200, but thereafter closes vexy slowly, the rane- beina 12 eo 20
II
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pent '4th samples of siz. 600. The minor axis has groeter

percentage dispersion than the maJor axis, It is apparent that

if reasonably accewate predictions are to be made foia known

apertur* and goometry distributions, samples of 100 or more

should be used.

My boumdcry problem solution in fractured rock consists of

two partat obtaining a solution for the most likely properties,

and ewltmting the variations that may arise because the proper-

ties are not fixed. For the conditions modeled, the c=Veo of

dispersion defino one probability limit as a funetion of sample

SiLzO vtlin vthich 68 percent of the trials will fall. Jbr ex-

&mple, if re mossure permeabilittes in drill boles with pakers

set to b=ackt 30 conductors, (small samples) of 3 sets, ve can

define a distribution cuave for that sample size. If a tuiel

section 13 to be left unlined in the sam mdium, with a length

that will cut 300 conductors, we can use the sample permeability

dispercion to estimate tho dispersion in the full-size instal-

lation. ?frzt use the mdel curve, ig. 5-3, to estimate the

increaae of tho ecpocted nedian according to the increase of

sample stie, ftoa 30 to 300. 7hea use the model carve, Fig.

5-6, to find the percentage dispersion change, from size 30 to

300, and cpply that par tage to the expected 300 median. Take,

for e=:;le, Fit. 3 of Plate 17, Qiapter 6, displaying pup test

permability data from part of the Oouille damelte, with median

5000 gallow/day and dispersion 130 peofont of the median. A

testing proaran designed on the basis of Chapter 3 would provide

three su5 curves for the three principal permeabilities, whose

geometric man, X T,,Z K 4 , would characterize the wdilm.

Th Oroville data can only be interpreted as Isotropic. The

averago Pressure testalength at Ocoville was 60 ft., which we



ay assum to cut 30 conductors, on the average. f, fip 179

5-S shoa7 how the median chan80 in an orthogonl joint system

of three sets, not vay different from the eysteart Oroville.

The geomotriC vaon of smdians, or for this isotropic example,

the medir-no is noarly constant above 200 conductors. The median

for 300 eoncW:ctors ia 4.5 to 1L percet greator than at 30 con.

'ductos ciz7, deponding on the cause of anisotropy Thus, the

e1poctod n:oLen for tlhe tunnel section may bo takon as 5400 gal-

Lons/day, an S percnt increase predicted. 7he dispersion of

the irodol xWlats at size 30 is about 100 percent, while at

300 it Is 22 porcent. A proportionate doereaso for the field

data woulU be frou 130 percent at 30 to 29 percent at 300 con-

ductors. Thue, the ootLmntod perxeabilLty to be used in tunnel

discharge ce.otation is

K.K Qs = _Swoo toK S o 0.19 ,c cgo units (see Appen-
6 ; s S.4(Z81.)l.644 dlx A,

nMT1)9
with probability 0.68 that the emporienced valu will fall ulth-

in the rane of .3 to .24 x 109 cgs itB. e

The arith.-otic mean, or so-called expected vslue, cannot

be ostiwted by non-pcrmetric methods. It always.lies to the

tidht of theo rcdian for these skwed distributions. But the md-

el indicatos that for numbers of conductors exceoding 100, the

mean is vithin 10 percent of tho median a distributions approach

the ay= tric normnl.

The model-study results cannot be applied confidently to

field problts until they have been well tested by measurement of

geometries, -rediction of anisotropies, and verifitctlon. Ue

need er4lL:tenrd acsistance of aIL agencies equipped and financed

for per 64bilty ctudies on dalites, oil-ftelds, tunnels,
. x . s - I - .. .



leachtna fteldas wastedispoval orh mderground stotegoo tostijaso

these mothoda in all possible fractured formtionew Some aug-

Sestions to method aer advnnced in Chapter 8. The wt of cock

perowebility data *-.w bein employed in e~vij engineering prec.

tic. is anALyzed In Chapter 6.



Chapter 6 161

FACTE FREQUEUCIES AND AMTURPES SUGQSTED

BY PSSmE TSTS IN CYSTALLlU ROK

At this writing, no data in available to check the validity

of the relationships betveon orientations, spacings, or aper-

tureO predicted by the codel, but there are almost ulmiimted

sources of in-situ rock permeability data of varied quality that

can be used to substantiate at least the general shape of the

perneability frequency curve, and thereby, to check som of the

assumptions =:ployed in the model. This chapter undertakes an

analysis of pressur*-test discharges from seven damsites on

crystalline rock. It interprets the data in terms of the fro-

quency of Interseeted conductors, and fracture aperture dLstri-

butions that ocy account for the observed permeabilities.

Uldenee .L t nj Qqo gad varickll 2 f.r LurI L, LA sk

Fracture cpertures, deep vithin a body of rock, are not as

directly measurable as are plcnar orientations. While orienta-

tLons percist from exposed exterlor to concealed interior, frac-

ture apertuwrs, opened by release of compression and weathering

near the curfrce, are lergely closed at depth. This Ls proved

below by analysis of pressure tests in rock.

Still, exposurea furnish qualitative indications that aper-

tures are variable, both along the surface of a fracture, and

from one individual to another. Aerial variations are indicated

by fracturea that pinch out at their extrbmitiess though abutting

fractures ar" also commn (Obdgson, 1961). The dizensions of

disturbad fractures at anpo:ed faces in fresh rock (underground)

are. vuc!. that open or.e. and tiht ones coy be distinguished.

Vit'tf.Lj Lzvotil and: not appc-rw.t li soted by the obaervution
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that ateer seeps out at only a few spots on roc faced excavated

below the water table. 7he reason for this belief is demonstre-

ted by the following analosyt

Suppose capillary tubeas of equal length, but different diem'.

eterg rise above a closed reservoir and standpip as sho*n, S. t-.

Initially, (a) this equipotential system will have portions

below atmosphoric pressure, 'for there will be capillary rise, doe

pending inversely upon the diameter. ltpon addition of water tb)

at the stondpipe, potential throughout rises by dle at which

time the finest capillary meniscus reches the top of its tube.

All the eniccl retain their relative heights and characteristio

contact anglea, a

Adding moro water (c) &aises the potentiat and colum

heights in all capillaries excopt the finest, because the ltter

can only spill by rev rsing h curvature of its meniscus.

Rather$ the first mmniscus begins to flatten, until, at the woo

wont the second column reachoe the top, th first has a meniscus

o. b. * . c. il

JpCd3

d4

Figue A2._Atublar anslogy of capillary fractures at'a free fae.s

*1

I



with the sam curvature as the second * there Ls no the sao poe

tentIal difference acrose both menisci, first and second, because

they have otal radii and thoir colum~ heights are the s"ae.

!urther filling pf the standpipe raisec succeosive coltums to the

tops sloaly decreasing the radius of all filled capillariec.

When the cttndpipe head reaches the level of the tops of the

tubes, ett menisci are flat and no tension exists anywhere in the

fluid. rkwther filling revor3es the menisci, vhich rise with

*equl convwl-ty uptiard.. The Ursest capillary therefore develops

the highest maniscua. Whilo all menioci decrease their radii of

curvature, that of the largost tube obtains a minimum, a hemi-

*phere centered on tho top. Thereefter .lts radius jsxzt incr..aa

giving c drop in prescure acrose the meniscc. FLOW from only

the largest cpillary therefore enmse, ell others rewining

saturated to their outleta.

At rock exposures, the largest apertura spliU first, at

its mozt open point. e thermore, once the cough, exposed rock

surface UoWr the IArgect openW i Wttedo tho toughness d -vel-

ops capill'z7 teniion in the icater filk, further.decreasing the

potentiul at the -aperture. The wetting way spread to the vicinity

of other lesser capillriees, inducing some to flov.

A proUc~wry attempt to ueasure anisotropic conductivity

of single fractross, u3ing 'ater ac fluid in a pecsameter.failed

because of ouch capillary Irrogularity. Water discharged at only

a few points tIong the periphery of the crack, &a opposed to the

expected continuou distribution.

-.Zn the rock boyond the decompression cone arou d an excava-

tion (Ttlobre 1957). ther are probably vriartins of apertures

akin to the vcriatlons evident at the face, though only pressure-

tests have beenw dx p_ e it so. Direct ivsita measurement
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is not 40011y accOmplishod, but it the fratwes could first be.

pre3arred by grout impregnation, theirtneuitut sportt zmy be

exposed without -uch disturbance. A iov-viscosity, non-particu8

lato grout, asuch as A).-9 (American Cyanamlid 0., undated) could

be introduced at such pVQ83=wo Ca to cause negli8ible wall

~ova9ent. Diawnd drill holes penatrating tho grouted rack mess

Would intsraect the grout fillings, whose 'thickness could bo det

torminod raicrocopicaily on the core, or by scanning the :'a1i

optically, or Por a radioactive tracer added to the grout.

11nerel voin dopoatts ccnnot substitute for grout so p"-

setv ra of in1tu apertures, because the time-pressure history

of Injoection I£ tmown. Osook quartz (Fewbouse, 1942, p. 43),

a a91icthn:ided, 3aye-upon-lyer structure, indicates that som,

if not .mzt v~ . are filled in stages consequent to repeated

fault sVcnwt. '

Svliot re-oireh on fractured media (Gostop Lonin, 1962) has

ceo to the *.vitorss o attention too lato for review In this tho-

sia. A ftli>b group is applying the Ruasian aethod to oil reser-

voir studiB_ (^, A., 1&thorspoon, personal nle ication, 1964).

an ortoon:1 thin-oectlon* cut froma cores of oil-producing car"

bonate:5 tiy' rmeasure the lengths and aporturea of Microzeopie

C alOy ) crccks. trooity to a computed function of the sum of

leanthr, turoa and the area of the, fiold of views. They find

fracture porozity po be 0.1 to 0.2 percent, seldom over I percent

in rockz total porosity in about 2 percnt. mThe Pies and

Sovietz find 0.1 mn the :dmm fracture aperture In the sub-

surface. ho calculated poroolties corrolato well wth theo

&a * -rV lo0,. uhich sugaeate that they aft measuring Clay laS-

Ime, or o-oninga due to clay expansion on unloading. Their

positive co~pla tAtQA of fracture porosity with permeability of
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the pay coy be because ticroafracturLwn La ore Intense vrhero'e

ZIRjor fractures ar frequent, rccthr than dLrscely related.

A rethod of determining aportures indlrectly has been

soughtv since nobkAtu data are avoilable. The hoperas that

if all otherf geo trical variablos could be measured, some in-

formtLan zbout the umirm aportures itdght be dedved from

weasuro-w of pormeablfty. The mot cbundant date,, reflecting

geometrical variations at cany bites* are recotds of pump-teats

and tvlt dj:e*-.crs.

TUk (9l563) and Davia and Turk (1964) havo applied pup

teat end tvteravoll data to a search for syetewtic inhomogen.

edty in fractured rock. Thoy established statistically that

fracted roc of diverse tittwology docrease logaritbrioclLy

in parz.cbility as the Logarithm of depth increase:. Their

histogr.-* of vrel, yield and pmp-toat diocharge all sbow a

elkractxledtic shape, highly ck;od to theo right. Tho vriter

has roplotted the data collectod by &tk, plus similar data from

other iitok.

xmlnwtive frequency distributions of dlzc'wrao are used be-

cause th-' awid the choico of class interval. Before plotting,

the rsu data iz standarized on the accouption that aeah teot, of

different length; betvaon packera, LI in a nmediu of uhifom per-

meebilLty. If all test lenathc and not pressure. were the same,

chat woud the dLcdarae .bot In the notation of Qapter 2,

* KSyt
relatir4 di:cerse to periacblityq tho ohape of the pLezometer,

and the h d1, respectivoly. A 25-foot toot Length of RC bole,

with 100 p.i hoed actIng, has bom selected an atandr-rdq to

wVich ell, o ti-hr toetsa-MO X duced by
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whare Q is Lin aM, and y is Ln feet, corrected to the wid-gsocton

of the teet.

Band aaputatlon ls feasible for small tabulations, but for

lazSe agaroastes of data, camputer biondlna is desirable. ai
alto tho trTUri aalyzed all pWP tests, usizi a few minutes of

computer tLue for a Job that would ordiaritly be budgeted for a

total of about $1e0*0l 0 In labor. 'bro rofinod results are ob.

taed Subrout s PT1T, PrST2A, FTrT3, and PTEST4 th"

customarily auployad. Ech prosram -aa written for sos hat

differently recordod flold data. 'he output consists of piched

Curds eontaLin4 the raw and standardiced data, so that the re-

=lto can be sorted by dopth zone:, tlentha of test section,

peosuo3g etc. ECch 3et of data id then fed to Subroutine

DISCM5 rhich plota each cumlatlve, stand~rdL2ed dlacharge

cawve cud cotpto3 patrotes3 of tho cuwvo for ouprstlve p

poses*. Brief pr8ora dscriptioin and tLntt13s are in Appondix

A.

The &t for Plate 17 %ao fiurnshcd the u'itew by the Calw

lfonl& Departt of Wotor Re0ouwcoo (tiwyer, 1962). it Lnii

Cludes; ftalle. Xllfoia damsite tests from M holes In the

vicinity of tho underground pouvw cavenp. ?he entire foundation

is amphiboUto. in Figes 19 2 and 3 of Plate 17, the tests

are grouped in ranges of depth bolow ground surface to the middle

of the to3et langth. In fngure 49 all the data of Figures I to 3,

p1l othar torts outa1de their depth ranrsis are ombned.,

The shapo of each cumulativo plot In Plate 17 Is charocter.

LstLo of all disdthrgo distributions from pUMp toots in crystal-
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line rock. the" iG usually a finite eero-frequancy, a high per-

centag* (about 70) below the moan, and ailong tail. lr no known

>oarong, the main and standard deviation ar. nearly quI. lb

moon distribution function has this relationship, though the

Chlesquaro, irith two degrees of freedom, fits fairly weal.

The dlchzrgec are recorded in gallons per day w4der the

standrd 100 p3i, 2S-foot test length in IX holes. The absolute

perambility corresponding to these discharges is labeled at the

top in e3a units. $

Data for Plato 18 were collected by the witer at two dam-

sites on the 'orced River, California under construction for the

Herced 1rriL,^,tion istrict. Flfwe I records pressuwe tests in

slate cud =atc-votcnices in IM holes drilled 45 degrees to the

steep clatcy cleavage, through contacts and a prominent set of

flat, opon and weathered joints. Figure 2 records tests in seim-

lar slate e::copt for one high discharge obtained in a qusrtzoue

fault Eone. The data for Figure 3 ienlude tests In Jointed

slate, chlorito and talecochiets serpentine and silica-carbonate

rock. The Zeereed data vare furnished by Wood-drd-Clyde-Sherard.

and Ascoeite:, Ine., Oakland, California.

Plater 19 and 20 record vater tects conducted routinely for

placemnt of a grout curtain in the Jointed dLabace foundations

of the irginfia Ranch Drm, California. The data.was not collected

by the vriter,.but previously analyzed by him for the designer,

Woodward-Clyda-Sherard and Associates, Inc. All holes except the

check holes completed after grouting, figure 4 of Plate 20, vere
. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

approxiratoly 10-foot, vertical, air-driven holes. If fractures

are cloaged by cutting, they do not seem to influence the shaperesv~l+ed
of the discharge curves. Toe short length of tested holes A

high zero-frequencLes, in spite of an apparent joint spacing of
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1 94about rvo foat et the curface. Such standardized preass tests

eorve fairly for aoceosinS the efficiency of routing. In this

ease, tho check-holo curve ts hardly distirwaishable from the

preegrout tQots* a tin that the amll voim~es of neat Ce-

ment aplaced blocked rather than filled the fine joint conduc-

tors. Pocr liUivas never a problem at thia sites

Dta for Plate3 21 and 22 wore asseabled by Turk (1963)

from Gouce&* in tho U, S. DUroU of Reclatotion and U. S. brps

of MSino0rs, for three Cafaornia site3 on gr*nodiorite of the

Sierra Mlvoda foothillss: rlcom and Auburn damsitos, and the

Spring (rMdk 'Z4 nno I

Z2L~U12112M 2L = 2kAgw~, !)sja~-r am QW
Ib =uUtIvo dicha grapha Senoralizo the find-

in8 of dc3tribution of perambIlity and express what is moan

exporlonce to czaono tiho hacpup-tostod rack: bst flow mea-

cures aro =l, but umuawlty laz'e ones can be expected any-

where. Itien 12963) concluded froi d:ta ntandardized in a differm

eat way that under given conditions, the moan yield of vells is

about three tiL the c~ftan yiold. Plates 17-22 confirm that

en-preccvio of zha.necs feo standardized tests, with means that

are 2 to 4 ti.cE the =din. vis tad -k (1964) applied

these findir-6.3 to Vie p'ctical PVblG of pIAMIWS wall 67 s-

teos Miy cancludod that the variation of yiold decresos at

the sacs lrithai rat* with depth for all rock typos. includ-

In graites @>tat, phyllitaq sdilsts >amp ote, qrjat2Lt

reenstono cad wota-rhyolite.

SyztwtiLC 1r-varyin3 inhowo57nolty is not considered a

factor in this paper, rather, the variable of depth io cvoided

when poosIble by clazlifyrg d3ta according to depth zones.

Yhriations in the perabiity that aris, whon difforent samples



ar* taken firo populationo of frectre, orientations 'nd ap 9

turs Cro.conilderod so ctllor'scale onhoaseneitti. t:W those

treated bv Davis and Turk, or altentively, aa Variations alon

a curf;ce of unitorm dopth belor the gtound surface . Sucs a'pp

Ling in *oneities mtst also be troated statiseilcaly; In facte

tho a5p1LLn probL: zhould be uderctood before systeawtie ari-

ations cre cczeacede

neo it i: wecognfted tht permerbility LS determined by

veues wzpsed fron distributtons of orientations and apert so

both in the fiold and in the udel, then there IJ hope of devis-

Lng rvftiomwl utilization of tho dependent propertieo. A given

va1uo *f r~ck cont ins c diacrte nmaber of plaw fluid can-

d ,tox-* but *ince ll rs:onable aperture wvlue are possible,

the anti" population ie continuous. Thus* pemaeabli* varies

contlnutzly clso, ond puping'-tosto. my be rweped a0 measure

of coabLm-tLonC of at c'tal conductors campled froo the entire

dictribution in junt the *y muployed In Chaptor S. Xnh5en-

eity 1Z: :sCM0d due only to thlo aamptin proce3s. ftthorzre,

ye c=a rcctad for the scnt thet joint density In the a ss ia

sufficiently constant that tho numbor of confttors In a vo lme

amplod ia the same a in y other UIze volbu.

If the abov ao-umptions lold, than the ckOmss offoras a

clue to the diztribution of frocture *portuaes. lb coo t',

Imtine tVt all fvcccttvs penetrated by a hole am perallel,

mid that prumpage indcez3 tlot? In all of them. Mo totat discbnrge

would bo tho coan diacdhvUo of individl, fractue s timer their

nuimbaw, PT. Zw wetted bore of c r onably-aied gIell is so-

aenticily = oquipotenticl, thuz, tho.diodharge is proportional

to the own cube of epartusz of zlt the ftactwc ton ft et a

time. =u.., c froquencyr plot of the discargoa of wnu eILGs or



tet-holes Is pzoportiozu'1 to the distribution of maen tubes of

apertures taken N at a time* If N Is kznotni then the aeant and

werianc* of the poront diotributioni of cubes can b* obtained by

the Central LL-%±t Thoorem. Unfortimeaely. it I.u lmpossiblo to

obtain tho diztribution of apertures,, b, fromt the cube root of

diodurz3ag. tot thoro is zno tmiquo ftstrilbvtion of b siv"n a

knowna di.-trilbutlinz of ditw\'rnos Qs where the two are rolatod by

Soca ftmctFan

1Tso Central LLdt Theorem! thatg opevnitoe to produce nor* 1

diwL~ti1.;tio=.: La the oodo1 (Ch1apter 5) aloo operates in natural

-roet mo'dl! to alve car norwL curves of 3maller and oabRller, dism

pes1an sc the ~aampl* iz'o incremoaaaa If eiposures reveal th~e

true J*int frequancy, t2bon pumnp'tost samples contain large mnm-

bars of cornductors, An c~varaga test 4Gction 4t the OrOVi1le dOM.

site was cbout 60 fact long tlhayer, 1962 * Table 6) and Inter-

ceeted about 150 Jointz, according to the 1.5, 1.i and 1.0

foot spe~a ropoattd by Lyona C19601p Table 2).* Yet the cuzv a

are rt~t nar?.-41 so the sa.3ixrptions mest be Incorret. EKither:

1) the ai~osiz Is actually small or,, 2) the populition of

aperturoz is so bilJily skew'ed that samples must be of huge size

to develop noiral diotwibustiono of means., It It can be estab-

lisbed that. th~e frequency of ziero apartuife ua st be Zero, than a

eumlat~ve distribution of aperturea (b), must be uilzwidal in

fo~o la th~ia ceze. one himdrod or arior elements, as at Oro-

villes coatntutao, Large siamplo, uJhose distribution of owans

would bs v=7 nosrly n=Ioril

-UEU uL &M-Aza
Study of IntergreflulA'r pore sizo,,distvxibutiona have led
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I197petro.lem enineers to the conclusion that as pore site ia rsser9

voir rocks tends to zero in the limit, their frequency mat van-

Lab (fattt t., personal commication, 1964). Published experi-

mental evidnc an this point is inconclusive, as indicated by

capillary pressure-imbLbition tests. If a minimtl pore size

exists in a porous material, there should be a definite limit to

the amount of mercury that can be imbibed against increasing

capillary pressure. A minimum pore size is indicated by data of

Ritter and Drake (194S), and Drake and Rlitter (1945) for diatom-

aceous earthg fritted glass, porcellain, porous iron and flint

quartz, but other materials, such as silica-alumina gel, actl-

vated alumina or clay, Fuller's earth, bauxite, and carbon all

showed continuous imbibition to at least ten thousand psi

(214 ). Continuous pore-size distributions to zero size are

implied by Ritter and Drake's data, especially in such cases

* (sitica gel) where the pressure-volue curve is linear. Foster's.

(1948) data, obtained from absorption Lsothermals for gels, are

not interpretable of minimum size. Data of Purcell (1949),

BurdLnet Gouzwy and Reicherte (1950), and Engelhardt (1960, pf.

87-123) on reservoir rocks (sandstones, limestones) indicate, at

* aost, a continuously decreasing pore volume, pore-si:. relation-

ship, suggesting a zaro asymptote in some size range beyond the

experimental limit. No capillary imbibition tests are known to

have been peformd on fractured material, nor is it feasible to

separate primary from secondary porosity in the microsizes (se.

Ritter and Drakd, 1945, for definitions). The Griffith (1921)

theory assumes a crack to have an elliptical crossesection ap-

preaching zero eccentricity (ratio of minor to major axes; see

also Perzyg 295O, p. 378). Some aspects of the theory have been

verified (hrkins antd Mern, 1961) but it ia difficult to check
I . . * t~~~~~~~~~~~~~



198the asUptiOn of * ronded, ellipetc crack exeuiity. Savage

and Hesegava (1964) aured vith an interfteroater a minion

aperture of 2 microns for cracks in glass. The practical diffiM <2

eultles of measuring the shape of crack extrmities in opaque

solids suggests that that part of the ariffitthehoy may nevtr

be confirmed. Observations of Griggs (1939) Brace (1963) and

others already discusseA indicate initial failure by a multitude

of cracks that coallesce to form a single dabrLJcover*d breakt

a furher Indication of a mini*wm aperture. Hodgson (1961) noted

that many parallel Joints of a systematic set deviate at their

extremities to abut against each other like wo cupped hands,

fingertips to palms, thus lacking fracture terminl.

n any ewent, the notion oi a distribution of apertues im-

plies a sampling proess, such as the cracks encountered atong a

straight line through the medium. The probability of encounter-

Ing an edge is vetr small. All things considered, it is concludS

*d that the likelihood of findw a sa f.acture apertue is nil.

Alternative 2) is therefore rejected in favor of the arguamt of

small sample size.

za ZamnAz aL tars Znrauislgd kz 2V=LLI1*&
In samples of equal drillole lenigth, L the number of con-

ductors, Ng nst be 1Jsson-distribute4 if the conductors are

randomuniform In spacial location and if the samples are vuq

am l compared to the size of the population. The appropriate-
.. ~'' - by .4 0...........................

'. of Cis'S w1iUs it illueted bthe toZ "lft

* FIGURE 6 2.HYGLOCATIONS-OF .

JOINTS GCROSSING A LINE, DISTRIBUTED
UN IFORMLY RAN OM. T z OO POIN-TS, )L 5/3.



[ dimensional plot of points, locating the intereectLon of a tint

and all plane conductors cutting S homogeneous volume of frac.

tur'ed mterial. for jointed rock, such a line mist nm essen-

tially parallel to the ground, or be an assembly of a number of

lines crossing a homogeneous layer of limited thickness. This

recognizes Turkts (1963) findings of systematic depth Inhomogen-

*ity and the comparability of pumping yields for all places and

formations at a given depth.

Let T be the total number of intersection points. in the

length V. A fracture occupies no appreciable part of the line,

so we can say that there is no crowding and the occurrence of

one has no effect on whether or not another occurs in an. small

samples Li of the population. If the total number of conductors

in V is T, then the average density 7 is TIV*. The sample, L, a

drllehole length, for instance, may be moved along (or around)

at wills including a different number of conductors, K, at various

locations. The probability that N conductors (points) occur in L

ls given by the binomial density (Hood and Graybill, 1963, p. 7t):

p) (N)v (I )/

Lit V and T become infinite while 7 V remains constant. The

binomial can be rewritten:

iC' . r(TfjC(T"2). .(T-N+ I) (jL)(I T

pCN) NJ~r( r) ( 67)( r

As T becomes infinite, this approaches

I'N) . is!(' '

.. .



the Poisson density. The expectation, or average number, t o0

'7e P(N) is increasingly skewed for 7L decreasang below 3,

whereas P(N) rapidly approaches normal above 5 (pNren, 1960, p.

246).

The observed skewness of pressure-test discharges can be

accounted for If the usual sample length, L, is such that the

expectation '?Ls small . It will be shon that if pump test

samples contain large numbers of conductors, distribution of

yield would always be normal.

Some of the possible combinations of aperture and number

distributions are tabulated here for clarity, with explanation

following:

Table 6-1

Distributions of Discharges Under Various Sample and Aperture
ConlditionSL

Conduits inD SaMj Dls gtrl 91 A22rtu g,&i
Constant Normal Skewed

LArge { Constant Constant Normal Normal
Numbers N, ormal Normal Normal Normal

Small Skewed Skewed Skewed Skewed
Numbers M eoisson Poisson Skewed Skewed

If the conduit density is high, sample volumes will either

contain conductors that vary in number from one to another, or

that have the sae number throughout. Nomal distribution ls

likely but not certain. Sample size could be Gam-distributed,

Beta; or any other, though the matter is immaterial. This is be-

cause large samples, however variable the number or aperture dls-

tribution, cannot produce the skewed discharge distributions,

having high zero frequencies, that are arparont from field test-

ing.
T



For illustration, lot us assume that the numbxr of co" 2oj

ductors intersected by drilleholos of the same tKngth piercing

the formation varies according to the Gaussian distributions if

all apertures are alike (constant) the discharge is distributed

according to the numbers. Ii

0Qac NO*

and if b3 is normat, so too is-the discharge. If b 3 La skewed

(Chi-square would do), then closure to normalcy requires larger

numbers, but the discharge vould never be like those observed.

The same may be said for large samples. of constant size, repro-

sented in th. upper tow of the table. Discharges would be con-

stant, normal, or appoaching normal if apertures are constant,

normal or skewed, respectively.

A22rturl Z lkl an Obeloid

If sample sizes are small, the homgeneity assumption leads

inevltibly to a Masson distribution of sample sizes. If aper-

tures are constant, the discharge distribution must also be

PoLsson. The salient feature of a Poisson distribution is that

it is defined by one parameter. The one parameter, A ', is o

both man and variance. The discharge plots, Plates 17 through

22, consistantly display a mean that is approximately equal to

the standard deviation, instead of the variance. Accordingly, if

numbers of conductors are Poisson-distributed, the apertures-

cubed must be either normal or skewed. It seem impossible to

follow this reasoing further, for the apertures-cubed may be

attributed to any one of many possible skewed distributions of

apertures, b: skewed normal, log normal, exponentlal, linear,

Beta, Gam, composite, etc. Distributions unbounded to the neg-

ative are impossible, thus eliminating normalcy. Truncated (at0)

or transposed forms (such as used in Chapter 5), are unltkely



because a fointe frequencc at PO is not expected. punction0

bouded In the large alsoi , including linear or Beta distribu-

tions, seas not to be represented in nature, whor extreme openmb

ings, like the grotto. At Castillon Dam (Chapter 3) are oeafs.

lonally reported. Sg-rMorCMl expdnential or GaXm (c >0) diew

tributions of aperturesecuW6, are mst likely, with log norwal-

cY favored umtil better information ts available because other

natural distributions follow this law (g"rin-size, intorgranu.

lar permeability).

Another vay of viewing the discharge distribution is as the

suam of distributions of many narrow classes of aperture each

taken small enough in range that le than one member, on the

average, appears in any sampleo. M total discharge Is

wherein each Nrls distributed as a Folsson with expectation

Such a sum of PoIssonts is also a Ioisson with expectation

(Parson, 1960, p. 406).

A must be small, *es, the sm vould be normally distributed.

Unfortunately, there is no known Vay of finding the that.

would describe the entire aperture distribution.

Description of real perture distributions, in Jointed rock

or other media, will depend, ultimately, upon dirct measure-

ment, perhaps downathe-hol-. The practical difficulties demand,

first, that other methods be *xhausted. It might be possible to

identify which ones are conductors, thereby fixing the mber

per length of hole. In Chapter 8, a method of determiing

is suggested. Then the aperture-cubed man and variance can'te

ascertained, for the Central Limit Theorem (Ibod and Graybill,

1963, pp. 149-152) states that the sample means of !fM distribu-

tion with finite variance r , and meanf are approximately



r ___1
I a 0distributed as noral vartates with variance *d /JR and man r

where X Le the sample size. Furthermore, the discharge skevness
K> requLres that the aperturescubes are even wre skewed. lood

representation of the distribution of apertures, and therefore
porosity could be obtained if the general shape vera known and
two parameters of e^ch cubed distribution were measured.

One Ls not amuch better off dealing vith some property of
fractured media that depends on lower powers of ajwrture, eLec.
trical conductivity, for instance. Ther are as matn possible
distributions of b that could give a certain sum, £b, as there
are giving a sum, 'E O

etmietion Z JhIM ASwMI~tU 2L a. P~AOM~enL &UIb211LtZL
In application to field problem, care aust be taken in

defining the geological limits of a joint population, for there
remains reason to doubt that fractured rock ln a gLven depth
range Is homogeneous across formztion boundaries, fault zones,
or other major structures. While the average joint density seems
unifornmthroughout most of a rock body, and Trk's (1963) data
suggested no dependence of fracture permeability on lithology,

tthe vicinity of a fault is often more highly fractured. The
ecotrd of water flows into the HaroLd D. Roberts Tunnel, Colorado
wabhlstroa and nobackg 1%962), Indieatedthat 90% of the total

ingress came from about 1% of the 23 mile bore length. In such a
cone, expect a normal distribution of pump-test discharges, while
in the country rock expect sked distributions, smply because
of the frequency contrast.

It the homogeneity assumption Le removed, the smAll-sample
!. reasoning is changed but little. Suppose joints are gregarious,

ctustering about fault zones or characteristically bunched for
some other reason. Compared to a homogeneous mediu, whose con-

I

e

P
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I ductors are distribuated throughout the space in a uiformly en0

dom moramr, expect nonimiform distributions to yield eve more

skewed distributions of sample size R than predicted by the

PMasson aw for a given average density o". As shown in TabLe

6-1, all aperture-cubed distributions, including constant, would

produce skvwed discharge distributions for small samples.

Plates 23 and 24 illustrate, by regrouping data from Plates

17 and 22, the changes in discharge distributions, first with

depth, and second with sample size as masred by test lengths.

Sorizontal rows of figtwes represent mid-dipth intervals cm-

sidered as statistically homogeneous volaus: 54 to 197 feet,

210 to 329 feet, and 334 to 448 feet at the 1roville da.aste.

2he left-hand or odd numbered figures represent pressure tost

discharges for short lengths betoen packets, and the right hand

figures for longer test lengths at the same depth.

As a test of the Issue (Ciapter 5) of the trend of permea-

biLUty with boundary dimensions or sample size, this data fals,

for in some cases the longer tests show greater man and median

permability, and in others smaller permeability. Tb Invstiate

this aspect more thoroughly, more extensiv data than available

should be employed, so that when one depth zone at a site Is

grouped according to length of test section, each group contains

m1erozus M ese.

Dispersion, xpressed either by stanard deviation as a per-

cezttage of the men, or the 84 to 16 perentile range, as a peru

centage of twice the median, decreases for the longer test lengths

(liuges 1, 2, 3, 4) in accordance with the predicted effect of

increased sample size (Capter 5). But when sample ses b me

TveY small at dePth, as opposed to large and constant, (such as

Ii

11



7r
used in the model for Plates I to is), the percentag* dispersion

does not necessarlly dcrase for onger toot Lenths (Plate 23,

> mFes 5,6) becaus the median or men tend o zeros

Pump test t from th Sprin k site ar s a

ly grouped in Plate 24. Dispersion decreases with increasing tout

lengths, in all depth ranges.

Concludguo from Prgglsr-test Data.

It is concluded that the distribution of apeftures in free-

tiw*d media, or porosity, for that matter, cannot be obtained

from permeability data alone. Ecept for direct measurement of

the elements of an aperture population, the only promising ap.

preach La to determine the nuiber of conductors. As will be

shown in Chapter 7, porosity can be estimated from the frequency

of fractures, together with permeability statistics. Pressure-

tests alone, as currently used, are inefficient for such uses

as grout take prediction. Grout take could even rise with fal-

ling permeability, so far as porosity governs it. Skwed dis-

charge curves constitute a statistical substantiation of an

oft-suspected property of jointed rock: the preponderance of

the joints visible at an exposure are closed at depth, or at

least, a small proportion have significance as hydraulic conduc-

tors.

b. substantiato the deductions from field pumping tests,

the computer model was employed to find out under what conditions

would the characteristic fLeld curves be reproduced. or this

pVpose, Subroutines Mt ER, PIEZO and PMPLT were added to the

program (Appendix A).

MWER has the purpose of selecting sample siz. at random

from pue-comuted tables of the Poisson dLsetribution. The ex-
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pecbtaon iL read in with the othe2 ixed 0acl e29

a new sample Ls called for, a random uniform atuber is senerated

as a probabilit level. NUMBER searches the table to find the

sample size Closest to that probability.

,IEZO duplicates the calculations described in Chapter 3,

for computing the steady discharge of a cylinder drill hole, or-

tented in a fixed direction (read in) in a Utuwaeed infinite

md|u having the directional permability Computed for the sam-

ple. Each of 49 computed discharges is stored, to correspond

with the 49 idopendent samplings of one or more given joint

aperture and orientation distributions.

Subroutine PIIWLT generates a cuwlative frequency plot of

the discharges in a manner analogous to the operation of FlMIL.

It also computes the man and standard deviatio of discharge,

making their absissas on ,the grepPh

When large or moderate sample siZes were used, all pumptest

distribution cums proved to be normal, as predicted. Ytgures

1, 2 and 3 of Plate 25 display one of the many trial solutions

obtained umder a variety of conditions. Zn this case the s-

lated drill hole lay psrallel to the central tendency of one dis-

persed set of conductors. The near-equalLty of the man and

median discharge, and the symmety of the cumulative cxve gen-

erated Indicate that if'a drill hole intercepti S or mwre con-

ductors of aW size' (and these apertures woer quite vaded), the

distribution of discharges vill be nearly normal.

When small samples are used, some of th samples have no -

ductors at all, msry would have one or twos and rarely would there

be as many as five. Figures 4,5 and 6 display a solution to a

two-set system of conductors. - Instead of one -bole three ortho-

.onal ones have beenarrnged Along predicted AveraSe principal
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210
a&s* just as on* vould proceed in desIgnia ansotroplo field

teseina. as per Qhapter 3. The etpectalon of joints on one

got ws made 0.5, the othet 1.0, totaling 1.5 per sa*ple. Atl

tbe discharge curye aL this case (FIaw* 6) are skewed, and the

statistical parameters shan on each plot same Ve1l with the

obsamtion from field data that the own and standard deviation

*?. of like, mvtude.

lotable confirmation of tho anisotropic pmp test methods

of Chapter 3 Ls that the test-hole followin the axis of least

peasablity (Xasymbols) gives the highest discharsge, sinc it

cuts aross the densest set of conductors. The bole along the

major prmeablity axis dscharges least bcause it, ties nearly

parallel vith both sets of condutors.

The ompater model has succeeded in predicting discharge

relationships sidlar to those in Plato 23 for aprtu distri-

butions that e aoml, trimcated normal, log normal, and ex-

ponentsa, vith a wide variety of parameters for each (see

chapter 7 for apert d~stributions)e * ni, two and three-set

Joint systems bave been studied.

Um pro pertis of fine fractures, microjoints oe fluid in-

clusions are n disclosed by permeability tests. Tht mchanical

Vroperties of roc aasses are probably influeced strongly by

such features, depending upon their ability to transmit pressure

anges. KlLs (1906) and Dte (1923) discussed rift and grain

ia aystallin. racks, and Identified such planes of fractur with

planes of microscopic fluid inclusions. Wise (1964) recognized

that the microjoLnts hi studied are also resurected pianos of

dicro ^c tflud inbusione.. ACpostion and PVT relationships
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of the fluids of either isolated priay inclusons, or p 2ns

of secondar onesp are discussed by Roodder (1962). Wis found

icroj oints in groiits IigmtitO, "Lose, schist, omphiboliet,

and basalt, but best developed in the inst massive rocks.

Their presence may be an important universal attribute of crystal.

Ilna rocks.

Wise believes that emo" Joints developed Later and Nsewi.

independentR (p. 196) of the microjoints. This sems umltkely

from Idgson's obserations (1962) that joint sots have no mutual

effect upon intersection, and from. wiss ovn findings: At a

given sito ther MAY be found a ideroJoint orientation not rep-

resented there in the con joints. The pweprosented' set

often appears as a comn Joint set nearby. The lack of a meas-

we or property of fine fractures to define a lover size limit to

coon Joints, or an upper limit to microjolnts, leaves room for

speculation thaticro oint. nd on joitsfluid inelusion)

p"s,~constitute a continuous, evolutionary spe.ss. The coaon

Joints may be opened mirojoints, which, in turn, are predeter.

mined by planes of fluid inclusions which formed-by cemetation

of earlier joint planes. Joints are probably transient conduc-

torn thoughout the geologic bhstory of a reck body, repeatedly

openng and reseasing during tectonic and quiescent periods.

Analysis of transient pressure tests may not give evidence

of he Datum of fin, interconnected fractures when larger ones

are present, bemuse a miwn& water table may mask *zW chdnges

that could take place with tim in a tuly infinite medium.

7hough th structure of water at crystal interfaces is Vic-'tully unhwwn (Irtin, 1960), it behaves as an imperfect solid

(Rosenquist, lecture. at ivpt5y.,of Cllforniaq Sept. 28, 190)

capable of creep by dAoc#t$pops,;he, etenathof wvter decreases



212 1avey from solid bou dari * absoering (influencing) up to 10
layers (53 1) distant fro silicate minerals. Thus, voter in
creeks opened loss than 100 I to largely hold wvter.

Continuous interonnocted fluid film in fine fractures
larger then 100 ut oe to hydraulic and physico-cheolcal
equiLbrium with near)' free ground water, if sufficient time
has elapsed during stady conditions. On the other hand unopen,
ed joLnts, recognized by entrapped fluid inclusions, cannOt "e0

flect the mobile hydraulic regime. Rodder (1962), says that
*it is easy to spot by composition, the care fluid inclusions
that have leaked. Different planes of inClusions often have
different, but uniform, fluid coposLtlon, evidence that they
formed at different times, and at different pressures.

Discrete inclusions and open fractures isolated by crystal-
lization ae known to contain fluids under high pressures, even
in thin sections. Roedder (1962) has verified 1000 psi pressure
in some containing C02 and brine, by observing the gas expansion
upon the release of pressure. Composftion and PVT relationships
can be determined by heatg or freeing fluid inclusions con-
taming two or three pbase, observing the changes under a
microscope. Residual fluid pressures result from geologic or
excavation unloading. Acase the solid bridges of a plane of
fluid inclusions, thero =at exist high tenalle stresses rur.
therre, when rock to strmined, the confined fluids must impose
stress concentrations influencing tho mechanical properties of
the rock under statLi exteror loading, blast impact or drilling
pressures. This promising line of research seems not to ha"
been exploited.

The mechanical influence of po" fluids cannot be discounted
for porvious cocU *Uqb as, madtones, for individual grains

I
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J
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&Cl stressed by Wntsined inclusions§. ffdraulftally closed

I : feactues eittending mce than a few Brain diametesr ar mlkely

in a sandstoin, but reh lIed frectwes, marked by planes of ln-

clusLons, constitute planes of weakness. ay this account for

Ir ruptures lhen Strain might othetvise be aeconz dated alon8

old" fractures?

lb pressure tests have been analysed from formations having

interaranular permeabiUty as voll as fracture permeability. In

QCapter 4, Lt was shown that intersranular permeability is super-

posable on frac p bLeilty. Therefore, in Jointed and.

stone* the cumlative dischatge curves should shift to the right

of the zero abscissa, but the skewed shape should resamble cures

Ifrom crystalline rcks.

I~~~~~~Q 21 < fggues

We cannot always forwcast which of the magy planar features

of a rock mass will prove to be hydraulic conductors. We must

drill, and weasure or pressure-test each joint to characterize

it. The sporadic appearance of seeps at an exposed face might

be accounted for by non-conductivity as well as capillarity.

Certain wathered, wet Joints can be identified definitely as

conductors, but uveathered, apparently tight Joints cannot be

called nonoconductors upon inspection alone. We only know that

the density of conductors In a volu is small compared to* the

density apparent at outcrops. Instead of one conductor per foot

or so, the evidece from pressure tests indicates an expectation

of one to five per 100 feet. For xample, at Orovillte, the spaec

ins of effective conductors may be 20, 40, or moer feet, instead

of inehes. Pump-tests of known sheaes, fracture cones and

schistose tones the" suggested to the geologists (Thayer, 1962,

p. 2) that the shears are the main:,onduittra and that only 10
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prcent of the perziability is contributed by Joints. 7he smul |

eSple statistics of paUp tests would be Consistent with zej<e.

tlion of essentially all joints at Oroville as conductors.

A eologist.should discriminate carefully the features obi

served on drill core: Walss a fracture changes the drill-water

circulation, shows staining, decomposition, transported fillings

or drusinoss, it is probably a machine-break of nO originl con-

sequence as a conductor. Por practical foundation investigations,

it is the directional and spacial statistics of the larger open-

ins that need attention, not the small openings.

It follows that we should look for a wholly different sodium
within the decompression zone surrounding an underground opening

than exists in the undisturbed rock mass. If the visible joints

are conductors, the decompression zone possesses relatively high

permeability. Consequently, low hydraulic gradients there favor

stability of the opening because the intergzanular stresses are

high. la n's observations (1958) indicate that the zone of

fracturing is 4 to.25 feet thick around mine vorkings, the extnt

depending upo the time elapsed since excaution and the depth

below the ground surface. atch (1958) measured a 4 to 10 foot

thickness of fractured wall rack under sbiiar conditions.in the

Vitwaterarand mines, It is notworthy that around shallow work.

ings, the joint systdo reflects the cock fabric, whereas around

deep workings, 'ringestress and 0stabbingO fractures CLeea(,

1958) develop more prominently, In rotation to the geometry of

the excavation. Permeability axes would tend to have constant

orientation around shallow workings, and radial sy try at depth.

If the couter model is given conductors distributed as th

observedoJoLnts, it should sJ vell for predicting permeability
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I axes in the decoupressed regions of high fracture density. For

similar Volwmese it may tail in uf dleitubed rock bemuse the

boundaries enous few significant conductors.

niue l1of PLate 26 shows the attitudes of easued joints

replotted from data collected at the OVOIALLe dansLte (ZI'=$

1960) and Figur 2 shows the axes of principal penmeabilties in.

terpreted from it by the writers methods. This is on estimate

of the directional character of rock ptripheral to underground

openings such as the power caver under constraction. Opare

those with Figure 3, describing the major conductors of the entire

foundation area (Calif. Dept. of Water Resources, 1963), a stereo

Vrphic plot of faults, shears, and schistose tones. Also on

this figure are the estimated permeability axes for the found.

tion as a whole, vwich may be used to analyte potential distribu-

tion in the rock between the reservoir and the vicinity of the

power cavern. Whereas the analysis of exposed joint orienta.

tions and observations of the apparnt spacings textur , contin-

uity and openness suggested that sets 2 and 3 are nearly eaLly

conductive (CApter 5) the analysis of the major shears throgh-

out the site shows that set 2 dominates., Sinctethese shears ac-

caumted for mat of the pup test diseharges set 2 at the out-

crop may likewise control the anisotropy around the openings. In%

tepcltng Fige 3 of Plate 26 as a single set with dispersion

K * 16' * leads to different altsotropy strongest on a plane

dipping steeply east, and about 1/7th a strong norml to that

plan. of isotropp.

The fractured rn induced by explosives and decompression

around unlined tunnels seem to be of similar permability in all

bard rocks, as suggested by the decy or absorption of water-

hainr (J. Sa& Owok., lecture at univopipoiOt 4 fornisA, 1(i

I

I
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S~FJ Rt~ d LM = Esatnee

Onm of the objective, of the model study was to estimate

the siz. of sample needed to define adequately the directions of

principal axes when only one sampe iof joints is obtainod. Plates

I to LS of Chapter 5 show wtaeceptable scatter of axes when 25

or fewer elents are in the 1del, and pcincipal permeablities

I are too dispersed to be considered acceptable approximations of

an equivalent contim If there are 1os8 than 50. If several

samples of Joint orientations are made, and axes are estimated

from each, the dispersion of axes will uarrow the field of un-

certaLnty. If the Joint system Ls hon8geneous one may as well

combine samplings into one sample of adequate size, say 100

Joints per set.

the major planar stuctre s at Oroville (Viur. 3 of Plate

.26) include about 20 shears from the vicinity of the power cavern

(Thayer, 1962). For assessin the anisotropy of the umdisturbed

rock between the reservoir and the cavern, it is better to assimil-

ate shears from the entire site izt& one sample characterizins a

toctonical.y box8eneou. medi (iSure 3)s than to rely on a

fe random shears nearby.

Orientation of drill boles fbr anisotropie pump-testin8

should als be based on adequte samples, otherwise on combined

sa8Bplins from the entire a*ea. Gsologict boundaries and differ-

ent joint system may Indicate that distinct areas should be

tested and analyzed Individually. In cases where an insufficient

sample size is viabb, the few major conductors should be

tested separately, and the boundary problem solved for those

specific conductors, neSlecting all minor features. omputer

programs such as the TUN (Warren, Dougherty, and Price, 1960)
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or others discussed by Scheck (1t 3), are aYeUlable foe solwing

ay coeplcuted boundary problem by relaxation and finit£e

diffpence equivalent of the diffusion or laplace eations.

Conductor planes within the boundartes representing specific

features, cen be built into such mdels. 'The Qoville power

ven site Ls a typical situation in erystalline rock vhOse

permeablliU is governed by a fw shears. As an alternative to

the statistical approach, solve for the potential distribution

alon8 much conduits, then apply thm as boundary conditions for

small-scale problem, lying wholly between major conductors.

The uInctpal axes and permeabilities of qck bodies between

major coductors would be determined from joint orientations and

pressure tests* Both parts of the solution would be t Impora

tant for design of drainage or rock ll stability. The No.

stage.method presupposes that major and minor conductors may be

distinguished early in the exploration. It recognizes that the

potential distribution and, thus, the flow, depends alist en-

tizely upon the largest conductors, but that the local potential

distribution, say in a tunnel wells depends also on the fine.

structure.,

An Wdefinite range of smallapertue fractures will undergo

prolonged transient adjustnt to the potential on the major

features. The oil films obsarted on shear surfaces in the Ai

Zalah field, Persat (Danielp 1954)9 indicate sJlovement in

manr fractures that contribute little to permeability.

Since the effective conductors in cystalline rock are in-

frequent, some randoaly-plaeed wells will often lack cocuica-

tion with the openings, so giving insignificant ield. A dry

well might be mads to produce by shooting or hydzofracing, as-

pecialay if the well Ls oriented parallel to the pdmiant
ts ma w i . * ^
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Joint set. Simitlarl, the difference betwmw wt ad dry' t=m.
astl In crystalline cock ties not Sn the pe iphercI conductivity,
but La continuty with preelnstir8 open Joints narbr.

In this Chpter, w ha used the notions Uined by mdelin
froctured media to MY to Ulderst:Od why permeabllLty of fractured
rock varLes' as it dots, and conversely, we have conveyed interpre-
tatLons from discharge data to the mdel for its £mpcVament.
Without more critical field .dat., We my not be able to learn
eh more. The measurment technique proposed in Chapter 2 should

yield further substantiation of anisotropy and the statistics of
its variations.

We have learned little about epertune distributions, and sust
poet that we cannoq do so without direct masurmentg which would
be difficult.

* n Chapter 4, the" was prsmted a possible determination of
porosity, asstuing all apertures ake. So to see if it La really
important to know the aperture distributions, Chapter 7 has been
written.

.

I
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* ' Chapter. 7

ZS`TJMTION OF POROSITY PM~ TER PEUMrBZLII AND

GoaThY OP FRAqrM= :DA

The need for a method of estimting the secondary porosity

of frectured permeable media is clear from the sny practical

problemsl depending on porosity. Porosity is roflected in stor.ge

capacity9 in density, neutron absorption, them), or electrical

conductivity elastcity, compressibility and strength* Civil

and paetrols engineers could employ knowI*dg* of freature porose

Lty in fluid displaceent probZes. There is interest in the

bulk volume Impregnated by a it volume of disp9l.3ng chmcal

grouts or in oil reservoir water floodinge Prediction of the

vector average particle Velocity of fluids mving in frecturd

media depends on a knowledge of porosity and the average macrom

scopic or continum velocity.

rac2Z r1iAL B=8LM

POrosity in fractured media depends upon the spatial fee-

quency of conductors, their orientations and the distribution

of their apertures Orientation Is the only readily accessible

variable, but it my be the least important. 5ho spatial fre-

quency yas found to be small and variable, as Indicated in 0hap-

ter 6 by analysis of pressure tests. ften If the oxact frequency

Ls k1wn In a 8iven case, potosity cannot be determined precisely

from permeability, because permeablity depends on the sm of

cubes of aperture and the same sm could be obtained frm any of

any possible distribution functions.

In this chapter we have studied the influence of three dif-.

ferent apertmwe distribution ftuctions, to see If by averSaing

the divergent porosity values computed frOM wy saplest an



a 1acceptable precsion can b. obtained.

In Cbapter 6, a significant property of frectured oedis .L
established pumping test discharge values can only be epleAned
if the spatial frequency of conductors La sall compared to fmt

quencies disclosed in natural or excavation ecposures. Some-
thing like one fracture in a hundred potential ones is effective

as a wter conductor in undisturbed rock. Fbr purposes such an

displAcement, it Le only the large openngs that mtter, while

total fracture porosity my have a Large inaccessible coiponent.

Pbr a 8iven psroebLity, a smalt naber of conactors leads to

Mach =Atler porosity than when marW occur, since discharge de-

pends an the third power of aperture. It will be easier to ide-
tity conductors in the field than it will be to devise methods

of measuwing their apertures, so it will be mre fruitful to
sur frequencies than apertures in future research.

2==UaA 2L 2 zLt R YXeu dS 6 n adbiomn
In Chapter 4 the" was presented a set of simultaneous aqua-

tions (4.28) to determine the permeability of fictitious sets of

parallel conductors having the sawe apertur. distributons as

the actual orientationdLspersed sets. The porosity due to the
parallel sets and thAt of the medium cut by dispesed sets can

be estimted on the assmnption that aLl apertures are equal. An

evaluatip of the errs introduced by the iformity assumption,
when apertes are actually distbuttqd facilitates translatidn

of permeability into poroslty.

An object of the computer model studies has been to find

1L out how important ts the fo= of the distribution function that

definers the apertures, when orientations and spatial frequencies
are kn. To attain this objective .porosity is computed in WO

ways for any given set of geometrical variables. The first ie by
i *~~~~~~
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smng the void spac pet unit olue as the aperturae and orm

lenctsLons na generated, so giving trn porosity. The s*end

method asums uniforuity, and wmputes an equivalent porosity

from the anisotropt pereablty detived from each specific

sample of the apeture and orientation distributions. Te trom

qmency of conductors in the vol DUSK is taken always to be

the specfifd Yoison expectation.

The results presented beloi indicate that quite aceptable

estimates of second&ar (fracture) porosity can be made from per-

mobility measures# provided that the average frsacte frequency

La volt known& According to equatlon(43V porosity depends on

the 0e of conductors In the volme, taken to the tbothirds

p"e.v
A method of fe1ld determination of the fr of effective

Joint nductbers 1s suggested in Qhapter 8.-but sin*e it ramins

tested, the importance of this parameter suagests that it be

given priority in further research on frtctured media. It has

been sgested that pre-exploretion SotIn8 be us d to mark eon-

ductors. Alternatively, one could use a statistical approach

(Chapter 8). a the walls of tumnels or drill holes, or on rew

coved cores, one may identify veathered, 'dry or opened free.

t a as conductor, as opposed to fresh fractures of relatively

unlikely conductivity.

in the models avecage joint fequency Ls specfied but each

sample has a different number for the sam volume., the mbers

satisfying a raisson distribution. When the averise r is

used to camp to porosity fzom permabilty (by the secod method),

large sampling errors are encoLutered in the porosity vwess

wfich are themselves, lbisesonmdistibuted. Deb of these porosity

mass ir cmpared to the actual porosity of the saple quan--.

a i

I

I i

i
I

I

I

I



Ites precisely awin by summing the apert , ms~ftfied y 2by
ther orientatio (by the'second method)* Subroutin EQ z,,

give ln Appendix A, computes the porosity from the Benerated

|anisotropic permeability and constants of the orientation dis-

tributions, then diceloses the ratio of courputed to actusl wVl
us. The aveage ratio is close to one*. The example below fol-

lows the development of equations(4-2)toC(4-3L somewati sLMWlp
tied by use of only two sets of conductors with orthogonal cen-

tval tendencies, o that only two simultaneous equations need be

Ec joint, set bas a Fisher's dispersion coefficient,

Xf a 20. Oe has a central tendency along

I C (., .7071,
A~~~~~~~

ad thel other

a ' IL j . m 99

Wth coefficients corresponding to dispersion f * 20 (Figure

4.7) are
Koo. c, rNv.,,EI* C, .

O16thin Lis kpn of the apertures or the =zaber of elements in-

coed in a sample, but it is assumed that average frequencies

bave been deduced by some mans for the medium as well as orien.
ationsw. The first set In this example has recipcocal specific

suwface of 2 mters, wbich amuts to a spacing of one conductor

each 224 centimters along the central tendency line. The second

set bas reciprocal specific surface of one meter, or one per 112

J centimeters along its central tendency.

-one of the candom samples of conductors from these sets pro-

duces principal permabiLUties, computed to be
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ka.
K k 2.63

K, w.946 X '9
Were these data obtained in the field, principal axes vould have

to be approximated froa the orientations of the entire joint

syste. Since the particular example Siven here is coputer

jenerated, the direction cosines of the axes are known.

The central tendencles =at be rotated to a ooordinate sysw

ter parallel to the principal axes, by applying the transform-

tion 6

-

O

I#t'

Wheo" a:Lj is

-e IqiZ of p i a

the Matrix of Crincp xss. 'Th tawotno tat

*45L -731 .A// .S

S;'' .88 .078 -7 S .8"5 .{68-.678~ .g6 roe j 4 6S

for the first and second sets, respectively. These Ares

= .a2 -. 20 .S3

4; - .370, -887,-.276,

Wo of the possible simleanu eqat:ions(4428)0ar:

Ka 2 [¢, V~c, -4Fa A' - I e

1~m.7Z XI#
-j

a - I
z 43 Z AI*

.
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Me &rfezge ape^tuwr is obtained by:

b. /o,' [,z., ./z(o$)3" Y = 009

,bt~~~~ ~ ' 3*Vl./{@§ oO6,
Porosity of a set Ls

where c la a correction for specific urface given in fLure 4.69

relating the parallel case to the dispersed Case.
9 - J. C O. LSo lll214J =0.oooo87

The totals permeabilty-equvatlent porosity,

emt. *ooo zt2

could not be ?erified if the permeability data wore obtained in

the fleld, but since evey conductor of the sample model bas

knowin aperture and orientation, a precise porosity is known, in

this caset

The iequivlent porosity is .544 of The true. Other sampLes

give a scattering of ratios, greater or less than unity.

braILIMLa n, aQ..2. Ina-Un L adA IgAI.naUMeJ ErZ3a r L

The porosity ratLos generated by the model provde an oppor-

tunity to investigate the importance of the various distribution

functions that are likely descriptions of joint aperture in reaL
7-1

rock. Ta b lele umisthe results of 39 cdet

studies of 49 samples each, employing absolute (or transposed)

mirI, log-normal and exponential distributions of aperturese
but with all other parameters constant, such as conductor ftr-

is oey ofd otenstapeon dLopdrsion t fh eampte iolcustesri bove

is one oa the oatplesi dhe distribution fenatlons csctibing ahe
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aperture populations sampled are displayed in Plates 27, 28 and

29. VJ rrn and Pric, (1961, p. 158) tabfulate propertle ot,

several other useful functions.

In the tables, the first column indicates the man of &per-

tures employed in the distributions, including .005, .025 and

.125 centimeters. Standard deviations were selected to Include a

rang* of 0.2 to 10 tims the mean. in this way, various degros

of skewnws (the third moment was not computed) were developed,

some with and some without appreciable nearozero frequencies.

Subroutine APER, found In Appendix A, generates the distributions.

The tnstposed normal distributions, of the type employed in

Chaptet 5 and plates I to 15 thereIn, are derived from Caughrmnts

(1963) generator of random normal deviates, RANDEV, (having mean

zero and standard deviation 1), modified by

where B Is the half aperture,

d'is the desired standard deviation, and

L is the desired mean. Absolute values are taken to Main-

tam positive apertures and to introduce skewness.

.Iag-normal distributions (Aithchison and Brwn, 1957) vere

formed from tho Caughcan random normal deviates by

14 (7) J-Yf W (RAND ) V)*

Exponential distributions employed a generator of random de-

viates, ,UNIMN, uniform between 0 and 1, modified by

Tables 8-1, 2 and 3 list, in column order, the mean and dil-

persion measures a , and do, as defined in the above quations),

then the principal permeebilities averaged from the 49 samples. 4

The true porosity is co~nputed from the actual apertures included

In all 49 samples. The next column reports equivalent porosity,
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computed in Subroutine POREQ* by the same method employed In

ZQPOR and in the illustrative *xampl given in this chapters

but empsoying the oega& permeabilities as a measure, and the

central tendencies of the two joint sets as predicted principal

axes. The tabulated ratios of equivalent to true porosity assess

the reliability of using average perebilitLes to predict the

true porosity.

Porosity computed from average permeabilities ranges from

0.7 to 1.0 times the true porosity averaged over all samples

from a normal distribution. The more skewed the aperture diso

tribution, the higher becomes the ratio of computed to true por-

oslty. This is because permeabilty depends on the cube, and

porosity on the first power of apertures and the mean of skewed

distributions increases faster for cubes when sample size in.

creases. Note in each table the progressive Incease of the ra-

tio, as dispersion of apertures and skewness increases from top

to bottom of column 8. The noral distribution is least sensi-

tive to such changes, suggesting that It porosity is computed

from average pcrmeabilities, and this distribution is proved to

represent jointed rock, then true porosity may be estimated by

e -. z C6 t4ul 4t h ^ 5 t k)

Porosity computed from average pormeabilities ranges from

.73 to 1.S times the true porosity when exponential aperture

distributions *re assumed. A correction factor of 1.05 may be

used to estimate true porosity.

Porosity computed from average permeabilities ranges from

.83 to 2.9 times the true porosity when log-normal aperture dls-

tributLons are assumed. The skewness is apparently more signlfl-

cant for this type than for the normal or exponential, and pre-

sumablys even greater errs r migt be made, f skewness exceeds
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Porosity estimation from a seroes of anLsotropie permabll-

Lty measurempta may be improved by calculating equivalent poros-

lty for each permeabilty measure, assuming a constant frecture

frequency even though it is known to vary from test to test. The

individual porosity mesures will be dispersed, but the average

of all porosity measures approaches the true porosity for the

medium an a whole, with errorp. of at most l0%. The next to last

column of the tables reports the average porosity as a ratio to

the trueo. The last colum shows the standard deviation of the

distribution of average porosity ratios, general about O.S.

R eLIII~i 1a~aL&~~k ~L foou Ea &Aur UsL atA . D

A porosity estimate is no better than the estimate of free-

ture frequency because C"Il9f fThis emphasizes the Lot

portance of determining, either for field or research problems,

which. fractures observed are conductors and which are not. Sup-

pose that a fractured rock is refcactured so that a new conductor

is formed, equal and parallel to every original one. Now halve

the apertures of all of them, so that porosity is as before. th-

der the same gradient the fractures will transmit L/8th their

original discharge. The pezu ability is thus 1/4 the original

value, while porosity is imchanged. The results of the model

-studies of permeabilityoporosity relationships suggest that the

exact form of the aperture distribution is not critical for these

purposes. The insensitivity of porosity measurements to aperture

distributions encourages investigation of more crucial properties

of fractured rock.

The above methods of computing porosity from perebility

data can, and should be. field-chocked. After predicting porosity

from pumping tests, seek confirmation by meds=1in5 Srout Lmpreg-
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nation The volume of ro"c impregnated out occupy an irregular

bulbou* region *rowrd an injection point. . Tme extent of grout

my b determined by seor.s of check holes. Only those conduce

tors which are hydraulically effective would be grout-filled.

AM9 chemical grout would b ideal for these ptwposes because it

has aqueous properties, while neat cetnt is a non-uniform fluid

sospen s)ion.

Porosity determination is but one of the possible applicam

tlons of the fractured-media model. Its role in defining permea-

bilLty leads to useful applications where the flow of fluids or

the hydroulic potential distribution Ls needed. Chapter 8 con-

talns a fewisuggeasted areas of interest, and some suggestions

regarding techniques of application.

ft.
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SUGGESTED APPLICATIOS TO FJY AND POTENTIAL ROBLEM

Numerous immediate or eventually feasible applications may

be anticipated, either as direct results of the theory and tech-

niques advanced in the preceeding chapters, or consequent to
I.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

logical sequels to this thesis.

The applications may be grouped into categories that are

geological, petroleum engineering, civil engineering or ground

water hydrologic in nature, with inevitable overlap of the cate-

gorLes.

Qgo PrgbLems
The orLsin of joints remains just as obscure as was the

origin of thrust faults prior to popularization of the notion

that pore fluid pressures can account for the low apparent slid-

In" resistance of rock on rock (Rubbert and Ruby, 1959). The

mechanics of rupture of materials contaiiing confined fluids

would be an even more significant contribution, not only because

of its implications for initial and rejuvenated Jointing, but for

static and dynamic breakage in materials engineering, excavation

stability, explosive or drilling technology. Dynamic aspects of

tectonic structures may also be clarified by analysis of fluid

potential distribution adjacent to initial failure surfaces.

Recognition that individual planar conduits may have anLso-

tropic properties by reason of textural lineation suggests applL-

cations to ore-finding. First of all, measurement of anisotropy

of individuals could discriminate faults from joints, or detect

the direction of slip on faults. If conduit anisotropy proves

significant, it Is a further variable (with orientations, spacing

and apertures), controlling the overall anisotropy of a fractured



Aisotropy of a fractured medium my facilitate reconstruc-

tlon of the history of ore Lmplacement from Mi8rating solutions,

thereby pointing to undlacovered ore. Similarly, modern ore-

forming structures that are potential producers of steam, brine

and mnetalLferous juvenile fluids would be amenable to analysis

of the fracture systems characteristic of domal structures (Wis-

ser, 1960). Indeed, the success of such brine well operations

may depend upon analysis to locate productive sites that will

promote flow of juvenile waters versus meteoric waters. Know-

ledge of the mechanics of the doming process by vertical tecton-

Lce and fluid pressure dtstrLbutLon would be a by-product of

singular Importance to economic geology.

Mine drainage is an important engineering problem in the

mineral industry. Analysis of boundary problems on the basis of

isotropy should be preceeded by testing for anLso tropic perea-

bility, leading to appropriate boundary transformations.

Grouting, blastLng and tunnel support technology, discussed

in later paragraphs, also have applications in mining.

The design of leaching projects to exploit low grade vein

deposits by Injection of water and withdrawal of solutions via

wells or tunnels may be improved by better knowledge of statis-

tical permeability properties of the open vein syseem. eachIng-

field design Is a boundary problem similar to that of mine draLn-

age. A rational prediction may.be made of flow paths and avail-

able surface area, and one might detects by pump-test methods

proposed in Chapter 2, features that diminish leachn efficiency

by channeling.

ftrole= EnLC1rna k2hmL

Petroleun exploration may be guided in a manner nalogous
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to or. exploration, by knowledge of the anlsotrop and porosity -

of fracturedmedLa servLng as conductors from source to reservoir,

and &s fracture permeability traps. .

Though directional drilling for measurement of principal

permeabilLtLes Ls not feasible at great depths, the theory ota

Chapter 2 may be modifled for short packer-tests conducted in the

bottoa of a vertical well as drilling progresses in fractured

rack, thereby permitting statistical analysis of data ordinarily

obscured by overall well behavior. Such tests were suggested by

P. A. Witherspoon (personal comumLeation, 1964). Tests should

be complilbented by study of the orientation and spacing of Joints

to estimate principal axecs. nowledge of reservoir anisotropy

would be valuable for ple.ning "eLl fields. Secondary porosity

estimates (Chapter 7), based on fracture permeability, would be

equally useful, to predict yield and optimz production rates.

uiowledge of reservoir anisotropy and porosity would contribute to

the design of secondary recovery schemes, Including water spread-

ing, and combustion drive. Now interest in fractured media Is

emerging fro= the application of ground water hydrology for as-

sessing the integrity of aquifers for underground gas storage pur-

poses ('CItherdpoong Pbeller and Donovan, 1962). Fractured cap

rocks will eventually be tested for permeability, possibly by

methods akin to those proposed here, aided by analysis of fracture

geometry.

Ground V.arjr LVX2golo =2blems

the importance of planar conductors in governing the hydrol-

ogy of a basin may not be limited to the crystalline basement

cocks, but may contribute also to the conductivity of unconsoLI-

dated basin sediments, where JoLnting is recognized (PLafkor,

1964) but so far not introduced into conventional aquifer analysis.
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Fracture permeability, modified by solution enlargement, is cor-

tainly dominant in carbonate formations. Underoseepag* through

basement rocks is usually neglected though recognized as a limi-

tation on calculations of basin-wide water balance, In negative

groundwater areas, underlain wholly by crystalline rocks and their

weathering products, fracture permeability determines well yield.
IpMOrtaolt fe'

The statistics of such media are well planning (Davis and Turk,

1964). Regional flow analysis is being employed tq predict the

distribution of radionuclides in ground water (Davis, 1963), mov-

ing peat atomic explosion sites. These often involve fractured

basement rocks of unknown anisotropy that c6uld be estimated by.

the methods proposed here. Tests may establish the frequency of

effective watot-bearing Joints, and determine which set is con-

ductive when more than one is present. Well hydraulics in a

discontinuous-anisotropic-nonhomogeneous jointed medium say be

improved upon consideration of the variables governinm anisotropy.

The importance of sample size (Chapter 6), and well orientation 2

(Chapter 2) with respect to principal axes (Chapter 5), may be

included in a statistical analysis of yield based on media trans-.

formed according to measured anisotropy. The well-pumping test

results of Lewis and Bugy (1964) showing drawdownatime curves

concave upward instead of downward, mre likely result from ver-

tLeal irhomoenetty of the rock than from the sampling statistics

treated here.

CLUErmne ?i ProblM

The assumption of isotropy customarily made in solving bound-

ary problems in foundation engineering can be avoided If principal

pormeabilitLes are determined and oriente4 in the manner suggested

in Chapter 2. Uhereas the anisotropy of fractured rock may be

weak, as would be the case for three neat-orthogonal and near-



equal sets, other uttuations may proye highly anisotropic.

Such La the case of the apparent dominance of a single dLs-i.

persed set of faults cutting the Oroville Dam foundation (Figure

3 of Plate 26).. Apparent permeability measured in unorienteod

drill-holes in this medium is considerably in error because the

E-W principal permeability is about 1/7 the other two. Further-

more, the distribution of fluid potentials obtained by the de-

signers using an isotropic eleetrical analogue could be obtained

more precisely after trensformation. A Meural-scale model was

used, with contours on the reservoir bottom as one boumdary and

underground openings as the other, submerged in a tank of electro-

lyte. Drainage holes in great numbers and of similar length have

been desi3ned to perforate the wall-rocks around the power cavern.

It can be ceen, without graphic proof, that the transformed mad-

Lum expanded S..W by a factor of f, will have the approximately

circular cylindrical opening of the machine hall expanded td an

elliptic cylinder, with flow lines concentrated at the east and

west walls and cquIpotentials crowded to these walls. Retrans-

forced to the natural scale, the anisotropic flow net, no longer

equidinmensional nor orthogonal, would retain hlih gradients to-

wards the walls. Only by elongating the lateral drain-holes

may V5?e-preesure distribution be made radially symmetrical. to

the opening. Longer horizontal drains than vertical would im-

prov, the stability of the excavation.

Similar analysis of anisotropic permeability can be used in

other potential distribution problems in hydro-onsineering, in-

eluding prediction of uplift distribution ?eneath masonary dams,

and pressure distribution around penstocks or power caverns. Im-

perfect correlation between prediction and observatLon.would re-

fleet the random variations in periability ariLsng because the
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scale of the problem, the bose of the darn for instanc*, a be

only a few times the average conductor spacing. This condition

of least predictability is unfortunately the condition moat crite

Lcal for design, leading to the highest and most erratic pres-

sures (TerzaghL, 1929).

The portions of unlined tunnels most sensitive to rack prop.

ertLes are those with shallow cover, as in the approaches to por-

tals. Leakage and landsliding are the hazards. Prtal areas

where investment is concentrated (penstocks, powerhouse), are

usually protected by steel linings. A more rational approach to

potential distribution in these areas, made possible through 1t-

proved exploration, ;esting and analysis, but no more costly than

currently employed, would lead to safer, more economical itstal-

lations.

Predictions of flow btweon complicated boundaries of aniso-

tropic .edia smust ordinarily be based on the potential distribu-

tion, l.e. the flow net. Thus, the tnstformaton methods dis-

cussed in Chapter 1 can be advantageously applied to the predic-

tion of foundation leakage under dams or through reservoir rims,

or to estimate water loss or water rake to tunnels. The storage

of fluids in subterranean caverns poses analogous proble in leak-

age evaluation.

; Underground disposal of liquid wastes, be they industrial

chemical vsastes, atomic rfinery wastes, or undesirable fractions

from geothermal wells, my gain importance as fractured media

become better understood. Directional permeability and porosity

are the most significant properties needed to design "injection

well systems and to predict displacement in an aquifer. The en- <

tire subject of dispersion of solutes in fractured media warrants

study.



tnstient pressures, not troetid in thlf thesis an often

very Lmportant in engineering as well as other felds. Anlsotropy

plays a significant role at all times of flow, such as during

pressure tests. The subject needs more research, along lines

pursued by Goodman, et. al.(964).

The loading of foundatLon rocks durlng the construction of a

dam ls a transient condition if the foundation permeability is so

low that a series of steady-state conditions do not exist. Such

may have been the case of the Waco, Texas dar failure, a founda-

tion slide in shale (R. Bean, Lecture at University of California,

June 26, 1963), where LOO% excess pore pressure, in other words,

full construction load, had developed in underlying shale. Though

other explanations have been advanced to explain the failure,

strong anisotropy in the horizontal beds Could also have contribu-

ted. The expectable high lateral permeability compared to the

vertical permeability would lead to low lateral gradients, extend-

ing the high pore pressures over a large slideesurface area.

more rapid pressure transient is water-haimer in pressure

tunnels. Water-hawmer has never caused rock falls, even though

rapid declining pressure .st result in tunnelward gradients in

the walls. A marked incease in fracture permeability in the

disturbed decompression zone around the opening may be the factor

providing safety by minimizing gradients.

Gas flow in preexisting and induced fractures around explo-

sives detonated in rock constitute more complex hydraulic pheno-

mna than considered here, but involve the same media. Appleby's

(1940) observations that dynamited faces have thea.same fracture

patterns as natural faces lends strength to the notion that aniso-

tropy estimated from orientations and pump tests can also indieate

the anisotropy in the field of sas expansion near a tunnel or

I
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qurry face. It follows that more efficient orientations of shot

holes, or more effective spacings or patterns might .be devised.

The influence of jointing modifying the radiaL syriletry-af an

underground nuclear detonation might be analyzed as veol.

The anisotropy of mechanical properties of fractured ixedia

nay be shomn ultimately to be correlative with anisotropy of fluid

conductivity. Take, for instance, the possibility that a rough

fracture, such as a tension Joint, has high permeability compared
Is

to smooth shear joints* while its shear strengthAclearly in the

inverse. Developed into a working theory of rock strenSth,pres-

sue testing could sev as a tool to explore the directLonal

strength properties of rock slopes or dam abutments. Pressure po-

tential is also an important factor in the analysis of the sta-

bilLty of slopes cut in fractured rock.

Foundation aroutlns is a subject that stands to improve by

application of the proposed methods of testinag, and by analysis

of anisotropy and porosity. Current practices are largely am

pirLcal. The plight of the art is well voiced in discussions of

delello's (1960) pcper and by similar complaints (Lambe, 1957):

"It is seldom on any grouting job that one can obtain suf-
ficient information on the soil or rock conditions involved to
assure that the aroutlng work will be successful. In rock grout-
ing, for example, it is aLinst Impossible to know In advance the
degree of continuity between voids and cracks, even if these
voids and cracks were originally found by core drilling at the
site or by observatlons of seepage.,

An easy answer to all rock grouting problems is not to be

found in this thesis, but rather, a seemingly arduous scheme of

measurement and calculation leading to answers that have only

statistical validity. But variability is the well-demnstrated

characteristic of the medium, and any rational approach to defLnl-

tLon of the means and variations of the properties is more promLs-

ing than refined empirical techniques (e.g. Grant, 1964 ).



a ARIt a, that the design of a grout ctwtain may take two

alternative courses, the first more practical, the second mre

elegant: 1* If th. scale of fracture spAng Le on the order
of a fractLon.of the curtain depth or dimensions of a dam, then
samples condu'tors cutting a grout hole wllt include such a nimber

lot "'that the rock may be replaced byequLvalent continuous anisotropic
medium. In this case, design should assume impregnation of alL
openLngs in ceretan volumes around each drill hole. Alternatlvely, 4.

if conductors are sparse, then exploration should define the lo-
cation, contlndty and aperture of each plane, with grouting de-
signed to seal LndividuaL openings to form a water-barrler byL
compartmentation of the foundation, rather than b' impregnation
of a massive curtain.

In practice, it wiLl be care that a suitably-located, fully-
connected Virginia fence of open conduits can be designed with
confidence. If effective conductors are so widely spaced that

the volume of influence around a drill hole contains fewer than
one open conduit per S feets then no alternative exists but to
use the propoked statistical approach to impregnation grouting,
even thouah the sample s~z is inadequate to assure reasonable
confidence in the statistical measures.

Research on grouting should approach the simplest situation
firstibiashuaing immisclble displacement of water by AI-9 Cheml-
cal Grout (.2 centipoises). Mlscible displaeenrat in anLsotro-
pic fractured media is apparently a dispersion poblem entailing
tensor relationships between the potential gradient and the move-

- ment of a diffuse front. fie complications of unsaturated flow
above the water-table, and the non-howgeneouS fluid properties
of cent grout in sturated and non-saturated mdia may be
treated subsequently.
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A more optimistic aspect of rock grouting is the implicatlon

of a favorable mobility ratio for grout in vater, ixleift the dee

vslopment of viscous finserLn&.in single fractures if not the 840

gregate system of fractures. Unlike injection into sand, however,

there is a decided tendency for the majority of the grout to con-

fine its travels to one or more major openings. Suppose, for ex-

ample, that two parallel fractures are Srouted at once through a

drill-hole crossing theon, and that one has twice the aperture of

the other. The large one will convey 8 times the discharge of

the smwller, filling It to twice the radius. In general, the

radii to frontal positions under equal gradients will be nearly

proportional to tho apertures (in consequence of equation 4-6).

If individual planar conduits are pressure-tested by isolating

them wit'a packers, the areal distribution of individual grout

fiillnas may be estimited. Unifority of aperture over the area

of a single fracturo should be studied. Such relationships for

a few prominent planar conduits in a foundation would serve as

the ba#ls for design of a grout hole pattern for a compartments-

tion curtain.

In the usual situation, nurous conductors of unknown char-

acter are encountered in a hole, and pressure test discharges re-

flect their variable apertures and niubers. Mss impregnation

groutiri should then be the objective, for which effective poros-

lty is the salient varlable needed to plan hole spacings, injec-

tion volumes and gellation time.

Average fracture frequency mtt be know to estimate porosity.

from nmrous permeability measures by the methods outlined in

Chapter 7. Tb determine the frequency, a method suggested is to

progressively shorten the separation between packers until a fair

proportion of the pressure tests yield no flow. According to the
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reasoning developed in Chapter 6 for non-aggregatLng Joints, the

distribution of small numbers of fractures in the uniform test

lengths occupying many positions down- the hole, should 'be Pisson.

One need only consult a table of the Poisson distribution (Crow

and Gardner, 1959, or abbreviated tables In any good text) to

ascertain the expectation giving a frequency of tzro measures

equal to the *13csvred proportion of no-flow tests. For examples

if 14% of a series of 10-foot-long pressure tests give no dis-

charge, the mean number or expectatLon of co&ductors is 2.0 in

ten feet. This would be the total expectation for all sets inter-

sected by tho hole, and nothing can substitute for bore-hole

photography, television, or at least core inspection to apportion

the total frequency to the individual sets.

iaht portable pressure-testLng equipment should be devised

for operation by a lone geologist without tying up a drill rzi,

for such extensive testing as here proposed as routine will never

be attractive at the cost of idl,-time for conventional drillin&

iri~s.

Average porosities of the joint sets, computed as indicated

in Chapter 7, may then be utilized for estimating the rock volume

grouted per unit volume of chemical grout. (not cement).

The shape of a displacement front around a point source,

idealized as sharp rather than diffuse, would be a sphere 4n an

Lsotropic mediuma. n Chapter 1, lt was indicated that an aniso-

tropic edLum may be transformed to isotropie. The true front

position La found by retransform.Lng after ascertaining the iso-

tropic configuration. Thus, the front forms ft ellipsoid of

semi-axes:

The volume of rock impregnated is found fromt
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V.O1. t _ 4,

where R2 is the btermediate axis of the ellipsoidal front.

Qg - -o+( ,

.~ ~ S 3

R (-ar) R

Fquations (3-1) define the shape of abulb of grouted rock, in

terms of its semi-axes along the principal directions, based on

the prestption that the front maintains its smothness an though

all conduits had the same aperture, In actuality, the ellipsoid-

*1 bulb cannot be realized as it Is in sand, because the number

of conductors does not form an adequate statistical sample as do

the numerous intergran'ular pores of a sediment. Rather, some

large openlnzs will be fiUed to several times the computed

radius, while smaller ones will ressin water-filled, but possibly

Isolatod by -routed openings. The shape of any given displace-

ment body is a rando-dimensioned figure that ua can define only

in average terms. The conduits that extend beyond the design

front will, in some cases, truncate paths of ground-water move-

ment not otherwise Intersepted, but the unsealed finer openings

may leave otbar paths uninterrupted. It is suggested that 2 to 4

times the calculated Sout volu be pumped In order to attain

radiL of 1.25 to 1.6 times the half -spacing between drill holes.

Unlimited improvisation is possible when anisotropy is

properly determined. IIMre efficient cut-off can be provided if

it is knon which joints are effective as conductorse ror example,
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the Oraville system of three sets would conventionally be troated

with vrtical grout holes. Yet the evidence on Plate 26 suageses

that set 2 is mest significant. Since its ambers are near-

vertical and trend upend-down-stream, it La likely thae MP

conduits rill be missed by vertical holes. The mst efficient or-

ieneation of holes would be inelined about 4S° towards the vest.

Longer inclined holes would be required to attain design depth,

but probably a lesser footage would suffice* In other cirem-

stances, inclined c ertains or novel patterns or 4llgnwncs may

be devised in accordance with the detemined anisotropy, analysed

by transformed models.

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .

I-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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There is a clear need for, and advantage in pursuing fura

thdr this inquiry into the permeable properties of fractyznd

media. Chanaos In the theory presented are expected upon re-

finoment of.the assumptions.

It is concluded that: .

t. The laminar discharge of parallel-plate openings is propor-

tional to tho cube of aperture.

2* When routhnoss height exoeeds the aperture, hiaher apparent

friction -mst result from Increased fluid-particle path lengths

and decreased apertures betveen crystal faces inclined to the

fracture nlane.

3. Individura1 fine fractures are expected to havo directional`

permeability, because surface textures reflect foliation of

rock fabric.

4. The enizotropic porrieability of intersecting aggregates of

fine, rou3h fractures msust differ from that computed as though

the fractures terQ parallel plates.

5. When a mediuw contains both coarse and fine openings, it is

only tho cerse ones that influence anisotropy because of the

dischargs, a.erture.cubed relationshio.

6. If there is flow on each of two (or Moro) intersecting paral-

lel-plate openings, there, is a unique field gradient of hydraulic

conductivlty generally not lyins in either plane, whose projec-

tionmon the planes cause the f£low there and in the pores of an

intergranular-conducting mediin lyins between the fractures.

7. One mey sumt the discharge components of intersecting frac-

turos An.1 tCO soli< MediL.

S. The dL'c:Arae of % s"Lxe par:llel-plate opening can be ex-

pressed .. 3 Aa oyixtric second-rPnk tensor, and if the conduit is



itself anisotropic, the tensor has two sylreetrLc components.

9. The diocharge Of any aggrogate of intersecting parallel-

plate openings La a symmetric second-rank-tensor.

10. A medim cut by parallel fractures has infinite anisotropy.

The permobllty parallel to the conductors is proportional to

the avereae of tubes of apertures and inversely to the evorage

spaeCLtm bet:Pyoen conductors.

11. Specific surface serves to define the spacing of plane con;,

ductors dispersed in orientation.

12. The petr-ability of a dispersed set of plane conduits is a

symnetric second-rank tensor, the contributing terms from each

individual conduit wolghted accordin. to the inverse cosine of

its Lnclinati'n from the average direction.

1. If sovaeral sets of dispersed conductors exist, the frequency
J ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tsof each must be weiahted accordinc to tbd specific surface and

orientation dispersion.

14. The tonsor-permeability of jointed, Sranular-porous media

may be obtcLned by superposition of components due to the free-

eures and due to the permeable solids; I.e. prifry and secondary

permeability Le cumulative if expressed tensorially.

The assumption that each parallel plate conduit is uniform

over its.LnfLnite extent is obviously incorrect for real fractured

media, and an assessment of the importance of discontinuties and

aerial uniformity is needed. Models could be built to assess

the influence of extent-to-spacing ratios, or to model fractures

that "lens out." Conceivably a distritAition of apertures1 from

one member to another, also may resemble a distribution of 4per-

turJ over a siigle fracture area.

On the assumption of infinite unifornity it Le found that:

1) The anisotropy of a single dispersed set his the symmetry of

enoblate spheroid, flattening as fracture alignment Lmproveg,



and with a plane of isotropy parallol to tho averago 0onducor

plane.

2) Two orthogonal sets of equal properties develop anisotrop'

vith the syr8etry of a prolate spheroid, with a maximum parallel

to their lntersection having twice the permeability on an isotro-

pie pLane normal to both sets.

3) Thre. equal, orthogonal sets form an isotropic medil.t

4) Three unique principal axes occur in all cases of lower

conduLt-orientation symmetry, with the maximum along the most

frequent direction of intersections, the least tending to lie '

normal to the set of greatost conductivity.

5) The principal axes of any arbitrary system of conductors can

be approximated from inspection of a storeonet plot of normals.

Field pressure-test data cannot define the distribution of

fracture apertures at any given site, but other lines of roason-

ing sugaes? that they must be skewed in shape. Direct aperture

measureisnts, insitu, may be required eventually. The field data

does indicate that:

1) The frequency of effective hydraulic conductors in undls-

turbed rock is much smaller than exposures of JoLntLnS would in-

dicate, perhaps by a factor of 100.

2) The numbers of conductors per drill-hole lenath is distribu-

ted as a [oisson.

3) The expectation of the Polsson distribution at a site can be

estimated from the proportion of zero-discharge pressure tests.

Current field practice does not produce measures of prmn-

cipal permoabilitLes, so a method has been devised, based an the

finding that:

1) The dL3charge of a lona cylmInrLea1 cavity is largely depen-

dent upon the geomeic mean of pormeabilities normtl to the I
I



ft 51cylinder axis.

2) The three principal pur.oeabildties cAn bf o'Ietueod r'.i an.

parent, "erXnoebLLLties obtained by pressure testLnS three ortho-

|onal drill-hoLes followlng prLncirlal axes.

While porosity wovld appear to be Liedotermite if apertures

cannot be assessed$ an appxiLwation asawain; 211 apertures

alike can be made from knowledae of measured principal permea-

iblitiec, frequencies and the dispersion of ceLentations. The

wdel studies show that:

I) If porosity is calculated from . ct measure of princilal

permeabilitLee, the averate is withUn 1O percent of the truw

porosity.

2) If porosity is computed from single values of princi-l

per.aeabilLties averaged fro:m all measUe, the error wty be as

much asIBO percent.

The properties of frectured medic, and perhaps intergrrinu-

tar porous media as well, &re more co'apLet*el defined by, nrrwrr

ous tests oZ smell voLues, With tattistical evaluation of re-

sults, than by single large-evolue tests that everase and con-

coal the variations.

i ,~~~~~~~~~
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DanAPPENDIX A

COM4PUTER PROGRAM

P *, m ud L= gQinagltn Studies, Chao t

The folloring program mdels media, contailing infinite, umi-

form isotropic conductors in one to five diapersed sets having

different, or equal aperture distributions, but constant sample

size for each set. Some further co entVon the operation and

results obtained by this program are contained in Chapters 4 and

5.

The following description of operations, together with com-

ment statemonts in the several subroutines, explains the principal

features of the program. FAIN reads the basic input data cards

definLng the (01) Joint sets, and for each set, the number of ele-

ments, M (t;), the three direction cosines specifying the orienta-

tLon of the central tendency CTI (Nt), CT2 (K), CT3 (N), the or-

Lentation dispersion coeffecient, AX (U;), two parameters defin-

ing the aperture frequency distribution, STD '(N), CEMTEN (H), and,

lastly, the joint frequency is given b the sample dimension

DELTA.

When c-l parameters of the joint sets are in storage, MtIN

executes a 49-cycle loop, L, transferring to subroutine CNTROL,

which coaputec and stores the permeability tensor. CNTROL calls

two other brief subroutines, VECTOR and APER, described later,

which furnish a pair of random orientations and aperture values

to describe a conductor. CNTROL computes 9 tensor elements from

theme as well ts the median, mode, and the arithmetic, geometric

and harmonic means of the aperture distribution generated for

each set. As many as S sets may each have up to 500 joints.

CNTROL also furni3hes a check on the orientation distribution by

computing the vector stregSth, (Pincus, 1953) a measure of dis-



270
person somotimes employed in geolosical statistics and relat-

able, by Fiaur 5.0, to nsheras vector dispersion coefficient

Once CtTROL has obtained all the required npmbers of a uins1

joint set and has computed and added the tensor contributions of

all conductors of the set, it repeats the procedure for other

Joint sets, each with distinct orientation and aperture dispersion

parameterse 8efore transferring results to OUTPUT, CWTOL divides

the summary tonsor by DELTA, weighting the tonsor according to

the dimensions of the volume that would contain the sample. Us-

Ing DELTA the same for all sets requires that the number of ele-

Ments of each set be proportioned according to its specific sur-

face and orientation dispersions, as described in Chapter 4.

OUTPUT utilizes Merwin's (1959) subprogram MI 1D13 for matrlc

diaSonalil2ation. TVo resulting 3 x 3 matrices are stored, one,

the diaaonal Atrix of eigenvalues, (the prLncl~pal permoabilities)

the other, the ;werix of eigenvectors, (the principal axes). The

ratio of minam to iiaximum elsenvalues TIMQ ts stored to record

the maximtx anisotropy.

When all 49 Independent solutions have been obtained and

stored, :ktx calls, In order, STEREO and FREQPLs subroutines de-

signed to canerate point coordinates for the Cal-Camp Plotter,

which draws finished ink graphs with frames, scales, labels and

captions.

Subroutine STEREO displays the principal axes of all solu-

tions on an 18 =., upper hemisphere, conformal stereosraphic

projection. Details of the seometry 4nd techniques of stereo-

graphic projection of vectors may be found in Donn (1958), or

Goodman (1963). A circle with 10-degree ticks frames the plot.

Geoaraphic cardinals, two lines of caption, built in, and one

Uine of caption, read in, are lettered before data plotting
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Each solutLon furnishes 3 orthogonal vctors, identified by

7' diamnds* circles, and crosses for the axes of MAxim, inter-

mediate and minird perability, respectively. The simple trlgo

nomeery converting direction cosines to x-y coordinates Lo in

statements 22 to 13 of STEREO. Should lower hemisphere plots be

desired, chance the signs of components by reordering the trans-

fers in the 1? statement proceedlng statement 12.

Subroutine FREQPL displays the cuulative distribution of

cLgenvalues, the same diamonds, circles, and crosses applying to

the major, intermediate, and minor directional permeabilities of

Ich solution. Similarly, maximum anisotropies are displayed

with dots. To plot cumulatively, the 49 values of each variable

are organized in ascending order of magnitude. The ordinate has

the probability scale of cuuleative percent, whose plot eoordin-

1> ates are read into the program at the beginning of HUP. The

abcisse varies from plot to plot, different scales selected to

spread over most of the graph the range from least minor permea-

bliLty to greatest major permeability. Integral scale factors

are used to retain the usefulness of the O.l-lAch scale marks.

Printed computer output permits subsequent manual labelling of

the abeissa.

I-.

L
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c MAIN CONTAOL PROG~AAM9 O.T. SNUW, DEPT. MINERAL rECH4IaLOGY
CCMPUTArION OF OIAECT104~AL PEeKMEAflILITY WITH DIFFERFNT SETS OF
CCNOUCIIN6 JOINTS HAVING DISTRIBUTED APERrUqFS ANIJ oRJEWIATIONS. FIFTY
-CCNSECUtJTVE RAN~OOP SAMPLES OF THE DATA GIVE THE DISTRIBUTION OF AlSwERS.
CCNTIAUOU3 CHANGE UP THE SAMPLE SIZE IS UStD TO EVALUArE rHE
ccNTI4uUM-E,3UIVALENr VO2LUME UF ROCIC. ALL AESULrS. ARF PLOTTED.
CCMPUTED SMALL-ELEM4ENT FENSORS STORED FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSIO'4 IN LARGER

DIMENSION mTorIslQI3.3,5QJCTI(5I ,CT2(S)CT3I51,AKISlbSTD(I5,

2Xt3) ,lQ13),LI 1,3) .UUI3. 3. 531'AA(II) ,BBSr CC 110) .001 12)tF11
JGGI1Z),TINSCtSC),V14),W(81,WWIZ).DDO(12)sEEI2IYF115),YV(49),
4VAVBI1,5)SOsU'4COSIs),CfSSUMI5,5jlI
COMMON~ DCLTA,4,CT1 tCT2,CT3SAK.ST0,CcNTEILsPQAI3,MTf)rEACH,
INHHUUUAA,93.CCPCDFFGG, TINSQVWWwWO00D.NMAXEEYPYV*VAVt,
2SUMCQS ,CUSSLM
CALL FTMUPTI293276?9606)
REWIND 6

CCORDINArEs OF PRCBABILITY SCALq READ ON.
REAL) 666,YPII),YF12) ,YFI3),YF14) ,YFI5),YFI6),YFI?) ,YF(8)

660 FORM4AM(F9.3)
READ 661,YVI1),YVV2) ,YVI3),YV(4),YVtb1 ,YV16),YV(7I
REAO 661.YV(83,YVV9IYVIIO),YVI1Ih~YV(12),YV(131,YV114)
READ 66lYVII5).YV(16),YV( 17),YV(1O),YV( 19),YVI2U) .YVI21)

- READ 66l.YVtZ23,YV123),YV(241.YVI25),YV(26) ,YVI27IYVI28)
REALD 66lYVl29).YVI30O).YI(31 ),YV(32),YV(33),YVI14),YV(351
READ 661,YV1363.YVI 373 ,YVIJS).YV(39),YVI4uIYVI41IYV(4a1
READ 66l.YV1433.YV144),YV145)PYV(461,YVI47) ,YV(48) ,YV1493

661 FORt4AT17FIO.5)
CLEAR CUMULATING PARAMEmEs.

201 00 210 421.5
210 AfoT (N)SIC

NSO
DO 292 L=I,53
CO ZC.2 1.1.3
00 ZC2 JaIP3

202 QI1,JsL)sC.4
00 292 lzsI,5
COSSU'4NIL )~').

292 VAV4,3Lja0.L.
606 N*N.!

READ 652,l14N),CTlII-')CT21N),CT3tN),AKIN),STD14),CE~4TENIN),DELTA
PRIN'T 672,N( 13 ,CTI IN) .CT2ZINI ,CT31N) ,AKIN) ,STOIN) ,CENTLN(N) ,~tLTA

652 FORN4Ar113,FI2.8,2F13;.S.FS.2.3FI0.5I
672 FORMATI15v3FZo.6,F5*2o3F15*5)

MTOTl3Is4)zTOTIl4)*M'INl
IFII-IIINRJ 606PI61*a

SNMAX*Ca4-1
PRI4T 68O.'U'AXI4TOT(l.9VAV8Il~l)

680 FORMATI211O. F2'a.53
00 205 LaIP50
LaL
CALL CNTRM~

Z215 CONTtlUE
CALL STEREO
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CALL FREQPL
NuO.
GO TO 606

161 IF(OELTAI 2Cle2%'Ill62
162 CALL 4O00fl

EROFILE 6
ENOFILE 6
CALL REhU!4L161
CALL EXI(
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* FORTRAN

SUBROUTI(NE C!4TROL
DIMENSICNd MTOT(51,Q(3,3,50 ,CrT(53 ,CT2(S3,CT3(51 sAK'iSlosrois),
ICENrE'4I5IP(393),E(3,3),A131 ,'CI3bAVB(5h'M(5JH(3,31,HHI3t5,j,9
2X(31910(JI33,L~is~3 IUU( 3, 3,50IAA(~l9hBS(41 ,CCI 13IsnoI 12I.FF(43,
3GG(123,rENS.(501 ,V(41,W(8IWw(2).DOO(12IEE(21,YF(L51,YV(49),
4VAVBI5.5Sfl.SU'4CUS(S1,COSSUMI 5t5gI
COM1MON DELTA,4,CTlCT2sCT3,AKtSrDCENTENLtPUAVBMTOTE.ACH,
IHHUUUA&,t3BCCCOFFGG, TINSQVW,.WoODO..4MAKEEYF.YVeVAV8,
ZSUP(COSCUSSLM4
DO 220 ta1,1
00 223 Juts3

220 P(IsJlaQ(t9J#L)< CCMPUTE 0MAT.AI OF TkANSFORMATII3N BETWCEEN ZENITH :4D4
CENTrRAL TZNDE'4Cr CF SEr.

DO d13 FNaltkMAX
OENc3MmSIATF(t1.0-CIZI N) .CT2 (N) I

E(1,2lz-D#E4C!4

E(2. 1laCtlIINI
E(29ZlaCT2(h)
E (2.31 sC T3 C N
Me3 ZlaCT3(I/DENJO

E(3t33a-CTIC41/OENOr4
CC.ItSTANTS OF nISPIRSIOl COMPUTED*

FlaEXPF(AK(NI I
GlaFl-EX0F(-AK(NI I
AVB(NluVAV9P4tL)
SURCOS(NIOCCSSUM(NL 3

CALL A UNIlFUUI RANOOM NUMBER GENER~ATOR TO DEFtIt A PRflaABILITY, rHEN
CCMPUTE COSIN4C THETA DEFtNING A CIRCLE ABCUT THE CENTRAL TENDLNCY AC-
MOMIN TO AK. FISHERIS COEFFICIENT OF OISPERSIO~4 OF VECTORS ON4 A SPHERE
CALL AGAIN4 A RAND4OC UNIFORM GE~NERATOR TO'PGStrtON THE VECTRo Or4 THE
CI'RCLE.

DO 813 MTIMESu1,MN
H1UFl-RAt4DW'(E1 oGl
COSTlHLs)GF(I.lI/AK(NI
SUMCOS (N I SLMlOS (NI 4cosrH
SlNTlHxSwRTF(i.O-&COStH*COSTHI
PHtmRANDOQ?(xg1108.23l8
A(1)uSIJ4TH*SI'IF(PHt I
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A 12sCOSTH
A13lxSI4THoCOSFIPHI)
CII)'Elll)A~l) .E(Z1).lA'121E13,1).A13)
CI2)'~I1.?)oA(1)t}12,2.2A 12)
C13)uEtll3)sA1tl+EIZ,31.A(21+E(3.3).A13)
IFICI(3) 221.224.224

221 00 222 Jalo3
222 CgJ)*-CgJ;

CALL RANDJM '4R-44L MUMBER GENERATOR AND MCDIFY Ir ACCORDING TO THE
CELFCTED PAaA!ETERS OF THE SET.

224 BaABSFISID I'j)RAN0EvIXl)xCENTENIN)I
AVatY)aAV8I3)+B

CALCULATE PERMEABILITY OF EACH JOINT, THE4 ELEMENTS OF TEiSOR.
PER4*66666.666708003
ENaRiSFICOSTH)
Plil)3Plll)+PtbIU4.IO-CII).C(I)I/EN
PI3,2)APIj)(l,3PERM*t-Cl) CI2123/EN
P1193)2P11w3X+PcR.40I-C(lIeC13)1/JI
PI22)uP(22).PcM.(*I.O-C12)*C121))/N
P12,3)aP12.3).Ptg4MI-C(21)CI31)/EN
P13,3)P13,P3)3+PE.RN.1.lO-C 313Ct3li/EN

313 coNrWI.US
P12,1)2P11,21
P13,91aPI1,3)
P13Z2)=PI2 3}

CAUSE APERtUAE XEAd, SAMPLE SIZE AND VECTUI STRL jtH TO BE PRINTED our.
00 2C? .N21.V44E
BAVGaAV 'I3 1 1FLCA TF I 14TOT ( tI
STRaSUNCOSlNI/FLOATFIMTOTIr)N
VAVB Ib1L, LIu A t4 N)
COSSUt ,L U1 SU'4COS 14)

207 PRINT 6S7t.dM3;."TOT(rdsla
6S7 FORMATIF20.d9110tF20*8)

00 2.*4 Jsl*3
00 2Gi J*193

CAAYR SAM4PLE TEIS:R TO NEW ARRAY FOR STORAGE.
QItJoL)SP1 IJ)

204 Hl IpJ)xPlIIJ)/DLTA
CALL nUT.'UT
RE tUR'I
ENO

i * LIST
* LABEL
* FOATRAI

SUBROUTIN'E STEREO
CALCULATES COORDINATES AND0 PLOTS THE STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF 4 YE
CIORS ON THE UPPEA '4EI1SP)4ERE OF AN 13 CM NET OVERLAY

OIMENS0IN 4TOrl(5)013.3,52)tCTI(5l5CT2I51,CT3151,AXt5).STrOtf5
ICEETE'413),P13,3),Et393),A13),C13)tAVbIS),l4I),H13,3),HHI3,5,),
2X1391QI3l3#69l333ZUU13v3t5OttAA1151tSB(419CCIIO0s0(12)vFF141t

3GG11l2)1,1541zSYtV4),W18XWWt2lDD~tl23,EE12tYFIIS)tY~t9l9,

CYAYdE15, 5sEA
COM14O4 OELTA.iCt1,Cr2,CT3,AK.StD.CENrEY.L,P,.Av,A3MTOt,EA.,cp,



IHHUUU9AASBB.CCDOFF#GGSTINSQVSWeWWOODNMAX'.EsYFYVVAVB

V(21 a3H1iS
VI31 *3H1iA
Vy1) *3HIE'
WWtl1)6H91FlGU
WWfZl&6HRE
WIll'6H42HSTE
WIZ a6HRtflqA
Wi(3l6HPHIC P
W(41 6HROJECt
W(15I6HlON, U
W(6la6HPPER K
Wl7la6HEMISPH
Wt8lu3HERF

11 CALL GRAPH 11W.C.7.8.1.11
READ It (')DCgJ3.Jv1121

7FORAATr12A61
CCORDINATES AND LETTERING DONE,

CALL XLN (0s2..lu37,3.9O.OeI
CALL XLN 13B4.;..9,0*
CALL XLN (I.4l,7.57,3.9o.0)
CALL YLN IO.23,).33?3s9#O.0f
CALL YLN (3*8,.0Q0.*99.0O3
CALL YLN I7.43.7.57.3.9,O.O0
CALL LiK (O.12sI.8O82v1,V(111
CALL LTR C7.d3,J.dJv2.1tV(2l1
CALL LTR (4.*).0'.0.2.Y1VI3I1
CALL LTrt 14.O3,l.68t2,v.V(41)
CALL LTR(8.2e.4.2v.1Iwi0
CALL LTRIde.e0.i.Z.1,wI
CALL LTIR (9.e),C.',2,lD0D
CALL CURVE (2.1w.:.C.-3.9.l2.0.-3.,9.10eC.l
tHE[AsO.U .

15 PHI&THETA/5.295
XXn3.S3*COSF(PHtI
YYa3.53eSINF(PHI I
CALL PLOTPTtXxtyyI
THETA *THETA + *.0
IF (THETA- 163015,15,999

999 DO 10 1t1,3
CiOSEN SYMBOLS ARE DIAMON4S FOR K11 AXIS, CIRCLES FOR K22 AXIS, ANO
CROSSES FOR THE K33 AXIS.

IF(I-ZI 16,19.20
16 CALL CURVE (3.1,10,-3.99l0.09-3.910.*0,1I

GO TO 22
19 CALL CURVE (5I..1.0,-3.910.O0-3.9.1G.0,1I

GO ru 22
20 CALL CURVE (?t.11.0.-3.9,1.O.-3.91C.eOI
22 0D 10 L1.5

CCHPUTE X-Y COloqoMATES FqOM DIRECtION COSINES.
Rs3.53.SQRTF((t.C-UU(3.tlL)lIel.O+UU(3,,LII# I

w ' ~SsUU(2slvLlfUU(Lt1.LI
XXaR/SQRTFt 1. e*S*SI
IF(UU(1.IlLII 12,13913

12 XX*-XX
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1) YYSXA*S
10 CALL PLOTPT(XX*Yyl

ENOF ILE6
ENOF ILE6
RETUR4
ENO

* LA~t3L

SUBROUTINE CUTPUT
DIJ4ENSIUN MTOTr(5).Q(3,3531,CICT1(51 CT2I5b9CT315IAKI5IIST015)i
ICENTENI5IPg3,3lEI3.31,A(31,Cg3,,AvBgS,,Mg5IHIf3*3,,HH13,5))

3GG112),fINSC~(5gIVI4),18WI)WW12),ODDo121),E(2),YFg151DYVg49),
4VAVaI5t50)
COM,401O'C LrA,,4I,CT1 CT2,CT3,AKSrDceNrE'1,LPJAV8,MrnrE.AtCH,
IHH,,U,UUAA.1aaccCDFFGGTINSQVWWWODODNMAXEEIYF#YV.VAVB

758 N=3
IEGiNsO

CCN4OUCTIVIry MATRIX IS OIAGONALIZED TO GE? rHb PRINCIPAL
CCIIDUCTIVITIES ANC AXES OF THE SYSTEM CCN4OUCTIVITY TEISOR

CALL llOIAGII,4,lIE'xEdUv4Rl
PRINT 8j~17. HtIIJIJAl, Itt(m13)
PRINTaj 817,lUlqIJ,)vJa13)vIa1.31

817 FOR'4Ar1P9EI2e4)
CCOROINATES OF AXES PUI ON4 UPP'ER HEMISPHERE

00 765 Ia1,3

760 00 162 Jali,
762 UIJ#I)=-UIJtfl
765 CONT INUE

CAUSE SOLUTIUN To BE stifi(D FOR LATER PLOTTING.
780 DO 783 Jzjg3

DO 783 J=1#3
783 UUIJtILI2U(Jt13

HMAAaMAXIF (?RII LI ,HHIZL 1 HH( 3,LI)
TINSQiLlaH741N/HHAX
RETUR'4
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* FURTRA'I

SUBROUTINE FAEQ9L
CLMULATIVE FREQUENCY CURVES PLOTTED FOR EACH PR14CIPAL CONDUCTIVITY
CAPTIONS AND LABELS STOREDS

OIMENSION 1410T151.Q13,3,5O) ,CrliSi CT2ISCT3t5) ,AK1 5') STDI5I.

2X313)IQt3),U13931,UU13,3,50),AA(15).t4h(4).CCI1O1,D0112),FF14),
3GG112),TINS.~150),V(42,W181,WW12I,0D0(12).EEI21,YF1515)YV(49).

4VAVdi5,5G) .SUMCUOSI) ,COSSUI4I 5,5I)COMuiO4 DiELTA,'4,CI1 CT2 ,CT3.AKSTDocENTENL~PJAv5,MTOTEAtCI1,



IHHtUUUUAA,8B.tCCCOFFtGGUTINSQUV,14,WWUD0DI;IMAKEEY~FyvvAvB.2
2SUMCUS#C$JSSLM
LAA I a3HIH1
AAt2 )u3HIH2
AA13)a3HIH5
AA(4 )a4H2HIC
A41(5ls4H2H2OJ
AAl6 )'4H2H33
AAI 7 x4HZH4-.
AA18lx4HZH5:
AA191:4H2H60
AAC 1Olu4,b2H7v
AA( 111a4H2H60
AAC 12Iu'H2HS5
AAC 131u'.HZH5
AAC (.I:4H2H0d
AAII1S)a4H2HS9
8811 L )6HI8HCUA
68I2)a6HULAJIV

CC Cl1a3HS5H
CC(2 Iu6HFlGLKE
CC(.31u6H *
CCI4IS6HRIN4CIO
CCtS~z6HAL C134
CC (6 1 s6HDUC TIiV
CCC lia6HlrgES#
CC(6Ix6H X Iv)
CC191=6H CGS U
CCi 10)a'.HNIIS,
EEC 1 I4H2Ht6
EEC i t.4d2H84
FF11 Is6H18HFAX
FF(2Is6HlMUP' A
FF13 Iu6HNISCFR
FF(4 )e3HUPY

CCUROKNATIIS AN4D LiTRI DONE# SCALES PLUTrED.
26 CALL GRAPHC9,3v6*092e5I

CALL FRAME(Co1.UeOl
CALL XL'%L0').*9*(..,l7Tv02
CALL XL-%CO.O,9oU,3e4~0v0&S
CALL XLNtEC.499*Cv4*239Cl
CALL XLN(*599*qCv6e.,0*SI
CALL XLN19*Cv0oo.oooI.5I
DO 310 Jal,1j5

310 CALL XLN(t.C.).LtYF(J~oJI
DO 311 Jal.15

3LIt CALL XLN(8..9t40tYF(JIvCd
DO 21 Jxlt15
VYYYFI J 3-0..

21 CALL LTRt(-0*3tYY.1,v)tAAIJlI
CALL LTRt-0*5,0.Tt2viqeai
CALL LTRC').1,l.1Z,1,0,EL(II'
CALL LT.RIC..14*18vlv09EEI2J1
CALL L10 1-le3v-,0.o.Z09CCI
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CALL LfTIl5*5,6s4vvjvFFP)
READ ?#fGGgJ),J21,izI

CALL LTflt&.3.7,-14,Zo,0GGl
REAO ?#lDOlJ)*Jzl#12)
CALL LA(-0*6v-Il.8*2v090Df

I FORMAII12A61
CCNOUCTIVITIES AN40 ANISOTqOPIES ARRAN'JEO IN ASCE340ING ORD0ER.

00 32 Izl#3
00 i12 Lal*49
LPInL4l
00 32 JmLP1*50
!FIHH(IIL)-J*H(19J)l 32#32,38

38 TEM4PxHH(IvLI
HHlIvL)'141i1I9J)
HHNIt J)=1FM4P

32 CONT I4 Ub
0DU 39 L=1#45
LPI*L~l
00 39 J=LP1951

40 TEI4PaTINSQIL)
TlNSQ(LI2TIhS'JfJ3
TINSQIJ33aTeIpp

39 CONII.4Lk
ccMPUTE FACT0.A TO MAKE PEAMEAIdILITY CURVES FIT PLor, POSITIODN CURVES&

X:AHI'I3IIIF INI4It( 1.1 ,NHH(2#1 ) eliHI391)3
61 HPsle.3E-C2
62 HSsXMlN9H0

IF(HIS-1.CsI 63,64,64
63 HP=HP*IC..)

Go ra 62
13 HPxHP/10*C

HSaAMINOHP
64 XMA~as4AXIFfHiI(Iv5pl 3,1H(2v,5. 3,*H13,50 3)

HLsAMAX*HP
IFIHL-HS-8.C3N 61#659?3

65 IFIHL-HS-0.81 63,63,81
St IXs8*0/IHL-mS)

GO T0 (69969,303969,6993069306969,3C9,693.IX
303 tXs82

GO 10 69
306 IEas

GO TO 69
309 IX*8
69 X11*X

HPslHP*X
PRINT 31#XMI!IoXI4AXIX

31 F0RMiATIMP2E2o).8,4l
lXHINaxMI4*hap
XMI~iaIXMIN

CCMPUTE FACTOR TO MAKE ANISOTRUPY CURVE FIT PLor, POSITION4 CURVE*
rP v. f1

92 rOIFmFPefTIN3Q(S0)mTINSQ(IJ)
IFITOtF-O.21 93994994

93 TParP.ic.o
GO TO 92i



94 T~rszINSQgI~lur E[roNCLUPE

35PRIMd 31,HPINA4rI9rINS4j12501T

DEVH*rHHSI142)-HH~S(t8)l**E0

PRI'4r MeO CEVT
36 FORMArlIPZE2;*Os14q E20*81

.350 FORMATIF2Ce7I
CLM4ULATIVE: FREQUEACY CUR~VES PLOTTED

DO LO Isl,3
ChOSEN SYMBOLS AqE DIAN4CNOS FCR Kll, CIRCLES K22e CROSSES K33.

96 CALL'CRU,,,,.Q,.~~0601
Go 10 289

99 CALL CURVE~I,1got,~,..on,.uCo,9lO6.0.1
GO 10 289

100 CALL CU.RVE(7,l,1,C,~.00.9.OCO.6.0,11'
Z89 DO 11 Lm1S4iI ~ ~XV*Hti( ILISMP-XMI~l

I? CALL PL0TPT(XVvYVtLII
16 CONT INUE

CALL CUKVEIll.1,C,3.0,9.0,0.3.6.OlI
DO i217 L*1,99
XV*T.l 'SvtLI*rP-TS*6*0

211 CALL PL0TPt(Xi#YV(LtI
ENDFILE 6
ENDF ILE
RE TURNi
END



The following prosram includes revised editions of the above-

described oubrouttnes with additional subroutines to vary the size

of samples, to compute the discharge of simulated pressure tests,

to plot the resulting discharges, and to compute porosity by two

methods from the geometry of Joints and the computed anisotropy.

Within the portions of the program that model jointed media

and compute an equivalent anisotropic-continuum permeability, the

principal innovation is Subroutine .XWUER. Upon first call from

YA119, IMBDER aets up a table of probabilities of obtaining cer-

tain small integral numbers (), 1, 2, 3, 4, ate.) of conductors,

calculated according to the Poisson distribution with a specified

expectation (1/10 of X (N)). A separate table serves each set,

so that different frequency distributions are possible.

When MLt; executes the 49-cycle L-Loops calls to ?bU4BER

get a random sample size fro the tables. 'o do so, rando" nU-

form num-bers are generated as probabilities, which are then

matched with the closest value in the probability table, so

identifying a sample size.

Subroutine VECTOR sets up a coordinate transformation on

the first ceall, and for each subsequent call furnishes a randomly

oriented vector according to the road-in direction of the central

tendency, and the Fisher dispersion. One reason for separating

the ivector sampling from the control routine is to permit sub-

stitution of different vector subroutines. For instance, field

joint orientation data could be read into storage and sampled at

random, or in their entirety. This procedure wias not usid because

there is not yet a field method for determining in-situ apertures

to pair with each measured orientation.
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Subroutine APER generates on each call a random number to

represent the aperture of a conductor. Alternative subroutines

APER listed below include transposed (absolute value) normal

distributions, log-normal and exponential distributions. Other

density function generators could be compiled:

Corresponding to each sampling of all the sets, there is

computed the permeability tonsor as described for the simpler

version of the model. To test the Models ability to duplicate

field pressure-rest data, there is computed in PIEZO the dls-

charge that would occur under standard conditions for three holes

of specified orientation (read in at MIX). The program dupli-

cates the matri. manipulations derived in Chapter 3 for cylinders

of arbitrary orientation in anisotropic media. Each call to

P2EZO give. different results because successive samples produce

medla of different anisotropy. The discharges are stored for

plottin, ofter completion of the 49 samplings.

Subroutine PUrPLT differs operationa lly from FMEQPL only in

that the ordinate is arithmetic instead of probability scale, and

the coaputed statistical paraweters of the pump-discharge dlstri-

bution are mi'rked on the plot.

Subroutine EQPOR was develoed to learn whether or not the

average of porosities, calculated from varying permeabilities and

known spacin3 and orientation, does or does not approach the true

porosity, based on the assumption that each sample contains the

average number of conductors, and that they all have the eame

aperture. Since the samples have numbers defined by the Poisson

distribution, and apertures and orientations defined by various

dispersions, the sample porosities vary by several hundred percent

. from, the average. To compute porosity, EQPO% sets up a new co-

ordinate system parallel to the computed (OUTPUT) principal axes,
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following the procedure of Chapter 4, then sets up simultaneous

equations (4-28) to doetemine the permeability of parallel sets,

kp, that would develop the same anisotropic permeability, then by

(4-31), with corrections for the orientation dispersion, it co:n-

putea porosity and the ratio of computed to true porosity. Unlike

real media, the model porosity is precisely knoen because each

aperture generated in APMR is added in CNTROL. The program is

specifically compiled for one system of joint orientations, de-

veloping the data of Table 7-1.

Subroutine POIEQ does the same service of computing porosity,

but does so only once per job, usilng the average of all 49 per-

meabilitLes and principal axes predetermined for the specific

joint system. Output from PORLq is the ratio of computed to true

poroslty.
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*D DECKS
, * LABtL
* < tisr
* FORTRAN
C KIJ MAIN CONTROL PROGRAM, o.T. SNOW#. EPT. MINERAL TECHNOLOGY
CCMPUTATIUN OF .JIRECTIONAL PE&MEAARILITY WITH OIFFLRENT SETS. NUMBERS J1
CCNDUCTINv JOINTS HAVING DISTRIdUTED APERTURES AND ORIE4TATIUNSo 49
CC:4SECUTIVE RANDOw SAMPLES OF TlHE DATA GIVE THE DISTRIBUTION OF AlSwEtt'

DIMENSINtJ M151.CTl(5),CT2(51,CTI(%h1AK(5I.STOD5).CE14TEk(51.
lP1331,E13. J).HI 3,31 UI 31,3Ht( 3,OIXI31.1UQ31.UU(3.3,503,
ZTINSgISCIt,4VO35ISUMCOS(5,HRMARN5),GEOMI53,l(500AI,^31,C(3I.
JAA(1 ISI R14 1 CC(I IO DOI12)},EE12 ,Ff 141 .GGli21.0DD12 1 V14 .1sW G .
4WWIZItYFISI.tYVI491,PP121.COISINVISIURI31,CUBE151)MPTS1SO,51,
STR(3.31AX3I31,,Q#4(50,3)1CAlII.GAI 2IOA(121.PRQ50,51,tRA(IIl
6CP(4IORHOL(I,313,FA(411 ,UC(,31eYTI31AL(31.CKI319PORATI5OI

COMMION MCT1,CTZCT3,AKSTL),CENTNAVdSSUMCUSHAR.YGEOMDELIA,
ILPEACoHiHUUUAABBCC#flELFF.G,&TINSQo.VwWWOODNMAX.YI
2YV,4.40,Mo LtPPeCOSINV, N WAOI1AMHEADOCUkEMPTStORQCK. IRAX,
3QOACAGAtOAMA4PRRAtCPFAORHOLPOAUSPCdRTOTPOR&T9
4HIUL rtZULTH3ULT
CALL FTMiUPT(2.32076,6061
REWI?40 6

CCORDINArES OF PRCORILITY SCALE READ IN
READ 66C-.1YFtIlz1l.151

660 FORMATlF 9.J1
READ 661.tt(YvI11,ll,491

661 FORMA7Tf lO.oiS
CELECT HOLES IN OqDER, PARALLEL TO MINOR, INTERMEDIATE AND MAJOR
-CCiOUCTIVITY AXES. CAN THEN SCALE PUMPPLT TO MAX OISCHARGE.
CCEINES OF THftE CRTHUC.ONAL TcST HOLES AND TEST CONDirtINS READ 1'.

00 1157 M"nal,
1157 READ 66l,1ORlOL(mOJOlJ3as1,3iWADIAHEAO
201 Na0
606 NaN+l

CCNSIOER MI(I AS 1) TIlES THE EXPECTATION OF THE POISSON DISIRIBUTIOX
CCNStOERED AS THE SIZE OF SAMPLE
CI ARE THE DIRECTIiP COSI~tS OF THE CENTRAL TENDE4CY OF SET VECTORS
CCEFFICIE.{1 AK IS THE FISHER VECrOR DISPERSION. DELTA SAMPLE LEN;TH
CENTEN AND STO ARE PARAMETERS OF THE APERTUqE DISTRIBUTIO1

READ 652, M(NICT1IN1,CT2ENICT3(N1IAK(zI STDCNiCENtENt(fDELTA
PRINT 612,M(NICt1(NICT2Ul3,CT3(NIAK(NtISTOT(C&CE4TEN(N),OtLTA

652 FORMATII3,Fl2.8e2Fl0.8,FS.2.3F10.51
672 FORMAT(I5,3F2).6,F5.2.321S.S1

CCOROlING TO M VALUES READ, EIIHER COMPUTE, PICK UP NEXT JOLIT SET. OR
CAN EXAMIlE DELTA

IF~l1-MN11 606,161,8
8 NMAXat4-1

CALL FIRST PART OF SUBROUTINE NUMBER TO SET UP A PROBABILITY ARRAY
NON &I
00 2100 NuItNAX
NaN

2100 CALL NUMBER
CCE TLPoRrorG cS PE

t J ~~HIUL raO,,
H2ULT roCe
H3VL r*0*0

CTCLE THRUUGH 49 SEPARATE PERMEAdtLl'TY D~EtRMtNATIONS
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00 2CS LmIe')
LaL

CCMPUTE A FRESH TENSORIAL ANSWER EACH TIME C~rRUL IS CALLED
CALL CNTADL

CCMPUtE PIELOMETEA DISCHARGE CORRESP0I0ING tO 1ENSOR DEVELOPED
CALL PIFIO

CCMPUtE PURUSIlY FAUM PERMEABILITY
CALL ZQPUR

CLMULATE PRINCIPAL PERMEA61LITIES
HIULTaUlULtrHl .1
H2ULTxH2ULT#Hl2,21
H3ULT=H3UL r#Ht13,31

205 CONrINUE
CALCULATE AVERAIE PqINCIPAL PERMEABILITIES A'I0 POIOSITIES

HIULT.HIULT/4).O
H2UL rH2ULT/49.0
H3ULTaH3ULT/4).O
PRIIT 2393#N4ULr H2UL,.H3ULT

2393 FORlATr49HO AVERAGE PRINCIPAL PERMEASILITIES X 10 E& CGS a 3L20.51
PORUSPOTRrO r/49.u
PRI;AT 2394, PORVS

2394 FORNAT125HO AVERAGE TRUE POROSIriY FiSes.
CCLLECTEO ANSWERS OISPLAYE0 I' PLOTS

CALL STEREO
CALL FREOPL
CALL PUMPLF

CALCULATE AVERAGE PORE RATIO* EQUIVALiNT /TRUE
TOT P 9* 0.0
00 2375 L=1#4,)

2375 TOTPORaUOTPCA#PORATtLl
TOTPOR ru PCA/49 .o
PRIrT 239S5 TOTYOUR

2395 FORMATr(4113 AVERAGE PORE RATIO a F20*5)
CALCULATE STANOARC DEVIATION UF PORE RATIO

DEVPOQ:L .0
00 2376 LaI,49

2376 OEVPORaDEVPCR I TOT'OR-PORATIL01)'2
DEVPORsSQRfPtPEVPOR/49.0)
PRIt4T 2396, OEVPUR

2396 FORMAT137HO StANOARD DEVIArT0I-O]F P0)1E RATIOm F25.*5
CALL POREQ

0o 0Q 21
CCOROING 1o DELTA VALUe, PICK UP NEW PROBLEM UR EXIT IF DON4E

161 IFIOELTAJ 2Q1.2u1,1v2
162 CALL NOPLOT

ELDFILE 6
ENOFILE 6
CALL AENUNL I6)
CALL EXIT
END
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J ~* LIST
S * LABEL
| * FORTRAN

SUBROUTIE CNTROL
DIMLNSIlUN MI51.Ctl(5),CI2(51 CT3(5)1 AKI5,SrOtsi5CENTENlS),

I ~~IP(32 3)tt 393IlfHI 3o3 U13. 31 HH(3950)oX(3) t4l3)UUt 3o3o5OQ
2TlNS15.. 9Av0S(5) ,SUMCOSE5) ,gARMfl5bGEOM(SI .L(5G&31.Ag3IC(3),
3AA1$I5) B14 } CCl 101) 00 11 IEEl21 ,Ff l4)qC4;tI2)#0onnD 12), VI~ 41 #W I
4WW1tZ IoYF I 151 tYV1491 )PP(2) ,CUSINV(5) vUR(3IvCUB&(5)oPPtS(5j05I,

i ~~~SfR(3s31,AX(19 II WA05093lo ',( t IGA(I21onAQ12I *PR MtcSiPAt III
6CP(41,ORtHOLI3,3leFA(4),UC(3,3l1YT13l,.L131,CK(31

COM10-N MeCTiCTZ.CT3,AKSSrTOCENTENAV,6SUIP4CuSHARM.GEOMDELTA,
1LPEACsH#,HNUUUAA.BbCCtDDLteFFGGrt~ft4SoQvwebwDD0ONMAXeYF
2YVN.NONelPPCnSINVlkNWAUIAMHEAnCUdEMPrSaRCKrtAX,
3QACA, GA , DA, PRRA ,CPFAO0HIOL CORUS
00 220 Isl,3
D0 Z20 Jat#3

220 P(IJ.sv.,'
PORUSaGo.
IF (I-LI 291292911q2911

2911 MUDoa
2912 00 295 0s18loNMX

N.N
?40N.O

CALL SUBRUUTIPJE NLMdER TO DETERMINE SAMPLE SIZE Ml FOR THIS SOLUtl(.
CALL NUMBER
IF 04MM 293,293PZ1l1

2111 CALL VECTOR
AVB(NIuc*O
CUBE (NJ c800
HARM(NIwe'O
GEOMlN1.u0O
SUMCOS(NtO.s)
COSINV&IOo1.u
ELEMuFLOATF (F1w
DO 813 MTlMES&lItA
-4TIMESSMrIMES

CALL FOR A RANDOM JOINT ORIENTATION
CALL VECTOR

CALL FOR A RANDOM APERTURE tO PAIR WITH ORIENTATION
CALL AP&K

CLMULATE VOID VOLLME FOR CCNDUCTORS PENETRATINS THRCUGH TH VOLUME
CENrEREO ABOUT THE DRILL HOLE

PORUS3PORUS,2.C.B/AiSF(CI II*CTI(Nl1c(21*Ct2 (NI C 131 CT3U41I
CC.¶TINUE INCREMEJtNIG STATISTICAL PARAMETERS

AV8(Nlu&VRt(NI#6
GEOMlNI8GEOP(NI,+LOGF C l
HARM(NIxHARP(lI#lIlOB

CCLLECT APEATUKES 1' AkRAY L
> { ~~Z tHr tl4EIsB ;

/ B-B80.3
CUBE (NICUSE('41+B

CALCULATE PERMEABILITY (IF EACH JOINT, THEN ELEMEw4S OF tENSnf.
CCNSERVE S154IFICANCE 1Y RAISING BY FACTOR OF MILLION

PERM*666666 *667 B
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Pll,)aPiltlIPERM.IlC-Cl 1)CI1) /CN
Ptl,2)P1*~l21+PEKNOI-C(1)*C212}/ENJ
P1l,3laP11@jlvPERMOI-Cl1l)C131)/EN
P122,21P12.2)+PERM-6I1*0-C12)#C(21}JEN
P(2,3)aP12, 3)+PLa'I-C12) C13))/EN
Pl3, 3)'P11, 3)+PEKMO(1.0-C1 3)C1 3) /EN

813 CONTINUE
P121112sPll21P12, 113PIl,2)P13,1)aPlt 13
P13,22aP12,l3

CALCULATE VECTOR STRENGTHi STATISTICAL MEANS OF APERTURE DISrRIBUTIUN
BAVGvAVBCNl/ELEM
AVCUBECUSECN)I/ELb
STRaSUMCOSNIN/ELEM
BGEUM=EXPFIGEOM1 W/ELEMf
BHARMaELLM/HARM IN)

CAUSE APEAWuRE ARRAY ro BC ORoEaE.Q
MNaMM-1
00 275 LLzlMl
LPlaLL*1
QO 275 J*LP10MM
IFlllLL)-(J)) 275,275.g74

214 TEMP*ZILL)
2ILL32 IJI
tIJ)utE'4

275 CONTINUE
CITE MEDIAN VALUE

MZzE4VZ
IFIIM-2*m) 291,291.292

291 814E3=(LCML) *LIML*1 1}2.,
GO TO 293

292 BMED*ZCM1+ll
CCMPUIE MODE FROM OROERED ARRAY AT CENTER OF OEUStST OF 5 CLASSES

293 IFIMUOI 231,230,230
230 IFII-41 Z31,2230,2230

CLASS INTCRVAL ESTIMATUD OY GTTlING EXTREMES OF A SAMPLE OF 25 APERTuRL
2230 BTO'u-l.OE2C

BBOTs I.CE2?
MUOJ-81
00 2939 t1*1Z5
CALL APkR
5TObsMAXIFIMTOPO)

2909 BBOTas-61Firasiota
BCLASSaI tOP-BBO 3/5C.0
PRINT 2979. BCLASSBTOP9880TR

2979 FOAATI 11H: INTERVALs 4E12*5)
CLASS FRE*UENCIES ZEROED

00 232 NalNM4X
DO 232 LMN,03

232 HPTSILMN)=C
BSTOP=BBOT-SCLASS/290

CCUNT FREQUENCIES IN CLASSES AND ADo EACH SULUTIO
231 8ENO^S1FOP

IFMIM) 2110,2110.2118
2118 00 285 LLaI.tM4
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IFU((LI-REIO I 280v28ls2dl
281 L~aLM+l

BENHsBEND+.L4SS
280 XPISILMszNtPTSILM#N)+1
285 COaNr14UE

CLASSES AD0 FREQUENCIES PRINTED OUT FOR LAST SAMPLE ONLY
IF (L-491 233,234,234

234 BENDaBSTOP
CLMULAtIVE APEKTURES DISTRmurioN MODE FOUND

mAXDEdaG
00 236 Ltu1l5)

CENTER ABCISA ON PI)DLt OF INIERVAL
ABCIS&SdENOD-HLASS/2.0
PRINT 2B8. ABCISA#MPTSILMwN)

288 FOXMAT(E20.5,ltu)
IF tMPTStLmsdI -MAXOE4) 2369237,237

23? KAXDENwKPTS1L'^,N) -

BMOUELAUCISA
236 BEN3EdElD+BCLASS
233 COSSUizCOSINVIN3/ELEM

CCNSIDER ONLY 49Th PRINTING OF MODE TO BE CORRECT
2110 PRliT 658
658 FOR4ATI3THO .O'PERTIES UF APERTURL OISTAIf3JrIO, I

PRINT 65104N9 STRRcOSSUM'BAV;, GEOMoBHARM,43MEDnMODEAVCUBE
657 FORMATI89HO ELEMErS, STRE4GTHo (l/CIA<AXIT.tH MEANeGEOM MEANHARP

I MEAN. MEOtAls MO£)Et AV% BCUBE /I1O,7Ftw.6vlPE13.31
295 CO.%TI4UL

CC.RECTS ttNS0k ELEMEdTSt WEIGHTING THEN ACCORDIXG TO JOINT DENSITY
00 4C4 14104
DO d04 Jx1I3

234 H(toJiuPIIJ)IDLLTA
CALL )UT.rUT

CC.4PUTE AID PRINT OUT POROSITY THIS SAMPLE, VOID VCL/TOTAL VOL
PORUS&PORUS/DSLTA
PRl 4T 25S99 PJAUS

2599 FORMAT123H3 PA'3OSITY OF SAMPLE a Flu.5/13
RETUR'3
END

* LI-ST

* FORtRAN
SUBROUTINE kU48ER
OtMiNdSWN M(SCTI(51leCT2(S1,CT3(51,AKI53,StD(51,CENTENIS),
IP(3931xE(3931*Ht3931oU(tll1tHH(ItS5QIX(31*ttJl319 Wt3#3*501
2rl1NSQ15:),AVU151eSUMCOS15JoHARM151#GEOM(l5)t150)19A13),Ct319
3AA(151 .Uazx 1 CC(I Ol .o~z 21EEt2lefFF41'G(1t21 onrl0I12.Yl4$tW(81,
4WW(ZYF ( 5)tYV(491 PP12) COSIN V(5ItR(313CUBE 15)MPTSI50,5le
StR(3,31,AX13,3),OA.(SO,3),A1IllGA(121,l(121,PR(SOSIKA(II,
6CP(43,ORHOL(3931,FA(41i',U13,31YTI31,ALC3),CK(31
COM"MON MCTI.CTr2CT3,AKSTOCENTENAVBSUMCOSHARMGEOMOELTA,
lLPE.ACHH1,HUbU ^,AA#iBCCO#0EtFF.G~,CTISOVWIwWODDNMA4AYF
23YANG0AM,8tPPCOSRAPe ,EAORtAH HEAOLPUOERMPTSSOKgCK#TRAX,
304,CAG4,~no4,"PRRACPsFAORHOLPORUS-
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IF IN04) 2OCZ.oOZ.ZOQO0
CC14SIOER AM(N AS li TIMES THE POISSON EXPCUrATI'39 FDi THt 9TH SET
CALCULATE A SUFFICIENTLY LAR~GE TABILE OF PROBARILIMIS OF 08TAININ-4
CERTAIN IVIEGRAL NU40BERS OF JOI'ITS IN A SAMPLE

U14'M(N)

PR19T 231CII4AXU14
2310 FORM4AT1140*F13*51

CLASS ZERO FRiQUENCY IS 31VE4 BY INDEX 1, CUMULATIVE FIAEQUE4CY 1 dY
CLASS INDEX 2, 2 By 39 ETCe

POI~SEXPF £-L14
PRI s-i ,aPOIS
00 2001 Iv2vIMAX

POIS3?OIS*Up/AI
2001 PR(Ivi)=PRgI-1#.4).Pa3IS

RET URI
CALL A RAID00M UNIFOA1M NiUMBER GE'4ERATOR TO SET A PtIOBABILITY LEVEL
20032 PROdaU.41RAIIIXl)

CLOSEST CUMULATIVE~ PROBABILITY 14 TABLE PAIIvN) OCFIN4ES SAM4PLE SIZE.
121
DIFF 12PRC6

21,01 OIFF~zA3SFIPA0B-PR(I 94))
IF IOIFF2-OIFFI) 24j0.240092142

2400 DIFFI=DIFF2

GO TO 2101
2102 1414a-1

REIUR19
ENO

* LISr
* LAS3EL
* FORTRAI4

SUBROUTIN4E VECTOR
IM~NSICON M45)tCi1I53.Cr2(5),CT31S),AK((5),STOI5),CEirENhg5),

1P13,3),E13,3).H1j3,3)U(3,3),HH13,iO0',X13)1013)3,uUI3,3,50),
2TINSQI 5; 3 .AVBI5j SU.'4C0S51 HARI4(5) GEO(JI(5), £1500 A( 3) ,C( 3)
JAAI15),FIB(41,CCt13),OD1121,EEI2.pFFI4),GGg1)0012),DOtlV14),.ggsI,
4wWWZ2 ,YF 1 1) ,YVI49)tPP12) sCOSINVI 5) Oqg 3) sCUBE (5) ,PTSI 50,5)t
STRI3,3) pAXI 3, 3) QA( 50,3) CAI.11) ,GA(t12) DA( 12) PRI5O,5) ,RAIIp
6CP14) ,ORHUL £3, 3) ,FA14)PUC 13, 3),YTI3I,)AL 13) ,CKI3)
COM4MO9l .4cr1CTzCT3,AKS~OCENTEN.AVaSUt4COSHAA~4GEOMDELrA,
1LPEACHIHIUUUAA~bBCCOtEEFF.G3o~,1ISQVvwowWODONM4AXYF,
2YV,'1404,NO,8ZPPCOSINIVE49WAO1&MHEAOCUBEHPTS,0RCKCTRAA,
3QA.CAGADA .14'4PRRACP ,FAORNOLPO'WS
IF 1!N04) 46Zj401#401

CCHPUTE MATRtIX OF TRtASFoR14ATIo4 BETWEEN ZE!IITH A040
CE34TRAL TtNDEICY CF SET.

401 OENUMxSQATFI1.OmCT2IN)oCT2(N))
&Il. l)2CTllN)#CT2IN)J/0ENOM
EI1,2)2-OENCM
E11. 3lsCT2IN) .CT3IN)/0ENOH4
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E(20l3.CrI(N
E(2vZlaCT21KI
Et 2. 3?uCTII N)
E(3. klsCr3(%)/DENO0M
E3, 3)s-CT -(1.(/DEN'40~

CCNSTAtNTS OF DISPER~SIUN COMPUTED.
FlnCXPF(AKlN%))
GIvF 1-EXPF(-AKlNl)
NONa P4O4-l3
RETURN

CALL A UNI.FORM RANDOM NUMOSER '%ENEKATORt TO DEFINE 
A PROBABILITY, THE'i

CCMPUTE CJSINE THETA OLFIr4ING A CIRCLE ABOUT THE CENIRAL TENDLNCY AC-

CCRDING To AK9 FISiRIRS COEFFICIENT OF OISPERSInl4 OF VECTORS ON A SPHkRE

CALL AGA IN A RA6'JDCM UNIFORM GE.NERATOR TO IiOSITIOJ THE VECTOR ON T4IE
C IICLE*

460 HI*F1-UNIRAN(X1I.Gl

ENuAtdSFtC0STH3
SUMCOS( N IsSISCOS IN cosrIH
COSINVINI ACCSINVIN 3.1 C/COSTI4
s-i~rHvSMTF II.0-CtlSrN0COSTH)
PHImU'4IRANI Eli06e28il8
AC lISStNTH#SIlF IPHI I
Al?2IaCOSTH
A(31&SINTH*COSF(HI*4)

C(Z)II ,?(I @l A(III EI(Z)@lA121 E 3 1 *A I

IF(C(3)1. 221,224.224
221 DO 222 Jaj,3
~22 CtUla-C(Jl
224 RETURN

END

* LIST
* LA~ciL
* FORTRAN

SUBROUTINE APER

O[MEf4SION MISS ,CtLItS) Cr2 CS) CT3(5) ,AKI51S SOCSI ,CE.TENIS),

IP 3, 3),E-( 3, iIH( 3, 3IU 3, 3,*Hi(g3,503 ,XI3I1013).UUI3 .3,5C),

2rINSQ( SC IAvd(S51,SUMCOS(153 ,AKM 151.GEOMI(SJL 500 ) AI3ICtils

3AA(1S1,88C41,CC(I~iuIOOCI2IEEC2IFF(4IGG(121.DDDC121,V(43,d18),
4WW(21,YF(Il5YVI49),PPI23,COSI"IV(S1,ORI3).CUBE(SID4PTSIS0,5i,
5TRIS,33 ,AX(tl3 ) QASv 1503) ,A(11) ,GA112)tD0A1123 ,PRI5OgS5) kA(Ili),

6CP(43,ORHOL(i3,3IFA(41,UC(3931,YT(31,AL(31,CK(3I
COMMON M.CrcTCT,CT3,AK,STD,CENTEN, AVaSUMCGSNARMGEOMDELrA,

IL* PoEt At Co HiH~iUUUt AA ,88,CC PD# EE tFF GG,T INSQgVtWtWWg 
DOON'AKYF,

2YVeNo NON tBSt IIPPCOS I N~vEN# WA,01AM 9HEAD ,CUBE vMP TS ,OR oCK9 TRe 
AX

3QA.CAGAOA 4MsPR.RACPFAORHOLPORUS

CASE ONE. ABSOLUTE VALUE OF NURKAL OISrRIdUTION OF APERTURES

BaABSFCSTDIN)@RANDEVIXI I.CENTENIN~i

CALL RANDOM NURMAL ~4UMBER GENEIATUR AD MODIFY 
IT ACCORDING TO THaI

CiLECTED PARAMETERS OF THE SET.
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Mil RETURN
ENO

CAN SUBSTITUTC ALTERNATIVE STATEMEWFS AS FOLLOWS

CASE TWO, LOGPIORMAL OISTRIaUT1,.1 OF APERTURES

BaCENTE'ININ3EXPFII.414.ST0DIN3RANDEV(XI)I

CASE THREE, EXPM'I.'TIAL DISTRI1SJrIo'4 OF APERTURES.

CASE FOUR, L1.4EAR 013TR18UT1051 OF APEATrURESe
J00O Ba3.OsCEI4TENIN)*Io;l~rSQRTFII.)-U.'41RA.I(Xl)~)

IF 18-1.Gl 3J310.3O1.3CCO

* LABEL
* FORTRAN

SUBROUTINE PIML
CCMPUTLS THE OISCAAGE OF A PlEZOMErEA nlF GRIENrATIO4 OR1I), LEN4GTH WA,
CITUArED BELOW THE WATER, JAhILE OPERATING UNDER HEAO.A~iSWER 1.4 GALLONS
CADA DAY. THE SHAPE FACTOR IS OBTAINED FRGM THE PRINCIPAL AXES AND) THh
CCiDUCTIVITY UF ThE FICTITIOUS IS3TROPIC !4tOlUM DtRlVED FROII THE SAM4PLL.

DOM*?SIGN NES).C1l15).CTZ(5) ,CT3IS),A'(I5),STD(5),CENTENIS),
P1P3, 33 ,E(3933HI3,33 ,UI 3,3) ,HHI3,50) 1I),13) t ,31UUtJ,3,50),

2TINSQI5C:),AVBIS.),SUI'4COSE5RHARMI5),DGEU"115),LISOO)#I,133C(3),
3AA115),aB14) ,CCIIC)9.001 123)PEE12) ,FF (4)GGI 12) .D01 123*11til
4WW12),YFI15),tV1493,PPtZ3,COSPI-V(5)9O0t(33,CUBE(5),M.TS(50,5),
STRIS3931AX13,3),gAg50,3),%'A(I13 GAtl2),DAtl2),PR(50,5),RA(1I3.
6CP14),ORHOLI3.3),FA14),UCI3.33.YTI31,AL(3),CK(3)
COMMal MCltICT2,CT31,AKCSTOCE'ITE.'s AVSSUMCOSHAR49,GEOMDELTAp
lLPEAsCHMHHUUUAAodB ,CC,00,EEFF GGTIN4SfJVegWWDDDN'4AXYFv
2YVNIO0NBZPPCOSU.4VE'I,9WADIAMHEA0,CU8E ,MPTS ,aRCKTRA*,
30ACAGADAM14,PRtRACPF &,ORHOLPORUS
DO 1105 1.1,3

1105 CKftl~zHt~llvL)*1844.v
00 1159 MOsIP3
IF [PORUS) 1192I1l9291193

1192 SAusv.0

193 GO to 1159DO9 115II8 J~sl#3
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1158 UR(JOISULRHOLP4Ojo)
CALCULATE tLENEWS flF rKA4SFIMM'ONd MIArRIX

1' ~~DENOMaSQRfF(L.0-CR(21f0R121 I

TRI L,?Ia(U( 1,lI'CR(I 14U(3,?1.OR( 31 1.UR(21/DENCM-U(?2IleDEN0.¶

TR(231)a(U11.31'0R131-U(3,3le0A1 t))/OENUM
1Rt3,31aU( 1, 1O0R(11) U( 2, l3ORI 21eU(3,3100t( 3I

YTR1931a C(1I/Cl*kI2 1e'C323eWA.t~isF( R(321/ E1 -I23*E~

YTISla (CK(1I.CK(21)..O.25/SQR.TFICK(311.wA.ABSF('TR(3,3) I
CCMPOSE RtCSULTA'AT LENGTH

WItlSM tt(Yl, iI lI.YT (2) .YTI21.YT1 31.YT( 11
PRINT ?S, WI

75 FORMAt(F6C.Sl
CCSINES OF TH..- CVL14DRICAL AXIS ARE

CCEFFtCIE'4T MATRIX JF ELLIPTIC SECTIO!4 IS CALCULATED

AXIt.31a(TR(t1o..TR(1.3).TR(2.l11'TR(2.3))/&ASQ #SQJRrFtCK'131/CK121 3
AX(2,21:(TRII,21e.2.TAt(2.2)e02)/ARSsjoSQRFIFCK(2)/CKI1lI

AX(3Sila(TR(1,31002*TR(2,310.21/ARSQ.CK(31/SQRIFICKIXI.CKZ121)
CCJF ICIENiTS OF RMT4TI. ELLIPE COMPUrLD

IEG000a
Na3
CALL HDIAG(4Xtf4 IEGCN.UC9,NRI

PRINT 7kro((LC(JtI1oJwlt31vIAt,31
70 FORI4AT(91116 ELLIPSE Ip9EL2.64I

DO 11,06 LAa1,13
CLLtft AXES UF THE RIGHr SECTIU!4 ELLIPSE

AL(ILAI t. *C
CCMPUrE N4JU -ZERO AXES, AL, OF OBLIJUE ELLIPSE

IF(AX(LA.LAI2.O011 1106,1106,1104
1104 AL(LA53:,CRTFt.o0/AXIL&,LA1)

CCM4PUTE AXES UF CIRECTRIX, AL, PROJECTIN4G 08LIEQUE AXES TO A PLA-mb
CROSSING THE CYLIkOER AT A RIGHT ANGLE

ALILA1.ALILAI.SQRTF(1.O-IYT(11.UCIL.LA).Yr(2).UC(2,LA).YT(3).
lIUC(3,LA'1 1*02

11C6 'CONTINUE
CCM4PUTE DIAMETER CF CIRCLE OF EQUIVALENT AREA

DO 1178 LKa1.2
LPI*LK*l
DO I178 NKwLPtv3
IF(AL(LKI-ALPI4KII 1178.1178o1177

IL77 TEHPxAL(LK1



ALILK).AL(1MKI
AL IMK)saTEMP

1178 CONTIIUE
OISu*2.-., SQATF (ALl 2) AL 13)?

CCR4WfLL-GL0VkLR ShiAiE FACTnR IS CnMPUTED
SA26,2832*wI/L0GF( Z.OwI/0I SO)
PRINT ?&,D1SUpSA

76 FORMAT(2F30*51
CCM4PUFE 01SCHARGE
1159 QAILMO0)aSASHEAOSSQRTF(CK13)'SQRTFICKi1)SCKI2Z))

PRIN4T 77, lCA(L*MOh!40aI*3l
77 FORMAT(I F20.5)

RETURt4
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* FiJRrRA-4

SUBROUTINIE CUTPUT
OI14bNS1O'S .4l5),CT1(5),CT2(53,CT3(5) ,AK(5),STD45).CE4TTP-N(5),
1P13,3).t133t),H13,3),U13,3),HHI3,50),X((13)IQ(3htUU(3,3,501,

3AA1 15) .81414 CC 110) .00112) .EE12) FF 14) ,GGI12) 0001 l2I.V14) * 418)
4WW123,YF(1515YV149),PP1U,*COSINV(5h#0'(31,CU8Et5),M4PTS(5O,5),

6CP(4 ) O4HIL 13. 3) FA(4),UC (3.93) ,YT(3),AL 13) ,CKt3I
COM?4Ol M4,CTICT2 ,Cf3,AK.STDCEN4TE?4,AVIPSUMCOSeIAIIMGEOI4.OELT A,
IL.PEACH.I1i.iUUUu,AA.,3BCCDD.EE.FFGG*T.i~SQV#WWWD00,N'4AXYF*

3QA.CAGADA04'4,P~.RACP.F4,fnRHOLPOtUSz
758 N*3

IEGEN2O
CCŽIOUCTIVITY MATRIx IS, OIAGUNALllE0 TO GET THE PRINCIPAL
CCNOUCTIVITIES A4C AXES OF THL SYSTE1M C0ICUCTIVITY IENSOR

CALL HO1AG1Hq3.IEGE4,9UvIR)
PRVIT 817,ItHlIIJ),Ja1Ih3)Im1*3)

81? FORMAT(11 291Z4)
CCOROINATES OF AXES PUf Oil UPPER HEMISPHERE

00 765 1.1.3
IFtUt3oll) .7613765,?65

760 00 762 J193
762 UIJ*1)2-UtJ*I)
765 CONM~UE

CAUSE SOLUTION TO BE STORED FOR LATER PLOrTING.
180 DO 183 1*1.

HH(I ,Ll*H( 1.l
DO 783 Jal*3

783 UU(J.I.L)wUlJvI)
HMIN.MIN1FItN~tl.L),HH(2,L),HHI3,L)I
HMAXaI4AX1FIHH11,L),hH(2,L),HH(3,L)I
TINS~(L )HMIN/HMAX
RETUR'4
ENO
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* LABZL
* FOI~rRAUJ

SU6iICUTINF STERFC
CALCULATES COURDINATFS ANO PLOTS THE STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTIUN OF M VE
CURuS ON THC Ul';PER HEMISP'CRE UF AN 18 CM NtT OVEK(LAY

DIMENSIONl M(S1.CTI(5),CF2(S ,CT3(,)AK((,SroSI5btCE'TEN(SI,

2rINSQI5O) ,AV6(15) SU4COS(S),4ARMl5) ,GFOM('53 .1500) ,A(3) .C31#)
3AA115),8B414)CC(ilt),OD121iEIcl2),FF(4),GG(12),OO0(12),V14)tW(8).
4.W(lt)YF15),YV1l,)PPl2).COSINV(5I.OR(3),CUflEl5),MPTSl5J,5),

6CP14) , RH0L 1e3, ) FAt'4 oUC(13,3) ,YTI3I.AL(3) ,CKI3)
COMMON VtCTICTZCT3. &KSrDtCENTLNAVBSUMCUSHARM.GLOMtOELrAt

ILP~~~~I4UUtAlt~OtEvfG#ISo##~D~NA9~
2YV,?'JN0:.,giPPsC0SINV.E'atWAO1AMtHEAD.tCUlsEMPTS,0RtCKTR.AXI
3QACAGADA,4'(,PRRACP.FAURHOLPORUS
V(II u3HIH!4
VI21 u3HIHS
V(31 a3HjHW

WWillx)6HIHFIGU
WWIZ)u6HKE
WI llu6H42HSiTE
WIZ2 a6HREOGRA
Wd(3126HPhIC PW(4)U6HkGJECT
w(slc6HEC'J, U
W(6)a6HPPEA Ii
WIT) S6HEMISPH
wIB)s3HIERE

11 CALL V'RAPH (i3.C#7.dv1I*)
READ T, (OOC(IJ)Jal.,121

? FORMATI12A61
CCORDINAUiS AND LETTERING DONE.

CALL XLN I0*23,9..373.9.O.*))
CALL XLIN I3*6t~eG#3.9t0*0I
CALL XLN¶ (?*43*?*5?,3o9vo.~
CALL YLN IO.2)We.3?*3v9*,*.3
CALL YLN 13*ds4*Z93*99.OO)
CALL YIN (?.&4liel*S?..9*O.0I
CALL LTR (O.l2#3e8C,2tl#VIII)
CALL Lirt (7.63t3e8GtZ.1,V(21I
CALL LiTR I4eO),CeO2t2#l*V(3IJ
CALL LTR l4*q~t7.66v2,I*V(41I
CALL LT.AC8s.Z,~2v.OWZI.
CALL LTRC8*6s3.u,;Zvts~I
CALL LTR (9 00*G9.;Z910DDO
CALL CURVE I2.l3,C,~.-3.9tIO.Ot-n3.9,IO.~eulI
THE rAnOsO

CCMPUTE 36b DEGREE-POINTS ON4 AN 1:8 CM CIRCLE. MARKING EVEKY L:TN OEGKEEIS PHIR;HErA/57.29S
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XXm3.53*COSFfPHI
YY23.53*SI'FIPHII
CALL PLOTPTrX(Y-nl
THETA mTHETA , 1*O
If I THETA- 363.(jII5,15,D99

999 00 10 1s1,3
ClUSEN SYMBOLS ARE OIAMCNOS FO3R Kll AXIS, CIRCLES FOR KZ2 AXIS, AAo
CRUSSES FUR THE K33 AXIS.

IFII-2) 16,192'3
16 CALL CURVE 13,1,1,O,-3-.'49*0,-3*9,1Co0,1l

Go ro 2z
19 CALL CURVE (5,llp0,-3.9913.,0-399,Iu.OlI

GO rO 22
20 CALL CURVE 17v,1,,0v-3.*,10*0.9-.9,lC.0,I)
22 00 10 La1,49

CCMPUtE X-Y CUORDIN4TES FROM DIRECTIO-4 COSIIES.
R*3.53*SCRTFI(Il.Q-WU13,1.L~ll/l*.UU(3,1,LlII
SAU12,tIL)ILUI9,1,L
XXsR/SQRfF11.3+SSl1
IFIUUI1.IL)) 12,13,13

12 XXa-XX
13 YYaXX#S
10 CALL PLOTPTlXXYY)

ENOFILE6
ENOF 1c6
Rc rukli
ENO

* iLST
* LA8L
* FORTRAN

SUBROUTINE ECPOR
DIMENSIUN MIS(,CTlI5IC12151iCTSt3S ,AK(51,SrOtS5 ,CENTENI5I,
IP13,3),L13,3IH13,33,UI3,32,HHI,3S50)X(3),14(31,UU(3,3,50)1
2TINSgQ53,}Avb(5ISUMCOS(5)1 AU4ISi uGEON14SILI50C)A131 ,C(31
3AAI 151 ,{l4).CCll0 .00112 } EE12 ,Ff 141,GG112'100D1121.V141,#18Xt
4Ww121,YFI1S),Y V49) PPIZICOSINY15),OR13 ,CUBEAS),MPTS15C,51.
5TR 13,33,AX13,3) ,4150,31,AIlloIL12I,0A112},PIt 15C , SRA11I)
6CP14),0RHOL13,3),FA14),:U'3,3),YT(314LI3ICK13),P0ORATI50O

COMMO.4 MCTICTJCT3,AKST0,CENTEN, AVaSUMCOSHARMGEOWOELTA,
1LPPEACH.IH*.U.bUuAAB8CCDO0EEFFGGTl.IS0,VWWWDODDN'AXPYF,
2YVN,'aON,09,tePCOS1YVt,4i9WA,0IAM,9HEAOCUWEMPTSORCKtRRAXI
3QACAGADASPPRRACPFAORHOLPORUSPORTUTPPOAr,
4H1ULTH2ULTtf3ULI

CCMPUTES POROSITY FROI THE PERMEABILITY ASSUMING tHAT THERE ARE
CCNDUCTORS OF EACh SET EQUAL IN IUM.ER TO THE POISSON EXPECTArIO4
CCRRESPONOING tO JII'/10 AND ALL WITH THE SAME APtRTURE.

IF IPORUS) 9S)1.9801.98-J9
CCEFFICIENT RATIOS BUILT 1 FUR SPECIFIC OISPLRSIUN KFm 2i
SS09 CMAX1z0.956.

CHI?4230.j97i
COREFs 1.061 ;

CENTRAL tUNDENCY OF ONE SET AT A TIME ROTATED TO COORDINATES ALONG PR"
CIi'AL AXES

CTNIzUlll,*CT1III+U12,1).Ct21)+U13,1)1CT311).
CTN2wUll23'CT1 1).2Uz,2eCT21l)+IU3,21J.C3(l)
A1CIzCMAXItICM4I"2-CMAX I.CTNlCrxN1



1 2a5

1

AIC2uCMAX1*(CMiIN2-C4AE1 ).CTN2.CrN2

CTN~aU(1,l2.Cfl1I2.u(2,zo*Cr(2).U(3s1.Cr3121

A2CIaCMAXL.(CM4IN2-C'4AX1 '.ZT41.crINI.
A22CAI C[2CMX):.4r2.C TN2

CCMPUrE PERKEAdJLIrY OF Ali EQUIVALENLT PARALLEL SET , KP.
P2Ku(A2CIsHEttiALCI.HZ,2 2)/(A2CLOAIC2-AICZOA2C21
PlKatH(lel)- AIC2*PZ i)/A2C1'W
PlKulo0E-6*PlK
P2Kxl1.OE-6*P2IK

CCMPUrE PUROSITY CF O1SPERSED SETS HAVING UNIFORM APERTUIREe
GMNL.m ill
GMNZzM(2)
POREG~uCURFF.I3.e,.PlKI....333.(0.2eGMNI /DF.LTA)b.O.667.

I CuREFo(3.o.eP2K)eej.31SeIO.oG1"N2 /Oc.LrAJ..(.66?
P0RA rlLI0OAEu/P0RUS
PRINT 98d.5,PO'EfQPO'AT(L)

5805 FORMAT('~640 '3ROSITY EQUIVALENT TO PERM, RATIO TO TRUE
I 2F10.51
PORorafpoR TCT*POKUS

SdO1 KETURN
END

PORUSITY c

I

* Lis r
* LABCL
* FORTRAN

SUBROUTINE FRrtQPL
CLMULA1IVt FREQUENCY CURVES PLOTTED FOR EACH PRINCIPAL CONJOUCTiviry
CAPTIONS AND LABELS STflRE06

OINEiNSICN MI(*) CtlI5ICrT2Si CT3E5i gAK(15),STDtS ,CE'JTENI5)e

2TINSQI5.,)AvBI5),SUMCOS(5),H&K'M(5),GEUM(S)uLt5Q0),AI3),C(3).

4WWg2),YF115),YV(491,PPI2),COSINVI5)',UR(3)tCUBE(5),MPTS(5u,5);,
STR(3,3),AX(3,t33,rAISO,3),CAItl)GAg12),DA(12IPR(50951.RAILII
6CP14.),URHO]L(J31,FA4i'.IUCIJ,3),YtI3IALI3I.CK(31
COMMON M.CTLCT2 ,CT3.AKSTDCENTENAVB. SUM:'OS.HARM4,GEOMDELTA,
1LPE.ACHNst,~UUUkAtfaBCC~noEEtFFGGttI~SQV,~tWDODNMA),YF,
2YVN~tiOhsBZPPCOSIt4iVLNPIAOlAMtHEAOgCUBEMPTSORCKTRAA#
3QACAGAOA ,MMPRRAtCPFA.U.RHOLPOAUS
AA( I )3HIH1
AA(Z21e3HLH2
AAC 3ls3HLH5
LAA'.4u4H2tIIO
AACS5)u4h2H20
AA'(6)u4H2H3C
AAC 7 I4H2H4.C
AA(8134H2H5C
AA( 9 Ia4H2H63
AA( 1O1u4H2H?~
AAC Ll) 4H2H$V3
AAC 12) .4H2H9
AA( 13)*4HZHSS

/
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AA1 14)s4I4?Hid3
AAI 1519WHSH5
88I1116Ht18HCUA4
15812 )s6MuLAr 1/
BBI3ls6HE PEQC
15814 IS3ft~r
CCil~a3H4S5H
CCf2Ra6HFIGURE
CC(J)v6H a
CC 14 I6HK I4Cl
CC5126HAL PEA
CC 16 )a6HMEAS3IL
CC171m6HIrIE~SP
CCldtsa6H X W
CCI9Ia6H CGS U
CC11012484IJS
FF1 1 z6H1BHMAXC
FF12)a6HIMU ' A
FFt3Is6HNISCTA
FF[4)a3tHUPY
PP(13'6H6H95
PP12122H/0

CCOROZNATES, AND LdTrEitl'iG DONE, SCALES PLOTTEOo
26 CALL GRAPH19o3,6.'SZ.5)

CALL FRAME1.1,o.ls(;
CALL L1C4h,.7O
CALL XLN(Q.Cva.593e3.,c.5)
CALL XL~f0*4)*%e,.k3e343vCI
CALL XL415*5,99.U6.9,Vc.53
CALL XL'4t9*Ct3*q)OvO*-,-O-53
00 314 J2191b

310 CALL XL-*4(Ojevv)*,yFfJRv,-)
DO 311 ja1.15

311 CALL XLNl8*9t)*C~sYFfJ),9)
00 21 isigiS
YYsYF1J,-C.oC3

21 CALL LJRI-0*3vYYv1,,,AAIJl)
CALL LrRl-0*5v0*7,2vlvBB3)
CALL LrR1-lo3t-I.O.290.CC)
CALL LTRIS5.5,4*4,2OFFP)
CALL LTRlS8*8Z27v1,lPP)
READ ?,(GGJI*J), *121
CALL LTRI-1*79-1*06929OGG)
READ 79.0ID19JR.Jl12)
CALL LTR1-0*6,-1*8s2Z,0,D)

7 FORM4AT(12A6)
CCIDUCTIVITIES, AND APNISOTROPIES, ARRANGED IN ASCENDING ORDER.

00 32 IxLt3
00 32 LaI948
LP1sL.l
00 32 J2LPjp49
IFIHH1I,L)4PH11,Jll 32,32.3a

38 TEMIP=HH(II'LI
HHilI .L)=HH1 ItJ)
HHtIv JI-rEM4P

32 CONrI1IUS
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DO 39 LsI948
LP1sL.I
DO 39 JuLP19497
1fIMINSUILI-tINSQIJII 39,39.40

40 TEMP8rI'dSC{L)
TINSQILIB-rINSQ(J)
TINSQIJJ~rEV0.

39 CoNrI1uL
CCMPUTE FAcruA. TO N4KE PER'4EAUIL1TY CURVES FIT PLOT, POSI1inlN CURVES,

xmlNsMilZF(t1I1(1.13 HHI?12 i.HH(3,1L 3
61, HPaI..3E-ij2
62 H~uX14I~vKP

1F(L.*3E-38 -H33 60.64.64
60 IF(H4S-lo.41 63,64,64
63 HPmHP#eZ...2

GO TO 62
73 HP*HP/1).0

HSaxMI?840HP
64 XMAXu9AAIF(I'H(lv49 JHH12o49 1,1HH(3949 33

HLm9MAX9H0
IF(HL-HS-6sC) 65,65,73

65 IF(IiL-HS-.0*S3 63,63,81
St 1Kzde0/(HL-I'Sl

GO TO I69,69,303,69,69.SO6.3Q6,69,3C9,691,tX
303 IXw2

306 00106

69XIuSX
HPBHPOXI
PRI4T 3jXMIIIXUIAXeIX

31FOKIrM(IPMEP*vW6
IXKMZidXMIPhhP
xmtI!4aixMP4

CCMPUIE FACrOK TO M4AKE AINISOTKOPY CURVE FIT PLor, POSITION CURVE.*
IPso.'

92 TOIFwrP*CtIV.SQ(49J-TINSU(Ill
IF(rDIF-0.21 93994.94

93 TP&TP*LC*O
GO TO 92

94. TSstIS#4UlleTP
Lot zrSBTS

TSuITS
PRINT 31. rIVSQ(11,r[%SQ(4931r[S

CLRVE IDEUTIFY ESIABLISHED
42 DO 35 1.1,3

HACrxHHI9u1251*o1.CE-C6
ccmpurE AID PR14T 95 PERCENJT CONIFIDEN4CE INIERVAL ON4 MEDIAN ANjD MAX ANISC

DEV~ia(H'Uil321mHH(1,1l 3l.otOE.06/Z.3
PRINaT 350tOEVH

35 PRINT 36tHP9H&CtvIsTINSC(251
DEvrxrNl4S( 321-rINSJ(173l2e3
PRI.'ST 35L,. DElII> ~16 FORMAT(MPE20*8#I4i E20.el350 FORMAT(LP2Z.61
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CUEMULATIVE FRFYJUENCY CURVES PLOTTEO
00 18 1*1,3

CPJSEN4 SYI4BULS 4A, OIAMCMOS FUR K11, CIRCLLS
IF(1-Z) 96,g9,11)O

96 CALL CURVE( 3, t1,Go'jOC,9.OO.0,6.0,1 1
GO 10 2Z4

99 CALL CUA~VEI5,llOOXOC,9.OC.0,6.OlI
Go 10 284

100 CALL CURVEE7,ttlC,4.00,9.OvJ.0,6.0,1)
289 00 I? L'1949

XVsHHE I p 3 .IP-XM4IN4
I7 CALL RLOJPr(XV9YV(L)J
18 CONT I 'IUF

CALL CURVE(1,1lO,0#'.O09.0,O.O,6.Csl)
00 217 L=1,9')
XV=r PNSQIL1ItP-rS.6*0

2t7 CALL 9L0TPT(XVsYVEL))
ENOFILE 6
ENOFILE 6
kETUR4
END-

KZZ, CAOSSES K33s

* LIST
* LASEL
* FORTRAN

SUBKtOUrPE PtJ4PLT
D1MtNS1Ui4 l4I5),Crl(5),C212I)C,CT3E5),AK15),STOE51 ,CEI4TENE51,
lPE3,33,E13,3,,HI3,p31,U13,i3,lHNI3,5atX(3)91Q133,UU(i3,5.3,l

3AAE 153 81143 ,CC It~3 ,D0ilZIEE12RFF 143 GG( 12) .0001 123.V141,wSl
4WW(12,YFII5),YV149),PPII),COS13iiI5),OqI3)PCUt3EI51NPrSI50,5),
STRl3,3),AXl3.33,IJA(5093lCAg113,GAI121,0AI123,Pa(SG,53,RAill),
6CPg43,Oku4H0LE3,33,FAE4lUCI3,33,YTt3),ALt3),CK13)
C01440'I M4CT1I CT2,CT3.AKST;),CENTEI,9AVSSUM4COSHAaMGEOg4,0ELr'A,

ILPEAC~i~UpUAsit;t~g~FP~T-SID#~ODNAt~
2Yp%4NR~PgOI4~4W*DApEgCSeP~3#KT*X
30ACAGAOA ,M?4PPRRACPFAORHOL ,PORUS

CLMULAT1Vi DISTRI?3UTIO.4 OF PUMP TEST DISCHARGES PLOTTED
RAIL )s3HINO
RA I ZR 3:4QH I I
RAE 3 R4H2H2Z
RAI413 4H 2I13
RAIS124HZH4O
RA(63z4H2H5%'
RA 7 )z4HZ2H6C
RA~d 3=4H2H7C
RAl9 3s4H2ISC
RAE O)34m2H9(,
RAE 11)sS143H100
EEllI)z6H4Hj-SlS
EEIZ 3a6fl4li*SIG
EE 13 )6H4HMEA4i
FAtl1 33H16H
FA12386h9S C/3
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i

FA(3136t$ CONFI
FA14 1.1N-
CPfll*13Hl9H
CP(2).6H DENiCE
CPSI*~6e1 ON ME
CP(4)341f0 IAN
CA~l u3H5311
CAIZ Iz6HFIGLRE
CA43Ia6H sr
CA4la.I6HANDARD
CAI5)a6HIlEC P
CAI6Ia6HUMP TE
CA(?)&6HST CIS
CA(8 Ia6HCHARGE,
CAI9Jc6He GALL-
CA(LIC ~a6HONS/DA
CAIIllaIHY

CCOADIN&TtES AND LETrERINiU, SCALES OON4E
CALL GRAPH(Ve3v6*C,2*5)
CALL FRAhFICLt~e6d
CALL XLil(O.CS.S,$.VOO.5)
CALL XLNI9eCg3.3LoC.e-C.5)
CALL XLN
CALL XLN IQ.O.*c,3.'.4.,

DO 21 Jaloll
CALL LrR(a.0*3vYYvl9g)tRA(J)3

21 YY&YY+0.6
CALL LTKI-0*5,~o.72vlBB)
CALL LTR(-l*3o-l,0v2v0,CAI
CALL LTR (8e65,I&9Sv1l9IFAl
CALL LTR (8eS.S5,18S9Ia1CPl
READ ?tGAIJIJulvl23
CALL LTK~(-O.7,-I.49299#GA3
READ ?tlOA(JI*JalotZl
CALL LTRC-O.6#-1.8e2,O.DA3

7 FORM4AT(12461
DO IC.!? MOmlg3

CCMPUrED TEST DISCHARGES ORDERED. ASCENDINGW
DO 1239 Lul1'46
LPaLcl.
DO 1.239 JxLPIv49
IFIQA.ILtl4OlQAIJvMOlI 1239,1239oI24C

1240 TEMPuQAIL*HCl
QAILvl4O DuQA lJ, MO
QA(JtMOI&TEPP

L239 CONT INUE
CLMULArIVE CURVE FITTEC TU PLOT DIMENSIONS

L061 HPe1l~)E-;2
1062 HS&VA(IsMOIGHP

IF(LoOE-35-HS) 1,C60#1064*106'.
1060 IFCHS-I*CI 1063olC&4,1064
1Q063 HP*HPoh..0

GO TO 1062
1.073 HPRHP/ICveO
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HSasjA( 1 Mnl 3H
W 64 ML 29 A (49 ,MO I Hp

IFIHL-HS-8.C) 1065l,l;6591073
14,65 IF(HL-HS-C.li1 lC639106391081

Go r 10 169,1069913.j391303,1069,l3O6,l3'.6,l306,1306,1369ptig
1303 1Xa2

GO TO 14I69
1306 IX25
lj69 XlmIX

HIPOHP*XI
PRIIT 31, QAI1,1MUI,'A(49vM~lvIX

31 FORHMAIIP2 E 2xs-. v 4
IXQ2QAI I MO).uip
QmI'IaIxo

cc'iPurE 95 PtCiCC4T CONFIOENCc INTERVAL ON MEDIAN4 Q
1176 CO2Q(QA(3Z9'4nfl'A(17vM~fl)/2a'0

CCM'PUTE MtEA3
(JMEAN20A( lvPJ)
00 1070 Ks2,V)

1070 QMEAN=QMEA4JsUA(Kt,40I
QM4EANzQMCAN149.')

%"cCZpuTE srANDARn C.EVIAIIO43 OF DISCHARGE
0EiVamo0e
00 25L0 KaI947

2i00 0EV~)=0EV tY41MAN-..AtK(,MO3I..?
osvQ3sokaFICEVO/44.01I
PRINT 1.33

1 , 3 3FOQMA1155H CISCHAAGE MEAN, MEDIAN *sr0 oev, 95 PERCENTr O3 4EDIA?'s'
PR1ir 1;34, 0'EAt, JA(259MU~0EV~ipCCh4

10i34 FtJRMATI//P4612.41
CLMULATIVI. FK(QUE'.%CY CURViS PLOITTO
Cl-OSEN4 AXc3 AK~ DIV14ONCS F0i4 KII AXIS HOLE,, CNIRCLES FOR K22 AXIS HOLt,
C~I3SSES FaR K33 AXIS HOLE

IFII4U-21 117lo1172t1173
1171 CALL CURVE 17,1,Cv0vO.Cv9.OO.0v6s0vl)

GO TO 1174
11?2 CALL CURVF (5vlv..,O0.O,09.0v0.o,6eOl)

GO TU 1174
1173 CALL CURVE 13,1,0,090*O,9.0v,0t06.OI)
1174 -YZ , 1 2

DO 1177 LmI949
XQmQAlL ,MOjfHP-Q-4I
CALL PLOTPT IX'QtYZI

1177 YZsYZ*Gol2
C:UOSSESip CIRCLES AN4) 0IAMON40S t4ARKFO ON APPROPRIATE MEAl AND STO 0EV LIN

IFIMO-2) 11dlv1182v1183
1181 CALL CURVEI(7,ll,0,j.0,99.0,.3o6.0,l)

GO TO 1184
1182 CALL CURvE(5,l,1,O,3O,099.O0.096.Otl)

GO TO 1184
1183 CALL CUAVEI3,1,1,0,C.O,9.G,0.3,6.~ZlI
1184 XMEAN=Q?4EA3siP-UMIN

XSIGM4'2aQMEA34OEVQI *HP-.iMtN
XSI%,1Ma I Q'4EAN#OEV0) oHP-QM4IN
IF (XSIGt4M) 2517,2517,2518
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2i18 CALL YL-WZ5.,53vXSlGNMM,0
CALL PL0TPrlXSIGPkM#5.151
XSIGMMzXSIGPM,0*V5
CALL LfK fXSlGMMt5*i5t1tlsEE(I))

2517 CALL YL,"f ('f 4?,v1*.qSlGPM#0)
CALL YL!O.0?#l*0tXMCAN,.]
CALL PLUrPr(XSlGPMv0*85)
CALL VLnrPf(XMEAN# v..85)I. ~~XMEAtsAMEAlt).o0
XSfGPMgXSIGPM*Q.t;5
CALL LTR lXKSIPMv,20.Z1#1.EC121
CALL LTRt(XMEAN%,..o2'.'lslsEE(311

1317 CONTINUF
ENDF ILE6
ENOF ILE6
RErTURN
END

* *LIsr

* LABEL
* FORriKA'

SUBROUTINE i'OREQ.
DIMENSION MISt ,CT1IS) ,CT2(5) ,CT3('uI AKI5I.Sro(5i ,CE'iTEN(51I
lP13,3IE(3, 3IH(S,3).UI~3.3IHHI1,50hItX31,I)(31,UU(3,3.50I.
2TINSQg5CItAVgI(51,SU,4COS(51bHARMI51,GEOMI5SIez(50o),A(3),C(31.

4,iW1(2tYF(151tYVI49),PP(2JgCOSINVI5),OR(3ICURE(SlM4PTSI5Qg5J,

6CPc4),OkHfLA3,3),FA(4)tU%'03,3),YTI3,,AL(3)tCKg31.PoILAT('..,I
COMMON4 MCTL.Cr2 .CT3.AKSTDCENTE.4bAVt~,sUMCQS.HAR.IGEoMOELrAt
1LP.EACHHHUUUAAdBoCCDnEEPFFGGorINSQovilwtbwClODN:4AXYF.

3QA:CAGAtdkd'~4g.'RgRAgCPFAgORHOLPOKAJS:VOKTOTgPnlR~l:
4KiUL T.H2ULt#H3ULr

CCAPUTES POROSITY FROM THE PERMEABILITY ASSUMING THAT THERE ARE
CCNOUCTORS UF EACH SET EQUAL IN NUMBER TO THE P3ISSO4 EXPECTAriol
CCARESPON0IJG ro P(~41/10 AND ALL wirH tHE SAML APERrUREO

IF(PORUSI 8d31S8O18*l8O9
CCEFFICIE?4T RATIOS BUILT IN4 FOR SPECIFIC OISPERSIUN KF* 20

e89CMA 1.0. 9S6C
CMI 42s.0.90qS
CGREFs 1.061,

CENTRAL TENDEi4CY CF ON4E SET AT A TIME RUTATED TO COORDINATES ALONG PRIN
CIPAL AXES

CTNtSI)RHOL(3,lI.CT1(1)4ORHOLC3,21eCt2Cl)4ORHOLC3,31.CT3II
CTN~a0RHOL(2,11eCrl(li*aRHOL(2.2).Crz(1l*ORHOL(2,3I.CT3(lI
AICI.CMAXI.(C!41NZ-CMAX11).CTNI.CTNI
AICZaCMAXJt(CMIN2-CMAXI 3.CTNZ.CTN2
CTN1.OR~HOL(3tt1.CTI(21,ORHnLI3,21.CT2IZ)*ORHQL(3,3IoCT3(21
CTN2SORHOL(2,tI.CTII2),ORHOL(29210CT2IZI+ORHOLI2.31OCT3(2I
A2C1.CMAXC1+(CIIN2-CMAXI)@CTNI.CTNI.
A2C2.CMAX1I(CMII2-CMAXI JOCTNZeCTN2'

CCMPUTE PERM4EABILITY OF API. EQUIVALENT PARALLEL SET v KP*
P2KsIA2Cl.HlULT -AlC1OHULT )/IA2Cl*AlC2-AlCl*A2C2)



PIKsIHlULr ALC2P2KI)/42CI 0
PlKul1 .L-&#PIK
P2Ksl1 oi0-h*P2K

CCMPurE POROSITY CF DISPERSED SETS HAVING UNIFORM APERTURE.
GMN~aM(l)
GMN~ZM12)
POREij2COREFo(3,u.u'P1IK.)'.#~333'(0.2sGMI4? /DELrAl'o*.,667*
1 zUREF.(3.Q.P2K)..C,.333.(O.2'GIQ.Z /0ELrA)*#o.66?
PORA~T 5%; )a9PRiC/P0A.US
PRINIr a8o5vP0RtQ*PflATI5O)

8805 FORMAT(56HO POROSITY EQUIV MEDIUM PERt4, RATIO TO TRUF POROSITY a
I 2FI0.5)

e801 RETURN
END-
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U m ProgM VESI gonerotLM QlVeceUr DZ P erI

Synthetic data are generated by VECOGE just as is done by

VECTOR. Flrst, VECGEN computes elements of a uatrix to transform

a. vector from coordinates LncLudLng the central tendency of a set

as axis, to coordinates LncLudinS the geographic vertical as axie.

Coefficient: depending upon the specified Fisher's ICf operate on

a random uniform numnbor to defino a probability, then tho central

anGle corresponding to that probability and dispersion iii com-

puted. The location on the circle of equal probability is speci-

fLed by anothor random uniform number between zero and 27 . The

resultintg vector Ls then transformewd to geographic axes about the

specified central tendency. Up to 500 vectors can be produced,

stored, printed and punched for rouse or plotting by STLEPO.

.



The vide variety of vectoral display used by other authors

to represent joint orientations has necessitated several proarams

to manipulateo punch-card data produced on the Gerber Disiti2er.

Strike and dip data could also be prograried for diaitizinB Into

useful Corz. ';hile only conformAl neta are used here, the plot-

ting. proaram could be rnodifled to produce equml-area plots.

RSEPL I reads Gerber Diaitizer punched cards of fixed-point

X and Y coordinates relative to an oriSin .t the sT? of center,

distant IT tuies the original plot radius. The proSrea rescales

the coordinetes to the desired size, and cemputes direction cos-

ines of the vectors represented. Each is assigned a niform ran-

dom nu.,bor for later shuffling. The direction cosines of the

central tendency are computed, also the vector strength and co-

efficient of specific surfaeO, c.

Subroutine REPLM-2 processed the Oroville data given in

Plate 14. In addition to 'erber coordinates on input cards,

each point =sy be identifLed by the set of joints to rhich it be-

lorkts. The radius and the computed artles In the projection are

then converted to direction cosines, and punched on cards for

minutal sortin3 and decisions of uhich vector belonas to what set.

The readied dcck of orientations can be resubmitted for analysis

of parameters by JOWCA.
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I PACK
* LIST
* LABEL
* FOR TRAN
C UNII VECTORS IISPCRSED UN A SPHERE ACCORDIN4 TO FISHERS EQUATIOU AR
CCMPUTED, THt&K OENSITY OCING F-E tO THE K CUS THETA THS ROKGRA4 GlYtS
CCSINES OF EACH vECrOR, PRINTED AND PUNCHED OUT AFTER TRASFORMATION 10 ti
CENTRAL TENDENCY GIVEN 1.N t1E INPUT .

OIMENSIJN A433, 5(31) C13), E13#31
KEAD S4, AK,.Y

S4 FORMAT (F10*.5I1I)
PRINT 55,AK

55 FORMAT (26HC )ISPCRSION COEFFICIENT K /F10.S)
REA) 51,o(B(1g 1&1,3)

51 FORM4AT (3F1I.53
PRIN4T 5, (8(119 1819.3

5? FORMAT I40HC ntIRCTION COSINES Of CENTRAL TENDENCY //3F15.5I
DENaMaSQRrTF1l.0-bf2)*B(2) 1

El1,21*-DENCCM
Elv.3)&1B23 S1(3J/ .EUM

£12. I|wSl 13
El2#31sm1 l2
El3911*4 31/OENOM

tl3o3l-SBlM/OENUM
PRIvT 6C'IIEII.JI. I1831.Jule3l

60 FORMAT (31HO IR&NSFIRMATION FACTORS E(ItJI M/l3F20.1511
PRINT 52

S2 FOAMMAWI 1H: DIRECTION COSINES OF PCLES OF PLAES DISPERSED ABOUT
is AZIMUTH AND HADE EQUIVALENTS 1/1
FoEXPF(AKI
GaF-EXPFI-AKI
STRa0.0
00 31 Im1.N
PaRANDOMIXl
H*F-P*G
COS1Ha.llGF (I l/AK
StiN" a SORTF(I..- COSTHeCOSTHI
PHIaRAnMIomx3*6.2831S
STRaSTrK+COS TH
AIlluSINTH*SSYFIPHt[
£121aCOSTH
AI3laSINTH*COSFIPoI I
ClI E,13 sGl 11E(2. leAl21EI3911*A31
CI21*E(192)*A111+Et,2l#A(121
C(3IaEl1. 3IAI13+E12,3IA (21+E(3931*A(31
IF (C1311 Z124#14

21 O0 22 Jul,3
22 CIJI * -C(J3
24 PUNCH 53oICIJIJst,33,I
S3 FORMATI3F20.1,15X,151

ANGLE a ArAN2FIC(2IC11I3
AZIM 8 180og -ST.29p * ANGLE
HADE a S7.2S% *ArANF(SOQKFF(1.-Cl31'C(311/Cl311
PRK.4T 58#(C(1l3 181,31. AZIM. HADE

56 FORWWrI3f20z8. FM3e5g FZ*I51
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31 CONrI'4Uh
ANa-?4
STRaSrIRAN
PRAlr 6loST4

61 FORM4Ar117Ho VECTOCR STRE'JGTH IIFIO.61
33 CALL EXIT

ENO
* LIST
* LABEL
* FORTRA.4

SUBROUTINE REPLTI
CCN'ERTS iTERLOPLOrS TO DIGITAL FORM, COMPIUTES DISTRIBUTION PA)RAMETEA1S

DIMENSION U(3#1gjQOI
COMMON UtM,1'TOT

CCRRECT 0ATA---IHEMzl IF UPPEA, 2-1 IF LUbEq HCMISPHERE PLOT MCASURED
CCQRECT SCALE--- CaO1AMETCR IN INCHES NET MEASURE3,s M24U?4tEIR OF P31NTS

9 READ It), IHEM4,DM

CC'JVRT GkAISEk COCatOINATES TO FLOATP'OINT
1 HIzeITOr # I

b!MaITOT.m
00 37. IsMl,14'4
REA3 11.IYvIT

11 FORMAT(2110)
XsIT
ya Iy

CPA4GE TO SCALE OF 'JEW PLOT, ORIGIN Ar CENTER
EaIx/loc.3-C/le..d'7.05/O
Y2IYI1OC.0J-CIZ.C,.7005/0
IFIIHEMI 2.133

2 X*-A
ya-y

3 XSQ=X*X
YSQ*Y*Y
PSi~a4o3. IXS;YStjJ/1OoOI
UI93, 1)21l.0-PS-J)/1 1.0.PS~l
IF [IX Z59359zs

25 UI2.IlaS)RTfFiII.(-UIII 1eU(13,)/Il.C*YSC/XSC)I
YOPS-Y
THlETAvATAN2FIX9,YOP)
IF ITHETA) 32,35,31

32 U(2oI)a-UI2911
31 UI1,I)mYOP*t,IZI3/X

GO ft. 3?
35 U1ZIIlsOo

UIl, I)sSQRTFI1.0-UI 3,1).U (3,II)
IF LY) 37,31,36

36 UI1.I)s-U(II)
37 CON fI NUL

00 jag ISMIIM
KANDO RANI)CMIX)
IRAN'D 8RANC*50-...O
La 1-14rTU

38 PUNCH 12#(UIJvI),Ja1,3I9IRANOLI12 FO)U4AT(3F2O.8,IlZI8)
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CALCULATE D[RECTICN COSINCS OF CENTRkL TENDENCY

C Y~~~Vla.C

V3 u.s .
DO 58t IuM*t ,4

CC4VERT EACH VYCTCi BY OOUBLING Irs ANGLE WITH KHE 3-AKIS,
cENTrERNG rHERE ThE EXPANSION FROM HEMI- ru SPHEREICAL DISTRIBUTION
CCMPo4ENTS AoDEn

. Y~~VSVI*Uf It I I

58 V3u'3+2.*,~U(3o.1)UE *.1w-I*
CALCULATE AVERAGE DIRECTION CUS I.ES

AM a M
Vl'VIIAM
V2*V2/AM
V3wV3/'A

CCNVERT DISrR13UT[04 BACK TO HEMISPHEI&CAL DISTRIBUTION4
V3aSQATF( I1.O)+V3)/.2O

CCNPUTIE VCTOA STREior" To COKRELATE WITH FISHERS K
S TRaG. 3

CCEFFICIE4T DCTERvIt4Y41 G SSPECIFIC SURFACE A0D DISTANCE FOR THE SAMPLE
CUe.O
00 68, ItM1,o"
ANGaU(ItlueylUIiUillV2+UI1, 1*V3
StR.STRMA'YG
CeC+t.O/ANG
STRaSTR/AM

68 CsC/AN
PRIlT 13vVleV2zV3,MtSTRC

13 FOrMATWFI5.S.,S52FIS.8
MNTOTMTCT+1
GO to 9

T7 RETURM
END

* PACK
* LISr
* LABEL
* FORrRAN

SUBROUTINE qEPLTZ
CC.VVERTS DEPT wATER RESOURCES POLAR JOINT PLOT TO NORMAL STEREON4ET

DIMENSIUN U(3,otCLV
COMMOV UvMvrrnMDI

CCARECTS SCALE, OIN.OUTER. GOur uOUTER DIAMFTER , Ma NUNBER OF POINTS
CCRRECT DATA--- IHEMl IF UPPER, u-i IF LUWER HEMISPHERE PLOT MEASURED
CCNVERT GERREA COCROINATES TO FLOATPOINT AND rRA'SFURM TU NEW COUKDIArL
CCLUYY 30 WILL cON~ruI i IF It IS DOUBTLESS WHICH SET A Jilnim is
CC-ITAINED I1'1 UR A It 2 OR 3, ETC. IF ASSIGNED TO THAT SET , our
CCRRESPONDEICE IS DOUbTFUL

9 REAO 10, IEHtM ODed. DOUTr M
10 FORXAT(I1.2FlO.SI.t101

IFIM) 74.70.7
7 MIumTOT4I
MM*MTUT#M
00 37 I*MI.M.4
REA) llIYtt< [IUESr

It .1 ORMATl3 101
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XXmOoUT/2.o0FLOAIF( IYIl100&0
YYaourDOZf2%opFLOATF( IZ1/13).0
ANGLsArANIZF (YY#XX3
RmS0RrF IYY&YY#XXoXX)-DI4/2,O
'PHIa3.,1415S9oR/(OOUT.ODIN

CALCULATE DIRFCTIC4 COSINES OF EACH VECTOR
11(3s I I COSF(P IIR
UlIsCOSF(ANGL)
jtATIOsSINF(AGLI/01I
UI 1,1 12URTF(1I1.j-Ul3.IeUI3.I1 )/tl.Q4+RATIO.RATIO)I
MPull) 93.99999

98 UI191,)-U(II)I
99 U(2#113uIltg)#RATIO

IMIHEMI MoICL,1G 2O
101 U13#1)2-0J3*11

U12, I )-UIZ2I I

CAN SORT FOR It 2s 3v ETC. TJ REM4CVE QUESTIONABLE CARDS AND REPLACE
CCRRECTLY 1d SET 1401CArto 81 sriReo1iEr. A4 IS ALSO .CHA'IGCD*

12 FORMAfIF2O.8*1129181
37 CONrINUF

MTOr 3MTO r#M1
GO ro 9

70 RETUR'I
END
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Subroutine JD&TA detorm.nes parameters of a vector disper.

sion. The discomfortinl 6uPeet of mAny plots of dispersion La

that they are split between the upper and lower hemispheres,

leav:ing mmny of the two-hoaded vector orientations ambisuous.

In this care the centroLd of the dispersion is obscurn. JDXT

therefore trtnsforms thern all so that the estidted centroLd is

at the renith vith all eloments around lt. The resultant vector

is retransfar-mad. to the original system and reported as the cen-

trel tendency. Usimg components of the vectors, the strength

(Chapter 6) end the coefficient of specific surface, c, are com-

puted. Ftsherla dispersion it related to these parameters by

Figures 5-) and Figure *-6. Each punched output card aivins

directionr costneselso has a rando., niusber assLSned by the per-

mucator (it-,Aout substitutions) 3C !LM'Y (Krasnow, 196), a

subroutine Lotiatlized by the input ntmber Xl'bST.

t
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* FORrRA-4
CJOAJ'A 0 f SNOW. DEPI OF MINL TECH4 MAY 1964
CCMPUTES CE41RAL IE'40ECY OF JOINT SETS. VECTOR STRENGrH AND SPACING
CCEFFtCtEOITS, q~ANOU400ZES SEQUEN4CE OF JO~dTS 14 OUrPUT DECK UF DIRECT Vti
CCSINFS.

OIMC.NSIC'a U(3.1IOCU).LlIlOl3I ,L2(.I'~1:3A(3,31 .8131
REA0 14. XLASr

14 FORMATIGIS)
MTOJ s u

CCSINES OF iS1IMATE!) CLNTRAL TENOENCY AND 4UMBER OF JOINTS IN SEr READ
9 READ 10. "913I!).IaL.3)
10 FOR?44T(1C~iF20&7)

IF14) 7,790s1
7 MlzM4TUT * 1

HMB~hITOT#,'g
CLP4ULATIN3 P'AREAfSAS ZEAOEO

STRaC*0

AIaF LOAT F 1I4 3
CALL SETZ4AILIPL2,M)
CALL GEVIRANIMPN94,M.XLAsr)

CC.MPUTE TRANSFUR'4AFIOi MATRIX
OEN0Mu3Sui1Fg1.Q0t5I2).ah2) 3
Alloll33 1110i13/DElIOI

AI I v31 -is CI II/VO1

AIZ,3)za12)* .3l3/OE:3Of4

Al 3tZlsBt23
A13,312513)

CCStIES.OF vecrORS READ

READ) 129 IU(JtI3,Jal#31
12 FORMATI3F20e3)

CC4VERT EACH VECTCR TO C0040OINATES HAVING 13 Al 3-AXIS
VTl=At1,l)*b~l,1 34AIlv3)*UI3,I)
VT2sAI2,1)eUillI3*AI2.Z)eUI2,13*A(2.330U13lI)
VT32A13,1)'l.6,1 1.+g13.2).U12.I).A13,3)oU13,13

ClIOOSE ONLY UPP~ER HEMISi'HERE ENDS
IF tVT3) 21,24,24

21 VTlzsVTI
VT2*-VT2
VT3=-VT3

CLMULATE COMPONENTS
24 VlaVl.VTI

V3aV3*VT3
37 CoNTiwUE

CALCULATE DIRECrTCNP COSINES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY. THE RESULTANT DhtECTIUN
VMAGasoJ~rF vlo~Vt#V2*VZ+V3*V3)
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Y T~aV2/VM&G
VT3oV3/VMAG

CCNVERT CENrRAL rEW4)E.CY BACK TO ORIGINAL- COORDtINATE SYSTEM
VlsAfl,l)YvftAl+ l.l*VT2+AX3,11 *r3-
V2*AI2,2tVTZ+.AI ,2)*VT3
V3sa1tl3.ioViI+AZ231eVT2+A3I.el-VT3
IF (V131 41.44.44

41 VTI*-Vrl
VT2&-VT2
Vr3a-vr3

CCMPUTE ANGLES EACH VECTOR MAKES WITH THE CE% rRAL TENDENCYt ALSO
CCEFFICIE;AT DFFFRFIIING SPECIFIC SURFACE ANO DISTA14CE FOR THE SAMPLE

44 DO 58 f:19F,1.
CALL RANDUM PERMUIATOK rO LABeL iACH CARD

KL * I-^I+ I
K-LIKL1 *1
PUNCH 15, IItJ,)IJ*I,31,IK

i FORMATr3F2O.8, 11Z,181
ANGaABSFIU(1tl leVl+U(Z,.1V2.+U(3,II V31
S rR&STR+A4G

S CuC+l.C/A4-
STRaSTR/A'4
CuC/AM
PRINT l.tVItV2ZV3,STR.C

13 FORMATrITHO CENTRAL TENfE?4CY
,1 1 VECITR S REaGTH C 13F20.5,F15.4,F18.41

MroruMror."
GO T0 9

TO PUNCH 14, XLAST
END

* DATA

.
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Subroutine STEREO has a MIN program that reads in the data,

produced by RaPLT-1, JiT VKEGE: or others. -Subroutine STEREO

converts direction cosines fronm Cortesian coordinates by applying

to each vector the transformvtion to a right-hand system having

+ z upw'rd.

DI(-C,3)(1 *C,)
21 .CC./c.),L 5 C.

D is the desirod plot diameter, and Cj are the direction cosines

of any vector. This makes a conforual net, the potes of vectors

on the upper :inisphore projected to the horizontal plane alon3

lines to tlhe lower pole of the sphere. Built-in functions of

Subroutine tY&'2 for the Cal-Co~mp Plotter (Chrowor, 1963) are

esiential for all plottin;, routlnos used here.

\I-
Ab



* LIST
* LABkL
* FORTRAN
9 C MAIN CUNTqOL PROGRAM

DIMENSlns U13v1GC01.V(41~tWl10) OODI121
COMMON Ul.
REwIN06

21 REAU 51sM
51 FORMAr(141

IF(M) 11.11922
22 D0 165 6S1sF

READ 52. IU4J.I)tJz193)
52 FORMATIJF20O.l

IF 1U1391)1 160,765,765
160 00 762 Jal#J
f62 U09,I6--U(Joll
765 CONrINUE

CALL STERFO
GO TO 21

11 CALL NDPLOT
ENOFlLE6
CALL REWUNLI61
CALL EXIT
END

* PACK
-* TAPE B5, REEL 1156t WRITE, PLUT
* LIST
J * LA8cL
* FORrRAN

SUBRUUTINF STEREU
C PLOIS THc ST tEOR.PHIC PRUJECTIU4 jF m ViCrURS ON fHC UPPE(
C HEMISPHEIE CF AN 18 CM N4ET OVERLAY.

DIMEQNSION U(Ji.10C:3V(4)sW11C1, 0DD012),WW(2)
COMMON4 UlM
VIl) z3HI3H
V(21 u3HIHS
V(31 a3HtHI
V(41 a3HLHE
UWI 1 1x6H DHF IU
WW(2l6HKE .
WHil16H42HSTE
WI216HREOGRA
W(316HPHIC P
Wi41.6HKOJECr
Wl(a6HIf0., U
W(61ahHPPER H
WIT1u6HEMISPH
WI81x3HEkE

I CALL GRAPH I1).tot.8,111
READ 7, (DOCIJItJa19t2)

? FORMATI1246;
CALL XLN (0*23,C.*3703*90O*0
'CALL XLN 13odv4e,3e9.C*0)
CALL XLN 17.41,?.57i.0.90.0I
CALL YLN (0.Z39.3,37.93a.0)
CALL YLN (3.8.v.W~,3.9,G.I0
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CALL YLN I7.4lo?*5?t3*9vO0*I
CALL LTW (O.12,).8592,l,1113 <
CALL LTI4 f.7.83,3.dOZlvY(21)
CALL LWR 14.*00.0.O2#2#,Vt3l)
CALL LTR 14s%.J,?s6a92#1#Vl4)J
CALL LTM 8*20,C #2#1*~WWI
CALL LTR(S.6,.).3#2*tvW)
CALL LWA 194*;2100
CALL CURVE 42#lZiOj,3s91Om.9,k0..-39ti,1o)
THEAAaO*C

5 PHIsTHErA/5?*29!5
X*3,51 * COSF(PHII
Ya 3.53 a StIFIPHI)
CALL PLGTPT lXtri
THErA zTHETA * 1.0
IF (THETA- 363.J1 S5,56

6 CALL CURVE I,,,,3)1.,3)tO1
00 IC. 1=1,:4

S*Ul 2, I/U(If,1
XuR/SORTF( 1.)S*Sl
zpFuuilvll 2939

2 Xm-X
3 YsX*S

10 CALL PLO1PTIIYl
ENDFILE6
RETURN'
ENO
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BCCEN produces punch cArds of the elements of sample size N

accordinS to the two prmrneterc read in. As shown, it is for

normal dlstributions, but has also beon used for 105 noelrl, ex-

ponential and linear distributions. It computes the mean valuo

of the Senor.aIted numbers.

FlottiM! .pX~r Ditrit gn

Subroutine FREQPL, a modification of the same-named pro-

gram the.t plots curwlativo armrneabilitins, plots apertures or

Cny other anrernto of nuinbers. FREQPL ranks all the data in

- scandIa.v; orer, fiUt V'o c-ar':o to tVi dftmensions of ths frame,

and plots8 raL4c aid t: life ber.teen -ints to record the3 dis-

cMrjes. Yt'.1vs 27 :b, 7E w;ero fwde aitti this progra:-.'

C'
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* PACK
* LIST
* LABtL
* FOR RAN
CCMPUTE N RANDOM NnRMAL ODEIATES OF STANDARD DEVIATION STO AND MEAN
CENTEN BY APPLY1NG RC DEV3

READ 51, N, STO, CilrEN
51 FORMAI 123, 2F23*51

PRIT 52
52 FORMAr S6HO NUMBER OF ELEMEN4TS STANDARD DEVIATION MEAN

1 }/)
PRINT 519 N, STO# CiNtENT
PRINT 53

53 FORMAT(2bIIO ELEMENTS OF DISTRIBUTION M/

00 lU 12.IN
AmA3SF I STODRANOE V( A) CE.4rEN)
PRINT 54, A

54 FORNAT(F23.81
C&C+A

1o PUNCH 55lA,
55 FORMAf1F2C.*,55XIS5

BN=.l
AMEANzC/IH
PRINT 56vAMEAN

56 FORMATEI4HO SAMPLE MEAN /F20*91
CALL EXIT
ENO

C MAIA COurROL PROg.RAM
DIME.NSIC.I H(13CO}@^AA11}}38(419CCIIO)}EE(2)PFF(9)#GG(121900(12)t

ICCC 12)
COMMO, mM
REWI ND6

21 REAU 51. 4
51 FOURAAT(I41

IFI.M) 11,11.22
22 00 765 1=Y1'

165 READ 55,Ht Il
S5 FORMATIF2O*71

CALL FREUPL
GO TO 21

11 CALL ODPLOT
ENOFIL~6
CALL REWUdL(61
CALL EXIT
END

* oDECKS
* LIST
* LABEL
* FORTRAN

OIMNSIU34 HIlJ0CIAA113,BB(4),CCglsEJE12,FF(9),GGI12)rDDI12),
lCCC I2) <1

COMMO, H. M
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REuIINO6
HTOT aD.,.

21 REAU S1,MSTOtCENTE'4
Si FORMAT(13#314,2FIO.5)

IF(Ml It.,1122
22 DO 165 1=1,?'

CASE~ THRE~t. EXPONENTrIAL DISTRIBUTION OF APERTURES
H(l):CE.4TE'4.EPF((2.0O.UNZ9RAN(XIl-l.~,3eSrO/2.o)

165 HTOT OMrT +.HII I
AMuM
HTOT ENTOl F/AN
PR[.%T IS5, eHrar

155 FORMAT(FZS.&I
CALL FREJPL
PRINLT 990411.1HIMI

99 FORM4AT2F30odO
GO To 21,

11 CALL *EDI'LOT
EN4DF ILEbi
CALL REWIU'JL61
CALL EXIT
END

LIST
LAK5EL

* FORTRAN
SUOROUTINE FREOPL
DIMENSI(IN H(I)t~1 AA.(11),t5BI41CC~ti.1EE(2li FF(9)t,'oI123,OD( 121,
ICCC(21

C PLOrS CUMULAIIVC FREQUEN4CY CURVES FOR EACH PRINCIPAL CONDUCrIvIlv
AA( 1ialHL110
AA(2 )u4H2HI..
LAA 3)a'H2H2C
AA(4 Ja'H2HJC
AAM S twH2H4:
AA(61 s4HZHS,2
AAC F~w4H2ri6C
LAA S I a4tiZH?C,
AA(l9Iu4HKH8C

AA~lt1Iw5H3Ht-.'*
BB(lI I6H1PHZUt4
BBC2Ia6tiULATIVf
BB(3Ia6HiE PERC
881 43 altE4T
CCIIlIa6H4HFIGU
CC(2ls6HRE
EEC 1 )4H2Ht6
EEC?2184H2H8'

.2 ~~FF(11&3hlHO
FF (2 1 a Iff I
FF1 333HIH4
FF(4daJH1H6
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FF15 lE3H1HS
PF16~)*4H2HI13
FFl7Is4HZHti
FF18 )s4H2Hl4
FF(4).4H2HI6

&6CALL '%#API' I
CALL FRAME 1.I.19,'51
CALL XLedO.Cv 8.q*8v
CALL XLIJ (O*Co 8*0*2*3090O.S
CALL XLI WOt~ 8 .j.4*22*01
VA00 LJ5,

CALL Lrta I-C.3,Yqjv4#4AAJ)?

CALL LTA I-C.Stu.7120l,83)
CALL LTR t£o.I0*?3,LC~cE(1))
CALL LTK t0*I.4&17vl#CvEE(2))
CALL LYR (-%*6v-1*0929CvCC)
READ ?PIGGIJIJslplV

7 FORMAfII24&)
CALL LTR l0*4v-ls~vZ#0pGG)

CALL LW(t 0e.v.1.8t2#09DO)

00 2 19
CALL LTR IXP-32plv1UvFF(l)D

*aX*OOC5
00 3 12699
CALL LFR l~v-0*2ql#3,PFFII)

4 CALL CUAMVE t),CvC*OO.O,1O.O,0*),5*ZL)

00 12 JvIP1,Pt
1FCHIII)-HtJ)) 12912,13

13 TEM~h9$tiJ
tlig vHIJ)

12 CONTIN4UE
HPoX.ee JO

16 HrAHIt)*HP
IFII~r-l.4) 14,15,15

14 HPAIO.OeHP
GO TO 16

15 H~mH 1141 IIP

GO Wo 15
318 llEOat/2

PR13T 11k4PvHtMED0)

11 FOR'4AMIPU2Z3083

VjN4C~5 .. /AMI
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DO 1? KehtM

CALL PinrPr (KYI
t? YUyY#VNC

ENOFILE6-
RETURN4
END

'4
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Subroutine PTE51 roads input cards containing the angle of

inclination of the drill hole, the inclined depth to the top and

bottom, the dIchsar,:,e in GOX and theo pressure In put at the mide

depth. It then co~mputes the l1n3th, depth to mid-section, and

the head, vcinlns saturation to the test depth only. The

Glover-Corn.;11, lona-piezonetcr shapo facroz is obtained, and

the standtrdized diccharge computed, I.e., that which would have

occured under 10 psi. and lenath 25 feet of VX hole. The mid-

depth and disc'earac of each test is printed in the output. This

progra'n served to reduce the ;-crced River damsito tests, wherein

the water table wr.s lo".

Subroutine PT7T2A procnsses dischtrSes recorded in GPV,

prossur Inl nsi., and the inclined len't1s to the packers. The

depth to tho ;vtor table is titsed to establish the net head.

Since the Ororille da.msite data, for which the routine was de-

si3ned, often ermployed a fixed 1ower pacMer, and a movinP upper

paecer, additinal .;X.'sures are obtained by subtracting dis-

charges and lengths of successive overlapping stawes (statement

101 and folloutina).

Subroutine IPrT3 re3enbles PTTST. In addition to the

collar-presauro-discarVe-data the Srout take data available was

incorporated in the pro,3rae, preservin.< it for possible future use.

Subroutine LT'TA differs from -TErTI only in that pressures

were recorded at tho collar, so had to Na corrected to th- mid-

depth and accordln3. to the water table. Spring Creek, Folsom

and Auburn dansite data wore cr.lculatod by PwIMST4.
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* LIST
* * LABEL
* FORTRAN
Wc~EST DAVID T. SNOWe nEot. MINL TCCH9 JUL 64, StAtlSTICS PUMPTEsrs

DIM&NSIUN QA(5Ot),0DMI0(SOOIAA4I11,Idb4)*CA(Illt(2lGA(12J,
IDA(1,2

COMMO1 MUA
CCUNT OF CARDS READ

READ I,9M
1 FORMAtl(13
PRINT 4

4 FORMATr/30H STD oISCHAKGE MID-OEPTH //
CARO FOR eACH PUMP TEST REAO

00 100 Naulty
READ ZtANGLEtnIN1OPvDINGOTrmaPRESS

2 FORMArI 5FtO. 31
CALCULATE LELNGtH *A OF TEST SLCTIONt SHAPZ FAITORHEAO IN FEET

WAsUIVBIIT-OvI roe
SOa6.283*.WA/LOGF 6. ,*WA1
HNO2.e 1PRESS

CCMPUTE DISC"CRGE 5'L/0AY THAT WOULD OCCUR IN 25 Ft LENGTH UNDER ICO PS
QIA('idl518..JgOU/(SS0HO)0144C.O

CCKPUTE MIO-DEPTH OF TEST SECTIO1
D.MID(NpsIOtlt3P+WA/2.O)*SINF(ANGLE#C.01745S
PRINT 3#CA(h10DMID1d)

I FORMAr(ZF15.1i
100 CONtINUF

CALL DISCHS
CALL NLPLOT
ENDFILE6
ENDF ILE6
CALL REWUNL161
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* FORTRAN
CFIEST2 DAVID r. s0owg DEPT. MINL TECH, JUL 64, STArISTICS PUMPTESTS

DIMENSION QA(5O1,~DMI 0IO), AA( 11)3B14) ,CA(ll),EEI2)eGA112).
1OA(12IDINTCP(S5*ilCiI.BOT(5OOl,'4T(5COIgPRESS(SOO IANGLEI50I0
2WTDEEP(C5CI I
COMMON MOA

CCUNT CF CARDS READ
5 READ 1,94
I FORMAT(131

IF(M.% 160.160,150
150 PRINT 4

4 FORMAr( 3CH3 STO DISCHAKGE MO-OEPTH W1I
CARD FOR LACH PUMP rEST READ

00 LOU NultI
KJ.> READ ZANGLE(N,IWTOEEP(NI.IONTQOP(NID INQt-:1 UT(iYPRESS(NI

2 FORMAT(6F10.I1
* gO0 CONTIlUe

CALCULATE LENGTH kA OF TEST SECTION, SHAPE FACTORtHCAO IN FEEI
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CALC. NET LEN4GTH ANO DISCHARGE WHEN UPPER PACKER IS MOVED, LUWER FIXEU
DO 200 N'1,t
IF(PRkSSINl-PRESS(N#1P) 110.101.110

101 IFllIN8OTIN)-OIdOT(N+.l) 11#ll J2tllC
102 WAaDINTOP(N4+)-OINTOPfN)

QOAQT(NJ-QTlN+1)
GO TO 121

110 WAsDINdOCT(N-OINTOP(N)
QJ0'WT(N)

121 SOu6.2239WA/LOGF(8.2.wAl
HOm2*31*.PwS.iNI+[wDEEP(Ni

CCMPUIE 0ISCHARGE GAL/DAY THAT WOULD OCCUR 1' 25 FT LENGTH UNDER 1-0 PSI
QAIN)sI5aL730sJ&QU/l SO.HOo )1440.0

CCHPUrE MID-OEPTH OF TEST SECTION
OMIDI'II DNT')P(N)+WA/2.0)*SINF(ANGLEg1#.3.jt174S)
PUNCH 3,9#A(N1,OMID(.NWApN

3 FORMAT13Fl5.1,3Z2,X31
iCO CONrMIUE

GO tO 5
160 MuM

END
* DATA

* LISt
* LABEL
* FORTRAN4
CPTEST3ADAVID T. S0Lh, DCPT* &MIL TECH9 JLL 64, VIRG. Re DATA

OIM'*SIONJ QAI5S04),0MIV 0 iOOSACKS(5C; )lWA5JU)
CCU.T OF CARDS READ

5 READ I,1N
I FORMAT I13)

IF(M4) 7,7,6
6 PRItJT 4
4 FORAAl(5uH3 sro OISCdAAGE -4ID-DEPTH SACKS GROUT/FT //l

CARD FOR EACH PUMP tEST READ

READ 2.A.GLEt3t1r4OPDINtOTJOPRFSSTlME PGOUr
2 FORMAT17FI0.i)

CALCULATE LENGTH %A OF TEST SECTIdN, SHAPi FACTrRHEAD IN Fttr

SOw6.283*wT/LOGFI 1.e0*wT
HO'2 .31 *PRESS

CCMPUtE DISCHAA.e GAL/DAY THAT WOULD OCCUR 14 25 FT LENGTH UNDEER lD PSI
QAINI311800C. )eu(I/ISOeHOR .144).,

CCNPUTE MIl-OEPTH OF TEST SECTION
OMIO 4IalInINTJP+WT/20) OSINF IANGL;LC..017451
SACKS I .N RCUT/wT
WAII1)=Wf
PRINT 3,.tqAlN)OMIO(NlSACKSINIWAI) -
PUNCH 3,QA(Nl,0MIDlNISACKSlNIwA(N -

3 FORMATI4FI5l.1
100 CONTINUI

GO tO S
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7 MH"
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* ~FOR KA4
CPTEST4 DAVID To SNOW, DEPTT MI4L TECH, JUL 649 STATISTICS PU!4PTESTS

DIME-NSION QA(5iCI .DMI0(I5I0
CCUNr OF CARDS READ

READ 1M
I FORMArII3m

IFIM) lC.10.12
12 PRINT 4
4 FORMATM/3ZH S0 ODtSCHAAGE MIO-DEPrH JI/

CARD FOR EACH PUMP TEST KEAD
DO 1UCV ha1,
READ 29ANGLcDINTOPODN3IUTNQCePRESS

2 FORMAT(5F10.31
CALCULATE LENGTH 6A OF TEST SECTION. SHAPE FAITOR,#HEAD IN FEET

WA*0IIt.OrT-o 0ITOP
SOa6.283iWA/LOGF(II.0.EA)

CCMPUTE MIO-OiPTH OF TEST SCcrIi
OMtID sa ~ItNlOP+wA/2.81 *S t'lF(ANGLE*Q. eJl?451
HKO2.31.IRESS+OmID(N)

CCMPUTE DISCHARGE GAL/DAY THAT WOULr OCCUR IN 25 FT LENGTH UNDER LCO PSI
QA(.':)-ISlR3.OdQU/I0SJOHO *1440.0
PRINJT 3,9JA(hNOMIO(")
PUNCH 3,GAIMDMI011'4

3 FORMAT(2Fell5.
1,00 CONrINUE
10 M.m

END
* DATA



U2ottin& Q=1-tl Pre &s2jA=rx 3x Lt

Subroutine DISCIMRGE, with its MIN program for data Input

and repetitive calls for additional plots, wSaS used to p"sent

the standardized dischnrgos from PTrIT. n1o operation and

finished product differs in some rOspoct from that of FM4PL.

mhe 95ss confidence limitc about the median are conmuted by the

norml approximation to the binomial, and plotted as horizontal

lines on thE graph. The moan and standard deviation of the dis-

charges Ls computed, printed, and also plotted as vertical lines

on the Sraph. The actual confidenc ranro intersected by the

cmimlative curve of disciar3s is coi-inuted and printed out In the

output. The entire curve, with all its points fitted to the

plot, Ls then draon.

. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

9
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* PACKI
* ERROR oump
* List
& LABEL

* FORTRtAN
DIMENSION QA(SOC),OomIIsO(5OOAAI1IR9b(4I ,CAI11),EE13).GAIX2),
IDAlL2)h~pTSt5),PTSf5), FREQ(t( 1OOFF(4)sGG2(41vNC(SO)
COMMON mlQAT

S kEAD IltM
1 FORr4AM(31
I IF(M) 11,11,6
6 READ 2, (CA(.'dtNalttI
2 FORMAr(F15.52
CALL DISCHG
GO TO S

LI CALL NOPLOT
ENOF ZLE6
ENOF ZLE6
CALL REWUNL (61
CALL EXIf
END

* LIST
* LABEL
* FORTRANI

SUBIAUUTINE VISCIIG
DIMcNSION' Qa(SO31,OMCOCSO'31sAA(tt3,ab(4) ,CA(tl1)EE(SbiGA(1219
tD~dL21,vQVS.(5S,.'TS(%lv FREQ(I00IFF14loGG14l9NC(531
COMMAON~ HOWA

CUMIULATIVE DisiRiiurmO OF PUMP TEST OISC"AAGES, PLOTTED-
AALACIa3)jjHO
AAtIZ14H2HIZ
AAC 3 14H2H2C
AA(4104H2H3C
AA( S )4H2H4.C
AAf61u4H2HS-3
LAA I lz4t$ZHC
AA(d 3.4"2mC
AAt9ls4H2H8C
LAC103 a4m2H9~
LAA 111 H3KI2O
BB(1 Iu6HlSHCU'(
6B(21a6HIULAtIV
88(3Ia6HE PERC.
BB(41a3HENT
CAC 1 13HSSH
CAC?2Ia6HF IGLeAE
CAMJ-6H sr
CA (43 6HANOARD
CA(S)S6HILEC I'
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CA16I.6HUMP fE
CAl 1)s6HST CIS
CAtd8 m6HiCHAA~GE
CA19126H, GALL
CAl 10126HO4SIOA-
CA1I1)21HY
EEji )26H4H-SIlj
EE12 )*644~H+SIS
EE 3 )26H4H14cAl
FF1I, )23Hl6H
FF12126H95 C/o
FF13I26H CONFI
FF14)*IH-
GGt I I3Hl9H
GG,121s6H DENCE
GG6t3)26H CN ME
GG14)a4HO14 SU EIA#NIPRMENCMTO

CCNFIOENCt 195 PERCENtI 11TERVALABUMEI, 0PAAfRCMTD
ccmPuTED FROM NiO.UAL APPRUXIMATIO.1 TO THE518Z0MIAL DISrRIiHUrlUn

AM*-l
PEACH' 1CC.0/A'4
CONFa).9atSCAlFiAMI 'PEACH

CCOADINAUcS OF THESE LII4ITS. ARE
CONFO~a3Is3~- "a J6.CC'4F
CONFUPai.O.w~.36*CONF

cCCPUTE MEA4
T*QAII)
00 10270 Kx29A

1070 TaT+Q41K)
QME5AN43r/A!

CCM4PU1E Si A.OAAO CUVtATIO-4 OF DISCHARGE
OEVtJ=O *
00 300 KaIP

300 DEVQaDEVQ.ICME.AN-QAI(K)1002
DLVQzSQ TF 1CEi/A'4)

CCWa0INATeS OF DEvIATIO04S
S IGP'LM2IMEAN+OEV'Q
S54IGMIaQMEAK-IEMq

CCURDINATLS AID LITTERV'G9 SCALES 0ONE
CALL GRAPH19*0,6*C92*5)
CALL FRAMElColt~e6)
CALL XVr,19%C90*.0,,0.-C.5)
CALL ZLN 10OvO9*.%fCa)-4F01.i0)
CALL XLNI4C.U9805,3.00,C.51
CALL XLN 10*3,9...,CONFIJV.0)
ya-3 .05
00 21 Jalol1
CALL LTRI-0*3#Y ,ICvAAlJ))

21 *YeY0*6
CALL LTR1-0*590*7#291,Bi]
CALL LTa1-1*39-1*09290sCA)
CALL LTR 18*6591*9591,leFFS
CALL LTR £8*35*1*85p1,1,GG)
READ ?vIGAlJ),Jxlp12)
CALL LTRI-0*7oml*4v290,GA1
READ ?1OIAlJ)vJvl12)
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CALL LTR(-0.7s-l.8e8s0,lA)
7 FORMAT l2A61

CCAPUTED TEST DISCHARGES flRDEAED, ASCENOING
MlSSM-1
00 1239 LaisKIS
LP1L91
DO 1239 J&LP19M
IF(QAILI-QA(J)) 1234tl239#1240

1240 TEMP&QA(L)
QAIL )sQA(J)
QA(JI..TLMP

1239 CONTIiUE
CLMULATEVc CURVE FITTED TA PLUt DItENSIUNS

1061 HPa1*OE-08
1J64 HNLaJA(M I*HP

lF(ftL-0.81 IQ63.1:631061
1063 HPHP#1Ce.0

GO 10 1264
1081 IXtd.01 HL

GO rO t1w69.1069 ,13J3,13O3,l069.1 3O6.13:6. 1306,1336, IC69),IX
1303 IXmZ

GO TO 169
1306 IX*5
1069 XKIIX

HP uPXtI
PRINT 319 QAlI lQA(4 l.lX

31 FORMAT11P2E2O.186141
J CCMPUTE K-TILES, PTSIIIOi(dER 95 CONF LIMIT, MEDIAN, UPPER C)NF LIMIT

PrSI 11.50.0-CONE
PTSIn2ISO.0 C
PtSI 31a5ueOCONF
PNU~s1.l, GOl
0( 1150 1.1,3

1Q99 PLUMtPEACHOPNUM
If (PLUM-PTS IlIl 110 ,.;911%'#. IIO

IICO MB4P:PNUM
PNUMRPNUM.1*.0
Go ro i%'v

1101 MPupNUM
GPTS(ItIWA(PIPI-PLUu-PTS( I I I/PEACK.COA(MPI-OAIHM4P)I

1150 CONTINUE
PRINT 1149. SIG4Id. {4PTSt tl. 1st,3}.StGPLM

1149 FORMATISOHO -OEVQ LOW CONF MEDIAN UP CONF .DEVQ //
1SFlu.2/// 1

CCMPUrE CONFIDENCE RANGE ABOUT MEDIAN
CONJ:xQPTS(31-QPrsI l/2z.0
PRIar 1033

1033 FORMAT155H CISCHARGF MEAN, MEOIAN . SrD 0EV, 95 PERCENT ON MEDIAN)
PRINT 1034t CMEAN, 3PTS(2) ,OEVQvCONQ

1034 FORAMAY P'4I.2e4l
CLMULATIVE FREQUENCY CURVE PLOTTED

CALL CURVE (4,1,00.0,9.0O.*O06e0v13
YINCm6s0/AM
YvcYIsJC
00 1017 LalM
XQs4aAL I *HP
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CALL PLOTPT (XgtYV)
IV a YVOY INC

1017 CONTIM4E
XS IGM~taSIGM4IMOHP
XMEANagMEjANGH)'
XSIG~PMaSIGPLMOHP
IF(XSIGMM) 70?,lL'.1 v?,O81

7CS CALL YLN (0.0v5*JXSIGM4Mv0)
XSIGMMzXSIGI'M*0.O5
CALL LfTR (XSIGM~t4,535,1,lvEE(IIP

707 CALL VLN (Oe7,6*0,XSIGPM#01
CALL YL34(0*7t6*G#XMEANq01
XMEAN2XME44#*O05
XSI'GPflaXSIGPM#Oe0.
CALL LfTR (XS13P14,O.2O,1#1vEF(Z)l
CALL LTA(XM'EAI9 0.2091olsEE(3))
ENOFILE6
ENOF ILE6
RE TU R-4
END

0 DATA



IPPEN0IA B

x-iturat tr-Acturi- in rock daph'~rt frviui thu ;.3JtwzptLora of

svvn~othl nn.r.l~ol¶-IIta otonin%-- uzad in tho zodA. it Stoat dcw~L

of tsmorfmtte~ andl rzn~ .~' r~wMtine to bo donao zo3fore Oa.%

bmunIt~r.'1 ?.:%1 rtnt rnubJ~ct nf the hydraulic~.. of a ~Azt,~e fr'-c"

turo V'--.o,' ru~ow-har.i ctd C*.Is di ,)l&CC uj-r of 1tz. aio

zouilto flar:

vlhere Cs L:, dLzc%=r~a,

V L ':: Vve tdth ',ful1 :-porture) of fmi.ctnuro,

E

Cnd L 3..r..oaor..on f..ctor, all of --hc Cr3 in

0 L. ;!b.uand:-a e-ov'Lvr..tio-. Vi',.t friction~ L-.: lUnr ,Lt%.

r~ot!.fu.:, -"re':~r, :X1itvc nd Sikei 5 L1'S7). ru-.~ r..:ymeadr '183S3)

nm-i:,cr corv--: ;i .. ritcriori:

1 L.; thm vt.Aaefty ina CUa. -i:p=o.Aon. * por~icat:1 v ork L-ndLcatt~.

!1lt* CLC28.) CU.Lo obteinod Vs~n' vruos nwarty tim :oii.- z:- 7'2Lv

.~1~'.s '~1c~7 ited 'by, ¶~bsde, 1059) critiea1 nut^-b'r of 2000 fby

Via o bova debfr.Ltion of (\.). 'or instoneas if 'otor a.t 5s)0r ao'-2,

under ! ur.Lt jvrj4anist, lt.,Lnrw cors4Ltiona. tLIL o-A.0t in A.L fruc.'

turaz of io..t'..-n 0.16 w: ,-portuin., 61i rdst racuLt., vreortod



in thtu popoe LAy be ftnaidaeed applieubto to fractt~wg3 up too

say 5 =c, doeanding. On WWadg condition.. C04..tunCy of tlbo

ftrmtM friction faetor:

at -P. vr Luo

charactari-o.. m!a Lani'ir vLfl~o. L'Ir.* frictior% fuetor L3 a1 yro.

aicon~ the f 1o'-, to tho vz1ocity hn pi)r uwilt -I-porturv,. Abova

crLtLcol vealocitys £ o ztrznt vnlu~a for r-~,Lo

tLon of protub.-r:acew £td r L-t pL:3o ridiuz or half fr.actuwo-

apartura Qs I :tutt iownd t'u~t fdiqttaji iL lndo--endant of

ru~rn..z hi~in tho lrnrc-r rontao.

Thaugj% Sjgp -vatocity ftlo.- In frnelhtva.; zra not canzi~lrad1

In C!ht "r~art : uyt.0m .wo ttur~al dremactauncea, .. uc'h :m

co IutL'i1*nUvrr Jotint. in e.-rsonato rock.;, or Ln Liti'ro fr-c-

turZ*., nlo.! r t~~lcIn z,-' KOc~t: t('.av frictlozi 9,!CaCd. tha.
thme

for xoti'h f2 pttzrt;.- bout 1.5 tiL:.- tho:-o for Aj_4 (Nilmwadza

1940; irmd Caob~rok, 1431). rcvtos .-- ' T"Isitoln d.2tz span the

7030 to. 1""J .SONI ,bp! f lV2.1 dit3A by P:-o) ,ja v ~'. Irewiicel r.,m.
1ztio 1 -.1; st'iOm t%.o frictionfcerst 'yod : c

orA th: sol:-tivrs roughnea::

T0

is ALl Who.-o 30tudLo.-Om th roughnosz. h8ivL comfl idord ore

conidf='hlp la-:thzi Chn ity. 2ALdtt (orned !~i.3 rough condulttz by

c-ow~ntirr. unLfar31y-Sr'tded sand&; onto shallacrid .to',l uuwfncoz.



sapt usod d variety of natuO1ity-rough materiol for hUo e

tor boundarto** In no kio.tn study bhA a trw ceatinmiftrd

configuration boon t13d to mko :r armtly xcoud I.. Rock
I

joirnte, and most othier trRctureo tail r aot the neefoa8Z con-

ditjonz for raieceuiltfl flto, u'hich L4z (1932) saya ts valid

providod thet d'Jc/1 ff Li XnaUtrnd if Vf is enaIl compered

to the curvwturao. Te tritoar's experiontal woark on the conduc-

tivLty of ti e fracturow %iiv romined too ineoploete for Lnclu-

Zion 17ith the anza1ytlwt1 reu1Lt. presented hare, in splto of two

yo-rls effortL to obt;in vflLd romtltc from an air permoametor.

The rroon for contLnuod C rn for tht aprturoacorductivlty

rol-tionivlp rn reeL, fr^.ctwe tls'*t if tho irreaularities ara

of thn mi.*,o or Brontor r ,nitud* than tho relativo dtsptcent

of tttt bow:ries, then tho p-t lcnrmth greatly w:accds the over-

.all p;rtielt tran3latlon, .nd zprturcs are reduced *ecordins to

tCo lnclLnwtion oZ ,icro-f-ac, or. the ixregutaritS.oc. Diroction-

Ll pwroportie: of the rousuvanrs (twnturo) wy rosult In antsotropy

of Lndlvid-r^.l fracturoze
V
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AGREEHENT BETWEEN
NNWSI Technical Project Otficir, LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY

AND
NNwSI Technical Project Officer, UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

REGARDING THE COOPERATIVE CONDUCT OF TRACER STUDIES

I. As participating agencies In the Nevada Nuclear 4aste Storage
Investigations, the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the
U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) are conducting mutually supportive
tests at and near Yucca Mountain, Nevada. These tests, referred to
as "tracer tests" contribute to meeting the following KNWSI
programmatic responsibilities of the participants:

A. The USGS responsibilities under Work Breakdown Structure (WES)
1.2.3.3, Hydrology, to define the pathways, mechanisms, fluxes,
particle velocities, and coefficients of dispersion of ground-
water flow at and in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain;

B. the LANL responsibilities under WBS 1.2.3.4, Geochemistry, to
define the potential for movement of radionuclides in various
physical and chemical forms from the sites of potential
nuclear-waste emplacement at Yucca Hountain to environs that
might be accessible to man.

II. The Technical Project Officer (TPO) of LANL and the TPO of the USGS
agree that successful and timely completion of these investigations
require: (a) the joint use of existing and future boreholes
penetrating the saturated ground-water system at and In the
vicinity of Yucca Mountain, particularly at the site designated
UE25c; (b) cooperation in the planning and design of tests,
including their sequence, to assure that the information required
by both agencies can be acquired in as -timely a fashion as
possible; (c) that data and other information resulting from the
tests be freely exchanged between LANL and USGS when needed as part
of the technical basis for evaluation or development of plans.

III. In order to assure meeting of the program requirements stated in
(II) above, the parties further agree to the following provisions:

A. The USGS is designated as the lead agency, and LANL as the
supporting agency, for tests designed primarily to define
hydrologic parameters, including hydraulic tests and the use of
non-reactive (conservative) chemical or physical tracers to
determine flow paths, particle velocities, and coefficients of
dispersion.

N '
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E. LANL is designated as the lead agency, and USGS as the
supporting agency, for tests designed primarily to determine
the rates of movement (or of retardation) of radionuclides,
including the use of reactive (non-conservative) tracers, or to
evaluate the retarding effect of such potential phenomena as
matrix diffusion.'

C. The responsibilities and rights of the lead agency include:

1. Assume full responsibility to plan, conduct, and analyze
tests for which it is responsible.

2. Assign and Implement quality-assurance (QA) levels that are
commensurate with the requirements of the supporting agency
and the joint USGS/LANL objectives and responsibilities.

3.- Provide the supporting agenc:y the opportunity to review and
comment on plans, including QA level assignments and
technical procedures.

4. Inform the supporting agency of changes of plans or delays
that could affect the overall testing effort.

5. Make all data available to the supporting agency in a
timely fashion. Data availability to the supporting agency
will be scheduled as a Level-3-milestone by the originating
agency.

6. Have first right to publish or otherwise release the data,
analysis (including modeling), and- Interpretations for
tests for which it Is responsible, subject to the
conditions in Section III.E below.

7. Provide the supporting agency the opportunity to review and
comment on all manuscripts pertaining to the tracer studies
and intended for release or publication.

D. The responsibilities and rights of the supporting agency
Include:

1. Through ongoing dialogue and review of plans and previous
results, provide to the lead agency ideas, concepts, or
suggestions concerning planned tests.

2. Review and comment on quality-level assignments and
technical procedures for activities affecting the useful-
ness of test results that are important to other joint
tests or analyees.

3. May observe tests and, if mutually agreed upon, may
directly support the lead agency's planning, testing, and
analyses.



4. Hay not release data nor publish analyses or results prior
to the release and publication by the lead agency, except
as is provided in section 1II.E below.

E. Publication or other release by the originating agency of
information needed for reference by the other in its
publications will be scheduled as a level 2 (NNWSI Project
Manager controlled) milestone. When the milestone is three or
more months overdue, *as referenced to the latest due date
.approved by the NUWSI Chance Control Board, the using agency
may use and present those unreleased data, but not
interpretations, that are necessary to support its own analyses
and interpretations. Such data will be referenced to the
unpublished filet of the originating agency and to the-
individual who provided the data. The originating agency or
individuals are not obligated to reference the using agency in
subsequent presentations or uses of the data.

IV. This agreement shall remain In effect until cancelled in writing by
either of the parties hereto, their superiors, or their successors.

Date Date
William W. Dudley, Jr. Donald T. Oakley
NNWSI Technical Project Officer NXWSI Technical Project Officer
U. S. Geological Survey Los Alamos National Laboratory

I'
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DETERMIATION OF TIE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
PERABILIMIES OF RACITURED WATER BEARING FORMA'TIO

Dr. Eng. KIamal F. SAAD
.Des Institute, Malari Caro. UMA

Rlw
On peut considirer ls formations aquiftres facturies comme des aquilres mnisotropes.Lorqu

"agit de fractures borizontaks. la permiabilite hortzontalo correspond aux propridtis de transntlsu
es fractures et la permabilli etcale aet colc de a roche oare. Au conrare, lorqul saxitarctures verkalks, l penrAhbfli verticale correspond ax Poprutes de transmlssivlte do fni f

a Ia pernablitM horizontal l actirite a roche atre. Autrenent dit. on considire que a mche 0
eat hotrop. Lca prison: taIlvse I teAmiw ke permfabhtes verticale et borlzontale des

ctors, *usd bknt que Icur eapcdtt de rserve. pa Iiude ta Cdonntes des essals epomag.
procidi eruployd eat fioade ur ha mthode dc ha double penu (Saed ., 1964) Dejlus, lmagnit
des perblitiS veal a Iorlzoanale pet fournir des Indices sur ks r&aux fractures d rconna ba k*I do l'k~oukmcnt dan cheque ducion.

Fractured water baring formation may be considered as an anisotropic aquler. That is the
abiliity th he fractures W be dtik erent from cut or the original parent formation. lae th

theues o bosh he verical and borizontal permeablitei as wie as dSe storag nt h
. cbelrja netdthrourt analsofibePluping test dtahe pememeabWty In one ofthes two Oi

. c p tht otehe Ina 1uelat thc u~~sme direction. *Wlc thc other cbacrc the _bnmtt
ptopery of theparmnt fommation. tfl~he procedure ot a s Is based on the double se dopc

l.oL (3965 through analsis of the modified solution o he ponsteady flow toward a d0 panhl]
. penetrating the ruracsrd water bearing formation. It an also be cohaaded that knowedp of X

ma:gniltude of thiepermeab~ille In both directions ay Indicate ntter d of the finctan

Anlotropc permeability of water bearing formation Isa result of nny reasons. Among the
are the presence of fractns, with a certain pattern, In previous aquifer such as 1imesm
Consequently the permeability through the fncture Is different and usually higher from tht 4
the arnt formation. The fractures ay have either a borontal or a vertical trend (Fig. t)

4 . thus they are reeeted hydraulally by the orizontal or the vertial pem;as1Nity rencMIw
.; FTe permeability in the other direcion uepresents the tansmitting properly f the parent wat

bear.g forma-tio.

C .

FiS. I - Qoss section of fractured rocL A and 3: Vertical fctur C: Horizontal fkactu.

*UNESCO Expert to the Republic of MA oDbection de trHvdnraulq'. lamako.
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prctbe, it frequently happens that the producing wells do not penetrate completely the
formation from which they are pumpinh. This is rather due to many tehnil reasons,- theae ua the large thickness of the fractured bed or the wide fractr openings. In both

duifling operation may be either expensive or Impractical for large depths for excessive
otf mud circulation and other difficulties. For this, producing wells drilled In fractured water

n fomation, are usually partially penetrating the equaier.
me purpose of the present paper Is to determine the permeability of both the fracture and

^^rant formation. These parameters as well as the stopg coefficient can be determined
IN~b analysis of the pumping test data. recordes rom a partially penetrating observation
d. where the pumped well itself does not reach the bottom of the fractured formation. It Is

~~ed that the fractures are either horizontal or vertical and that the storage coefficient
5Ios constant in the wholk reion.

procedure ot analysis i8 based on the double dope method, Saad et a (196S), and on the
Ied solutionof othe uonsteady Itow toward a partially penetrating well, Hantush, 1961.

g-ccunt for onisotropy, Muskat, 1937.
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I

rage drawdown (s) In an observation wellw the screens in both the pumped and
ition wells extend for the whole length of each well, and that both ar partially
a a water bearing fonnation, Figure 2, has been found by Hantush, (1961) u foflows
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VIU Y4 2- Diarin c repeentatlon of awel tppIng frace rock.
ti f St .B: Horzontal at

utlon (1), acn be modified, to aceount for anisotropic permeability resulting rom the
WaMM of fractures, by multiplying the term (rib) by (KdK,)"A. MuslA, (193D) Thus Equa-
O )O Wm reduce tw.

1Qi4tKb EW(u)+(4btx'dd') t flit' K.((axrjb)(KJK)"l (sin nudb)

-' . (Sin ax b) (2)
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Ili
Equation (2) hw tOat the rate of changes of th average drawdown behwaes

of radial toard a well fury penemtIng an aquifer.
For the determination of the hydraulic coelicients Kr and Ks. the duoble slop,.

Saad tt d. (1965) can be sed. The procedure of the mathematical analysis is outl,,
follows:

i) differantiating (s) in Equation (2) with respect to log, t

dsld~ln ) - 2.309e-' - In
4atK,b l',

ii) differantating (m) In Equation (3) with aspect to In t

I dmldOn u) m- 4x2b u e a in' fit

tii) the double slope function /(1) - mlm, an be found

f(u) _ u'Im * 2.30u ,.j

.1 Equations (5), (3). and the relationship (a - 0S14 Kgbt) and the data of pumping te. *-t
enable determining K, and S. as will be shown later. The value of (g), can also be found to if*
tekms in the summation form appearing In Equation (2), can be evaluated. For this. Equatiam :,
can be put in the following forms:

A = S, (1j1,) Kr((nxrI b)(KJK,)"))

(sin nsd/b)(sin naidb) .A

A [ K b - W(u)](v~dd'4b) V

Equation (6), can be further reduced to the form of Fourrier series by multiplying both 1 s
by (sin (O)dx), where (x - ad'16). and Integrating between the limits 0 and xc

-s the It.&Draw te~
curt).
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a JA sin (x)dx = f X 1 (lI/n)I.((nhrib)(KJK,)"11(sin ax)(sin xd,

Using the following two identities:

to

IIIsin(nx).ain(mx)dxm in(-m)x _ Sn(a+m)
M I

and

f(stin (nx))'d - sin)-d (2 nxI ftfl~ ~ ~ A
o _..

It can be shown easily that all the tem h he summation form In Equation Mw) wIll lend M"
except wie a - 1. Therefore Equation (7) will educe fitarly to:

A sin (x)dz - (g12)&Kogr/b)KJK,)IaJ sia(xdlb):m2A I .'
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S as in the S,*
::

lope 1rrct'.j
K.cuthruej s

K0 [(zrlb(KJK,) "I1um(4 A/x)cosec(nd/b)) =.
*1.

(11)

I,.

4-Aff JCATIOt4
a..

f ,.

mping Iva., a;,
be found mN'
%is, Equati4.%4:

it.

I -

'-'Ing both '.o

in x)dx I*

-. For determiing the hydraulic properties of boh the fractured and parent formation, i.e,
vertical and horizontal permeability and t storage coefficient from te at of the pumping

I, the following procedure can be applied
- Draw the drawdown-ime aurve on semilog. paper, with the time on the Ijoi~at (S-lot g
* cure).
C axoose sever'l points on the curve and measur the slope (), per cycle at eh pont. I
may be more accurate If the Chosen points Comprise the latest portion of the original curve,
or in other words when the time Is large.

I Plot on the same semnilog paper the measuied slopes (M) versus bg 1.
W Select few points on the (r-log s) curve and measure the dope (m) of the tangent at each

Point, percyCle.
. Knowing (in) and (m) at each time, find the double slope function II.), using Equation (5)
r, at each point, and find the corresponding value of (').

4. Using Equation (3) with known values of (4) (Q). (b) and (n), determine the value of X..
14 thins the relationship ('a a r.SJ14tK), compute the value of S.
l Steps f(tom v to vii, may be repeated for other values of (m). at different values of time.
,; However the computed values of (J) and (5). should be the same at each point. Any

deviation Is a result of Improper measurements of Cm) or (ra).
) Chxoose any point on the (s-log t) curve and record its coordinates
a) Compute the value of (r) at that particular point and find its corresponding value of W(4),

from tables of the well function, Wenzel, (1937).
xQ Using Equation (II). the value of Kef!(/b)(KSKr) 1%, can be calculated. From which the

value of (KItKj), can be found, using the tables of the modified Bessel function K.eV.
Knowing (K)X determine the value of ().

1

I-

APPENDIX - NOTATION
saquifer thickness (a

* -f depth of penetration of the pumped we(L.
I depth of penetration of the observation well (L).
4tdw the zero-order modified Bessel function of dt second kind, tabulated, Watson (1944)

or Dweight (19S8).
te -horizontal permeability adially from the well (LIT).
to vertical permeability (L).
* slope of the tangent at any point on the drwdow-timne crve (s-log ) (Llcycle).

sdope of the tangent at any point oan the drawdonw-slope-time curve (rn-log n (Llcyce).
Qt constant well discharge (LMT).

distanoe between the pumped and the observation wells (L).
*average drawdown In an observation well patially penetrating the aquifer (L).

* storage coefficient or storativIty.
.time since pumping started (T

010D.441i dx - well function of (it), tabulated by Wenzel (1942).

I

will tcnJd W

I.I

I
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